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Foreword
Time is a harsh judge, often erasing a person's work from memory in a few years. It's the substantive test of anyone's work if it lives and breathes in the hands of others for years after it's published. Derek Dingle has put about sixty items in print over the past decade and, while that may seem modest when
compared with many others, its value is easily measured by its impact.
At least one routine of Derek's is in the repertoire of almost every closeup magician in the country, if
not the world. That routine usually remains part of his working group of powerhouse items because of its
unfailingly devastating impact upon an audience. Somewhere in the creation of Derek's very best tricks a
gestalt is achieved where all the sleights and subtleties synthesize into something more than merely a
group of moves. Each one catches the very heart of what magical entertainment is all about — and that's
what makes them endure over time. The people you perform for may change, but the essence of what
fools them does not.
There are, though, two kinds of audiences now. It's not necessary to repeat that working for a lay
audience is entirely different than working for a group of magicians: it's self evident. What fools one
group will not, ipso facto, fool the other. It's necessary in these times to create effects for both audiences in
order to get a reputation like Dingle's. There are routines in here (like Triple Color-Changing All Backs
Aces) that are best done for other magicians, and Derek purposely designed them with that in mind. Of
course you can also do them for laymen; if it fools a magician it'll certainly fool a layman. Those who have
decided that practicing is anathama will justify it by saying that these routines are too long and complicated for laymen — but what they're talking about is the ivork involved and not the apparent visible effect
(i.e., what is actually seen). The epitome of any art is to make it look easy, so the work involved doesn't
show. Derek will do a routine like Master Poker Demonstration, which reads like a walk through the
Sahara on a sunny day, give it a visual life through his skill and make it an entertaining miracle.
Ifs silly to believe that it's only worth doing difficult sleights for other magicians. The pass, for example, was developed hundreds of years before so-called "magician's magic" came into existence, and it
has remained a part of every top cardman's work because it is simply the most expedient and cleanest
way to do the work required. The same thing is true of most other sleights which require skill and practice — they were developed to better fool laymen. One of the reasons Dingle is so highly regarded by laymen is because he fools them so thoroughly, and it is precisely through the use of such sleights as the
pass that his work surpasses most other closeup magicians. A routine like Regal Royal Flush, which uses
four or five passes, is an unexplainable miracle to laymen because it uses the pass. Isn't it obvious that
double cutting would ruin that routine?
So much for theory. You hold in your hands the one and only collection of Dingle's magic: The
Almost Complete Works of Derek Dingle. Ifs a book that even I have waited for for a long long time.
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Cards Across:
Licked At Last!
Derek is fond of classics, and he loves to dust them off and take another look at how they might be
performed. This version of Cards Across uses envelopes — which not only makes the effect more impossible
as far as the audience is concerned, but also makes it very easy to do. There are, in fact, no real sleights used.
You need a stack of regular white envelopes, and they must be opaque (without windows, etc.). Hold
them in a stack so the flap is up and on the right long side. The top two envelopes are empty; the third has
seven face-down cards in it; the fourth has three face-down cards in it; the rest (about five or six more) are
empty. When you perform use the deck from which you've taken the cards which are already loaded into the
envelopes.
Since you've got a short deck you cannot let the audience shuffle it (even though there is no setup).
Shuffle it yourself and then spread it between your hands. Have a spectator remove any ten cards —
place the rest of the deck aside for a moment. Ask him to keep any one of the ten cards and then pass the
packet to another spectator. The second person also takes a card and passes the packet to a third person, who
takes a card and then returns the packet to you.

Ask the spectators to memorize their cards (they can sign them with markers if you like) while you
spread the remains of the face-down packet between your hands. Have the selections returned to the spread
one at a time and give it to a spectator to shuffle. Pick up the deck and place it into left-hand dealing position.
Lift the stack of envelopes, discard the first two casually, and place the third (loaded) one on the deck, flap
side up and on the right long side (fig. 1).
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Your right hand takes the face-down packet of ten cards from the spectator, holding it in right-hand
dealing position. Move your hands together, your right second finger pushing open the top envelope's flap
(fig. 2). Move your right hand to the left, as if inserting the packet into the envelope, at the same time tilting
your hands upward so the bottom of the envelope is toward the audience.

Slide the packet beneath your left thumb, directly above the deck (fig. 3). Lick the flap and then seal it
with your right hand, running your thumb and fingers down the right long side (fig. 4). Note that your right
hand ends at the envelope's inner right corner. Simply pull that envelope outward and to the right while your
left thumb lightly presses the packet in place — it goes flush onto the deck (fig. 5).

Turn your left hand palm down and lower the left end of the envelope (fig. 6). Run your left thumb across
the top to further press the flap (fig. 7). Give that envelope to a spectator to hold.
False shuffle the deck without disturbing the top ten cards. Say that you'll take another ten cards from
the deck and simply deal the top ten cards onto the table. Pick up the next (fourth) envelope and, duplicating
the same movements you used the first time, slip (really do it this time!) those ten cards into the envelope
which already has three inside. Seal it and hand it to a second spectator. Place the deck aside.
Say to the first spector (holding the first envelope), "Make a few mystic gestures and movements and the three
selected cards will fly from your envelope to the other one." After he's done that have him rip open the envelope and
count aloud his seven cards. Have the spectator holding the second envelope rip that open and count aloud
thirteen cards. Ask the three spectators who chose cards to name them, and take them out of the thirteencard packet to end.
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a la Kiga
Derek has two versions — both require setups in advance though they could be prepared between other
routines if you like. The standup handling appeared slightly differently in Derek's third set of lecture notes,
while the sitdown handling appeared in Part One of the DD issue of Epilogue. Both are based on an effect
performed by Yatsua Kiga in the early seventies (hence the title).

The Standup Handling
The top seven cards of the deck are set as follows: Two of Clubs, Two of Hearts, face-up Jack of Spades,
Jack of Hearts, indifferent card, Two of Spades, Two of Diamonds, rest of deck. To perform, lift the
seven-card packet off the top of the deck (which you table directly in front of you) and place it into your left
hand in dealing position. Say, "I'm going to show you a little trick with four cards that are all the same. What I mean
when I say the same is four cards - like the four Jacks."

Do a Mario Triple Buckle and grasp the uppermost quadruple card by its right long side between your
right thumb and fingers. Allow the cards to spread into a small fan, your right hand pulling the quadruple
card to the right while the buckled cards naturally spread out beneath it. Pull the quadruple card off the
packet and then reverse count the three left-hand cards onto it. Square the packet.

Turn the packet face up and say, "There's jack number one." Obtain a pinky break beneath the three face
cards and grasp them with your right hand in Biddle Grip. Your left hand, holding the four lower cards, turns
palm down (fig. 1). Place the face-down left-hand cards onto the Jack of Hearts injogged about an inch (fig. 2).
Move your left first finger onto the outer end of the Jack of Hearts and, as your left hand turns palm up, pull
the triple card flush (fig. 3). Immediately thumb off the top face-down card and table it.
Repeat the entire sequence again as you say, "There's Jack number two." In other words, pick up a triple
card (Jack of Spades on the face), turn the left-hand cards over and onto it, pull it flush as your left hand turns
up, and thumb it off onto the table.
Your left pinky pulls down the inner right corner of the bottom card so your right hand can grasp all the
cards above it in Biddle Grip. Repeat the beginning of the sequence, your left hand turning its single card face
down and injogging it on the Jack of Hearts. Your left first finger pulls the outjogged cards flush as you turn
your hand palm up — but don't thumb the top card off.
Grasp the packet from above in Biddle Grip and Pinky Pulldown the bottom card. Your left hand takes
that card and turns palm down, moving a bit to the left as you say, "That leaves two cards - the Jack of Hearts
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(indicate the card(s) in your right hand) and the . . . ." As you say the last words of that sentence all your
attention is on your left hand because you're about to name that Jack. Your right hand should be directly over
the deck. As you're about to name the Jack in your left hand turn the deuce that it holds face up. At that

moment your right hand moves downward just enough to drop all the cards beneath the top card of its packet
onto the deck (fig. 4). Your right hand immediately moves forward and drops its card with the other two
which are already face down. The rest of the patter for the action is, " . . . Oops, sorry, but I did promise you four
cards all the same." Turn the other three deuces face up to end.

The Sitdown Handling
This requires only a six-card setup and doesn't use the deck at all — you'll lap the extra cards at the end.
You must sit at a table, opposite the spectators.
The set up is, from the top down; Two of Clubs, face-up Jack of Spades, Jack of Hearts, Two of
Diamonds, Two of Spades, Two of Hearts. Place the deck aside.
Perform the entire effect exactly as described in the standup handling. When you reach the point where
your right hand is supposed to ditch its extra cards on top of the deck simply move it just beyond the table
edge and lap the cards instead (fig. 5). End as described.

The DD Double Lift
This is Derek's favorite lift — the one that he always uses. There is no get ready and it simulates the
natural action of dealing a card off the top and turning it face up. During the turning the card is also buckled
and clicked twice to emphasize its singularity. The technique is similar in some aspects to a lift published by
Ken Krenzel in his book Card Classics.
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The deck is held in face-down dealing position in your left hand. Your palm-down right hand
approaches from above, your third fingertip comes to rest on the outer right corner of the deck (fig. 1). With a
bit of practice your third fingertip will be able to lift the outer corners of two cards (without counting them first)
(fig. 2 is an exposed view). The top double card is pressed diagonally inward — the inner left corner will act
as the pivot point.

Begin to move your right hand inward, your left thumb resting lightly on the double's outer left corner so
it appears as if your thumb is pushing (thumbing off) the card. Actually your thumb does nothing, just going
along for the ride. When the card reaches the position shown in figure 3, your thumb moves beneath it and
your first and second fingers move onto the center, near the outer end as shown.
Move your left thumb away. Your right first and second fingers press the center of the card downward
while your thumb lifts the double card's right long side, curling it (fig. 4). Your right hand turns the card face
up, sweeping its left long side across the top of the deck so the card snaps into a concave buckle (fig. 5). (Some
downward pressure from your right thumb will make the buckle easier to do once the card is face up.)
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Move your left thumb and fingers onto the left long side of the double card and give it a convex snap (fig.
6). To finish the sequence simply flip the double face down onto the deck and thumb off the top card.
In Addition: Even though I've separated the movements to teach them it's important that you perform
them as one continuous motion in order to achieve the illusion of a natural turnover.

Quick D-Way
It's getting tough to get the credits straight on the classic Quick 3-Way routine, and some of the names
involved in its inception are Mario, Riser, Saal, Thompson, etc. This modest entry into the sweepstakes is
simply a technical rehandling which Derek uses all the time. The structure and concept of the routine are
unchanged, however, many of the moves have been altered to make for a visually cleaner handling.
To perform have a spectator peek at a card in a shuffled deck and hold a left pinky break beneath it. Say,
"J want you to actually see one." When the spectator replies that he did, say, ''That quick? Well I'm going to try and
find it behind my back/' Put the deck behind your back (held by your left hand) and move your right hand
behind you as well. Cut the deck at the break so the selection is on the bottom. Peel that card off into your left
hand. Peel the next card off and flip it face up onto the face-down selection. Peel any two face-down cards
onto that and hold the packet in your left hand in dealing position. Your right hand holds the deck.
Say, "You peeked very quickly so I'm going to bring oat three cards - 1 think it's one of these three." Bring out the

deck and place it aside. Bring out the packet and grasp it between thumb (above) and first and second fingers
(beneath) with your right hand (Elmsley Count grip). Your left thumb moves onto the back of the top card
and peels it off the packet and onto your left palm. Your right thumb pushes off the next two cards as one.
These are taken onto the card already in your left hand. Place the card remaining in your right hand on top of
all. Take the packet with your right hand in the same grip and repeat the same business again. It appears as if
you're merely reverse counting the three cards twice.

The packet ends in dealing position in your left hand. Spread the top card a bit to the right with your left
thumb, do a Buckle and spread a double card, then pull the lowermost single card a bit to the left so you
apparently have a small fan of three face-down cards. Ask the spectator to touch any card, . . top, middle, or
bottom."

*
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If they touch either the middle or top card say, "Any card but that one. Actually I was kind of hoping you'd
touch the bottom one." If they immediately touch the bottom card then say, "I'm glad you picked that one." Your
right hand holds the middle (double) card and top card between thumb above and fingers below so your left
hand can grasp the bottom card and turn it over to display the selection. Turn it face down and place it
beneath the right-hand cards.
Begin to square the packet and, as you do, your right thumb injogs the top card. Turn your right hand
palm down and move your thumb onto the inner end of the in jogged card, also lowering your second finger
onto the exposed back of the second card (fig. 1). Do Annemann's Alignment Move, your right hand moving
forward: your second finger outjogs the second card while your thumb pushes the top card flush (fig. 2).
Your right third finger immediately moves onto the outer right corner of the outjogged card and angles it
to the left (fig. 3). Your third finger then moves onto the outer right corner of the packet while your left thumb
moves onto the outer left corner of the angled outjogged card (fig. 4).

3

5

Do the DD Double Lift technique, taking all the cards except the outjogged card as one with your right
hand and turning them face up. Immediately move the triple card over the single card remaining in your left
hand and do a D'Amico Change — here to unload the double card beneath the selection. (Briefly: As your
left thumb snaps the outer left corner of the selection your right fingers, which are beneath the triple's right
long side, pinch/push the two bottom cards to the left and onto the packet. Your left thumb continues to snap
the selection. Done properly the movement of the two cards onto the packet is invisible.)
Drop the face-up selection onto the packet and immediately do a Block Fushoff turning all the cards
above the bottom card over as one. It appears as if you simply flip the selection face down.
Grasp the packet in Biddle Grip with your right hand and move the fingers of your palm-up left hand
beneath it. Slide the two lowermost cards to the left so a fan of three is seen. Your left thumb pushes the
center card upward, outjogging it. Afterward lower your left thumb onto the back of the top (double) card,
holding it against the lowermost card so your right hand can remove the outjogged card and turn it face up to
show the selection.
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Your right hand turns the selection face down and places it on top of the packet. Slide the bottom card
out and place it on top, too. Square the cards in left-hand dealing position.
Left-thumb spread the top two cards to the right so you're holding a small fan of three. Your right hand
turns palm up and grasps the upper two spread cards, thumb above and fingers beneath. Use those two
cards to flip the face-to-face double card that's in your left hand over twice to show backs on both sides. As
your right hand replaces the two cards on top of the double card your fingers push the lower card of the two
(in your right hand) outward, outjogging it. The top card should be in line with the lowermost double card
when the packet is reassembled (fig. 5).

Do The DD Double Lift technique again, your right third finger tilting the outjogged card to the right
before moving onto the outer right corner of the triple card. Pull it inward, turning it over to show backs on
both sides, and then immediately flip it over again — onto the left-hand card.
Turn your right hand palm down and move your third finger onto the outer right corner of the packet.
Press diagonally inward so the inner left corner presses lightly against your left palm. Your left fingers slide
the bottom card a tiny bit to the left (fig. 6). Your left thumb pivots the top card a bit to the left also, exposing a
double card in the center (fig. 7). Do The DD Double Lift from the center of the packet, pulling the double card
inward, turning it over to show backs on both sides, and then placing it on the bottom as you square the
packet.
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Turn your left hand over once to flash the back on the underside. Say, "The most amazing thing about these
cards is that none of them are yours!" At the same time your right hand takes the top card of the packet between
thumb (beneath) and fingers (above — the hand is palm down) and turns it face up. Buckle the bottom card
so that your right fingers, which are beneath the top face-up card, can nip the right long side of the face-down
double card in center (fig. 8 ) . Turn your right hand over, turning the double card face up (fig. 9 ) . Take the top
card (which is now face down again) and turn it face up to show three indifferent cards to end.
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Silver Quick
Derek always does this routine when working standup for laymen. Since its appearance in Apocalypse
Vol. 1 No. 9 and on Derek's video cassette it has become a must for every coinman's repertoire. You need
four coins and an expanded shell to match.
Slip the shell over one of the coins and stack them so the shelled coin is third from the top. Hold the
stack in your palm-up right hand in an "open" finger palm position for display. Count the coins from
hand to hand showing both sides of each and restack them as before so the shelled coin is third from the
top, shell side up.
Spread the coins forward, toward your fingertips, so the forward edge of the shelled coin butts into
the joints of your second and third fingers (fig. 1). Curl your fingers, the three upper coins getting caught
above a small fold of flesh — separated from the lowermost coin (fig. 2). Turn your left hand palm down
and insert your left thumb into the separation beneath the three coins. Grasp the three upper coins between left thumb (beneath) and first and second fingers (above). Lift the coins and turn your left hand
palm up. At the same time turn your right hand palm down so you don't flash the finger-palmed fourth
coin.

Tilt your left hand a bit so the stack of three coins rests on your left third finger, and move your left
thumb onto the stack's upper edge (fig. 3). Relax your thumb just enough to allow the coin to drop out of
the shell and fall flatly onto your fingers. Immediately snap the stack downward onto the just-released
coin (fig. 4).

While your left hand is busy your right hand transfers its coin from finger palm to Purse Palm (also
called Morritt Grip). The coin is gripped flatly (wedged, really) at the bottom of the second finger (fig. 5).
You should perform the transfer to that position just after your left hand takes the stack. Then, while
your left hand displays the coins your right hand can (after the coin is in Purse Palm) reach forward for a
spectator's hand. Ask her (and it should always, if possible, be a female) to hold her hand palm up. Rub
your right hand over her hand in a circular motion and ask her if she feels anything but your palm and
fingers. She cannot, and will say so.
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Simultaneously turn your left hand palm down and close it into a fist — the stack of coins will not
turn over and the shell will fall over the lowermost coin. A second later relax your right fingers and allow
the purse-palmed coin to fall onto her palm. Open your left hand, at the same time turning it palm up, to
display three coins. Raise your right hand to reveal one of the coins on her hand. Leave it there.
Openly display both sides of the three coins in your left hand and then restack them with the shelled
coin on bottom. Grasp the stack by its edges with your left thumb and first finger and spread the coins to
the left (fig. 6). The coins are parallel to the floor; your thumb and first finger pointed to the right.
Hold your palm-down right hand over the spectator's again. Say, "The second coin will travel from
here . . . ," as you turn your right hand palm up and swing it directly beneath your left hand (fig. 7). Relax your left thumb and fingers so the lowermost coin can drop out of the shell and into your right
hand — it should land on your right second finger near the base (as close to Purse Palm as possible) (fig.
8). Finish the sentence, saying, ". . . to here," as your right hand swings back over the spectator's hand,
turning palm down as it goes (fig. 9). On the way your right thumb moves beneath your hand to push
the coin into Purse Palm. The coin must be in position by the time your right hand reaches the spectator's
hand so you can immediately begin to rub. Say, "This is the part of the trick I like best." (Naturally that steal
into Purse Palm must be done without hesitation.)
Tilt your left hand to the left a bit so the top coin of the spread slides to the left, onto your left third
and pinky fingers (fig. 10). Turn your left hand palm up to display all three coins resting on your fingers.
As you close your hand let the lowermost coin slide into the shell.
Let the second coin fall onto the spectator's palm and then open your left hand to display two coins.
Cleanly show both coins in your left hand (both sides).
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To cause the third coin to travel across repeat the same sequence that you used for the second coin.
After you've done the steal make sure to transfer the coin that's above the shell to beneath for, first, display, and then into it as already described. When you close your left hand afterward the coin will nest inside the shell. Allow the third coin to drop from your right hand and then open your left hand to display
one remaining.
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Take the three coins from her and place them on top of the shelled coin in your left hand. Count the
coins onto the center of her palm, one at a time, turning them over so that the shelled coins ends on
top — though if s shell side down. Your right hand picks off the shelled coin and turns palm up beneath it
so your palm-up hand is directly over the spectator's (fig. 11). Say, "This last coin will join the other three in
your hand." She may pull her hand out from under yours to count the coins she's holding. If she does
that place the shelled coin back on top of the stack, flip it over, and recount the coins onto her palm.
Again, pick off the shelled coin. Chances are she won't look a second time. If she does then simply repeat the entire counting business again. If she doesn't look then simply replace the shelled coin on top of
the stack (which still rests on her hand). Now, pick off only the shell, simulating your prior actions so your
palm-up right hand (with the coin resting on it) is over her hand. Use your left hand to gently close her
fingers into a fist.
To end, vanish the shell — she'll find four coins in her hand. (Derek uses a simple classic palm vanish.) The steal of the first coin is a Larry Jennings idea, while the steal of the fourth coin is a Bob Read
concept.

Standup Coins Through Table
A brief description of this appeared in one of Derek's lecture notes, though little was described in detail. It uses some of the same techniques just taught in Silver Quick where you drop a coin out of a shell.
This can be done both standing and surrounded which makes it something of a rarity as far as coins
through table routines go.
You need four coins and a matching expanded shell. Stack the coins and shell as in Silver Quick,
with the coin third from top inside the shell. You must also, obviously, be standing at a table. To perform, do the entire opening Jennings' sequence as taught in Silver Quick. That is, the stack starts in righthand finger palm and is then spread forward. Your right fingers curl creating a gap above the bottom
coin and your left hand takes the top three coins while the bottom coin remains finger palmed in your
right hand. The coin is dropped out of the shell onto your left fingers and the others are allowed to drop
onto it — spread. Four coins are seen in your left hand.
Your right hand goes beneath the table while your left hand simultaneously curls into a fist, automatically loading the lowermost coin into the shell. Snap the right-hand coin up against the table to create a noise and then open your left hand to display three coins; the shelled coin is on bottom, shell side
up. Your right hand moves above the table and tosses its coin just in front of your left hand (fig. 1).
Notice how the coins lie on your left fingers: the lowermost (shelled) coin is on your second and third
fingertips while the two coins above it are spread inward. Move your left thumb onto the inner edges of
all three spread coins (fig. 2). You can now lower your left second, third, and pinky fingers leaving the
spread held as already taught in Silver Quick, ready for the drop move.
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Your palm-down right hand moves over the single coin in front of your left hand as in figure 3. The
position is important — as soon as you lift the coin snap it into classic palm with your third fingertip. Begin to move your right hand toward you (it should pass directly beneath your left hand) at the same time
turning it partially palm up. When it passes beneath your left hand allow the coin to drop out of the shell
and onto it (fig. 4). The coin in right-hand classic palm is concealed by the fold of flesh in front of your
thumb — the Kaps Subtlety. As you do that say, "One of these three will join this one beneath the table."

Move your right hand beneath the table. Now, as in Silver Quick, you must transfer the uppermost
left-hand coin to the bottom of the stack. However, don't close your hand into a fist immediately afterward as you've done previously. Instead, let the coins and shell lie flatly on your left fingers so you can
display them — the shell now between both coins. Close your left hand into a fist so the shell drops over
the lowermost coin while your right hand clinks its coins together to create a noise.

4

Open your left hand to display two coins. Bring your right hand above the table and drop the coins it
holds onto the table just inward of your left hand (fig. 5). At the same time your left thumb moves onto
the inner edges of the two coins and raises them so they're held solely by your thumb and first finger in
position for the drop move.
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To cover the next move say, "These two coins will travel through in a different area." As you begin that
sentence your right hand, palm down, moves over the two tabled coins and picks them up. The uppermost coin goes immediately into classic palm. Now, as your right hand moves forward and turns palm
up, your left thumb and first finger relax so the coin falls out of the shell and onto your right hand (fig.
6). The coin in classic palm is concealed via the Kaps Subtlety. Your right hand, holding the two coins between thumb, first, and second fingers, turns palm down and taps those coins on the table as if searching
for a different spot. Move your left hand to that spot and move your right hand beneath the table.
Transfer the coin to beneath the shell and display both on your left fingers for a moment before you
make a fist. Your right hand lets its coins clink. Open your left hand to display one coin and then raise
your right hand, tossing its three coins onto the table. As your right hand picks up its three coins, holding them in a small fan between thumb, first, and second fingers, your left thumb moves onto the inner
edge of the shelled coin and raises it to position for the drop move. Your hands should be held about
four inches apart at the same height above the table. Bend your right hand back at the wrist in a getready type of action. As you do that your right second and third fingertips press the bottom coin of the
fan into right-hand classic palm. Your right hand immediately snaps outward, tossing its two coins toward your left hand (actually just beneath it). Your left thumb and first finger simultaneously relax so the
coin falls out of the shell and coalesces with the two coins thrown from your right hand (fig. 7).
Your right hand picks up the three coins and displays them while concealing the fourth coin via the
Kaps Subtlety. Move your right hand beneath the table. As your right hand lets its coins clink your left
hand simply classic palms the shell and relaxes. Your right hand moves up and tosses its four coins onto
the table to end. If you want to clean up you can pick up the coins with your left hand and simply let the
shell fall onto the uppermost coin.

Hofzinser BoTop Change
Derek has devised a different way of handling Mario's BoTop Change so that it can be done without any
of the usual Top Change cover — and while the spectators look directly at the cards.
The face-down deck is held in normal dealing position in your left hand — it is not bevelled during the
change sequence. Thumb off the top card and take it with your right hand, thumb above, first and second
fingers at the center of the right long side and beneath (fig. 1).
•

1

Left-thumb-flick the outer left corner of the card held by your right hand a few times. Do it noisily and
sharply. Tilt the card's face up toward the audience and move it in front of and above your left hand (fig. 2).
That shades your left hand from the audience for a second or two, while it does the get ready. Your left
second finger buckles the bottom card of the deck, loosening it, and then pushes it a half-inch to the right (fig.
3).
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Tilt the face of the card downward and move your right hand to beside the deck as before. Left-thumbflick the card once or twice. Move your left thumb onto the card's outer left corner as if to flick it again, but
hold it on the deck (fig, 4). Your right first and second fingers move beneath the deck — onto the face of the
pushed-over bottom card (fig. 5 is an exposed view).

Now a few things happen at the same time. Your right first and second fingertips must maintain a very
strong upward pressure on the bottom card to hold it in place. Your left hand quickly turns palm down, your
left thumb simultaneously pulling the rightjogged card beneath it flush with the deck — the bottom card
remains in your right hand (fig. 6). Your left hand immediately turns palm up again while your left thumb
flicks the card held by your right hand between thumb and fingers.
In Ibidem No.22 (Oct. 1960, p*2-3) Mario incorporated a similar wrist turn and thumb stroke action in
his BoTop Change, and though this was obviously based on Hofzinser's Top Change there is no credit.

Thaf s it. With practice the substitution of the cards is so fast that it's invisible. Don't be afraid of the cards
when you do this — really give them firm thumb flicks and snaps. Both the action and sound also help to
conceal the move. Finally, Derek always says that he's tickling, or clicking the cards as a magic gesture — to
make them change, providing some explanation to the audience of the unfamiliar action.

The Universal Card
The Universal Card is a fascinating plot and there are many versions in print. Derek has developed
two — one is gaffed, the other is impromptu. Both require expert handling to perform and patience to
master.

The Impromptu Handling
•

D&rek performed this on TV years ago, though it has never appeared in print. It's based on two sleights
derived from ideas of Hofzinser's — the Spread Cull and Top Change. Take a shuffled deck and spread
through it, openly removing the Joker and placing it face down on top saying, "People ask why I keep the Joker in
the deck, well I keep it because it's like a Chameleon - and if I didn't have it in the deck I couldn't do the trick!"

Spread the face-down deck between your hands and ask the first spectator to select a card. Once he's
taken one break the spread at that point, your right hand taking all the cards above and your left hand taking
all the cards below. Figure 1, which is an exposed view from the front, shows some important details of the
grip. The fingers of both hands extend as far beneath the spreads as they can, and the ends of the spreads are
nipped neatly in each thumb crotch for additional support.
Have the spectator replace his card on top of the left-hand cards, but leave it rightjogged for about half its
width (fig. 2). Note that your left fingers immediately move beneath the selection to support it. Start to bring
your hands together as if to continue spreading, the selection going beneath the right-hand cards (fig. 3). You
must lift your left thumb slightly in order to allow the selection to slide under there, and it immediately
lowers again — this time onto the end of the right-hand's spread (fig. 4). Your right fingertips move onto the
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face of the selection and slide it to the right until it clears the spread (fig. 5). This is the most difficult part of the
sleight because of the various finger pressures involved: your left thumb lightly holds the cards above the
moving selection in place while your right fingers pull the card. You must eliminate any worry about holding
the actual spread itself — it should be supported at the ends by the thumb crotch of either hand, from above
by the thumbs, and from beneath by your fingers (first your right fingers when your left fingers support the
selection, and then your left fingers once your right fingers have pulled the selection beneath the spread).
Okay — once your right fingers have pulled the card far enough so that its left long side is clear of the
spread drop your fingers a bit so the card hovers just beneath the spread (fig. 6). Your left thumb immediately
continues spreading, pushing cards to the right until the second spectator stops you somewhere in the center
of the deck. The first selection should ride smoothly beneath the moving spread without any trouble.

When the second spectator removes a card break the spread at that point as before. Once he's looked at
his card have him replace it so that it's rightjogged for half its width on top of the left-hand cards. Now you're
going to repeat the cull action that you've already done for the first selection, this time pulling the second
selection beneath the first one. The action is basically the same, and it's really a bit easier because the first
selection acts as a guide card. In other words, once the second selection has been replaced and you start to
bring your hands together, the right long side of the second selection will move beneath the first selection
which is under the spread (fig. 7 is an exposed view). At that point your left fingers still support it from
beneath. Your right fingertips quickly move onto the second selection and pull it to the right — beneath the
first selection (fig. 8). Your right fingers then relax and drop a bit so both cards hover just beneath the spread
as your left thumb continues spreading the cards for the third selection.

8
Have the third selection removed, replaced, and control it to beneath the other two exactly as described.
Once the card has been slipped beneath the other two your left thumb continues spreading to square the
deck. Afterward all three selections will be on the bottom.
The face-down deck should be held in normal dealing position in your left hand — it is not beveled
during the change sequence. Do Derek's Hofzinser BoTop Change as already taught, taking the Joker with
your right hand, showing it, and doing the sleight.
Tilt the face of the card in your right hand upward so the audience can see it and say, "See, with just a little
tickle it looks just like your card (to the third spectator). Now, if I tickle it again it looks a little like your card (to the
second spectator), and another tickle makes it look like your card (to the first spectator)/' As you patter simply

repeat the change twice more, each time secretly exchanging a selection for another one from the bottom of
the deck. After the Joker has changed to all three selections you'll be left with the first spectator's selection in
your right hand. Drop it on top of the deck, face down.
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The Joker is now fourth from the top with the three selections above it. Say, "I know that this card is really
the Joker." As you talk obtain a left pinky break beneath the Joker. Do the DD Lift — here with four cards to
show the Joker on top. Your right hand holds the quadruple card while your left hand tables the deck. Your
left hand returns to the quadruple card and grasps its left long side; thumb beneath, fingers above (fig. 9 ) . Turn
your right hand palm down and move it flatly over the cards in palm position as you say, "I knew this one had to
be the Joker because I had the cards you chose in my pocket all the time" (fig. 10).

Your left thumb pushes/pinches all the cards beneath the Joker to the right while your left fingers pull the
Joker to the left (fig. 11). Your right hand takes the three selections into palm as your left hand pulls the Joker
away.
Immediately insert your right hand into your pocket and remove the three selections one at a time. If you
have a wallet ready you can reproduce them from that.

The Prepared Handling
A version of this appeared in Part One of the Derek Dingle issue of Epilogue, though this handling also
has bits of a similar routine which was marketed sometime later. It is an almost perfect illusion, and the
benefits of using the gaff about to be detailed should be obvious because, unlike the sleight-of-hand version,
this version allows you to simultaneously display both the selection and a duplicate of it.

K

12

6
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You need to make two gaffed cards. One is simply a King of Hearts with a blank back. The other is a
double index flap card — here's how it's made. You need a red backed card, a King of Hearts, a Queen of
Qubs, a Joker, and a Nine of Diamonds. Split all the cards and discard the backs — except for the back of the
red-backed card, which you'll need. Split the Queen of Clubs and King of Hearts in half lengthwise and
attach them to the red backed card (fig. 12). Cut the Joker and Nine of Diamonds in half lengthwise and attach
the right half of the Joker to the left half of the Nine (fig. 13). Derek attaches the flap to the double index card
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by inserting a small piece of Handi-Wrap (that's almost the length of the card) inside the flap and leaving a bit
protruding. He inserts that protruding portion between the split Queen and King and then "Heat-Presses"
everything firmly in place. (If you just want to try this out without going through all the trouble of making the
gaff properly just glue everything together and attach the flap with Scotch Tape.)
Fold the flap so the Joker and Queen show and place it in your pocket with the flap to the right. It must be
positioned so that you can comfortably remove it from your pocket with the back to the audience and place it
on the table with the flap to the right — all without exposing the face. Exactly which pocket, etc. is up to you.
Set the following cards in order, from the top down, in a blue deck: Joker, Queen of Clubs, Nine of
Diamonds, blank-backed King of Hearts (King side facing the same way as the rest of the faces), and the rest
of the blue deck. Place it in its case and you're ready to begin.
Remove the deck from its case, discard the case, and place the cards into face-down dealing position in
your left hand. Say, "Have you ever heard of a Chameleon? Well, it's a card that can change its spots - and I've got one

right here." Your right hand reaches into the pocket containing the gaffed card and removes it so the flap
remains at the right, with the back toward the audience. At the same time your left hand tilts slightly toward
you, giving shade to your left thumb which pushes off the top card slightly so you can obtain a pinky break
beneath it. Place the gaffed card on top of the deck and move your right hand over it in Biddle Grip. Lift both
cards above the break as one and simply turn your hand palm up to display them (fig. 14). You can't do any
fancy Double Lifts here because of the triple thickness and flap position — so just briefly flash the Joker's face
and immediately replace the double card on the deck. Without pausing thumb off the red-backed gaff and
take it with your right hand. Say, "I'll put it under the cardcase so it won't get away." Slide the gaff beneath the
case, leaving its inner end protruding, and making sure the flap remains on the right (fig. 15).
Obtain a pinky break beneath the Joker on top of the deck. Grasp the deck with your right hand from
above maintaining the break with your right thumbtip. Your left hand undercuts about half the deck to the
top. Place the deck into left-hand dealing position, taking the break with your pinky again. You have a break
in the center of the deck just beneath the Joker.

Now you're going to force the three cards beneath the break using a cutting sequence with a bit of
equivoque thrown in. Cut about a third of the cards above the break off with your right hand and drop them
onto the table as you say, "I'm going to drop the cards in packets . . . ." Your right hand returns to the deck, cuts
off another third, and drops it onto the cards already on the table as you continue, "I want you to say stop
somewhere." Now cut at the break and drop that packet onto the tabled cards. The spectator should say stop at
this point — it happens ninety percent of the time. If they do, then you'll use the cards now on top of the
left-hand halfdeck. If they don't then simply cut off another packet from the left-hand cards and drop it onto
the tabled cards. If they haven't stopped you on the third cut they will almost always stop you here, and in
this case you'll put down the cards in your left hand and use the top three cards of the tabled packet.
If they haven't stopped you after the fourth cut place all the cards remaining in your left hand onto those
on the table keeping a step. Pick up the deck and obtain a break at the step and start the whole business again.
That will rarely happen — particularly after you've had a bit of practice with the force. You must time it so the
spectator stops you at the proper time. After a while you'll be able to "feel" him about to stop you — just
watch his face and listen to his voice.
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Assuming that you've managed to get the spectator to stop you on either the third or fourth cut, make
sure that the portion of the deck with the three face cards on top is now in your left hand in dealing position.
Your left thumb pushes the top card partially off the deck as your left hand turns palm down. Thumb off three
cards onto the table (fig. 16). You're handling the cards this way to avoid flashing the King's blank back. Say,
"I'mgoing to use the three cards you stopped meat." After the three cards have been dealt onto the table discard
the blue deck — it won't be used again.

Square the three face-up cards on the table (they should be in the order King, Nine, Queen from face to
rear) and pick them up. Turn them face down and place them into left-hand dealing position. Your right hand
grasps the inner end of the gaffed card and slides it out from beneath the case, immediately placing it onto the
left-hand cards. (The flap should still be on the right unless you've inadvertantly turned it around.)
Move your left thumb beneath the packet and flip it face up — it will automatically turn over sideways
because your thumb does the turning. Just as a helpful note, Derek pointed out that, in order to keep control
of the flap's position, he always turns the packet face up sideways and face down end over end.
Casually spread the cards between your hands to display the King of Hearts, Nine of Diamonds, Queen
of Clubs, and Joker in that order from face to rear. Remember not to spread the Queen too far off the Joker or
you'll expose the flap. Your left first finger is curled around the outer left corner of the packet in Box Grip to
hide the flap's thickness.
Your right thumb pushes the King to the left and your left thumb moves onto it (fig. 17). Hold the King in
place so your right fingers can pull the Nine and Queen to the right, out from beneath it (fig. 18). Be careful
here so you don't expose the flap which is now covered solely by the King. Put the right-hand cards on top of
the left-hand cards and turn the packet face down end over end as you square it.
Rub the back of the red-backed card on top with your right first finger and say, "If I tickle the back of the
Chameleon it will begin to look like the Queen of Clubs." Do a Block Pushoff, turning all the cards above the bottom
card face up as one to show the Queen of Clubs. Pause for only a second and turn the block face down again.
Your left thumb immediately moves beneath the packet and flips it face up sideways. Spread the cards
between your hands: two Queens will show (fig. 19).
Move your left thumb onto the outer left corner of the Queen that's second from the face. Your right
hand pulls the Nine and King to the right while your left thumb holds the upper Queen in place. Once the
cards in your right hand have cleared, your left hand turns over to show the backs of its cards (fig. 20). Note
that your left first finger is still in Box Grip position to conceal the flap. Indicate the blue-backed Queen as the
spectator's selection and the red-backed Queen as the Chameleon card. Turn your left hand palm up again
and place the Nine and King back on the two Queens. Square the packet.
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Turn the packet face down end over end and hold it in dealing position in your left hand. Your right hand
moves onto the packet from above holding it in a deep Biddle Grip with all four fingers at the outer end. Your
right hand lifts only the top gaffed card a tiny bit while your left fingers press lightly against its right long
side — they should be able to feel the flap (fig. 21). Your left fingertips will press against the flap so that it moves
with them during the following action. Begin to raise your left hand, turning the three cards it holds sideways so
the tops face to the right (fig. 22). The left long side of the red-backed gaff brushes against the top blue back.
As your left hand moves your left fingertips pull the flap down, to the left, and then up again as shown in the
preceding illustration. Your right fingers, which hang down in front of the cards, will cover the swinging flap
from the audience. As soon as you feel the flap in position flatly against the left side of the red-backed gaff
your left thumb moves beneath its cards, flipping them over and spreading them (fig. 23). Your right first
finger points to the left-hand cards as you say, "So far the Chameleon looked like the Joker, then it looked like the
Queen of Clubs (said as you point to the Queen)."
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Use the right-hand card to flip the three selections over sideways, squaring them as they turn face down.
Drop the red-backed gaff on top.
Tickle the back of the red-backed gaff and say, "If I tickle it again it'll look like the King of Hearts." Do a Block
Pushoff, turning over all the cards above the bottom card as one to show the King. Pause for a beat and then
turn the block face down. Your left thumb moves beneath the packet and flips it face up sideways. Spread the
cards between your hands (left first finger covering the gaffs outer end) to show two King of Hearts in second
and fourth positions.
Move your left thumb onto the King of Hearts and hold it in place as your right hand pulls the Nine and
Queen to the right. Once the cards have cleared each other your right hand turns over to show the backs of the
Queen and Nine (fig. 24). (You cannot turn the left-hand cards over or you'll flash the blank back of one of the
Kings.) Use the face-down right-hand cards to indicate the two Kings. Turn those cards face up again and
drop them onto the two Kings. Openly, casually, switch the Nine and Queen so the packet reads, from face to
rear; Queen, Nine, King (blank back), gaff.

Turn the packet face down end over end. Tickle the back of the packet and do a Block Pushoff, turning over
all the cards above the bottom card as one to show the Nine. Turn the block down and move your left thumb
beneath the packet. Flip the packet face up sideways and openly transfer the Queen to the back of the packet.
Point to the Nine on the face and begin an Elmsley Count as you say, "Remember, there's the one you selected, and
the Chameleon card which looks just like it." During the count two Nines will show, and the last one will end up
on the packet's face.
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Spread the cards between your hands to show two Nines in the first and fourth positions. Move your left
thumb onto the Nine on the face and pull it to the left. Your right fingers pull the King and Queen to the right,
out from between the Nines. The uppermost Nine should be covering the gaff and rightjogged (fig. 25). Turn
your left hand over to show the backs of the cards. Turn your left hand palm up, squaring its two cards, and
drop the right-hand cards on top. Square the packet and obtain a break beneath the King of Hearts — that's
second from the face.
Say, "So far I've only rubbed the backs." At the same time execute KM as follows. Your right hand grasps the
double card above the break in Biddle Grip and lifts it slightly. Your left pinky moves onto the inner end of the
lower cards so they're held in Straddle Grip. Begin moving your left hand to the left, at the same time using
your left thumb to flip the lower cards over (fig. 26). Keep the left long side of the double card pressed against
the face of the Nine as the left-hand cards turn. Lower your right hand until the back of the left long side of the
double card presses against your left fingertips (fig. 27). By this time your left hand's cards should be almost
completely face down. Your left fingers push upward against the lower card of the right-hand double and
pull it to the left as your left hand moves away (fig. 28). At the same time extend your right first finger and
point to the red-backed gaff as you say the covering line, "So far I've only rubbed the backs."
Your right hand flips the Queen of Clubs face down and places it beneath the still face-down left-hand
cards. Say, "Now I'm going to rub the faces!" Transfer the face-down packet to left-hand dealing position. Start
to do a Block Pushoff — but take the block of cards with your right hand and place it beneath the single card
in your left hand. It looks as if you've simply transferred the Chameleon card to the bottom.
Tickle the face of the packet, turn it face up end over end, and display the blank card on the face. Take that
and put in your pocket as your left thumb spreads the other three cards to show the three selections.

Apparition Too
I'm not quite sure how I felt about this when Derek came up with it because I just published the best
handling I could come up with in CardWorks. Derek's version is so far superior that I've started using it — and
forgotten my own handling! Aside from making a few cards you have to be able to do Derek's Hofzinser Style
handling of the BoTop Change.
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You need three blank cards and a King of Hearts — all with backs that match the deck you're going to
use. Trace the design shown in figure 1 (actual size) onto two of the cards. Partially, lightly, color in one of
those designs with blue, red, and yellow magic markers. You now have a four card packet that's set up as
follows, from the top down: face-up blank card, face-down outline card, face-down colored card, face-down
King of Hearts. Place that packet in a shirt pocket with the blank card facing outward. Once you've done that
the trick can be done at any time.

To perform, take a deck whose back matches that of the prepared packet and let a spectator shuffle it.
Spread it face up between your hands and spot the King of Hearts. Do the Hofzinser Spread Cull, secretly
slipping it to the rear of the deck as you continue spreading. Square the deck and turn it face down.
Force the King of Hearts on the spectator. You can use the Classic Force, or, if you cannot do that, try
Derek's handling of The Slip Force. Either way, after the card has been taken and remembered, give the deck
to the spectator and tell him to insert his card anywhere and shuffle the deck.
Take the deck from him and hold it in face-down dealing position in your left hand. Your right hand
reaches up and removes the prepared packet from your shirt pocket — the blank side of the top card is
toward the audience. Move your right hand from your pocket to directly over the deck, dropping the packet
on top. The three cards beneath the face-up blank will coalesce with the rest of the deck so you can
immediately thumb off the blank card and take it with your right hand, held at its right long side between
thumb (above) and first and second fingers (beneath) — in position for the Hofzinser BoTop Change. (The
blank card is face up.)
Your left thumb moves beneath the deck and flips it face up into left-hand dealing position. Do the
Hofzinser BoTop Change, loading the blank card onto the face of the deck and stealing the outline card from
the bottom. After the change you must keep your left hand practically palm down so the face of the deck isn't
exposed (fig. 2). Flick the outline card twice, then show its back and setup for the next change. Do the change
again, loading the outline card onto the face of the deck and stealing the colored card from the bottom. Repeat
the whole business once more to end with an actual King of Hearts in your right hand.
Turn your left hand palm up, simultaneously placing the King on the face of the deck. Your right thumb
counts down four cards and lifts that packet as one and immediately places it back in your shirt pocket —
exactly where you took it from.
You start clean, end clean, and produce a terrific illusion — the selected card slowly appears on the face
of the blank card. Don't wait too long between the changes. Flick the card twice with your left thumb
(quickly), show its back and get ready, then do the move. Repeat that same sequence three times.
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The Sorcerer Strikes
This is a bit of byplay to use on an off moment — between tricks. It can be done anywhere, anytime,
and uses a cigarette and a book of matches. The cigarette should be somewhere convenient so it can be
easily stolen into your right hand. You can do this without preparing the matchbook, but if you get the
chance beforehand simply separate the back cover of the book from the staple which holds it to the bottom of the matches. Fold the matchbook closed and have it nearby. Just before you want to begin cop the
cigarette in your right hand as in figure 1; one end rests against the tip of your first finger, the other end
against the left portion of the hand's heel. Your hand should be held in a relaxed fist with the fingers
loosely curled so it doesn't look suspicious.
Say, "Have you ever seen the cowboys in the movies? They used to reach in their pocket, take a little piece of

paper out... ." Begin as you talk. Your left hand (all of this is done in pantomime, by the way) reaches
up and pulls open your left lapel. Your right hand reaches inside and then comes out again, supposedly
holding a pack of rolling paper. Your left thumb and first finger deliberately pretend to pull one paper
out of the pack and then place one corner of it between your lips on the left side (purse your lips to complete the illusion).
1

2

Your left hand pulls open your left lapel again so your right hand can return the rolling papers to
your pocket. Say, ". . . , then take out tobacco and sprinkle some on the paper. They used to call it Bull Durham they call it something different now, but then it was Bull Durham." When your right hand comes out of your

imaginary coat it supposedly holds a bag of tobacco with a little drawstring on it. Your left hand lets go of
the lapel and takes the imaginary paper from your mouth and holds it in position so you can sprinkle
some of the tobacco out of the bag — onto it. Afterward pretend to catch the drawstring in the right corner of your mouth, between your clenched teeth, and pull your right hand away as if closing the bag.
Your right hand puts the tobacco back in your pocket.

3

Bring both hands together in a prayer-like position with your thumbs sticking up behind your first
fingers (fig. 2). Stick out the tip of your tongue and run it across the top of the imaginary paper, then pretend to roll it. Turn your left hand palm toward audience, spreading your second, third, and pinky fin-
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gers while sliding your thumb and first ringer down the length of the cigarette (fig. 3). Reverse your left
hand's direction, moving it back to the right until your left thumb and first finger are practically pinching
the end of your right first finger. Two things happen simultaneously. Your left fingers come together as
the hand turns palm toward you and, at that moment, your right first finger pulls the end of the cigarette
to the right (it's held between thumb and second finger) pivoting it into your left hand (fig. 4). Your right
hand immediately turns palm toward audience, fingers spread, and repeats the left hand's previous
movement of smoothing the length of the cigarette. To produce the cigarette simply grasp the end with
your right hand and pull it into view. End of part one — based, incidentally, on an item from Coe Norton's lecture notes.

Pick up the matchbook after you've stuck the cigarette in your mouth. Grasp the book between your
right thumb, first, and second fingers as in figure 5. Turn your right hand palm down and your left hand
palm up — lay the now outer end of the book on the upper side of your left first finger (fig. 6). Your right
thumb pulls the flap, on the underside, inward until it pops to a vertical position with the back of the
matchbook bent upward (fig. 7). That creates a space for your left thumb to enter. Slide your left thumb
forward as far as possible. (If you've prepared the book in advance then you can slide it all the way onto
the bottom of the matches. If you haven't prepared it then press tightly downward and proceed as follows.)

7

Move your right thumb beneath the flap and push it upward. Grasp the fully unfolded flap firmly
between your right thumb and fingers and move your hand sharply away from you (fig. 8). It appears as
if the matchbook is empty. Say, "They've got lousy matchbooks around this place."

Ask if anyone has a light, then say, "Never mind, I'll use one of these." As you say that your right hand
folds the flap back over the matches. Your left thumb moves beneath the matches and kicks them up
against the flap as your right hand closes the book completely. Now, hold the lower (flint) end tightly between your left thumb and first finger (flint side down) and open the flap with your right fingers to show
the matches. Pull one out and close the booklet.
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The next bit is George Sands'. Turn your left hand palm down so if s in position to strike the match
on the back of the booklet. Bend it sharply at center before you light it (fig. 9). Light it and say, "Watch."
Lean to the left and raise your left hand near your mouth at the same time moving your right hand to the
right, away from your face. Blow down your left sleeve and, at the same time, snap the match around a
sharp turn between your right thumb and first finger — it'll go out! (The snap-around is like a super
quick paddle move.)

CutOff
When Gambler's Triumph appeared in Part Two of the DD issue of Epilogue I looked at it, grunted and
thought, "Right, another Triumph thing with lots of shuffles," and turned the page. Mistake. It's really a
Gambler vs. Magician routine, where the gambler cuts to the Aces while the magician cuts to the Kings. It
involves a face-up/face-down cutting sequence done in the hands while the Aces are being lost in the deck,
but it certainly isn't a Triumph type of handling. Derek has, in this version, eliminated the setup and changed
some other bits here and there.
1

Have the spectator shuffle the deck and hand it to you. Turn it face up and glance at the cards near the
top — make sure no Kings are in the area. Turn the deck face down and obtain a left pinky break beneath the
top card. Say, "I'm going to look through the deck and remove the Aces." As you say that you turn the deck face up,
simultaneously doing Ken Krenzel's Mechanical Reverse so the card beneath which you hold the break ends
face down at the rear of the face-up deck. Briefly: You already hold a pinky break beneath the top card. Your
right hand hovers over the deck lightly grasping it in Biddle Grip. Your left thumb moves beneath the deck
and flips it over, face up, your fingers straightening so your pinky can maintain the break (fig. 1). Your right
hand firmly grasps all the cards except the bottom broken card in Biddle Grip. Without pausing (this should
occur as soon as the deck is face up) your left fingers curl, turning over the bottom card (fig. 2). Once the card
has been reversed it's squared beneath the deck and your fingers return to normal dealing position. .
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Spread through the deck and outjog three of the Aces as you come to them, simultaneously using the
Hofzinser Spread Cull to slip the four Kings to the rear of the deck. Once all four Kings have been located and
controlled square the deck and strip out the Aces, placing them on the table. Say, "Oops, 1 must've missed one"
Begin to spread through the face-up deck again, injogging the eighth card from the face. Continue spreading
until you locate the fourth Ace — outjog it. Square the deck and strip out the last Ace, dropping it on the table
with the others. Your right hand grasps the deck in Biddle Grip, your thumb pushing in and pulling upward
on the injogged card so your left pinky can obtain a break beneath it. Flip the deck face down simultaneously
doing Krenzel's Mechanical Reverse again to reverse the now bottom eight cards of the face-down deck.
Say, "I was doing a trick with a gambler - the object was to shuffle the Aces into the deck and then try and cut to
them. I looked through the deck again , . . . " As you say the last sentence spread the face-down deck between

your hands, being careful to push off the first seven or so cards in a block so you don't expose the reversed
card fifth from the top. As you spread the cards do the Hofzinser Spread Cull with any face-down card,
controlling it to the bottom. Square the deck.

3

I really shouldn't have said that Derek eliminated the setup — he just incorporated it into the routine.
The handling just taught may not be easy but it's quite practical if you can do the Mechanical Reverse and
Hofzinser Cull. If you cannot do those moves and still want to try the routine, here's the position the deck is
now in, which you can prepare in advance. From the top down (the deck is face down): four face-down
Kings, face-wp indifferent card, rest of deck, eight face-wp indifferent cards, one face-down indifferent card on
bottom. The Aces are on the table, face up.
You're holding the face-down deck in left-hand dealing position. Your right thumb lifts all the cards
above the natural break above the eight face-up cards near bottom so you can obtain a break there. Let three
face-down cards drop onto the face-up cards and hold a break (now above twelve cards) with your right
thumb. Your right hand, holding the deck in Biddle Grip, moves over the table. You're going to drop packets
off the bottom of the deck moving in a horizontal row from left to right. At the left end drop all the cards
beneath the break; just to the right of that drop a small packet; to the right of that another small packet; at the
right end table the rest of the deck. You should now have four piles — the right-end pile (with the Kings on
top) must be at least five cards larger than the left-end pile. You'll see why in a moment.
Lift the right-end packet and flip it face up into left-hand dealing position. Lift the left-end packet and
place it diagonally outjogged to the right on the packet in your left hand. Your left thumb spreads the top two
face-down cards of the outjogged packet to the right, then pulls out the bottom card to the left (fig. 3). Your
right hand steadies the outjogged packet during this. Lots of backs are seen and it appears as if the outjogged
packet is face down. Transfer the bottom face-down card to the top of the outjogged packet. Out Faro the
outjogged packet into the face-up packet (a face-down card must remain on top after the shuffle).
Obtain a break beneath the top face-down card and Double Cut it to the bottom. Obtain a pinky break
beneath the two cards on the face of the deck. Pick up one of the Aces and drop it on the face of the deck. Your
right hand grasps the deck in Biddle Grip, transferring the break (now beneath three cards) to your right
thumbtip. Your left hand cuts at the face-down card directly above the Kings — there'll be a natural break
above it. Cut all those cards to the top and replace the deck in your left hand, transferring the break back to
your left pinky.
Your right hand lifts half of one of the packets remaining on the table and flips it face up. Drop those
cards, face up, onto the deck. Cut to the break and complete it.
Repeat the sequence twice more for the second and third Aces. In other words, you obtain a pinky break
beneath the two face cards, place an Ace on them, transfer the deck to Biddle Grip maintaining the break with
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your thumb, cut at the natural break above the face-down card above the Kings, turn the remaining half of the
tabled packet from which you took cards the first time face up and drop it on the deck, finally cut to the break.
Repeat again for the third Ace. When you begin to repeat again for the fourth Ace you obtain a break beneath
only the face card of the deck — not under two cards as you did before. After you complete the rest of the
sequence flip the deck face down.
Begin to spread the face-down deck between your hands. You'll see that there are pairs of face-down
cards alternating with face-up indifferent cards. Spread until you come to the fourth face-up indifferent card
and move your right first finger (beneath the spread) onto the back of that face-up card. Continue spreading
four face-down cards and one face-up card. Continue spreading four face-down cards and one face-up card
and break the spread beneath that fifth face-up card, moving your second finger onto its back (fig. 4 is an
exposed view of the bottom of the spread). Your left hand, holding the rest of the deck, turns palm down.
Your left thumb riffles up the corner and opens the deck at center. Your right hand inserts the five lowermost
cards of the spread (held in place by your second finger) into that break (fig. 5). Place the remaining spread
cards beneath the cards in your left hand (they go, in other words, beneath the deck while your left hand is
still palm down). Square the deck and turn your left hand palm up. The deck is now face down with reversed
cards in various spots.
Say, "It was the magician's turn to cut first." Turn the deck over and cut at the natural break directly above
the four face-down Kings. Complete the cut so the Kings are on the face. Thumb off the top card and turn it
over revealing a King, tabling it afterward. Flip the deck over. (That's the magician's cutting sequence.)
Your right thumb locates the natural break directly above the uppermost face-up Ace. Your right hand
lifts all the face-down cards above that break in Biddle Grip. You'll find if s easy for your left pinky to slip
beneath the face-up card beneath the Ace if your left thumb presses lightly downward on the outer left long
9ide of the deck. Your left second, third, and pinky fingers pull down on the right long side of the deck
beneath the two face-up cards so your right hand can slip its packet beneath the face-up double card (fig. 6).
Square the deck, immediately picking off the two face-up cards as one and doing the DD Double Lift, turning
them face down and unloading the lower card using the D'Amico technique as taught in Quick D-Way. Your
right hand tables its face-down supposed Ace beside the first King. Cut a third of the deck to the bottom.
(Thafs the gambler's cutting sequence.) As you do that say, "The gambler cut to the first Ace."
Repeat the magician's cutting sequence to cut to the second King, then repeat the gambler's cutting
sequence to cut to the second Ace — use appropriate patter each time.
Repeat both sequences again in the same order so the magician cuts to the third King and the gambler to
the third Ace.
Repeat both sequences in order again so the magician cuts to the fourth King and the gambler cuts to the
fourth Ace. Say, "The gambler said, T won - I beat Kings with Aces. I cut all the Aces from this deck.' " As you talk

spread the top four cards of the deck and, as you square them, obtain a left pinky break beneath them (these
are the Aces).

5
8
You now have three choices. You can Top Palm the Aces and produce them from your wallet; you can do
Krenzel's Mechanical Reverse, immediately cutting the face-up deck afterward; you can do the Braue
Reversal, simply cutting half the cards below the break to the top as you flip them face up, then flipping all the
cards beneath the break face up. Either way, just before you reveal the Aces turn over the four supposed Aces
on the table to reveal indifferent cards and say, "The magician replied, 'I've beaten you anyway because those aren't

the Aces - they're over here.' " Now either produce the Aces from your wallet or spread the deck face up to
reveal four face-down cards in the center. Turn these over to reveal the Aces.
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Elevator One
This version of Mario's Elevator plot is a bit different than Derek's original handling — which
appeared in Frank Garcia's Super Subtle Miracles. Take a shuffled deck and hold it, face up, in dealing
position in your left hand. Openly spread through the cards until you come to the Ace of Spades. Break
the spread at that point, your right hand taking all the cards above the Ace. Your left thumb pushes the
Ace halfway off the left-hand cards enabling your right hand to slip its cards beneath the Ace, transferring it to the face. Continue to spread through the deck until you come to the Two of Spades, and repeat
the same business, slipping it to the face, over the Ace. Repeat with the Three of Spades.
Spread again until you come to the Four. Spread a tiny bit farther this time, slightly separating the
Four and the card directly beneath it from the rest of the left-hand cards. Tilt your hands toward you,
necktying the deck so the audience can't see the faces. At the same time your left pinky obtains a break beneath the indifferent card directly beneath the Four (this should be simple because of the separation). Lift
the right-hand cards and slip them into the break, transferring the Four with the indifferent card behind
it to the face of the deck* Square the cards and lower your hands to normal position.
The order of the cards from the face of the deck to the rear should now be: Four, indifferent, Three,
Two, Ace, rest of deck. Say, "I'm going to do a little trick with the four cards." At the same time turn your
left hand palm down and your right hand palm up. Your right hand makes an open gesture just above
and in front of your left hand, shading it and the deck from the audience for a second. At that moment
your left thumb, which rests along the left long side of the deck riffles lightly up the outer left corner releasing two cards (the Four and indifferent card behind it) (fig. 1). Move your right hand a bit to the right
and turn your left hand palm up again, your left thumb now holding a break beneath the two face cards.
Your right hand, palm facing left, approaches the deck. Your left thumb pushes the double card to the
right and your right thumb nips its outer right corner, pressing it downward against the upper side of
your first finger (fig. 2). Without pausing your right hand draws that double card to the right so it clears
the deck and drops flatly onto the palm. Immediately peel the Three, then the Two, and finally the Ace
into your right hand one at a time as you count aloud "Four, Three, Two, Ace"

Your left hand turns palm down and tables the face-down deck to your left. Transfer the face-up
packet to your left hand in dealing position. Count the cards one at a time into your right hand, holding
them spread afterward. The Ace, Two, and Three are single cards. The last card, the Four, is a doubleDerek does the Steranko Move here. Briefly: your left thumb curls onto the face of the card while your
fingers curl beneath it; your thumb is directly above your second fingertip (fig. 3 is an exposed view).
Simultaneously straighten your thumb and fingers, pinching the double card tightly and moving it away
from the palm. Place it beneath the cards already in your right hand, spread to the left. Count the cards
aloud again as you do that sequence.
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Flip the packet face down and deal the cards in a horizontal row on the table from right to left. That
leaves you with a double card in your left hand after the supposed Four, Three, and Two have been
dealt. Make sure you name each card as you table it, reinforcing its identity.
Turn your right hand palm down and grasp the right long side of the double card remaining in your
left hand; thumb beneath, first and second fingertips above. Your right hand turns palm up, turning the
double card face up end over end to show the Ace. Your left hand picks up the deck and holds it in facedown dealing position. Flip the double card over, face down, onto the deck and immediately right jog the
top card for half its width.

Your right hand grasps the deck from above in Biddle Grip without disturbing the rightjogged card,
while your left thumb moves onto the outer left comer of the second-from-the-top card (fig. 4). Your right
thumb lifts about half the deck at the inner end as you begin to execute the standard Slip Cut action. In
other words, your right hand takes the upper half of the deck while your left thumb retains the secondfrom-the-top card on the lower portion which remains in your left hand (fig. 5). Table the right-hand
cards and then place the left-hand cards on top of them without disturbing the rightjogged card — which
is now in the center. (This is a Jack MacMillan move.)

Move your hands, held palms toward each other, around the deck. Move them together, pushing
the rightjogged card into the deck — but push diagonally inward with your right hand so the card ends
injogged (fig. 6).
Flip Over Move. Turn your hands palm down and move your fingers onto the inner end of the tabled
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deck; first ringers on top, thumbs at inner end, and second fingers at the inner right and left long sides of
the deck (fig. 7). Your right first finger presses lightly downward on the inner right corner of the top card
and pushes it to the left causing the center of the card to buckle and rise (fig. 8). Insert your left thumb
into this opening. Snap your thumb sharply upward causing the card to flip over into a to-the-left somersault and land face up on the table to the left of the deck (fig. 9).
Your right hand moves to the deck to lift it in Biddle Grip. You'll find that by pressing lightly downward on the injogged card as you pick up the entire deck you'll obtain an automatic thumb break above it
as it's pushed flush. Place the deck into your left hand and, without pausing, cut all the cards above the
break back to the table.
As your right hand reaches for the card now at the left end of the row (ostensibly the Two) your left
pinky obtains a break beneath the top card of the halfdeck. Your right hand places its card on top of the
left-hand cards — immediately do a Double Lift to display the Two. Turn the double card face down and
deal the top card into your right hand. Insert that card second from the bottom at the inner end of the
deck via Jennings' Pinky Pulldown (i.e., the crease of flesh where your left pinky meets the hand nips the
inner right corner of the lowermost card and pulls it downward (fig. 10). Leave the card injogged an
eighth of an inch.

Your right hand moves over the halfdeck and grasps it in Biddle Grip, obtaining a right thumbtip
break above the two bottom cards as the injogged card is pushed flush. Your left hand switches to Straddle Grip (first finger at outer end, pinky at inner end, second and third fingers along the right long side)
and descends a bit with the two broken cards (fig. 11). Move your left thumb beneath the double card
and flip it face up keeping it in Straddle Grip (fig. 12). When the card turns face up its right long side will
almost naturally end beneath the left long side of the halfdeck as shown. Say, "The Txvo is no longer on the
bottom of the deck." Your left second and third fingers push the lower card of the double to the right, flush
with the right-hand cards (fig. 13 is an exposed view). Pull the visible indifferent card to the left, flip it
face down, and replace it beneath the halfdeck. Say, "It must have elevated to the top." Flip the top card of
the halfdeck face up revealing the Two and toss it onto the face-up Ace already on the table.

Turn your left hand palm down and pick up the supposed face-down Three (the fact that you're still
holding the halfdeck with the same hand shouldn't make any difference). Drop the face-down card onto
the half of the deck that's already on the table. (By turning your left hand palm down to do all of this
you're subtley showing the indifferent face card of its halfdeck.) Turn your left hand palm up again and
drop its halfdeck onto the cards on the table. Pick the whole deck up and snap your fingers. Turn over
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the top card and say, "Oops, I'm sorry, but the elevator must've broken down." Turn the top card face down
and leave it on top of the deck. Spread through the face-down cards until you come to the face-up Three.
Spread two cards past the Three and obtain a left pinky break beneath them (beneath the Four of
Spades). Place all the cards above the Three onto the table, face down, with your right hand. Toss the
Tnree onto the already-discarded Ace and Two. Your right hand lifts the last face-down card, supposedly
the Four, and places it on top of the halfdeck in your left hand. Immediately do a Triple Lift to show the
Four. After the lift your right hand must be holding the face-up card(s) by its right long side. Turn your
left hand palm down and place the halfdeck, injogged, onto the triple card (fig. 14). Leave the triple there
and move your right hand away. Extend your left first finger to the outer end of the triple and, as you
turn your left hand palm up again, simultaneously pull the triple card flush with the halfdeck. Immediately thumb off the top card and take it with your right hand. Place it beneath the packet. Snap your
fingers and do a Double Lift to show that the Four has "elevated" back to the top.
Turn the double card down and thumb off the top card. Take it with your right hand and drop it
onto the tabled halfdeck. Drop the halfdeck that's in your left hand onto the cards on the table. Do the
Flip Over Move that you used to produce the Ace again, this time reproducing the Four to end.

The DD Paper Fold
The original set of instructions that came with the Nest of Boxes that Derek got as a kid taught a
routine where you vanished a coin via a paper fold, sleeved it, and as you openly placed the torn paper
into your pocket you loaded the coin into the nest. Derek experimented over the years and developed
alternate handlings where the nest of boxes was already in view on the table throughout the routine. He
also worked out a neat little way of doing the paper fold. Til teach that first, then two methods for the
full routine.
Cut out and prefold a small piece of paper to the dimensions shown in figure 1. It's three inches by
two and a quarter inches, and consists of three panels: a center panel one inch wide, a right panel one
inch wide, and a left panel of only a quarter inch. You also need a quarter.

—-

Your palm-up left hand holds the paper between thumb, above, and fingers, beneath, by the left
panel. Place a quarter in the center (fig. 2). Grasp the whole business with your palm-up right hand between thumb and fingers so your left thumb can fold the left panel over the coin (fig. 3). Your right
thumb now folds the right panel over the coin and, at the same time, your hands tilt a bit to the right so
the coin slides as far in that direction as possible until it hits a crease (fig. 4).
The position here is vital. Your left thumb must still be resting on top of the folded-over left panel so
the thumbtip is now covered by the right panel (which is also folded over). Now, two things happen at
the same time. As your left first and second fingers fold the outer end of the paper over and onto the center portion your left thumb presses lightly downward so the coin pops out from beneath the left panel
(fig. 5).
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Without pausing your left thumb moves beneath the inner end of the paper and folds it over and
onto the center portion (fig. 6). Rotate the folded paper so the now open left side ends on the right side.
Your right hand grasps it between thumb and fingers and turns palm up — the coin will slide out the
bottom and drop into finger palm.

Nest of Boxes I
This is an early method of Derek's for apparently keeping the boxes in view on the table at all times.
If s not a perfect method, but one that led him to Nest of Boxes II. After another of Derek's handlings of
this appeared in CoinMagic we discovered that Irv Wiener had worked along the same lines as Derek and
published something startlingly similar in the late fifties as one of his Manu-Secrets.

To setup, obtain a nest of boxes set where all the boxes are the same color. Place all the nested lids in
your left jacket pocket; place all the nested bottoms on the table upside down. Since the spectators have
never seen one of these before it will not look upside down to them! You do that openly, of course,
whenever you're ready to begin the effect. Also have the prefolded paper for the paper fold in a convenient pocket.
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Borrow a quarter, have it marked, and do the paper fold as already taught. Afterward your right
hand holds the folded paper between thumb and fingers and the marked quarter is in right-hand finger
palm. Place the paper between your left thumb and fingers. Say, "I want you to grab my wrist like this - so I
can't do anything funny." Demonstrate as you talk, your right hand grasping your left wrist and letting the
quarter slide down your left sleeve (fig. 1).
After the spectator has held your wrist for a second say your magic mumbo jumbo and tear the
folded paper into little pieces. Drop the pieces on the table and show your hands completely empty. Pick
up the pieces with your right hand and transfer them to your left hand. Allow your left hand to drop to
your side so the sleeved quarter falls into your hand. Immediately insert your hand into your pocket to
dispose of the torn pieces and slide the quarter into the lids. When you bring your hand out leave the
pieces behind and conceal the lids, openings upward, on the insides of your fingers (fig. 2).
Lower your left hand over the box on the table and press downward on its inner edge with your left
thumb, causing the outer edge to rise slightly (fig. 3). Slide your fingers with the lids beneath the bottoms
as you pick them up (fig. 4). Simply squeeze everything together, and shut, as you raise the box to shake
it so the coin is heard inside. To end, hand the box to a spectator and tell him to open it, and all those inside, to find the marked coin.

Nest of Boxes II
To setup, take all the lids except the largest one and place them, stacked, into your left jacket pocket.
Turn all the bottoms, except the largest one, upside down and place them back inside the large bottom
(fig. 1). Place the large lid on top of the box so everything looks copecetic. Take a small piece of adhesive
tape and stick it onto the lid and bottom. You'll need that, and a piece of paper for the coin fold, to perform.
Drop the prepared box on the table and ask for a quarter. Do everything exactly as already taught in
Nest of Boxes I up to the point where you've vanished the coin and have loaded it into the lids while
you're supposedly leaving the torn pieces in your jacket pocket. At the same time ask a spectator to remove the scotch tape from the tabled box. That'll keep him occupied while you locate the lids, load the
quarter, and get them in copping position, etc. ,

Take the box from the spectator with your right hand, holding it between thumb and first and
second fingers on the edge. Your hands move together, your right hand lowering the box over the lids in
your left hand, which turns palm up (fig. 2). Note that your second finger covers the front edge of the
lids beneath the box from the audience.
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Turn your right hand palm down and grasp everything between thumb (beneath) and second finger
(above) and lift it out of your left hand to shake it (fig. 3). Since all the boxes are the same color and
they're moving the spectators cannot see the lids beneath the box — they'll just listen to the coin rattling
inside. Turn the bottom of the box (with the lids) toward you and place it between your left thumb and
second finger (fig. 4).

With your right thumb and first finger remove the large lid from the box, turn it around, and place it
over the little lids beneath the box (fig. 5). You can pause now and show all sides if you like.
Rotate your left hand so the top of the open box is upward. The bottom seen inside the big box looks
the same as the lid so no one will be suspicious. Take the bottoms between your right thumb and first
finger and, at the same time, snap the inside of the lids toward you so you don't expose the quarter (fig.
6). Separate your hands, your right hand taking the bottoms while your left hand takes the lids, and say,
"There's another box inside this one."

Lower your left hand slightly keeping it palm toward you and thumb pull the lids into finger palm.
At the same time your right hand flips the bottoms over and turns palm toward you so they're held between thumb and second finger (fig. 7). The bottoms should be directly in line, though above, the lids.
Tilt the box toward you so the bottoms begin to fall out openings upward, onto your right third finger
(fig. 8). Without pausing your third finger kicks the bottoms over again so they do a second somersault
onto the lids (fig. 9). This is covered from the audience by the backs of your hands.
Your left thumb immediately presses the bottoms into the lids and turns palm down grasping everything between thumb and second finger. Your right hand also turns palm down and both hands place
their items on the table (fig. 10). Pick off the large lid as you raise your left hand and use it to push the inside boxes toward a spectator to open and find his marked coin.
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The Wild Move
This was among Derek's first versions of Peter Kane's Wild Card routine and was briefly marketed
by Fabjance between ten and fifteen years ago. This is not a great routine, but it contains the embyonic
ideas which appeared fully developed in Derek's later routines.
You need three regular Jokers, a regular Three of Hearts, and two double facers that have Jokers on
one side and Three of Hearts on the other. Set the cards as follows, from face to rear, all cards face up:
Joker, both double facers — Three of Hearts sides up, Three of Hearts, Joker, Joker. Turn the packet face
down.
To perform, hold the packet in dealing position in your left hand. Grasp the right long side between
your right thumb (above) and first and second fingers (beneath). Begin this variation of the Elmsley
Count by peeling the first card into your left hand with your left thumb. Peel the second card onto that.
Your right thumb executes the standard pinch/pushover maneuver of the Elmsley Count, pushing over
all the cards above the bottom card as one. As your hands come together your left hand leaves the two
cards it holds beneath the right-hand cards and moves away with only the pushed-over block. Reverse
count the three cards remaining in your right hand one at a time onto the left-hand cards. Count aloud to
six during this.
Take the top card and drop it, face down, onto the table. Turn the packet face up and grasp its right
long side in Elmsley position again. This count will show five Three of Hearts. Peel the first card into
your left hand. As your left hand returns to peel the second card the first card is left beneath the righthand cards. Your right thumb does the Elmsley pinch/pushover of the block. As your hands come
together the left-hand card is left beneath the packet while the pushed-over block is taken. Count the two
cards remaining in your right hand onto the packet one at a time. Say, "Five Three of Hearts," as you
count.
Thumb off the two face cards and take them with your right hand. Your left hand flips the three remaining cards face down and spreads them. Interlace the face-up cards between them (fig. 1). Push them
flush and square the packet.

1
Reverse count the entire packet once. Turn over the card that's been lying on the table to show the
Joker. Turn over the top card of the packet and table it. Take the Joker from the table and drop it face
down on top of the packet. Say, "If I reverse count the cards once that brings the Joker to the bottom." Do so,

and then turn your left hand over to flash the face of the packet to show the Joker on bottom. Turn your
left hand palm up again and reverse count the packet saying, "That should bring the Joker to the top - but it's
still on bottom." Flip the packet face up into dealing position to show the Joker.
Obtain a pinky break above the bottom two cards. Allow the break to run along the entire right long
side of the packet. Turn your right hand palm down and move your third finger onto the outer right corner of the double card beneath the break. Do The DD Double Lift with those two cards from the bottom of
the packet, turning them face down and flicking the outer left corner with your left thumb. Flip the dou-
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ble face up onto the packet and immediately thumb off the face Joker into your right hand. Flick it and
then drop it on the table.
Simulate the DD Double with the top card, turning it face down, then flipping it face up onto the
packet. Thumb it off, click it, and drop it on the table.
Angle the top card to the left with your left thumb so your right third fingertip can contact the outer
right corner of the lower double card. Do the DD Lift again, afterward flipping the double card face up
onto the packet. Thumb off the face Joker, flick it, and table it. Simulate The DD Lift with the next card,
dropping it on the table afterward. Show both sides of the card remaining in your left hand to end.

Delightfully Deceptive
This, too, was briefly marketed in the mid seventies. You need five double-faced cards with Jokers
on one side and black spot cards on the other. You also need five blue-backed Jokers. Take one of the
blue Jokers and place it into a pocket convenient to your right hand. Place the other four blue Jokers face
up on the table. Place the five double facers black-spot-card side up onto the blue Jokers. Square the
packet and place it into a pocket convenient to your left hand. (Let's assume that the black spot card
that's on the face of the packet in your pocket is the Eight of Spades.)
Do a few effects with a red deck and at the end of the last one grasp the deck, face up, in right-hand
Biddle Grip. Your left hand goes into your pocket and grasps the prepared packet in almost a Gambler's
Cop position. Remove your left hand from your pocket and let it hang at your side. Bring your hands
together and add the packet to the bottom of the deck, maintaining a left pinky break above it.
(If you're performing while sitting at a table you can have the extra packet in your lap to start and
add it to the bottom of the deck at your convenience.)
Start spreading through the deck and say, "I'm going to do a trick with Eight black spot cards." As you

spread locate the Eight of Spades (the duplicate of the card at the face of the prepared packet) and outjog
it. If the Eight is more than halfway down in the deck strip it out and reinsert it closer to the face, still
leaving it outjogged. Continue spreading through and outjog any seven other black spot cards (it's best if
they're similar in value to the cards in the prepared packet).
Your right hand reaches into the pocket containing the blue Joker and brings it out. Emphasize that
its back is a different color and place it, face up, on the face of the deck.

1

The following is a variation of Vernon's Strip-Out Addition. Your right hand moves over the deck,
your right second finger angling the outjogged cards to the left (fig. 1). Your right hand grasps the deck
in Biddle Grip, your right thumb maintaining the break above the face-up prepared packet. Let the packet
below the break fall onto your left hand, which immediately moves forward until it's directly beneath the
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angled outjogged cards (fig. 2). Say, "In addition to these eight black spot cards . . . ." Move your left thumb
onto the outjogged cards and strip them out onto the prepared packet maintaining a pinky break beneath
them. Your left hand immediately moves back beneath the deck, your left thumb moving onto the Joker
on the face as you finish the sentence,
. . I'm going to use this joker." The eight cards above the break
are left beneath the deck as your left hand moves to the left, your left thumb pulling the Joker off the
deck and onto the packet, rightjogged (fig. 3). Place the deck aside.

Table the rightjogged Joker. Spread the four black spot cards off the face of the packet and into your
right hand. Table them. Pick up the Joker and say, "If I rub the back of this blue Joker against these cards they
turn color." Turn the Joker face down and rub it beneath the left-hand packet, then table it again. Flip the
cards in your left hand face down and spread them between your hands to show four blue backs. The
last double card is handled as one; do The Steranko Move (taught in Elevator One) as you place it beneath the others.
Square the packet and turn it face up, your right hand grasping it by its inner right corner. Your left
hand picks up the Joker and holds it in face-up dealing position. Flip the right-hand cards face down onto
the Joker and immediately spread the top four cards to the right, taking the small face-down fan with
your right hand so your left hand can flash both sides of the double card it holds showing a blue Joker.
Place the fanned right-hand cards outjogged onto the Joker and hold them in place with your left
thumb so your right hand can regrip. Turn your right hand palm down and grasp the face-down cards.
Turn your right hand over revealing the cards to be Jokers and reverse count them onto the Joker already
in your left hand. Hold a left pinky break above the bottom two cards as you square the packet.
Your right hand lifts the fan of four black spot cards from the table and moves just to the right of the
packet in your left hand. Two things happen simultaneously during this Block Pushoff technique of Mike
Skinner's. Your left thumb pushes all the cards above the break to the right in a block while your right
hand lowers its cards onto the packet, pushing them to the left (fig. 4). Your right fingers drop a tiny bit
to allow the block of cards pushed over by your left thumb to move above them. Your right thumb and
fingers firmly grasp all the cards between them and flip the whole batch over, face down, onto the double card in your left hand.
Immediately thumb off the four face-down cards on top and take them with your right hand. Turn
your right hand over to reveal that they've changed to Jokers and reverse count them onto the cards in
your left hand. Do a wide face-up ribbon spread on the table to show all the Jokers. (There'll be one extra
Joker at the end, but it won't be noticed.)
In Addition: The business with the color change at the beginning can be eliminated — simply use a
blue deck for the effect. Derek developed that so he could do the trick with any deck that he might be using.
Also, you can use this routine as a lead-in to the next handling of Wild Card (DD on LJ's Impromptu
Wild Card) by having the packet for that effect preset in a pocket. Place this packet (at the end of the
effect) into that pocket and almost immediately bring out the other one, saying, "Wait, I can use these Jokers to tell you a little story about a game of poker I once played."

DD on LJ's Wild Card
This reworking of Larry Jennings' Impromptu Wild Card has never appeared before, though the original Jennings version was published in his one-man issue of Epilogue. Take a shuffled deck and spread
through it with the faces toward you. Openly strip out and set the following cards on the face of the deck
in this order (from face to rear): Joker, King, King, King, Ace, Ace, Ace, King, Ace, rest of deck. Obtain a
break beneath the nine-card block and pause for a second as you lower your hands to normal position.
Say, "I don't know what I did all that for, I've already got the cards for this in my pocket." As you talk two-hand
Top Palm the block in your right hand and place the deck aside with your left hand. Your right hand immediately goes into your pocket and comes out with the setup packet. Place it into dealing position, face
down, in your left hand.
(The reason for all of that is to avoid the illogical action of removing what are supposed to be eight
Jokers from the deck. The packet must come from your pocket!)

"Somebody asked me to play a game of poker with him and I agreed because I was a magician. So he said we play
a round of poker with eight cards each - two hands of four. So I asked about Royal Flushes and he said they didn't
count. I fanned through my cards and showed him I had two hands of four cards - that makes eight cards. I started
looking at my cards and realized that they looked very good, especially if Jokers were wild." As you say the last
sentence your right hand grasps the packet from above in Biddle Grip in preparation for Bro. Hamman's
Flustration Count. Your right hand turns palm up to flash the Joker on bottom and quickly turns down
again. Your left thumb moves onto the back of the top card and peels it off onto your left palm. Turn
your right hand palm up again to flash the Joker still on bottom. Turn it down and peel the next two cards
onto the one already in your left hand one at a time. Flash the Joker again, turn your hand down, and
peel the fourth and fifth cards onto your left hand. That leaves four cards in your right hand.
Flash the Joker on the face of the right-hand cards and then place them, face down, onto the cards in
your left hand catching a thumb base break beneath the upper four cards (fig. 1). This is called the Altman Trap — the flesh of your thumb base simply rests between the cards at their inner left corner. If the
packet is held correctly in Mechanic's Grip no break will show at the front end. Say, "I showed him the
cards and started off with my first hand - which happened to be the four Kings." Thumb off the top card, take it
with your right hand, and snap it once or twice so it's obvious that it's a single card. Put it back on top
and, as you do, immediately begin and do the following.

Your left thumb moves to the outer left corner of the packet as if to do a Block Pushoff — except that
your whole left thumb pushes, your thumb base doing most of the work and pushing all four cards
above the break to the right as one about an eighth of an inch (fig. 2). It doesn't have to be very far because your right hand should already be there ready to grasp the cards, thumb above, fingers beneath.
As soon as that card(s) has begun to move your right fingers and thumb grab its right long side and flip it
face up, letting it fall back onto the packet — and again letting the left thumb base get trapped beneath it
so you maintain a break. Say, "My first card was the King of Clubs." Turn the quadruple card face down the
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same way as you turned it face up and immediately thumb off the top card into your right hand. {When
you turn the lift face down you should, again, catch your left thumb base at the inner left corner to maintain the break.)
Hold the just-dealt-off card between your right thumb and first finger. Your left thumb pushes the
block to the right again and your right second, third, and pinky fingers push upward against its right
long side, pressing it against the single card held between thumb and first finger (fig. 3 is an exposed
view). Using just your right second, third, and pinky fingers drag the triple card to the right and flip it
face up, letting it fall onto the packet and trap your left thumb base as before. The card held by your right
thumb and first finger must remain face down during this (fig. 4). As you do that say, "My second card
was the King of Hearts."

Flip the triple card face down catching your left thumb base, deal off the second card into your right
hand. It's held slightly spread to the left beneath the first card, grasped between thumb and first finger
(fig. 5). There will now be a double card above the Altman Trap. Repeat the same sequence as you turn
over the double card, saying, "My third card was the King of Diamonds - no, wait, it's the King of Spades. It's
difficult to read the marks when the cards get worn." Turn the double down and deal off the third card be-

neath the first two held between the thumb and first finger of your right hand. You don't have to catch
an Altman Trap when the double is turned face down onto the packet — simply let the cards fall flush.
Using the three cards in your right hand as a flipper, turn the top card of the packet face up to show
another Joker as you say, "And the last one was the King of Diamonds, which I decided to keep for myself."

Your right hand tables its three-card fan leaving a bit of room behind them for more cards which will
be tabled later on. As you flip the Joker that's on top of the packet face down continue, "When I say I kept
it for myself I placed it on the bottom." Your left pinkytip pulls down the inner right corner of the bottom
card. Your right hand grasps the packet from above in Biddle Grip while your left thumb moves onto the
back of the top card. Your right hand pulls out all the cards between the top and bottom cards and places
them on top. It should look as if you've merely transferred the Joker to the bottom.
"The next card I turned over was the Ace of Spades." Thumb off the top card and snap it to emphasize its
singularity with your right hand. As you replace it immediately do a Block Pushoff turning over all five
cards above the bottom card as one to show a Joker. Turn the card(s) face down and thumb off the top
card into your right hand. Hold it between thumb and first finger, ready to repeat the multiple turnover
sequence the same way you did with the Kings, except here there's no need to use the Altman Trap —
simply do Block Pushoffs. Miscall the second card as the Ace of Hearts, turn it face down, and thumb off
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the second card into your right hand, leaving it spread to the left beneath the first. Miscall the third as
the Ace of Clubs, turn it down, and thumb it off beneath the first two. Miscall the fourth as the Ace of
Diamonds and leave it face up, saying, ", . . and the last Ace I'll keep for myself."
Your right hand tables its three face-down cards behind the Kings (fig. 6). Say, "I had the Ace of Diamonds, and the King of Diamonds." Flip the double card face down and transfer the top card to the bottom.
Turn the top card face up to show another Joker (as you say King of Diamonds). Turn it face down and do
a Block Pushoff, taking the top two cards as one with your right hand and transferring them to the bottom.

"fust then the guy said that's not the King of Hearts, it's a Joker. I said Jokers are wild and he said not in this
game." Do the DD Double Lift and leave the card (a Joker) face up on top of the packet. "I said that's okay
because I used to be a magician, and all I have to do is change this Joker into a King." Do the DD Double Lift to
turn the Joker face down and immediately do the D'Amico Move to unload the Joker on top of the packet, leaving the single King face down in your right hand. Quickly flip the King face up onto the packet
bookwise and let it fall flush. Grasp the whole business in Biddle Grip with your right hand. Your left fingers maintain a light upward pressure as your right hand draws the packet to the right (fig. 7). Your right
hand will take a double card, the King with the face-down Joker hidden beneath it, while a face-down
Ace remains in your left hand. "He said what about those cards on the table?" Move your right hand forward
and extend your first finger, pointing to the outer row of cards — the pseudo Kings. "I said they're really

Kings."
Your right hand places its double card onto the single face-down card in your left hand, fanned to
the right. Without pausing your right hand turns over the outer row of cards revealing three Kings and
picks them up in a messy fan. Move those Kings over the King held in your left hand and take that double card partially beneath them — though still protuding far enough to the left to be seen. Drop the
Kings on the table. "He said, well how about the others? I said they're Aces." Your right hand turns over the
inner row of face-down cards to reveal three Aces and tosses them on top of the face-up Kings (that's just
in case the separation in the double card is visible). "Then he said, but you've got a Joker left in your hand, and
I said no I don't." Turn over the card in your left hand to reveal the last Ace as you say, ". . . which is how I

won the game."

Impromptu Wild Card
I really didn't pay attention to this when it was published in Kabbah Vol. 2 No. 1, and Derek fooled
the hell out of me when he did it. The handling you're about to read is truly impromptu — you begin
with a shuffled deck (which you could not do as described in Kabbala). The impromptu method of setting
up the deck is much more difficult than the actual routine — so if the setup is too difficult to do off the
cuff I'll describe (in In Addition) how to do the same routine with the deck set up in advance.
Hold the face-up shuffled deck in your left hand and begin to spread through the cards as you say,
"I'm going to do a trick with some red spot cards/' You'll eventually use all the red Sixes, Sevens, Eights, and
Nines. For now, as you spread through, you're going to outjog only any three of those red spot cards. At
the same time you must do the Hofzinser Spread Cull (taught in the impromptu handling of The Universal Card) — first to cull any Jack, then the four Queens beneath that, then a red Five. Those six cards are
secretly culled as you openly spread through the deck and outjog three of the red spot cards. When you
square the deck those six cards will be at the rear with the red Five lowermost, then the Queens, then the
Jack. Strip out the red spot cards and table them.
Say, "I'm sorry, I'm going to need some more cards." Begin spreading through the deck again. Outjog
two of the required red spot cards at the same time secretly culling the four Kings to the rear. You'll find
that since the four Kings are already separated beneath the spread it's an easy matter to do a Half Pass,
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reversing them while the cards above are still spread. Then cull any odd black card to beneath them and
square the deck. Strip out the three red cards and toss them onto the others already on the table.
The setup on top of the deck is now complete, and it runs (from the top of the deck if it were face
down): odd black card, four face-up Kings, red Five, four Queens, Jack, rest of deck.
Begin spreading through the deck again and outjog all the remaining Sixes, Sevens, Eights, or Nines
that you haven't yet removed (there will be three left). After those are outjogged continue to spread
through until you reach the red Five that's six cards from the rear. Hold the last six cards, with the Five
on the face, squared as one and outjog them (fig. 1). Buckle the rear card, the odd black card, and move it
downward until it's once again flush with the lower cards of the spread (fig. 2). (This is a Charlie Miller
technique.)

Your right hand grasps the entire deck, thumb above and fingers beneath, so your left hand can
move beneath the outjogged cards grasping them in dealing position and stripping them out. Your right
hand flips the deck face down and tables it directly in front of you, ends toward and away from you.
Your right hand picks up the five red spot cards that are on the table and drops them on top of the cards
in your left hand. Square the packet.
# ~*
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Say, "For this trick I need eight red spot cards." (Note that this is the first time you've mentioned exactly
how many red cards you'll be using.) Left-thumb spread over the first four red cards and take them with
your right hand. Flip them face down and place them beneath the left-hand cards. Fan over the next four
cards, take them with your right hand flipping them face down, and insert them beneath the red Five now
on the packet's face maintaining a break beneath them. You now have a left pinky break beneath the top
five cards of the squared packet.

Say, "I'm sorry but I don't need this ninth card." Your right hand immediately grasps all five cards
above the break in Biddle Grip as one and deposits them onto the tabled deck. You've just secretly unloaded half of the red spot cards.
Quickly spread the cards remaining in your left hand to display eight backs. Square the cards and
grasp them with your right hand in Biddle Grip. Move your left thumb on top of the packet and your left
fingers beneath (fig. 3). Simultaneously pull off the top and bottom cards and let them fall together onto
your left palm. Repeat that twice more until you're left with a double card in your right hand — drop it
on top and square the cards. You've alternated the Kings and spot cards; a King is now on top of the
packet.
Do The DD Double Lift, turning over the top two cards as one to show a red spot card. Flip them
face down onto the packet and immediately thumb off the top card, taking it with your right hand. (You
can do the D'Amico Change to unload the lowermost face-down card if you like.)
Your right hand tables the face-down card about five inches in front of the deck and a bit to its right
(hg.4). Your right hand grasps the packet in Biddle Grip so your left hand can peel the top and bottom
cards off (to the left) and replace them beneath the packet. Flip the packet face up and thumb off the face
card into your right hand. Table that card just inward of the face-down card you just tabled (fig. 5). Flip
the packet face down.

Repeat the actions described in the two preceding paragraphs twice more until you've got three facedown cards and three face-up cards in horizontal rows in front of the deck (fig. 6). You should have two
face-up cards remaining in your left hand. Flip them face down and take the top card with your right
hand, placing it at the left end of the row of face-down cards without flashing its face. Table the remaining
face-up card at the left end of the face-up row of cards.

Pick up the deck and flip the red Five face down. Turn the deck face up and Double Cut the bottom
six cards to the face. Spread through the deck saying, "I need one more card." Spread until you reach the
Jack which is five cards from the rear, just in front of the Queens (the faces of the cards are tilted toward
you as you do this). Outjog the Jack and, as your left hand carries the Queens inward again, your left
pinky crimps their inner ends (fig. 7). Grasp the entire deck with your left hand so your right hand can

•
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strip out the Jack and table it. Flip the deck face down sideways (so the crimp remains at the inner end)
and table it in its previous position directly in front of you.
Your left hand picks up the face-up Jack in dealing position as you say, "This Jack is a wild card." Your
right hand gathers the four face-down cards from the outer row in a packet and grasps them in Biddle
Grip. Your left thumb peels the top card of the packet partially onto the Jack (fig. 8). Rub the cards
together with your left thumb and fingers, then turn your left hand over and place the King onto the
table at the left end of the outer row (fig. 9). Repeat with the other three cards in your right hand until all
the Kings are face up in the outer row. Your left hand places the face-up Jack on top of the deck.

Say, "I'll do that again with these cards." Gather the four face-up red spot cards in the inner row into a
packet and hold them in face-down dealing position in your left hand. Your right hand moves over the
deck and grasps the top five cards in Biddle Grip (the face-up Jack and the four Queens hidden beneath).
This is easy because of the crimp. Your right hand immediately places its cards onto the cards in your left
hand, your right thumb maintaining a break between the packets. Your right thumb picks up the upper
card of the lower portion, adding it to the bottom of the cards above the break.
Your left thumb peels the Jack onto your left palm. Peel the top face-down card partially onto it and
nib the cards together. Turn your left hand over and move it to just inward of the left-end King. As you
thumb off the first Queen your right hand moves over the deck and lets all the cards beneath the break
fall onto it (fig. 10). The misdirection is perfect — all eyes will be on the first Queen.
Immediately raise your right hand as your left hand moves back to it with the face-up Jack still in
dealing position. Peel the next face-down card onto it, rub them, and deposit the second Queen just to
the right of the first one. Repeat with the third Queen. You can occasionally flash the face of the righthand packet — one of the red spot cards is still there.
A face-down double card remains in your right hand. Simultaneously turn your right hand palm up
and your left hand palm down, placing the now face-down Jack injogged onto the double card (fig. 11).
Transfer the whole arrangement as is into dealing position in your left hand, the double card still outjogged beneath the face-down Jack. Do the Annemann Alignment Move (taught in Quick D-Way), moving
the face-down top card in line with the lowermost card and outjogging the red spot card. Turn your right
hand palm down and move your second finger onto the outer left corner of the red spot card. Swing your
right hand around to the right, pivoting the red card around your right second finger and stripping it out
(fig. 12).
Immediately place it face up beneath the packet and, without pausing, thumb off the top card to reveal the Queen on the face of the double card in your left hand. Your right hand holds the face-down
card while your left hand tables the double card. Turn the right-hand card face up (they should be suspicious, thinking that it's the red spot card) to show the Jack. Gather all the cards to end.
In Addition: If you want to set up the deck in advance instead of in front of the spectators, here's the
order: (from the top down of a face-down deck) odd black card, four face-up Kings, red Five, four
Queens, Jack, rest of deck.
To perform, spread through the deck and outjog all the red Sixes, Sevens, Eights, and Nines. Con-
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tinue spreading until you come to the red Five. Do the Charlie Miller technique for outjogging the block
of five cards (the Five with the Kings beneath), and bring the odd black card back in line with the deck
afterward.
Utrip out all the outjogged cards and place the deck face down on the table directly in front of you.
Now continue as already described from the patter line, "For this trick I need eight red spot cards."

The

Curse

Peter Kane's Gypsy Curse has become a very popular packet trick, and Derek uses it all the time
when performing for laymen — though his handling is entirely different than Kane's original. If the cards
are available buy one of the sets because not only do they look unusual and add to the routine, but I'm
going to describe it with those cards.
The packet consists of seven cards, which run from face to rear: Nine of Clubs/King of Diamonds
double facer (Nine side up), regular Nine of Clubs, Nine of Clubs/King of Diamonds double facer (Nine
side up), five King of Diamonds, Square the packet and put it into one of your pockets.
Say, "A lot of people accuse me of using special cards when I'm doing tricks. Actually I do - I cheat. Look, the

only special cards I use are these." Take the packet out of your pocket and hold it in face-up dealing position
in your left hand. '"The reason I said they're special is because they're special to me. They were given to me by my
grandfather on his death bed - actually he sold them to me. 1 had a very cheap grandfather. That didn't worry me -I
gave him a check. He said he was walking through a fair ground in 1850 when a guy called him over and said, 'Hey,
how would you like to make some money. Son, I've got six Nine of Clubs and a King of Diamonds,' and he showed
them to me . . . . "

"He showed me one, two, three Nine of Clubs . . . ," false count the packet like this. Your right hand
grasps the right long side of the packet, thumb above and fingers beneath. Your left thumb peels the first
Nine onto your left palm. Peel the second Nine onto the first one. As your left hand returns again your
right thumb does the standard Elmsley bit of pushing off all the cards above the bottom card as one. As
your hands come together your left thumb peels that whole block onto your left palm and simultaneously
leaves the two cards it held beneath the single card in your right hand.
Raise your right hand a bit and turn your left hand slightly inward as you continue,
. . a King of
Diamonds, , - / ' A t that moment you obtain a left pinky break beneath the Nine on the face of the lefthand cards. Lower your right hand, also turning your left hand back up to normal position. Say, ". . . and
three more Nine of Clubs." Move your hands together, at the same time your left fingers pulling down the
right long sides of all the cards beneath the break (fig. 1). Your right hand places all its cards onto the face
of the left-hand packet, the Nine above the break being nipped by your right fingertips (fig. 2). Your left
thumb moves onto the King and retains it on the left-hand cards as your right hand moves away with
three Nines (fig. 3). Reverse count those Nines onto the face of the packet and square the cards,
cards.
"He says, 'To make it easy for you to follow the King of Diamonds I'm going to get rid of three of the Nine of

Clubs.' " Turn the packet over and deal the top three cards onto the table in an overlapping fan.
"He says, 'Son, remember to keep your eye on the King of Diamonds/ " Slip the packet face up into lefthand dealing position and thumb over the top three Nines to reveal a King. Your left hand holds the last
two cards as one. Your right hand takes the three spread Nines so your left hand can turn over to flash
the back of the King of Diamonds. "He took the King of Diamonds and placed it third from the face/' Turn your
left hand palm up again and insert the face-up double card third from the face. Square the packet and
give it a little shake, briefly flashing the back as you do.
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"He shook the cards up and says, 'Where's the King?' I say it's third and he says, 'Son, I don't have a King of
Diamonds.' " Do an Elmsley Count to show four Nines. " T placed the King over here.' " Turn one of the

three cards on the table face up revealing a King.
"My grandfather said he lost a dollar. The guy says, 'Son, would you like to try again? Keep your eye on King.'
He took the King of Diamonds and placed it third, shook the cards, and says, 'Where's the King of Diamonds?' 1 said
third, and he says, 'Look, son, I told you before I don't have a King of Diamonds. I put the King over here.' " As

you say all that simply repeat the entire sequence again. After you've placed the double King third from
the face shake the packet — but don't flash its back or you'll expose one of the double facers. Simply give
it a slight shake and then Elmsley Count to show four Nines. Turn over the second card on the table revealing another King.
"My grandfather said he lost two dollars that time. The guy says, 'Son, I'll give you one more chance - keep
your eye on the King of Diamonds.' He put the King third from the face, shook the packet, and said, 'Where's the
King?' I said third, and he says, 'Look, son, I told you twice before I don't have a King of Diamonds. I put the King
over here.'"

Repeat the same sequence again, putting the double card third from the face, doing an Elmsley
Count to show four Nines (and placing the last counted card on the bottom), and turning over the last facedown tabled card.
"This time my grandfather said he lost three dollars and he was very upset. The guy says, 'How much money you
got left?' My grandfather says five dollars. The guy says, 'I'll give you one more chance - if you put five dollars up
and you look here, I've got four Nine of Clubs.' " — Elmsley Count the packet to show four Nines.

Flip the packet face down and Elmsley Count again, injogging the third counted card (which ends
second from the top) as you say, " 'If you can tell me where the Nine of Clubs is in these four cards I'll give you a

hundred dollars.' " Flip the packet face up and obtain a left pinky break above the bottom two cards by
pushing downward on the injogged card as you push it flush. Flip over all the cards above the break as
you say, "My grandfather said that was too good an offer to refuse and he said it's on the top, it's on the bottom, it's
in the middle."

"The guy says, 'Son, I told you I don't have a Nine of Clubs,' which is when my grandfather says to me don't

gamble with strangers'." Thumb off the top face-down card and flip it face up revealing a King. Thumb over
the next card to show another King. Buckle the bottom card and spread over the third card (which is a
double) so you're holding four King of Diamonds between your hands. Pick up the cards on the table
and drop them onto the packet and put the whole thing away.
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Outflushed
A version of this was marketed in the early seventies, and later published in both Derek's lecture
notes and the Chronicles. Strangely enough Derek never used that particular gaffed handling of the
routine — he always used an impromptu handling which he developed before the gaffed one.

The Impromptu Handling
The deck must be set, but it can be an open set up, done while you tell the spectators that you're setting up the deck for the next trick — a gambling demonstration. From the bottom of the deck moving upward: four low value indifferent cards. Ten of Spades, red Ten, Ten of Clubs, red Ten, Nine of Hearts,
Ace of Spades, King of Spades, Queen of Spades, Jack of Spades, Ace of Clubs, rest of deck. From the
top down: Five, Six, Seven, and Eight of Hearts. Once the deck is set hold it in face-up dealing position
in your left hand.

Say, "People ask me whether or not I can cheat at cards. I don't usually but I'd like to tell you a little story about the game I played with a gambler and the idea was that we dealt five cards to each player. We turned them over
one at a time and gambled on each card -and at the end the guy that had the highest card in the highest hand was the
winner." As you patter spread the cards casually between your hands and obtain a left pinky break beneath the Jack of Spades as you square again (done when the faces of the cards are toward you so the audience doesn't see the set up). Lower your hands to normal position.
"This is the hand I had." Thumb off the four face cards, spreading them between your hands so five
cards are seen — the four low value indifferent cards and the Ten of Spades beneath them. "As you can
see it's not too good a hand." Square the cards back on top of the deck without losing your pinky break thirteen cards down. Your right hand grasps all the cards above the break in a deep Biddle Grip, your right
second finger covering the outer edge of the packet from the audience to conceal its thickness (fig. 1). Lift
that packet and move it slightly to the right, your right first finger pointing to the Ace of Clubs now on
the face of the deck as you say, "I really would've liked to have some Aces, but these are the cards I had

1

As you finish the above sentence you begin ATFUS by moving your right hand's packet back over
the deck and picking up the Ace of Clubs beneath it, but holding a right thumbtip break between it and
the thirteen cards above. Move your left thumb onto the face of the packet so you can retain the first low
value card on the deck as your right hand moves to the right with the packet. Name the low value card as
if s peeled onto the deck. Repeat with the next three low value cards, naming each one as your left
thumb peels it onto the deck. After that the Ten of Spades will show on top of the right-hand cards. Immediately name it and move the packet over the deck, dropping the broken Ace of Clubs onto the deck's
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face. Rapidly move your right hand to the right and, with your first finger, point to the Ace and repeat,
. . but no Aces."

Flip the deck face down and table it directly in front of you, angled slightly to the left (ends toward
and away from you). Flip the packet face down into a deep left-hand dealing grip.
"The gambler turned over his first card, which was the Five of Hearts." How your right hand turns over the

top card of the deck is important — it simulates the action of a later sleight. Lower your palm-down right
hand over the deck so your thumb is at the inner end and your fingers are at the outer end (fig. 2). Slide
your fingers toward your thumb (fig. 3). Your thumb peels up the inner end of the top card as you lift
your hand. Curl your fingers so the card's inner end swings toward you as it turns face up (fig. 4). Deal it
onto the table in front of the deck.

"I turned over the best card I had in my hand, which happened to be the Ten of Spades." Your left pinky pulls

down the inner right corner of the bottom card. Spread the top three cards in a small fan. Your right first
and second fingers enter the right long side of the break and pull over all the cards above the bottom pulled-down card as one. Five backs show. Immediately flip the bottom card face up to show the Ten of
Spades and place it outjogged onto the block of cards (fig. 5). You must flip the card over almost immediately after you've spread the packet so it covers the block from the audience. Square the packet.
"The next card the gambler turned over was the Six of Hearts." Your right hand turns over the next card
on top of the deck exactly as already described, showing the Six and placing it into the Five, overlapping
and spread to the right (fig. 6).

5

"I changed one of my cards into another Ten, which was the best thing 1 could do - giving me a pair of Tens."

Repeat the handling already described for turning the Ten of Spades face up — though this time a red
Ten will be the bottom card which your left hand flips face up and places outjogged onto the fan to hide
the block. Square the packet.
"He turned over his third card which was the Seven of Hearts." Your right hand turns over the Seven on
top of the deck and places it onto the Six overlapping and spread to the right.
"All I could do was change another one of my cards to a Ten - which gave me three Tens." Repeat the Pinky

Pulldown, the fanning of the packet, and the flipping face up of the bottom card — this time the Ten of
Clubs. It goes outjogged over the block. Square the packet.
"So far I was winning. Then he turned his fourth card over and it was the Eight of Hearts. Five, Six, Seven,

Eight: I was starting to get worried." Your right hand turns over the Eight and tables it onto the Seven,
spread to the right.
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"The least I could do was change another one of my cards into a Ten - that gave me four Tens, which beat his

hand." Repeat the Pinky Pulldown, spread the packet, flip over the bottom card in your left hand which
is the last red Ten. That goes outjogged onto the block just before you square the packet. Obtain a left
pinky break above the bottom card.
"He had one more card to go, and if he turned over the Nine of Hearts these four Tens would be no good." Your

right hand grasps the packet in Biddle Grip (transferring the break to your right thumbtip). Your left
thumb peels off the Tens, one at a time, flips them face down and places them beneath the packet. Turn
the Ten of Spades face down, but leave it on top of the packet.
"He turned over his last card and it was the Nine of Hearts." Your left hand moves beneath the packet
cradling it in dealing position and your pinky kicks the four cards beneath the break to the right (fig. 7).
You're going to do a Vernon Transfer Move which originally appeared in The $20 Manuscript. Your palmup left hand grasps the left long side of all the cards above the break between thumb (above) and fingers
(beneath) (fig. 8). Your right hand moves, with the kicked-over packet concealed in it, directly onto the
top of the deck (fig. 9). Without pausing your fingers slide toward your thumb, which peels up the top
card — the Nine. Lift it and turn it face up, placing it with the other Hearts in front of the deck. All of
that is done in one motion. Obviously the closer your hands are to the tabled deck before you begin the
move the less time it'll take. There'll also be less chance of anyone catching a flash of the right-hand
cards.
"Of course I was lost with just four Tens. The only thing I could do was change my hand into one that I knew

would beat his - a Royal Flush in Spades." Cleanly turn over your packet to show the flush.

The Prepared Handling
You need two double face cards — Jack of Spades/Ten of Hearts and Queen of Spades/Ten of Clubs.
Add those to a deck and set the whole thing like this: (from the face of the deck to the rear) three low
value spot cards. Ten of Spades, King of Spades, Jack of Spades double facer, Queen of Spades double
facer. Ace of Spades, red Ace, rest of deck. The Five through Nine of Hearts are in that order (with the
Five on top) on top of the deck.
I'm not going to repeat all the patter because it's exactly the same as in the impromptu handling —
except for the following little prologue which is necessary to cover the illogicality that your hand consists
of only four cards. "I want to show you a game of poker I played with a crooked gambler. The idea was to deal four
cards each, turn them up one at a time, and draw the fifth one from the deck."

Hold the deck face up in your left hand and riffle up the inner end so you can obtain a left pinky
break beneath the Ace of Spades (above the red Ace). Spread the three face cards so four low value cards
show, then square the cards. Lift all the cards above the break and repeat the ATFUS handling already
described in the impromptu handling. This time, however, your left thumb only draws three low value
cards onto the deck before you redeposit the red Ace.
Turn the deck face down and table it. Turn the packet face down and openly transfer the bottom
card to the top. Turn the top card of the deck face up to show the Five of Hearts and table it. Elmsley
Count the packet and flip the last card face up onto it, the Ten of Spades, saying, "So I turned up the best
card in my hand - a Ten."
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Turn the top card of the deck over to show the Six and table it beside the Five. Spread the packet,
holding the last two cards as one in your left hand — the Ten of Clubs will show as the fourth card (I
changed one of my cards to another Ten, etc. . . "). Insert the double card in your left hand (with the Ten of
Clubs on the face) between the Ten of Spades and the face-down card beneath it.
Turn the top card of the deck face up to show the Seven and table it beside the Five and Six. Reverse
count the packet into your right hand leaving it spread and holding the last two cards as one in your left
hand — you'll show Spades, Clubs, and Hearts this time (fig. 10). Insert the double card in your left
hand between the Spade and the Club and square the packet, holding it in left-hand dealing position.
Two things happen simultaneously. Your left hand simply turns palm down so the back of the packet is upward while your right hand turns over the top card to show the Eight and tables it with the
others. Immediately turn your left hand palm up and go directly into an Elmsley Count to show four
Tens. The Ten of Hearts will show twice, but that won't be noticed. At the end of the count leave the Ten
of Hearts beneath the Ten of Spades. Turn the Ten of Spades face down on the packet and transfer the
bottom card to the top.
Say, "I knew I'd be in trouble if he turned over the Nine so I took one last look through my cards." Elmsley

Count the packet to show four face-down cards. Turn over the top card of the deck to show the Nine and
table it with the other Hearts.
Say, "J knew my four cards couldn't beat his straight flush so I switched my hand for five cards that would beat

him." Turn over the top card of the packet, the Ace, and table it face up. Turn over the next card, the
King, and table it on the Ace, overlapping and spread slightly to the right. At the same time flip the packet face up. Thumb off the Queen and table it, overlapping the King. Table the Jack while your left thumb
simultaneously flips the Ten face down. Your right hand takes the Ten and lays it on the table just to the
right of the Jack, flipping it face up to end showing the Spade flush.

Supersonic Spades to Pockets
An easy, almost sleightless, version of the ten cards to pocket classic that Derek has been using for about
twenty years. The passage of cards is so impossibly clean that as a magician you'd be forced to say, "It has to
be duplicate cards!" And you'd be right. But, as a layman, you would be absolutely astounded by the illusion
because if s perfect. You must be standing, wearing a sport jacket.
You need a duplicate set of the Ace through Nine of Spades. Distribute them as follows: Place the Three
on top of the Seven (both are face down) and insert those above your left shoulder (though beneath the
jacket, of course); place the Five on top of the Eight and insert both into your right jacket pocket with the faces
toward you (so the Five is "outside" the Eight); arrange the remaining five cards in this order, from the top
down, all face down — Ace, Two, Four, Six, Nine, and insert them into your right front pants pocket with
the faces toward you.
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To perform, take a shuffled deck and openly spread through it outjogging the Ace through Ten of
Spades. When you've located all ten cards strip them out and place the deck aside. Turn the packet face up
and arrange it in numerical order from the top down (Ace at the rear to Ten on the face). Turn the packet face
down and hold it in left-hand dealing position.
Raise your left hand so the bottom of the packet is facing the audience and count the cards one at a time
into your right hand, taking them one beneath the next so you do not reverse their order. Injog the fifth card as
you take it beneath the cards already in your right hand. (You can use the alternating first/second finger snap
count from The Derek Dingle Fabulous Jumping Card Trick as a legitimate but flashy way of doing this.) Once
all the cards have been counted into your right hand (count aloud when you do that) you place the packet
back into face-down left-hand dealing position and obtain a left pinky break beneath the injogged fifth card
by pulling upward on it with your right thumb as it's pushed flush.
Say, "I'm going to make these cards travel, one at a time, up my sleeve, across my chest, down my other sleeve, and

into this pocket (indicate your right front pants pocket)." Insert your right hand into your right pants pocket.
Your thumb pushes the packet that's inside as far to the left and upward as possible so you can pull the pocket
inside out to show it empty (fig. 1). This is the standard Top of the Pocket Dodge. The actual placement of the
hidden packet really depends upon the type of pants you're wearing. You may not be able to conceal the
packet as I've just described, so try pushing it to the upper right corner of the pocket and then pulling the
pocket out in front of the packet. Or, you can simply palm the entire packet and honestly pull the entire
pocket out. When you shove it back inside you simply leave the palmed packet there.

Raise your left hand so the bottom of the packet is toward the audience and click the outer left corner of
the bottom card downward once with your left thumb as a magical gesture. Don't riffle down the entire
packet! (You'll see why later.) "That's the Ace." Show your right hand empty and then insert it into your right
pants pocket and pull out the outermost (top) card of the packet — the Ace. Display it and either drop it onto
the floor or a nearby table.
Click the bottom card again with your left thumb and then remove the Two from your right pants pocket.
Display it and drop it with the Ace.
Click the bottom card again with your left thumb. Insert your right hand into your right pants pocket and
do the Top of the Pocket Dodge (any of the methods described) to show the pocket empty. Say, I'm sorry, it
must'vegotten stuck." Here's the vital move. Begin to face left, so three-quarters of your right side is toward the
audience. At the same time shove your left pinky farther into the break wedging open the bottom end of the
packet into a large V (fig. 2). Raise your left hand to your left lapel at chest level and hook your first and
second fingers around it (fig. 3). You'll find that, as your left hand pulls your lapel away from your body, you
can maneuver the lower ends of the cards above the spread break into your jacket's left breast pocket (fig. 4 is
an exposed view).
Show your right hand empty (you've already shoved the pants pocket back inside before you started
turning) and reach beneath the held-open lapel to take the Three on top of your shoulder (fig. 5). You have all
the cover you could ask for; your left thumb shoves the cards above the break downward into your breast
pocket (fig. 6 is an exposed view).

Face forward, display the Three and drop it, and release your left lapel. You've secretly gotten rid of the
Ace through Five and now have cards Six through Ten in your left hand.
Your left thumb clicks the packef s bottom card as you show your right hand empty. Reach into your
right pants pocket and remove the Four. Display it and drop it.
Click the packet again and repeat the Top of the Pocket Dodge to show your pants pocket empty. Say,
"Missed again." Show your right hand empty and then reach into your right jacket pocket and remove the
outermost card — the Five. Display and then drop it.

Say, "That leaves the Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, and Ten." Cleanly count the cards with their faces toward the
audience, snapping each one to emphasize its singularity. The whole point of this is the cleanliness with
which the packet is handled at all times. Your hands never come together so palming is out of the
question — the question is how the hell do the cards vanish from the left-hand packet? (You'll fool most other
magicians with this — and they won't have read this far into the routine because of the duplicates mentioned
at the start.)
As you square the packet into your left hand after the count obtain a left pinky break above the bottom
card (the Ten). Click the bottom card, show your right hand empty, and extract the Six from your pants
pocket. Display and drop it.
Click the bottom card, show your right hand empty, and do the Top of the Pocket Dodge to show our
pants pocket empty. Shove the pocket back inside reloading the card. Say, "I'm sorry - it must'vegotten stuck
again." Repeat the vital move that you already learned for the Three. That is, face one-quarter left and shove
your left pinky farther into the break. Your left first and second fingers hook around your left lapel and pull it
open so your right hand can reach in and remove the Seven from above your left shoulder. At the same time
your left thumb pushes all the cards above the break downward into your left breast pocket (please refer back
to the original description for all important details). Display the Seven as you face forward. Drop it with the
others.
Your left hand holds a single card when if s supposed to hold three — so don't squeeze or bend the card,
and keep its face toward the audience. Your left thumb clicks the corner of the left-hand card as you show
your right hand empty. Reach into your pants pocket and do the Top of the Pocket Dodge again to show the
pocket empty. Shove it back in again. Show your hand empty before reaching into your right jacket pocket to
remove the Eight. Display and drop it.
Click the Ten again. Reach into your pants pocket and pull out the Nine. Display and drop it.
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Derek uses Ross Bertram's Bird Cage Vanish for the tenth card. Briefly: The card, face toward audience,
is supported by its ends between your palm-facing-palm hands (fig. 7). Simultaneously raise both hands and
snap the card against your right palm with your right fingers (fig. 8). The card naturally falls into Angle Palm,
held in place by your thumb so you can spread your other fingers. Turn a bit to the left. Your left hand pulls
open your left lapel so your right hand can move behind it just above waist level. Raise your hand up to your
shoulder beneath the left side of the jacket and apparently extract the palmed card, the Ten, from above your
shoulder to end.

7

Well Twist —
If You Insist
Part One of the DD issue of Epilogue contained a twisting routine based on an unpublished Ken
Krenzel handling. The Krenzel routine exposed one of two extra cards at the end as a secret assistant. Derek wanted to eliminate that and, in the process, changed the rest of the handling as well. The*version
you're about to read has some new additions the previously published version lacks.
You need five cards and they're set as follows, from face to rear, all cards face up: Four, Three, Two
of Hearts (all three cards are red backed). Ace of Hearts (blue backed), and a red/blue double backer (red
side up).
To perform, hold the face-up packet in your left hand and count the cards into your right hand one
at a time without reversing their order. Do the Steranko Move with the last double card (the Ace with the
double backer hidden beneath), injogging it as you place it beneath the Two. (The Steranko Move is described briefly in the routine Elevator One.)
Move your right hand over the packet and, as you square it into Biddle Grip, push down on the injogged Ace and obtain a left pinky break above it. Do Krenzel's Mechanical Reverse as you turn the packet face down, reversing the Two, Three, and Four. (If you're not familiar with the Krenzel move, which is
described in his book Card Classics as well as his one-man issue of Epilogue, simply turn the packet over
maintaining the break and then do a Half Pass.) Note: The Mechanical Reverse is also taught in this book
inCutOff.
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When you do the Mechanical Reverse your right thumb maintains a break above the three cards
which are turned face up (or under the top two cards). You're going to false count to show four blue
backs as you count aloud, "Four, Three, Two, Ace." (Note that you're purposely inverting the order —
you'll see why in a moment.) Here's the false count: Your right hand holds the packet in Biddle Grip with
a thumb break beneath the top two cards. During the count only your left hand moves while your right
hand remains motionless.

1

Your left hand comes over, your thumb moving onto the back of the top card while your fingers
move beneath — your pinky moving into the break (fig, 1). Your left hand moves to the left, taking all
tHe cards below the break and the top card which covers them (fig. 2). Your right thumb and fingers retain the card which was second from the top. (That's 'Jour/') Move the left-hand cards beneath the righthand cards, your left thumb moving onto the back of the top card. Move your left hand back to the left as
you count, "Three," your thumb pulling the top card onto the three face-up cards which remain in your
left hand. Your right hand holds back the first counted card which was second from the top. To count,
"Two and Ace," repeat the switch of the two cards as you did to count Three twice more. When you say
"Ace" flip the card left in your right hand face up.

Use the Ace to rub the face of the packet. Turn the Ace face down and drop it on top of the cards.
You must do the following sequence three times, and I'll refer to it as the Elmsley Twist Sequence. Your
right hand grasps the right long side of the packet between thumb (above), and first and second fingers
(below). Do an Elmsley Count, outjogging the Two of Hearts an inch when you come to it, placing the
last face-down card onto the Two, but outjogged a bit (fig. 3).
Extend your left first finger around the outer end of the Two and lower the thumb of your palm-up
right hand onto the inner right corner of the main packet (beneath the outjogged top card and the Two)
(fig. 4). Your thumb pulls the card beneath it inward while your left first finger simultaneously pulls the
Two and card above it flush (fig. 5). Your right hand rubs its card against the packet as you say, "The
same thing happens with the Three/' Drop the right-hand card onto the packet.
Repeat the Elmsley Twist Sequence, the Three turning face up. Continue with the rest of the action,
pushing the outjogged Three and the card above it flush as your right hand removes the top card of the
innermost packet. Rub that card against the packet and then drop it on top. Repeat the Elmsley Twist
Sequence again — this time the Four will show. After you've pushed the Four flush you'll be left with
the double backer (blue side up) in your right hand.
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Place the double backer outjogged on top of the packet and move your left first finger onto its outer
end. Your right hand pulls the blue-backed card which is beneath the outjogged card inward while your
left first finger pulls the double backer flush with the packet. Turn the right-hand card face up to show
the Ace and drop it onto the packet. Say, "If you remember we started with the Ace, Tivo, Three, and Four."

Your left hand, which is palm up, moves its fingers beneath the packet, which your right hand holds
from above in Biddle Grip. Slide out the cards from the bottom as you name them (fig. 6). Lower your left
thumb onto the spread packet to hold everything in place while your right hand regrips.
Turn your right hand palm down and grasp the right long side of the uppermost double card (the
Ace and double backer hidden beneath it) between thumb (beneath) and first and second fingers (above)
(fig. 7). Turn your hand palm up, revealing the red back. Use that double card as a flipper to turn over all
the cards in your left hand. Spread all the cards into a fan and place the double onto it, holding it in place
with your left thumb. You can now flash both sides of the fan to show all four cards with red backs.

On The Pass
You cannot really say that you've seen Derek's pass because you can't see it! Also, when you see Derek do a pass you can never be sure exactly which type of pass he's doing — he does four or five different types of shifts which all resemble the classic pass, and each has advantages in certain performing
situations. Four of the passes Derek uses will be described, and one application of the move which is
used in many of the routines.

Riffle No. 1
This is the first of two Riffle Passes. If s a combination of various techniques which have been developed by others, and the synthesis of these mechanics is Derek's only contribution. You won't find any
revolutionary placement of the fingers here — just a clever combination of the best of many possible
methods. Aside from classical technique, ideas of Ken Krenzel's and a bit from the Taylor-Elias Jiggle
Pass are utilized.

1
The first subtle point is simply that because of the way in which Derek handles a deck it is bellied
upward at the ends (fig. 1). This happens naturally from lots of face-up pressure fans, face-up hand-tohand springs, and face-down riffling of the ends. It's important to note that the cards themselves facilitate the pass action in this condition.

^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^

The deck is held in face-down dealing position in your left hand, i.e., first finger curled around the
outer end, second, third, and pinky fingers along the right long side, and thumb along the left long side
(fig. 2). Have a card selected and returned (or peeked — it doesn't matter) and hold a left pinky break
above it. At this point only the tip of your pinky is in the deck.
Your right hand comes over and grasps the deck in a sort of Biddle Grip; thumb at inner end, first
finger curled lightly on top, and other fingers at outer end (fig. 3). Note that your right hand is not directly over the deck, but really over its right side, the palm almost facing to the left. That leaves as much of
the deck visible as possible — and actually increases the invisibility of the move.

6

Backtrack a second. As your right hand grasps the deck your left first finger curls beneath the deck
and presses lightly upward on the face (fig. 4 is a view from the left side). At first the position of this finger will make the pass almost impossible to do, but it is essential to add this pressure to produce the
necessary speed.
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Make a conscious effort to relax both hands, then run your left thumbtip inward along the left side of
the deck (fig. 5). As you do that your left palm will drop, in effect raising the deck to your left fingertips.
Note that you do not raise the deck — you lower your left hand. As your palm drops you'll find it an
easy matter to slip your left pinky farther into the deck — up to the first knuckle. Don't insert more of
your pinky than that or you'll force the deck to separate at the left long side. It's imperative that no split
is seen running down the left side (fig. 6). (Your left thumbtip can cover the small separation that will
probably occur at the inner left corner).
When your pinky slides farther into the deck your left second and third fingertips curl around the
right long side of the deck — your third fingertip almost directly over your pinky. Those three fingertips
are all that grip and pull the upper half of the deck. The next action occurs in less than half a second.
Your left fingers pull the upper half of the deck to the right and inward (once it's passed your right
thumb) (fig. 7 shows this starting). This upper half must tilt to the right in order to completely clear the
lower packet. As soon as the upper half moves away your left thumbtip pulls downward on the center of
the left long side of the lower packet (fig. 8). Note that, at that point, the upper packet has tilted to an
almost vertical position beneath your right hand.
Curl your left fingers, snapping the vertical packet back beneath the now upper packet (fig. 9). At
that instant (actually it starts a split second before) your right thumb pulls upward on the inner end of
the deck and starts letting cards riffle downward (fig. 10). The sooner you begin the riffle the more deceptive the shift — because that's what hides the shift. It appears as if your right hand riffles the inner end
of the deck — thaf s all. The initial pull-over of the upper half of the deck happens so quickly that, in
order for you to understand the speed, you should feel yourself beginning the right-thumb inner-end riffle as the top half is still moving. In other words, your right thumb wouldn't be releasing cards yet, but it is
pulling the inner end of the deck upward to begin the action. Everything happens so rapidly after that
that you don't have to worry about when to begin the riffle — just do it as soon as you can.
The things that will increase your speed when doing this pass are: 1) practice (a hundred times a day
for a year is not unreasonable), 2) the position of your left first finger, curled beneath the deck (this adds
pressure and makes the pass almost "pop" when it happens), and 3) the jiggle bit (that is, your left fingers do not only pull the upper packet to the right, but also inward. Because the packet moves over and
around the inner right corner of the lower packet it takes less time to travel).
This pass is designed to be done when the spectators are looking directly at the deck. Nothing can be
seen so it doesn't matter. Derek usually says, "Look, with one little click of the cards," or, "I'll give the deck a
little click." And that is exactly what the audience sees you do — they suspect nothing.

Riffle No. 2 (The Stroboscopic Riffle Pass)
At first glance this may appear similar to a handling of Ross Bertram's — but the way it works is
different. Whereas in the first Riffle Pass both hands did work, in this pass your left hand does not move.
Your left fingers do not pull the upper packet to the bottom.
Grasp the face-down deck in your left hand as already described in the first Riffle Pass. Spread to
have a card selected and returned. Obtain a left pinky break above it as you square the deck. Your right
hand moves over the deck and grasps it from above as already taught — thumb at inner end, first finger
curled lightly on top, other fingers at outer end. Remember that your hand is not directly over the deck,
rather, it's over the right side, palm toward the left. Figure 11 is an exposed view of the front end of the
deck to show the positions of your right second and third fingertips, which are vital to the mechanics.
Run your left thumb along the left long side all the way to the inner left corner. As you do that your
palm drops and your left pinky slides farther into the break, your left second and third fingers curling
around the right long side of the upper packet. So far everything is the same as Riffle No. 1 — except
that your left thumb is not at the center of the left side (as it was there), but is all the way at the inner corner (fig. 12).
Now things change. One of the spots where a pass is most vulnerable is at the inner left corner of
the deck — you can almost always see that corner go, no matter who is doing the pass. In order to avoid
that, curl your left thumb over that corner as in figure 13, effectively concealing that from view.
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Look at figure 12 and note that your right thumb and second finger are in line at the inner and outer
ends of the deck — they hold the lower packet in place. Your right third finger is directly beside your
second finger — it pulls the lower half upward. Actually it's the right long side of the lower half that pops
up, pivoting between your right thumb and second finger (fig. 14). If you do while your left fingers are
relaxed the moving lower half will snap the upper half (held by your relaxed left fingers) to the right in a
typical pass movement (fig. 15). Your left fingers, however, do not pull the packet in that direction at any
time — they just hold onto it and go along for the ride.
This is difficult to explain, but your right third finger does all the work. It snaps the lower half upward, which in turn snaps the upper half out of the way. Almost as quickly as the upper half snaps to
the right, if 11 automatically snap back to the left beneath the packet held by your right hand (fig. 16).
The riffle is integrally meshed into the action. The first movement of the riffle (which, in this case,
occurs at both the inner and outer ends of the deck — like a high-pressure dribble) is always to lift the
ends of the deck. Here, that action is the same one that does the pass. In other words when your right
third finger pops the lower packet upward you're all set to let it riffle back down. A bit of downward left
thumb pressure will produce the situation shown in figure 17, where the center of the deck is bellied
downward. Riffle the inner and outer ends of the deck downward onto the now lower packet to finish.

The pressure under which this pass occurs is very great. It must be in order to propel the upper
packet out of the way without pulling it. If you can attain that high-pressure control the pass will be completely invisible because the upper packet will move out of the way faster than you could possibly pull it thaf s the whole point.

The Silent Pass
I'll do my best to explain this one — but neither Derek nor I are sure exactly what makes it work. It
seems to use nothing new, based purely on classical technique, but the feel of the move is different. It will
not read like anything new, but if you'll have a little faith and work on it for a few months you may begin
to understand what's supposed to be going on. I know it sounds strange, but if s the type of thing where
you can only figure out what your fingers must be doing after they're doing them.
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Spread the face-down deck between your hands for a selection (this pass is used exclusively in this
circumstance). Have a card selected and break the spread at that point, your right hand taking all the
cards above the selection (still spread, of course). Once the card has been remembered have it replaced
onto the lower left-hand cards (which are now squared and in dealing position). Your right hand tosses
its cards onto the rest of the deck, your left pinky catching a break beneath the sloppy upper half (fig.
18).
Move your right hand away to gesture as you patter. Now for the tough part. The pass is done at the
moment that your hands come together to square the deck. There is no get ready, there is no hesitation,
and there is no visible movement.

Two obvious things happen, but since they occur simultaneously it will be difficult to teach them.
Try this. Move your right hand back over the deck and grasp the portion of the deck below the break;
thumb at inner end, fingers at outer end (fig. 19). The second that your right hand contacts the cards
your left fingers curl a bit more around the right long side of the upper portion — necessary in order to
pull them. Now, without raising the deck to your fingertips (which is what usually precedes the action),
your left fingers pull the upper portion to the right, out, and back beneath the cards held by your right
hand. This will be difficult to do at first — Derek describes it as purely a reflex action: your left fingers
open and close very quickly. One key to the move is a very loose and relaxed grip — that's the way this
whole pass is executed. It's the feel of the hands, which seems to be like working under water: a very soft
thick motion. It has to be done without thinking, and speed will come only after many hours of practice.
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I said that two things happen — that was the first. The second, simultaneous, action is this. As your
left fingers open and close, pulling the top half to the bottom, your right hand tilts the half it holds (the
original lower half) to a vertical position (fig. 20). It will be difficult to coordinate that into the movement,
but all I can tell you is that it occurs during the split-second that your left fingers do their pulling. The
added movement of the lower half covers the usual flash that occurs when the top half shoots to the
right.
There's one more thing that Derek does. Let's assume you're going to do the move from the beginning. A card has been selected and replaced and you've tossed the upper half of the deck onto it, sloppily, holding a break. After that you patter while your hands are apart. For teaching's sake pause for a moment and hold your hands about a foot apart, though on the same level. Rapidly move them together
and also slightly upward (fig. 21). That upward and together movement can be transferred to the top half
of the deck when your hands come together. Because your hands stop moving suddenly when they
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meet, the momentum can be utilized if you do the pass at that moment - it will speed up and help your
left fingers shoot the upper half of the deck to the right. Again, however, you can only take advantage of
this if the deck is gripped very very loosely. So loosely that the upper half of the deck will begin to move
on its own when your hands meet.
The one thing I cannot put into words is the way the muscles in your hands feel during the sleight.
Most passes require a tenseness — a buildup of pressure. This pass is exactly the opposite — the very
lack of such pressure is the key to its success. Here's an experiment you can try to get some idea of what
I'm talking about. Do some very strenuous sleight (such as a regular Riffle Pass) about fifty times without
pausing. Your hands should feel tired and sluggish. Wait a moment or two and then try to do this pass.
The resulting pressureless movement is what you must work to achieve all the time.

The Silent Half Jiggle Pass
Your left hand holds the deck in dealing position with a pinky break at center (above a selected card,
or whatever). Your right hand grasps the deck from above — thumb at inner end, all four fingers at outer
end. Your right thumb is really at the extreme inner left corner (fig. 22).
As with The Silent Pass, both hands grasp the cards very loosely.
Lift your right hand, raising the deck to your left fingertips. At the same time your left pinky moves
farther into the break and your left second and third fingers curl around the right long side of the deck,
ready for the pass. It's important to note that in this and the first two riffle passes described the left long
side of the deck must remain closed — there should be no opening at the break. Tilting the lower half of
the deck to the right (a Krenzel idea) should facilitate this (fig. 23).

During the following pass action your right fingers do nothing more than hold the lower half of the
deck in place. Your left thumb is at the center of the left long side, most of the thumb extending upward
past the deck (fig. 24).
Crook your right thumb a bit and then slide your left hand toward you, its fingers taking the top half
of the deck (fig. 25). At the same time do the standard pass action, pulling the upper half to the right and
beneath the half held by your right hand — that should be finished by the time your left thumb hits your
right thumb (fig. 26).
To finish, simply slide your left hand forward and allow the lower half of the deck to lever downward to a horizontal position, squaring the cards.

When done quickly it appears as if your left hand moves back and forth to square the deck — that's
all. Your left thumb covers the "bad" inner left corner, and when you combine that with the jiggle action
of the pulled-over upper half the pass becomes invisible with the speed attained after practice.

The Classic Pass False Cut
This has been mentioned in print before, though I don't think it's ever actually been described other
than saying, "Do a pass as you cut the deck." Derek doesn't do the move that way — it's a lot simpler
than a regular pass.
Your left hand holds the deck in natural dealing position, with your left first finger at the outer end
(not curled beneath). Your left pinky holds a break about center. Your right hand grasps the deck from
above, thumb at inner end, all four fingers at outer end.
Your right thumb and fingers actually only grasp the ends of the lower half of the deck. The next action is similar to the Stroboscopic Riffle Pass. Completely relax your left fingers, while still maintaining a
secure pinky-third-second finger grip on the upper half of the deck. Lift your right hand, holding the
lowerhalf, straight up. The lower cards will push the upper cards to the right and out of the way just
long enough, and far enough, so they clear (fig. 27). The upper cards snap to the right and back so quickly that their movement cannot be seen.
To complete the false cut, simply place the right-hand cards beneath the left-hand cards and square.
If you think about it you are really cutting the deck, which is what makes this so much more effective than
most other false cuts (in which you try to make it appear as if you've cut the deck). What's really happening here is a switch of the packets just prior to the cut.
In Addition: Derek adds that he'd, " . . . like to thank Howard Schwarzman for teaching me the pass, and
also Ken Krenzel for explaining many of the technical refinements."

27

Copper Silver Brass
Derek added a few touches to the standard handling used with the gaffed set of coins sold by all
dealers (where the copper fits inside the brass and looks like the silver on the reverse side). In addition to
that gaffed coin you need three matching genuine coins — one of each kind. Place the gaffed coin in your
right rear trousers pocket so you're prepared to perform this standing, anytime.
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Let the spectators examine the genuine coins, take them with your right hand, and drop them onto
your palm-up left hand. Close your left hand into a fist and turn it over so the thumb hole is toward you.
Reach inside with your right thumb and first finger and remove the copper and brass coins. Openly place
them into the pocket containing the gaffed coin and leave them there, picking up the gaff. Ask, "What did
I just place in my back pocket?"

As you bring your right hand forward your right thumb spreads the gaffed coin so it appears to be
the copper and brass coins. Say, "Copper and brass, you're right." Open your left hand to display the silver
coin as you say, "The questions are going to get tougher so pay attention/' Place the gaffed coins onto the silver coin in your left hand, overlapping and spread outzvard, as in figure % Lower your left thumb onto
the brass coin (which is on top).
Turn your left palm down simultaneously closing it into a fist. At the same time your left thumb
pulls the brass coin over the copper coin so they nest and, without pausing, pops that out the right side
of your fist (fig. 2). That must be one continuous motion.
Take the gaffed silver coin with your right hand and maneuver it into a palm-up right-hand finger
palm for display. Turn your right hand palm down making a fist and allowing the gaffed coin to fall to
fingertip rest on your second and third fingers, brass side up. Say, "What did I just place in my right hand?"
They'll say, "Silver." Say, "No, the silver's over here." Open your left hand as you turn it palm up to show
the silver coin. Say, "I have the copper and brass in this hand." Lower your right thumb onto the edge of the
gaffed coin and lift the brass shell slightly (fig. 3). As your hand turns palm up your thumb spreads the
brass shell inward to reveal the copper coin beneath (fig. 4).
The timing on how you reveal the transposition is important. You must arrange it so that a second
after the silver coin in your right hand goes out of view when the hand turns over your left hand turns
palm up to show the silver coin there, and then a second later your right hand turns palm up again to
show the copper and brass. The patter must be coordinated precisely with the proper movements.
Repeat the same sequence again. In other words, lay the copper first, and then the brass coin onto
your left hand overlapping the silver already there. Your left thumb pulls the gaffed coins together as
your hand turns over and then pops them out the side as before so your right hand can take them (it,
actually, as the silver coin). Continue as before.
Repeat the sequence a third time. This time, however, your right hand goes to your rear pocket as
you switch the gaffed coin for the two genuine copper and brass coins. Say, "What coin did I place in my
pocket?" Bring out the copper and brass coins and let all the coins be examined again.

The Silent Steal
Lay all three coins on your left hand in an overlapping spread with the silver on bottom and the
trass on top. Say, "I'll do that one more time for you." Close your left hand into a fist as you turn it palm
down so the coins automatically stack and end resting inside your curled fingers. Curl your second finger
and wedge its tip above the stack's outer end (fig. 5). The stack should now be clipped between your first
and third fingertips, beneath, and your second fingertip, above.
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Extend your fingers toward your thumb base, moving the stack against it (fig. 6). Now for the tricky
part. Continue to press the inner end of the stack against your thumb base. Your second fingertip pushes
inward snapping the outer (now, lower) edge of the stack out from beneath your first and third fingertips. The stack will flip over and end pressed against your thumb base, held in place by the very tips of
your first, second, and third fingers (fig. 7).
During this your palm-down right hand should be held about a foot to the right and in front of your
left hand. Swing your right hand toward your left hand in an arc and, just as they meet, turn your left
hand palm up beneath it (fig. 8). Without pausing the stack is taken in flat thumb palm (fig. 9). Immediately raise your right hand and extend your first finger as you say, "If I take one coin out of this hand
how many does that leave?" (fig. 10).

Turn your right hand palm down as they say "two" and let it rest in a relaxed fist. Say, "None," as
you open your empty left hand. Pause, and then open your right hand to show all three coins, now clean
for examination.
Sometimes Derek will end this way if he's performing at a bar. Instead of showing the coins to have
reappeared in his right hand he'll extend his still-closed left fist to the left and toward the spectator. At
the same time he'll move his right hand onto the bar at his right side and, as he begins to walk away,
around the spectator, leave the stack of coins on the bar. That way he can effect the vanish from a distance away and then have the coins reappear about five feet away from where he's standing.

Riddle's Aces
This originally appeared in Epilogue No. 20. It's one of the few applications in print of an old but
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familiar move that no one seems to use. Derek has cleverly applied it to a short entertaining routine
where you cut to the Aces, which change to Kings, and the Aces are reproduced from your wallet. The
only setup is to get the Kings to the bottom of the deck and the Aces to the top. The Aces should be in
order, from the top down; Diamonds, Hearts, Spades, Clubs.

False cut the deck without disturbing the top and bottom cards. You can even do a few riffle shuffles
as long as the Aces and Kings remain intact. Your right hand grasps the deck in Biddle Grip and obtains
a thumb break above the bottom three Kings. Transfer the break to your left pinky. Your right first finger
lifts the outer end of the upper three-quarters of the deck and your third finger moves onto the lower
quarter's outer right corner (fig. 1). Do a Kick Cut (here also a Slip Cut) by pulling the lower quarter to
the right with your third finger (fig. 2). Your left pinky holds the three broken cards in place beneath the
upper portion of the deck.
Your right hand moves to the right with the lower quarter until it clears the rest of the deck. Release
the pinky break once that packet has moved out from between the cards. Place the right-hand cards on
top of the deck and maintain a pinky break beneath them. Grasp the deck in Biddle Grip and pick up one
card from the lower portion of the deck with your right thumbtip, holding a break between it and the
quarter deck above (fig. 3).

Lift your right hand slightly (it holds the quarter deck with the just-picked-up Ace beneath) and
move it inward until your second finger is in the center of the lower portion's top card (fig. 4). Move your
right hand forward, sliding the top card of the lower portion to an outjogged position (fig. 5). When your
right hand passes flush over the deck let the broken Ace drop off the bottom of its packet.
Once the Ace has dropped flush onto the deck lift your right hand a bit so your second finger no longer presses on the outjogged card. You immediately continue, however, moving the right-hand cards
(fig. 6). Move your right hand away leaving the packet there and turn your left hand over to display the
Ace of Hearts (fig. 7).
Turn your left hand palm up again and grasp the outjogged packet in Biddle Grip with your right
hand. Lift it very slightly. Your left first finger moves onto the outer end of the outjogged Ace of Hearts
and pulls it flush with the deck (fig. 8). That takes only a second and your right hand immediately moves
away with its quarter deck and tables it. Let's call the entire sequence just described the Outjog Switch so
if s easy to refer back to — you're going to do it three more times.
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Obtain a right thumbtip break above the two bottom Kings and repeat the Bottom Slip Cut (a Kick
Cut action) already described — though the first time you held back three cards instead of two. Your
right hand takes one third of the remaining cards (another quarter of the deck) and puts it on top, maintaining a left pinky break beneath it.
Your right thumb picks up two cards from the lower portion, adding them to the upper portion but
holding a break above them. Now repeat the entire Outjog Switch exactly as described. In other words
your right hand moves back with the upper portion of the deck and two broken Aces beneath until your
second finger is in the center of the back of the top card of the lower portion. Push it forward, dropping
the broken Aces onto the deck as your right hand passes over it, the right-hand cards ending on top of
the outjogged Ace. Turn your left hand over to show the Ace of Spades. Turn your left hand palm up
again. Your right hand lifts the outjogged packet while your left first finger pulls the outjogged Ace of
Spades flush into the lower portion of the deck. Your right hand tables its packet beside the first packet.
Repeat the Bottom Slip Cut, this time holding a break above only the bottom card (you can do it
without the break as taught in technicolor all backs). Your right hand places its packet on top of the deck
maintaining a break beneath it. Your right thumb picks up three cards beneath the packet and holds them
in place as you go into the Outjog Switch as taught. This time the Ace of Clubs will show on the bottom
of the outjogged packet. Turn your left hand palm up and steal back the Ace with your first finger as you
lift the packet and then table it.
The Aces are still on the top of the deck. Obtain a break beneath them and Double Cut them to the
bottom of the deck, stepping them to the right during the cutting. That enables you to quickly get a break
above them once they're on the bottom of the deck.
Your right thumb picks up one card from beneath the break, taking one of the Aces onto the bottom
of the last quarter of the deck and maintaining a thumb break above it. Do the Outjog Switch as
described — the Ace of Hearts will show again (fig. 9). Nobody will notice that if s seen twice as long as
you don't refer to the Aces by name as you cut to them. Note that in the illustration your left hand must
cover the face of the lower packet so the Ace that's there isn't seen.

Turn your left hand palm up and complete the move, pulling the Ace flush, your right hand moving
the upper packet with the King on the bottom over the Aces for a second. Bottom Palm the Aces and immediately move your right hand forward with its packet toward the tabled packets.
Turn the packet face up revealing a King. Your right hand turns over the other three packets to show
the Kings while your left hand (with the palmed Aces) goes into your jacket to load them into the wallet.
Produce the Aces from the wallet to end.
The basic move used in this routine has been credited to Dai Vernon in The Card Secrets of Bruce Cervon (p. 26).
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Ace Stounding
This is an absolutely baffling "lose~the~Aces-and-find-them" routine with enough throw-offs and
face-up face-down shuffles to confuse anyone. The version of this which originally appeared in the Derek
Dingle issue of Genii required a setup — this version, which is a bit different, does not.
To perform, openly spread through the deck and remove the Aces, tossing them onto the table. Turn
the deck face down and crimp the inner left corner of the bottom card downward. Overhand Shuffle six
cards to the bottom — that places the crimped card seventh from the bottom. Alternate the Aces in red/
black order and hold them, face up, in your right hand. Your left thumb flips the deck face up.
Put the Aces on the deck and spread the first seven cards (the Aces and three indifferent cards).
Obtain a left pinky break beneath the third indifferent card (seventh from the face) as you square the
deck. Your right hand lifts all the cards above the break, squared, and moves outward a bit as you patter
about losing the Aces and finding them again. At the same time your left pinky obtains a break beneath
the face-card of the deck.
Lower the right-hand cards onto the face of the deck and pick up the broken face card flush beneath
them — that makes four indifferent cards behind the Aces. Your right thumbtip lifts the inner end of
another card, taking it beneath the packet. Your right hand now holds nine cards (fig. 1). Move your left
thumb onto the face Ace and hold it in place on the face of the deck as your right hand slips all the cards
it holds out from beneath it. Move your right hand back over the deck and peel the next Ace onto the
first one. Move your right hand back over the deck again and release the card your right thumbtip has
been holding onto the second Ace. Your left thumbtip holds the third Ace in place as your right hand
slips out all its cards from beneath. That Ace should cover the indifferent card which has been secretly
loaded between the Aces. That leaves five cards in your right hand. Quickly move your right hand back
over the deck and let the bottom card of the packet drop flush onto the deck — it's the same card that
was seen earlier after you'd stolen the three indifferent cards beneath the Aces and paused for display
(the strong point of ATFUS),
1

After you've dropped that card onto the face of the deck lift your right hand and move it away as if
taking the Aces off the face. Your left thumb moves beneath the deck and flips it face down; your right
thumb moves beneath the Aces and flips those face down. Riffle down the outer left comer of the deck
with your left thumb and insert the lowermost card of the right-hand fan (an Ace) second from the bottom, leaving it protruding from the front end of the deck. Insert the other three cards anywhere in the
deck (different places, of course), avoiding the ten cards or so directly above the bottom Ace. Afterward
cleanly push the cards flush.
What follows is a Bill Simon move for secretly reversing half the deck. Do a Double Lift and leave it
face up on top of the deck. Grasp the deck in Biddle Grip with your right hand (your left hand still holds
it from below in dealing position) and riffle half way up the inner end. Your left thumb moves onto the
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top (face) card and holds it in place as your right hand slips out the upper half of the deck (fig. 2). The
card your left thumb holds back is allowed to move slightly to the right so it ends rightjogged on the lower half of the deck. Place the cards in your right hand onto it. Your left hand flips the lower half of the
deck face up and places it onto the cards in your right hand. The covering patter is, "There are no Aces on
the top, middle, or bottom."

Flip the deck face down and grasp it in dealing position in your left hand. Obtain a left pinky break
at the natural break at about center between the face-up and face-down halves. Your palm-down right
hand grasps the inner end of the deck in Hindu Shuffle position. You're going to do a Bottom Slip Cut as
you cut the cards to go into the shuffle. You'll find that the base of your left first finger can press upward
against the face of the bottom card near its outer end. When your right hand starts to pull all the cards
beneath the pinky break inward your first finger base presses upward and holds the bottom card in place
(fig. 3). When the right-hand cards have been pulled completely out let the upper half of the deck fall
flush onto the held-back bottom card. Your right hand moves its cards over the left-hand cards as if to begin the shuffle. Let about ten cards fall off the bottom of the right hand's cards in a block, onto the lower
cards. Without pausing your left thumb and fingers grasp some cards from the top of the right-hand half
as you begin Hindu Shuffling. Shuffle off. Square the deck.

Your right hand grasps the inner end of the deck as you begin to do another Hindu Shuffle. Continue until about a third of the deck rests in your left palm, then drop the two-thirds of the deck remaining in your right hand onto that maintaining a left pinky break between them.
Turn your right hand palm up and reach beneath the deck taking all the cards beneath the break. (At
this point all the cards visible to you are face down.) Overhand Shuffle the right-hand cards onto the lefthand cards and then square the deck.
Cut just beneath the crimped card (at the inner right corner) and turn all the cards above it face up
onto the deck. Spread the cards between your hands until you come to a back. Spread five backs and
then move your left thumb to the outer left corner of the deck (fig. 4). Do a Block Pushoff action so a back
can be seen on bottom (fig. 5). To the audience it appears as if half the deck is face up and half the deck is
face down. Your patter during all this shuffling is simply that of demonstration, and now you're about to
do the craziest shuffle of all — the infamous face-up face-down shuffle.
Square the cards. Your palm-down right hand lifts all the face-up cards (easy to split at due to the
natural break) in Faro Shuffle Grip. Do an exaggerated Out Faro so that about half of the right-hand cards
are left on top (fig. 6). If s necessary for only the top eight or so cards of the left-hand half to interlace
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the right and throwing all the cards above the break into your right hand. That reveals the last Ace on top
of the left hand cards. Deal it to the table and place the left-hand cards onto the right-hand cards.
Grasp the deck from above in Biddle Grip and obtain a right thumbtip break beneath the top card.
Do a Slip Cut while maintaining the break, your left hand taking the lower half of the deck while your
left thumb pulls the top card onto it. Flip the left-hand cards face up and place them on top of the cards
in your right hand. You should still have the break, which is now beneath all the face-up cards. Cut at
the break and flip all the upper cards face down and square the deck. The covering patter is, "There are
still cards face up and face down." Snap your fingers and say that if you were a real magician you could
make all the cards turn face down, then spread the deck between your hands to end.
The plot of AceStounding is borrowed from Mario's Topsy Turvy Ace Control in The Patented Shuffle.

Bluff Shift
Robert Veeser's original handling (from which Derek developed this) involved grabbing a four-card
block from the top of the deck in a strange Straddle Grip. Derek has reworked that into a natural handling,
which has previously appeared in Dingle's Deceptions. Learn it now because it's utilized in three Ace routines
later.
Openly spread through the deck and remove the four Aces. Turn the deck face down into left-hand
dealing position. Take the Aces in a small face-up fan with your right hand and hold them over the deck. As
you flip them face down your right thumb injogs the face Ace (which is fourth from the top once the cards
have flipped face down). Your right hand immediately moves over the deck to square the cards, and transfers
the injogged card to a left pinky break by pulling upward and inserting your pinky beneath it.

1
7

Your pinky s tip is not actually in the deck — it's a fleshy pad-of-the-fingertip break. It's important that
no seam is visible running around the edge of the deck beneath the four broken cards, and a strong pressure
between your left second, third, and pinky fingers and left thumb base will insure that.
Turn your left hand palm down and begin to thumb riffle up the outer left corner (fig. 1). When about a
quarter of the deck remains above the break your left hand turns palm up again. If you relax your left thumb
base you'll find that your pinky will automatically push over the inner end of the broken four-card block (fig.
2). At the same time your right hand, which has been hovering over the outer end of the deck, runs its thumb
lightly from the inner right to outer left corner — where it meets your first and second fingertips (fig. 3). If
you time all of that properly it will appear as if your right thumb has slightly pushed over the top card as it
moves across the top of the deck.
Without pausing, your right thumb (above) and first and second fingers (beneath) grasp the outer left
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comer of the four-card block and swing it outward (fig. 4). That movement must happen as a continuation of
your left pinky's push-over of the block. In other words your right thumb and fingers must grasp the block
and move away with it before your left pinky has finished pushing it.

Insert the block into the break held by your left thumb and push it in until only a quarter of an inch
remains protruding (fig. 5). Your right second finger immediately pushes the three lower cards inward and
flush with the deck. Pull the remaining single card outward another quarter-inch and turn your left hand
palm up to display it, snapping it with your right second finger (fig. 6).

Turn your left hand palm down and, simulating the preceding movements, insert the next three cards,
one at a time, into various parts of the deck above the Ace. Just don't turn your left hand over at any time or
you'll expose the indifferent cards. Once the four cards are protruding from different places you can spread
the deck between your hands to very fairly show that (fig. 7). Now, depending on what routine you're doing,
there are various ways to control the Aces. Let's say that you want them all on top. Simply obtain a left pinky
break above the lowermost protruding card (the uppermost Ace) as you square the deck and immediately do
a Classic Pass. The Aces are now on top.
In some of the later routines, like FCD Aces, Open Says Me II, and Deluxe Double Color-Changing Aces
you'll obtain the break in a different place so you can control Aces to the top and bottom with a pass.

7

Open Says Me II
Here's a newly modified handling of a classic one-at-a-time four Ace revelation (the original appeared in
Dingle's Deceptions). Spread through a shuffled deck and remove the Aces. Do The Bluff Shift apparently
inserting the Aces into different parts of the deck. Spread the deck between your hands while the four
supposed Aces are still outjogged so you can obtain a left pinky break three cards beneath the lowermost
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outjogged card — in other words beneath the four Aces. Square the deck, push the protruding cards flush,
and Classic Pass to the break. The Aces are now together on bottom.
Grasp the deck in Biddle Grip with your right hand and obtain a right thumbtip break above the bottom
card. Your right first finger lifts about half the deck at the outer end and Kick Cuts it to the left. Your left hand

1

takes the half deck and holds it in dealing position. Your hands should be about half a foot apart (maybe even
a bit more). Ask the spectator to stop you at any time during the following count. Swing your right hand
toward your left hand in an outward arc (fig. 1). Your left thumb peels the top card off the right-hand packet
and takes it onto the cards in your left hand (no breaks are held by your left pinky). After the top card has been
taken your right hand swings back to its original position, about six inches to the right.

Continue this until the spectator stops you. Without pausing your right hand swings to the left in its
outward arc toward your left hand — so the last card can be peeled off. As your right hand swings your right
thumbtip releases the bottom card of the packet (above which you've held a break). Because of the way your
right hand swings the inner end of the just-released Ace will swing outward so the card flips face up and
lands on the table just in front of your hands (fig. 2). Place the cards in your right hand beneath those in your
left hand and square the deck into left-hand dealing position.
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Ask the spectator to stop you as your left thumb riffles down the outer left corner of the deck. Pause at
the stopped-at-break and shove the base of your left thumb into it. Now crook your left thumb directly over
the top of the deck (fig. 3). You should now have the top half of the deck sort of pinched in your left thumb
crotch — pull it to the left (fig. 4). Continue pulling with your thumb, at the same time also pulling down on
the right long side of the lower portion of the deck with your left fingers (fig. 5). Once the halves clear your left
fingers pull downward so the lower half pivots to a vertical position if it hasn't already done so.
Your thumb presses the original upper half downward onto your left palm — the original lower half will
fall onto it with your thumb between the halves (fig. 6). (Note: As the now upper half falls onto your thumb
your fingers give it a little outward push so it's slightly outjogged.) Your palm-down right hand grasps the
inner left corner of the upper half between thumb (on face) and fingers (on top) (fig. 7). Slide the Ace above
your right thumb out of the deck and flip it face up (fig. 8). Flick it once or twice and then drop it onto the table
beside the first Ace.

Obtain a right thumbtip break beneath the upper outjogged cards as you square the deck. Let two cards
riffle off your thumb and drop on top of the lower half of the deck. Swivel the deck around so your right hand
can grasp all the cards beneath the break in Faro Shuffle position. Your right hand pulls out the lower half of
the deck and In Faros it into the center of the upper (left-hand) cards (fig. 9). Half of the cards in your left hand
should be above the right-hand packet. As you square the deck obtain a left pinky break above the top card of
the inner right-hand cards just before they mesh completely. Openly cut to the break, completing the cut.
One of the remaining Aces is now on top, the other is third from top.
Do a Double Lift and leave it face up on top of the deck with the indifferent card showing. Say, "No Ace on
top or bottom." Do the Flying Ace Revelation taught in PegasAces to produce the third Ace, which pops out of
the deck and lands on table in front of your hand. Turn the indifferent card on top face down and insert it into
the center of the deck.
Do a wide face-down pressure fan to give the deck a good downward belly. Close the fan. Riffle down
the outer left corner with your left thumb and ask the spectator to stop you at any time. When he does your
right hand grasps all the cards above that break in deep Biddle Grip and, as you cut them to the bottom,
squeeze your thumb and fingers together giving the cards a sharp concave crimp (fig. 10 is an exposed view).
Turn over the top card and say, "Oops, must've missed."
Turn the deck around in your left hand and regrip it, thumb at one end, first finger curled beneath, other
fingers at the other end (fig. 11). Your first finger must push upward with enough pressure to keep the deck
from opening. Say, "I'll find the last Ace with a little magic. Have you ever heard of Ali Baba and the forty thieves?
Well, this is Derek Dingle and the forty-nine cards. Watch. Open Says Me." Lower your first finger and squeeze

your thumb and second, third, and pinky fingers together — the deck will separate and open at the center
(fig. 12). Your first finger moves into the break and presses downward on the top card of the lower half,
drawing it to the left (fig. 13). Once the card is out about an inch your first finger moves beneath its now outer
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right corner. Move your second finger onto the card directly above your first finger (fig. 14). Simultaneously
straighten both fingers, pulling the card out of the deck to reveal the last Ace (fig. 15).

Fechter/Cummings/Dingle Aces
Fechter showed Derek the Basic Production, Cummings applied it to an Ace routine, and Dingle worked
out the handling and all its details. This first appeared in Part Two of the DD issue of Epilogue.
Openly spread through the deck and remove the four Aces. Do the Bluff Shift as already taught. When
you spread the deck between your hands to display the four outjogged cards (in different places) spot the
card directly beneath the lowermost outjogged card. As you square the deck obtain a left pinky break beneath

that card (the second Ace). Do a Pinky Pulldown. Your right hand cuts all the cards above the break into the
space between the pulled-down bottom card and the rest of the deck. The Aces are now in the first and
second positions on top, and the second and third positions on bottom.

The Basic Production
Turn the deck face up and raise it to your left fingertips in Faro Shuffle position. Your right hand strips
out the center third of the deck (fig. 1). Let the packets in your left hand move together afterward. Do an
Incomplete In Faro so that a small block (at least ten cards) from the right-hand half fall last (fig. 2),
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Tilt your left hand forward so that the top block of cards slides flush with the outer half of the deck (fig.
3). (Y our left first finger acts as a "stop.") Note and remember the card you now see on the inner half of the deck (in this
case the Four of Clubs).
Turn your right hand palm down and insert your right first finger beneath the sliding block (directly
above the Four). Lower your second finger onto the block directly above your first finger so they can clip the
packet firmly between them (fig. 4). Slide the packet toward you until it's directly above the Four of Clubs.
Press lightly downward with your right first finger so that as you continue to pull the packet toward you the
Four will move with it (fig. 5).
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Once the inner end of the Ace, now visible on the face of the outer half of the deck, pops up from beneath
the Four relax your right fingers' grip on the block and tilt your left hand forward. The block will slide beneath
the Ace and force it upward to a vertical position (fig. 6). Remove the Ace and table it.
With a bit of practice that production can look very magical — and almost automated. Square the deck
afterward and spread the face-up cards between your hands until you spot the Four of Clubs as you say,
"Three Aces to go." Obtain a left pinky break beneath the Four as you square the cards. Your right hand grasps
all the cards above the break and cuts them into the center of the remainder of the deck. Turn the deck face
down and raise it to Faro Shuffle position in your left hand.

Your right hand strips out the center third of the deck and does an Incomplete In Faro — the beginning
of The Basic Production. Don't forget to leave at least ten cards on top of the right-hand cards to act as the
sliding block. Once that's done tilt your left hand forward so the small block slides onto the outer half of the
deck. Insert your first finger beneath the block and flip all those cards face up to reveal an Ace (fig. 7). Square
the deck. Deal the Ace onto the table.
Begin to spread the cards between your hands in jogging the second face-up card. Continue spreading
until you reach the end of the face-up portion and flip all those cards face down. As you square the deck your
right thumb pushes downward on the injogged card so your left pinky can obtain a break above it. Your right
hand cuts all the cards above the break into the center of the deck.
Turn the deck face up and repeat The Basic Production exactly as described to produce the third Ace. (In
other words your right hand slips out the center third of the deck and does an Incomplete In Faro leaving a
small block on top. Tilt your left hand forward, the block slides forward; clip it between your right first and
second fingers and pull it back, also pulling back the face card of the inner half of the deck when you pass it.
The Ace's inner end will pop up. Let the block slide forward, beneath the Ace, pushing it upward to a vertical
position. Remove the Ace and table it. Square the deck.)

t
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Turn the deck face down and spread off the top four cards. Your right hand turns palm down and grasps
only the top three cards between thumb (beneath) and fingers (above). Turn your hand palm up, and hold the
now face-up cards over/on the deck. You'll find it easy to maneuver the right long side of the top face-down
card (which is already pushed over) above the lowermost face-up card (fig. 8 is an exposed view). Say, "No
Aces on top." Square the top cards against your left thumb and flip them face down. All you've done is to
secretly reverse the Ace second from the top.
With the deck face down, repeat The Basic Production to produce the final Ace — which will appear face
up. Table it with the others to end.

New Double
Color-Changing Aces
One of the routines Derek discovered he didn't really care for while reviewing ail his material was The
DD Color-Changing Aces from Dingle's Deceptions. What he disliked most was the large setup — so he
eliminated that and also changed most of the routine. I'm sure you'll agree that the following is not only far
superior to the original, but also one of the best routines in this book.
Let's assume you're going to use a red deck. The only preparation is to have the blue-backed Aces in your
pocket (backs outward) in, from the top down, Hearts, Clubs, Spades, Diamonds order.
Whenever you decide to do this routine simply control any Ace to the face of the red deck and Top Palm it
in your right hand. Give the deck to a spectator and ask him to shuffle it, then spread through it and remove
the four Aces. While he's doing that your right hand goes into your pocket and adds the blue Aces beneath
the already-palmed red Ace. You should now have five cards palmed in your right hand: four face-down blue
Aces and one face-up red-backed Ace.
The spectator will remove the three Aces he finds. When he says that he cannot find the fourth Ace take
the deck from him in face-down dealing position in your left hand as you say, "Let me have a look." Your right
hand moves over the deck, adding its five palmed cards. Your left thumb immediately moves beneath the
deck and flips it over (fig. 1). Your right hand grasps the upper half of the cards in Biddle Grip while your left
hand undercuts the lower half to the face, centering the just-added Aces.

Tum the deck face down and openly cut to the face-up Ace by cutting at the natural break (you don't
spread to it because of the odd colored Aces beneath. The cut is also a more surprising appearance). If you
haven't already, complete the cut, placing all the cards that were above the Ace to the bottom. Your right
hand grasps the Ace in Biddle Grip and lifts it a fraction of an inch. Your left thumb moves beneath the deck
and flips it face up. Drop the Ace with the other three the spectator found initially.
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Quickly spread the cards between your hands and do the Hofzinser Spread Cull, secretly pulling one
card out of the spread (it can be any card) and running it to the rear, beneath the blue Aces. (A description of
that move is in the impromptu handling of The Universal Card.)
Turn the deck face down. Maneuver the deck into Faro Shuffle position and cut about a third of the cards
off the top with your right hand. Faro those into the center of the left-hand cards. As you square the cards
obtain a left pinky break above the top card of the right-hand cards. Your right hand lifts all the cards above
the break in Biddle Grip. Your left thumb peels two cards from the right-hand packet onto the deck. Place the
remainder of the right-hand packet beneath the deck.

Put the Aces from the red deck which are on the table in Spades, Diamonds, Clubs, Hearts order from
face to rear, turn them face down, and drop them on top of the deck. Do The Bluff Shift as already taught,
your left thumb riffling down the deck's outer left corner to above the bottom card. Your right hand inserts
the Ace block above the bottom card and your second finger pushes the three lower Aces flush with the
deck — that leaves the Ace of Hearts protruding at the outer end fifth from the bottom. Insert the next three
cards in various places (avoiding the top ten cards). Push the supposed Aces flush.
Your right hand grasps the deck in Biddle Grip and obtains a right thumbtip break beneath the top two
cards. Your left hand undercuts half the deck to above the two cards above the break. Place the deck into your
left hand in dealing position, transferring the break to your left pinky. Do a Throw Cut (already described in
Ace Stounding), tossing the upper half of the deck, above the break, into your right hand. Complete the cut,
placing the left hand's cards on top. Do a DD Double Lift to show the Ace of Clubs, and immediately follow
up with KM Move, your left hand turning palm down and stealing the red-backed indifferent card that's
beneath the face-up Ace beneath the deck (this move is described in Post It!).
Maneuver the deck into face-up dealing position (actually it's already face up after KM, your left hand
must turn over); the Ace of Hearts will show on the face. Thumb off the Heart and take it beneath the Club
already held by your right hand. Place both Aces on the table.
Turn the deck face down and do a Slip Cut (two are taught in Ace Stounding), losing the top card of the
deck in the center. Do The DD Double Lift to show the Ace of Spades, leaving the double face up on top of the
deck. Your right hand grasps the Spade from above in Biddle Grip and lifts it a tiny bit so your left thumb can
move beneath the deck and flip it face up. Your right hand tables the Ace of Spades on the Club and Heart.
Your left fingers move beneath the face-up deck and rightjog the lowermost card a bit. Pull out the card
second from bottom and place it beneath the deck, squaring the cards. As you do that say, "The fourth Ace isn't
on top or bottom." (All you've done is to transpose the positions of the two rear cards.)
Turn the deck face down. Do The Classic Pass False Cut, followed by a triple turnover to show the Ace of
Diamonds, which is left face up on top of the deck. Thumb off the Diamond and drop it on top of the Spade on
the table.
Start spreading the cards between your hands, pushing off the top four or five in a group so you don't
expose the reversed card second from top. Spread all the way through until you can count eight cards from
the bottom, and obtain a left pinky break above them. Double Cut them to the top and immediately spread
the top six or so cards between your hands, getting a left pinky break beneath the sixth card as you square the
deck. During this you should be pattering about how all the cards have the same red backs — except the
Aces, which are easy to find because they look a little different on the other side. Ask them to turn over the
tabled Aces, which have blue backs.
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Do The DD Double Lift, turning the top two cards face up and letting them fall flush on top of the deck.
Your right hand grasps all the cards above the break in Biddle Grip and moves them slightly to the right. Your
left thumb peels one of the face-up cards off the top of the right-hand packet and replaces it beneath the five
cards. Flip those six cards over onto the top of the deck. That's a Bill Simon move, and it secretly reverses the
red-backed Aces beneath the top card.
Before the spectators looked at them, the blue Aces on the table were in the proper order. Turn them face
up and put them back in Diamonds, Spades, Clubs, Hearts order from face to rear. As your right hand picks
them up your left pinky obtains a break beneath the top card of the deck. Drop the Aces onto the deck, face
up.
Do The Bluff Shift with all five cards above the break, i.e., it appears as if your right hand takes the
face-up Ace of Diamonds and inserts it into the outer end of the deck. The Ace of Spades will be on top
afterward so everything looks copecetic (fig, 2). Your right second finger pushes the four cards concealed
behind the Ace of Diamonds flush with the deck, your left hand immediately turning over to flash the
Diamond's blue back (fig. 3).
Your left hand turns palm up again. Obtain a pinky break beneath the top two cards and do The Bluff
Shift again, your right hand apparently taking the Ace of Spades and inserting it into the outer end of the
deck about ten cards above the Ace of Diamonds, Actually, it's a double card, and it's left protruding — do
not push the second card flush as the move usually calls for. That second Ace of Diamonds is left square
beneath the Spade. Insert the next two cards, the Club and Heart, at ten or so card intervals above the others.
Turn your left hand over once more to flash the Diamond's blue back. As you turn your left hand palm
up again your right hand covers the outer ends of the Aces (fig. 4). Your left first finger quickly reaches
around the outer end of the lowermost Ace and pulls it flush with the deck while your right hand spreads the
remaining protruding cards into a fan, making sure to spread the Ace of Spades and Ace of Diamonds
beneath it apart (fig. 5).
Turn your left hand over again to reveal the now red-backed Aces. Pull them out and drop them onto the
table for examination. The blue Aces are reversed near the bottom of the deck — they can be stolen at your
convenience. There's also a reversed card near the top which can be openly turned over before you go into
the next routine — if you just do it without mentioning it it'll go unnoticed.

Elmsley Count Technique
You won't find the Elmsley Count over used and abused in the book, but cleverly and sparingly applied.
Derek does it a bit differently than most cardmen, and his handling gets away from the unnatural grip at the
edge of the packet.
Your left hand holds a four-card packet in dealing position. The card third from top is face up — all
others are face down. Your left thumb pushes the top card to the right, sidejogging it half its width. Lower
your right thumb onto this pushed-over card near its outer end (fig. 1). Your thumb must be directly over
your left second ringer (fig. 2 is an exposed view). With firm downward pressure your thumb can hold the
packet in place against your left second finger.
Straighten your left fingers and move your thumb onto the left long side of the packet (fig. 3). During that
movement the cards are held securely in place between thumb and second finger.
Now, two things happen simultaneously. Your left thumb (the pad of the thumb — not the tip) pushes
the top two cards of the packet to the right as one, while your right thumb begins to peel off the top card (fig.
Once the top card has been peeled off, and clears the rest of the packet, your hands move together again.
The card in your right hand moves beneath the packet, getting jammed between your left fingers and the
cards above. Your left fingers then pull that card to the left (fig. 5).
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Your right thumb can now take the double card on the count of two, nipping its outer right corner
between your thumb and the upper side of your first finger and pulling it to the right (fig. 6). Note in the
illustration that your left thumb rests on the center of the back of the two cards remaining in your left hand.
Reverse count the last two cards onto those already in your right hand one at a rime to finish.

Illusion Aces
Two handlings will be taught — The Practical Handling is basically the same as Innovations No. 3 (though
with some changes), while the details of The Purist Handling are appearing in print for the first time.

The Practical Handling
The setup is, from the top of the deck down: Ace of Spades, King of Spades, Ace of Clubs, Ace of Hearts,
Ten of Spades, Ten of Clubs, King of Hearts, King of Clubs, rest of deck. The distribution of the suits doesn't
matter except for the Ace of Hearts and King of Hearts — they must be in those positions. You can set this up
from a shuffled deck openly in front of the audience if you like — just cover it with some patter, like, "I need
special cards for this trick/'
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Hold the face-down deck in left-hand dealing position. Say, "I'm going to do a trick with six cards." Left
thumb spread the top eight cards in a small spread to the right. Injog the eighth card (the lowermost King),
align the card above that (the seventh card) with the deck, and flip the six cards above that face up. The cards
will automatically sort of square as they turn over. Catch a left thumb base break beneath the six cards before
they fall flush. This is called The Altman Trap.
Your right hand lifts all six cards above the break in Biddle Grip. Your left thumb peels the Ten of Clubs
on top of the deck, pulling it inward so it covers the injogged card (fig. 1). Peel the Ten of Spades onto the
Club, but flush with the deck (fig. 2). Your left hand carefully places the deck just to your right on the table
without disturbing the injogged cards. As you do that say, "All I'm going to use are the two black Tens and the four
Aces." Do an Elmsley Count with the face-up Aces — the Ace of Hearts will show twice. That will go
unnoticed, and all the spectators will see are four Aces. Turn the cards face down and spread them. Take the
top two with your right hand and transfer them to the bottom.

As your left hand tables the Ace packet directly in front of you your right hand moves over the deck.
Your right thumb pulls upward on the injogged cards so you can pick off the top four cards in Biddle Grip
without any fumbling. Your right second finger extends across the packet's outer edge to provide some cover
for its unusual thickness.
Your left thumb peels the Ten of Spades from the face and places it beneath the packet, leaving it
leftjogged a half inch. Your right hand holds the Tens while your left hand takes the top card off the tabled
Ace packet and flips it face up to show the Ace of Spades. The Ace is grasped between your left thumb and
first finger, enabling your other fingers to move beneath the Ten packet (fig. 3). Press lightly upward and
slide the Ten of Spades to the left until it's completely clear of the upper cards. Lower the Ace onto the Ten,
spread slightly to the right, and replace both beneath the cards held by your right hand so they appear as in
figure 4.

3

Square the packet; give it a little click by buckling and popping it. Your right hand grasps the packet,
thumb at inner right corner, third finger at outer right corner. Your left hand moves a bit to the left so its
fingers are directly beneath the packet and its thumb directly above. Squeeze your left thumb and fingers
lightly together so you can simultaneously slide the Tens to the left, spreading them at the same time (fig. 5).
Your right hand holds all the cards between the Tens aligned as one during this Partial Ascanio.
Don't pull the center face-down block completely out from between the Tens, rather, freeze in the
position of the preceding illustration. Reverse your left hand's direction and move the cards together again,
leaving them stepped (fig. 6). Turn your right hand palm down and move your first finger onto the exposed
portion of the face-down card. Move your left first finger onto the outer end of the Ten of Clubs. As your right
hand withdraws the face-down card from between the Tens your left first finger pulls all the cards flush (fig.
7). Place the right-hand card on the table in front of everything else.
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Transfer the packet to right-hand Biddle Grip. Your left hand turns over the next card on top of the Ace
packet, the Ace of Hearts. Grasp the Ace between your left thumb and first finger so your other fingers can
move beneath the packet and pull the Ten of Spades to the left. Lower the Ace onto the Ten as already
described and replace them beneath the cards held by your right hand. Square the cards, click the packet, and
repeat the Partial Ascanio sliding the Tens to the left and spreading them. This time you pull them farther to
the left until they clear the face-down packet remaining in your right hand. Place the right-hand cards onto the
Tens and square everything.

Move your left thumb beneath the packet so that as your right hand picks off the top card in Biddle Grip
your thumb can flip the remaining cards over (fig. 8). Your right hand tables its card with the first card that
turned over. Move the packet into left-hand dealing position and obtain a pinky break beneath the top two
cards. Take the packet in Biddle Grip with your right hand transferring the break to your right thumbtip.
Your left hand picks up the Ace packet and holds it in face-down dealing position. Turn your left hand
palm down to flash the underside of the packet, showing the Ace of Clubs, as you say, "That leaves the Ace of
Clubs . . . " (fig. 9). Turn your left hand palm up and simultaneously lower the right-hand cards over those in
dealing position. Without pausing drop the two cards below the break flush onto the left-hand cards and
immediately turn the two cards remaining in your right hand face up, spreading them, as you continue.

".. . the two black Tens . . . " Move your left thumb onto the Tens and hold them in place, outjogged on the
packet. Turn your right hand palm down and slip the top face-down card out from beneath the tens as you
finish, ". . . and the Ace of Hearts." Table the Ace of Hearts face up directly in front of you. Square the packet
and grasp it in Biddle Grip. Briefly flash the Ace of Clubs on the bottom.
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Peel off the Ten of Clubs and hold it flatly on your left palm. Move your left fingers beneath the packet
and slide the bottom face-down card out from beneath it — to the left. Use the cards held by your right hand
to flip that face-down card over to show the Ace of Clubs. Replace the left-hand cards beneath the packet,
holding them spread so the Tens and the Ace are all visible for a moment.
Square the packet, click it, and do the Partial Ascanio to show that the Ace has turned face down. Don't
pull the right-hand packet completely out from between the Tens, though, and realign the cards in stepped
condition as you did for the first Ace. Your right first finger strips out the face-down card as your left first
finger pulls all the cards flush. Table the right-hand card with the other two that have already turned over.
Your right hand takes the packet in Biddle Grip so your left hand can lift the Ace of Hearts, holding it
between thumb and first finger. Insert the Ace between the Tens as already described. Square the packet,
click it, and do the Partial Ascanio. Pull the face-down double card completely out from between the Tens and
drop it onto them. Square the packet.
Move your left thumb beneath the packet so that as your right hand picks off the top card in Biddle Grip
your thumb can flip the packet over. Table the right-hand card with the others.
Grasp the four-card packet remaining in right-hand Biddle Grip and obtain a thumbtip break above the
bottom two cards. Your right hand moves directly over the deck and releases the cards beneath the break.
Without pausing flip the two cards remaining face up, spreading them to show the Tens (fig. 10). Leave the
spread Tens on top of the deck at an angle.
Square the four cards on the table and flip them into face-up dealing position in your left hand. Do an
Elmsley Count to show four Kings to end.

The Purist Handling
If doing those Elmsley Counts and showing the red Ace and King twice makes you nervous, or if you're a
purist (a.k.a. masochist) here is a handling where you start with the Aces and end with the Kings. The setup
is, from the top down: four Aces, black Tens, four Kings.
Spread the face-down deck between your hands and injog the tenth card. Align the three cards directly
above it with the deck. Flip over the six cards above that and catch an Altman Trap as previously taught.
Repeat the handling described in the first version, taking the face-up cards with your right hand and peeling
the first Ten flush with the injogged card, and then second Ten flush with the deck. Place the deck aside
without disturbing the injogged cards.
Show the Aces and leave them on the table face up in front of you. Your right hand picks off all the cards
above and including those injogged from the deck. Transfer the top Ten to the bottom. Now, repeat the
handling for the first Ace described in the first handling three times. Each time you place one of the Aces face
up between the Tens, click the packet, and do the Partial Ascanio. Don't pull the face-down cards completely
out from between the Tens, though. Realign it so the cards are stepped inward. As your right hand strips out
the visible face-down card your left first finger pulls the rest of the cards square.
When you've done that three times there will be three Kings on the table (face down) and one face-up
Ace left. Repeat the handling for the last Ace described in the first handling, inserting it between the Tens,
doing the Partial Ascanio, and dropping the pulled-out double card on top of the Tens. Your right hand picks
off the top card in Biddle Grip while your left thumb flips the packet over. Once your right hand has tabled its
card it moves back over the packet and takes it in Biddle Grip obtaining a thumbtip break beneath the top two
cards. Move your right hand over the deck and unload the four bottom cards as you flip the Tens face up.
Leave them on top of the deck. Turn over the four face-down cards to reveal the Kings to end.
Karl Fulves gets credit for the plot of Illusion Aces.

*
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Crack Card Switches
These are utility switches (actually the same ideas applied in different ways) that you should be able to
incorporate into many routines. None of these ideas have been in print before even though they were
developed between five and ten years ago. I'll describe them in their most obvious form — as Ace switches.

THE OVER AND UNDER SWITCH
Firs t App lica Hon
Have the spectator shuffle the deck and hand it to you afterward. Hold it in dealing position, face up, in
your left hand. Obtain a lefty pinky break above the four lowermost cards. Spread through the deck and
outjog the four Aces. Square the deck once you've located the cards, leaving them protruding from the outer
end.
Turn your right hand palm down and move your second finger onto the outer left corner of the Aces (fig.
1). Pivot the Aces to the right and inward around your left second finger (fig. 2). Once they're clear of the deck
your left fingers pull down the right long sides of all the cards beneath the break (fig. 3). Your right hand, now
holding the Ace packet by its right long side, thumb above and fingers below (which is the position the Aces
fall into after you've swivelled them out), inserts its cards into the break, jamming the right long sides of the
pulled-down cards between the Aces and your right first and second fingertips (fig. 4).

Use the eight-card block in your right hand to flip the deck face down (fig. 5). Immediately flip the block
face down onto the deck and thumb off the top four cards into your right hand. The Aces remain on top of the
deck; the cards in your right hand are indifferent.
Though developed independently, this handling is actually a refined extension of Mario's Pull-Down
Addition from Ibidem No.34-35, p.29.
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Second Application
Have the four Aces on the bottom of the face-down deck before you begin. Spread the cards face down
between your hands and let a spectator touch any four cards, which you outjog. Now, simply do The Over
and Under Switch exactly as before. In other words, your left pinky has a break above the Aces. Your right
hand swivels the four face-down indifferent cards out of the deck (around your second finger) so your right
hand holds them by the right long side. Your left fingers pull down the Aces so your right hand can insert the
face-down indifferents above them, taking the Aces beneath the packet. Use the eight-card block to flip the
deck face up and immediately flip the eight cards face up onto the deck. The first four cards which you thumb
over will be the Aces.

Third Application
A small set up: The deck is face down, and from the bottom up the cards read; four face-up Aces, a
face-down pair (i.e., facing the same way as the rest of the deck), rest of deck. The pair can be any
cards — let's assume it's the red Queens.
Spread the face-down deck between your hands and have any four cards touched, outjogging them.
Square the deck and obtain a left pinky break above the bottom five cards, which is between the red Queens.
Strip out the face-down cards and turn them face up. Spread to show four indifferent cards and then square
them. Your left thumb holds them diagonally outjogged on the corner of the deck to allow your right hand to
regrip in position for the change (fig. 6).

6

Your left fingers pull down the five cards beneath the break and your right hand inserts its face-up cards
above them, taking the lower five cards beneath. Use the mwe-card block to flip the deck face up and pause for
a moment — a red Queen is at the face of the deck. Flip the block face down onto the deck and thumb off the
first four face-down cards into your right hand. A red Queen will still show on the face of the deck afterward,
and the cards in your right hand will be the Aces. The four indifferent cards are reversed beneath the red
Queen on the face.

Fourth Application
The Aces must be on top of the face-down deck before you start. Turn the deck face up, doing Krenzel's
Mechanical Reverse (or turn the deck face up and do a Half Pass) to reverse the Aces so they're now face
down beneath the face-up deck. Obtain a left pinky break above the bottom five cards.
Spread through the deck and outjog any four indifferent cards. Strip them out, turn them face down,
and do the switch, inserting the four face-down indifferent cards above the five cards beneath the break. Use
them to flip the deck face down and then flip the nine-card block face up onto the deck. Thumb off the top four
cards — the face-up Aces. The four face-up indifferent cards are beneath the top face-down card.
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THE NOLAP SWITCH
First Application
Have the four Aces on the bottom of the face-down deck before you begin. Obtain a left pinky break
above the Aces. Spread through the deck and have the spectator indicate any four cards, which you outjog.
Square the deck afterward without disturbing the outjogged cards.
Strip out the indifferent cards with your right hand and table them. Your right hand takes the deck from
your left hand in Biddle Grip, maintaining the break with your right thumbtip. Pick up the four face-down
cards with your left hand and hold them, squared, in face-down dealing position. At this moment your right
hand should be holding the deck about half a foot behind your left hand (fig. 7). Move your right hand
forward and, without pausing, drop the four cards beneath the break onto the left-hand cards. Your right
hand continues forward to the table in one motion and does a wide face-down ribbon spread.

Your right hand grasps the eight cards in your left hand in Biddle Grip and drops them on top of the deck
(at the right end of the spread) (fig. 8). Snap your fingers and turn over the top four cards to reveal the Aces.

Second Application
The Aces must be on the bottom of the face-down deck, which is in left-hand dealing position, before
you begin. Obtain a break above the Aces and begin spreading the cards between your hands for the
spectator to touch any four. Outjog the cards he indicates and then square the deck.

9

Your palm-down right hand moves over the deck and your second finger angles the outjogged cards to
the left (fig. 9). That enables your right hand to grasp the deck from above between second finger at outer end
and thumb at inner end (fig. 10). Your left hand, still holding the break, cradles the cards from beneath.
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Move your left hand forward, carrying the Aces to beneath the outjogged cards (fig. 11). Move your left
thumb onto the outjogged cards and strip them out onto the Aces, but holding a pinky break between the
packets (fig. 12).

Now move your right hand forward. As it passes over your left hand steal, without pausing, the four
cards above the break onto the bottom of the deck and continue forward. Do a wide face-down ribbon spread.
Turn over the cards in your left hand to reveal the Aces.

Third Application
The Aces are at the rear of a face-up deck held in left-hand dealing position — you hold a pinky break
above them. Spread through the deck and outjog any four indifferent cards. Do the switch as described in the
second applications, however, your left thumb must flip the packet face down as soon as your right hand has
passed over it, picking up the four indifferent face-up cards above the break. Your right hand continues
forward to the table and does a face-up ribbon spread, leaving the bottom cards only slightly spread. Reveal
the Aces as desired.

PegasAces
This should be easily recognizable as a color-changing handling of The Flying Kings, which appeared in
Reputation Makers. When Derek used to perform this routine he would use it to lead into Super Interchange by
loading the cards necessary for that routine into the deck before this effect. The whole business flows together
very conveniently as you'll see.
There are two ways to get into this: you can set it up in front of the spectators, or you can set it up in
advance and then just load the cards into the blue deck. I'll explain both ways — you choose. Between effects
fiddle around with the red deck. Get the four Aces to the top and then get four red spot cards on top of the
Aces. Turn the red deck face down and Top Palm the top eight cards in your right hand. Or, you can have that
eight-card setup in your right jacket pocket (or on top of the deck in that pocket) and simply cop it from there.
Either way, your left hand holds the face-down blue deck in dealing position. The following Add On has
already been described in detail in New Double Color-Changing Aces. Your right hand moves over the deck
and allows the palmed packet to fall onto it (though your hand completely covers the tops so the red backs
don't flash). Your left thumb quickly moves beneath the deck and flips it face up.
Begin spreading the cards between your hands, tossing out the four Aces (these are the blue ones from
that deck) as you come to them. As you spread through the deck slip any red spot card to the face if there is not
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one already there. Double Cut the face card to the rear and you're ready to begin the effect. The order of the
deck is, from the top down (all cards face down): blue-backed red spot card, four red-backed red spot cards,
four red-backed Aces, the rest of the blue deck. The four blue-backed Aces are on the table.
You'll switch out the Aces using Derek's clever, if bizarre, version of ATFUS. Obtain a left pinky break
beneath the four face cards of the deck (which is held in face-up dealing position). Your right hand squares the
tabled Aces into a packet and lifts them in a deep Biddle Grip. Say, "I'm going to do this little trick with the four
Aces. 1 could've used the four (name the face card of the deck)." As you patter your right hand lowers the Aces onto
the deck so they're rightjogged. Move your left thumb onto the exposed outer left corner of the deck's face
card and press lightly downward (fig. 1). Since the Aces are in a slightly deeper Biddle Grip than usual you'll
find that your second finger will cover the outer ends of the top cards of the deck from the audience.
Move your right hand an inch to the right, your right thumb and fingers pulling all the cards above the
break while your left thumb holds the face card of the deck stationary (fig. 2). The three cards beneath the face
card are now rightjogged an inch beneath the Aces. Note in the preceding illustration that your right first
finger points to the deck's face card as your right hand moves to the right (and as you name the cards you
won't use). Immediately reverse your right hand's direction until the outer right corners of the three
rightjogged indifferent cards hit the base of your third finger — that tells you they're aligned directly beneath
the Ace packet. (Here, when your right hand moves to the left, it slides only the Aces.)

1

Now, grasp all seven aligned cards and pull them to the right, your left thumb holding the face card of
the deck in place. As the packet clears the deck your left pinky moves in and obtains a break beneath the face
card before it can fall flush.
Move your right hand's seven-card packet back over the deck and pick up the card above the break, your
right thumbtip holding a break between it and the cards above. Go into the standard ATFUS sequence, your
left thumb moving onto the face Ace as your right hand slips all the cards beneath it to the right. Repeat with
the second Ace, reverse peeling it onto the first. Repeat with the third Ace. That leaves five cards in your right
hand — an Ace, three indifferent cards, and a broken indifferent card. Move your right hand over the deck
and drop the lowermost card onto it. Immediately move your right hand to the right again as you say, "Four
Aces - but remember, no (name the face card again)."

Your right hand flips its four cards face down and spreads them, your left thumb moves beneath the
deck and flips it face down. Your left thumb riffles down the outer left corner of the deck until it's holding a
break somewhere in the five bottom cards of the deck. Insert the lowermost card of the right-hand fan into
that break and leave it protruding from the outer end of the deck. Insert the three cards remaining in your
right hand in various places above that, making sure that none go too close to the top (you don't want to stick
one into the setup). Push the supposed Aces flush, square the deck, and turn it face up.
The next move, based on Harry Lorayne's Flying Ace Revelation from Deck-Sterity, has gotten a bad
reputation as being virtually impossible to do — that is not true. If you follow this description of Derek's
version of the move closely you'll find that it's easy to do. Note the little technical details which appear for the
first time: they make the Aces practically fly out by themselves.
Spring the cards from hand to hand so the whole deck has a slight upward belly. Your right hand grasps
the deck between thumb (at the inner right) and second finger (at the outer right) (fig. 3). The farther your
fingers are to the right (in other words, the less of the deck you're actually touching) the easier the move.
Extend your first finger and press it flatly onto the face of the indifferent card near its outer end (fig. 4).
Note that NOT just the tip of the finger is on the card, but the fingertip actually extends past the card so the
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flesh of the second phalange presses on the card. Raise your right hand to a forty-five degree angle (about a
foot and a half), at the same time pulling back the outer end of the face card with your first finger (fig. 5).
You'll find that you can now bend your first fingertip around the outer end of the face card and pull back the
first Ace a bit (fig. 6). Angle both cards a bit to the left (fig. 7).
Now two things happen simultaneously. Lower your right hand and straighten only the tip of your first
finger — that releases the Ace while maintaining a secure hold on the face card (fig. 8 ) . The Ace will shoot out
(a combination of your right hand's downward motion and the bend in it pushing it) and land on the table.
Your first finger immediately straightens a bit so the indifferent face card completely covers the outer end of
the deck again. (You must do that in order to avoid exposing the second Ace, which is beneath it.)
With a little practice you'll find that you can control exactly where the Ace lands. It doesn't really shoot
forward, but pops out and lands directly in front of your right hand.
Repeat the move to produce the three remaining Aces, one at a time.
Riffle up the inner end of the deck until you spot the uppermost of the red-backed Aces (ninth from the
rear of the deck). Let's assume it's the Ace of Clubs — obtain a left pinky break above it. Your right hand
takes the deck in Biddle Grip, maintaining the break with your right thumbtip. As your left nand gathers the
blue-backed Aces on the table into face-up dealing position it casually slips the Ace of Clubs to the face. Once
you've picked up the cards hold your left hand just in front of your right hand.

Do the first application of The NoLap Switch, your right hand passing over your left hand and dropping
all the cards beneath the break flush onto the left-hand packet. Since the Ace of Clubs still shows everything
looks copecetic. Your right hand immediately does a wide face-up ribbon spread, then takes the cards from
your left hand and deposits them on the face of the card at the right end of the spread. Square the spread.

Pick the four Aces off the face of the deck and place them in a horizontal row in front of it. Turn the deck
face down and spread it between your hands as you say, "It was easy to find the Aces because they have red backs."
Let the spectators turn over the Aces.
Tum the deck face up and spread the cards between your hands (backs toward audience), pushing over
the first six or seven cards in a group so the red backs don't flash to the audience. Spread (with the faces
toward you) about three or four cards past the last Ace and obtain a pinky break there as you square the deck.
Double Cut all the cards above the break to the rear. Turn the deck face down. The four red-backed red spot
cards are about eight or nine cards down from the top and you're set to go directly into Super Interchange.
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PegasAce Coin Production
This was briefly mentioned at the end of Flying Kings in Lorayne's Reputation Makers, but none of the
details were given. It enables you to produce four coins from beneath the Aces at the end of PegasAces
and go directly into a coin assembly. You must construct a simple coin holder as shown in figure 1. The
side view shows the proper dimensions so the quarters will fit snugly inside, yet protrude far enough so
they can be easily stolen. The holder goes beneath the inner side of your close-up mat, and is easily
placed there as you initially lift the mat onto the table from your bag or case. The inner side of the mat
and holder should hang over the table edge about a half inch (fig. 2).
J

Now, do PegasAces exactly as explained, though it doesn't matter if you do Super Interchange or
not. This production only makes sense if you do a coin routine afterward, and you can do Super Interchange after, say, Four Coins And Counting. Either way, here's the loading sequence. Your right hand
does the Flying Ace Move twice, tossing the Aces onto the mat directly over the holder (fig. 3).
Turn your left hand palm down and slide the first (left-end) Ace toward you, to the table edge, as
your right hand prepares for the third revelation. Your left first and second fingers rest on the inner end
of the Ace enabling your thumb to move beneath the inner side of the mat and contact a coin (fig. 4). As
your right hand produces the third Ace your left hand simultaneously pulls both card and coin inward
until you feel the coin move upward beneath the card (fig. 5). Lift the card and place it onto the mat with
the coin hidden beneath about eight inches forward of the table edge.
As your right hand produces the fourth Ace your left hand loads the second coin beneath the second
Ace and places it beside the already-loaded first Ace.
Your right hand crosses in front of you to do a wide left-to-right ribbon spread between the two sets
of Aces as your left hand loads the third coin beneath the third Ace and then places that in front of the
spread with the two already-loaded Aces.

5

To finish, as your left hand squares and picks up the ribbon spread your right hand loads the fourth
coin beneath the fourth Ace and places it with the others.
Place the deck aside, show your hands empty, and cleanly pull back the Aces to reveal a coin beneath each one.
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Super Interchange
I'll assume that you've just finished PegasAces and are already set up for this routine as described. Pick
up the blue deck and turn it face up. Spread through the cards with the faces toward you and make sure that
no Kings are near the bottom or center of the deck — they should all be (with the Aces and red-backed red
spot cards) near the top of the deck. The blue-backed Aces and Kings are neither used nor seen, and this is
just to get them out of the wayPick up the red deck (which already has eight cards missing) and quickly spread through it, removing
the red-backed Kings and tossing them onto the table. Place the red deck aside.
Say, 'Tm going to do a trick using the red-backed Aces and Kings, and a deck with a blue back." Arrange the Aces
and Kings in two horizontal rows on the table in CHaSeD order from left to right (fig. 1). Note that the Aces
are face down. Pick up the blue deck and do a fairly wide face-down Pressure Fan, leaving the top dozen or so
cards as a block so you don't expose the red-backed cards near the top. Take the King of Diamonds, turn it
face down, and insert it into the fan (leaving it protruding) about ten to fifteen cards from the bottom. Before
you let go of the King slide it to the right until its left long side is aligned with the third card to the right of
where it was inserted (fig. 2). In other words, you're going to use each King to mark the place for the insertion
of the next King — they must go three blue-backed cards apart. By aligning the King of Diamonds' left long
side with the card three to the right of where it was inserted you know that the next King must go above the
card directly in front of the King of Diamonds' left long side.
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So do that, taking the King of Spades, turning it face down, and inserting it three cards above the
Diamond — then slide it to the right, aligning its long side with the third card to the right of where it was
inserted. Repeat with the King of Hearts, and then the King of Clubs (fig. 3). Go back and spread the
protruding red-backed cards out a bit (you no longer have to mark anything). Close the fan without
disturbing the outjogged cards. Push the red backs into the deck and, as you do, angle them a bit to the right
so their inner right corners protrude slightly near the inner right corner of the deck. Your left pinky reaches
up and pulls down the inner right corner of the uppermost King as the cards are squared, getting a break
above it. Let one card drop from above the break and move your pinky above it. Classic Pass to the break, bringing the
red-backed Kings to second, sixth, tenth, and fourteenth positions from the top.
You're now going to apparently deal three blue cards onto each red-backed Ace, and here the handling
for obtaining the breaks is a little different than previously described in Reputation Makers. Your right hand
reaches forward to the Ace of Clubs at the outer left, while your left hand simultaneously tilts the top of the
deck toward you. Your left first finger curls beneath the deck and your left thumb lets two cards riffle past it—
at the same time your right hand turns the Ace of Clubs face up (fig. 4).
Retract your right hand (leaving the Ace of Clubs on the table) to beside your left hand — which turns
palm up. Your left thumb pushes the top two cards as one (easy because of the break) just a bit to the right.
Your right thumb nips them against the upper side of your first finger (fig. 5). Pull that double card to the
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right so it clears the deck and falls into right-hand dealing position. Immediately reverse count two more blue
backers off the top of the deck onto it one at a time as you say, "I'm going to place three blue cards on each
red-backed Ace." Place the right-hand cards, injogged, onto the Ace of Clubs.
Repeat the exact same sequence for the three remaining Aces, first getting the break as you turn the Ace
face up, then reverse counting the cards into you right hand and tabling them, injogged, onto the Ace.

After you've completed that sequence four times (total) each face-up Ace will have three blue-backed
indifferent cards on it, and the red-backed King which matches the suit of the Ace beneath the three blue
backers. Place the deck on the table directly in front of you, inward of the row of Aces and indifferent cards.

The Ace of Clubs Transformation
Your right hand lifts the three (actually four) injogged cards off the Ace of Clubs in Biddle Grip. Your left
hand picks up the Ace, flips it face down, and your right hand places the blue backers on top of it. Thumb off
the top three blue cards in a small fan and take them with your right hand, thumb above, fingers beneath.
Your left hand holds a double card — turn it palm down to flash the Ace of Clubs, and then palm up again.
Replace the three blue backs injogged, though otherwise squared, onto the double card. Turn your right hand
palm down and lower your first finger onto the back of the top blue back, your second finger onto the
exposed outer end of the red back, and your thumb onto the inner end of the injogged cards. This is the
Annemann/Christ Alignment move. Slide your right hand forward until your right thumb hits the inner end
of the lowermost card in your left hand. At the same time your right second finger outjogs the uppermost
red-backed card of the double, while the lower card moves flush with the upper cards.
Your right hand strips out the protruding red backer and your left hand immediately begins reverse
counting the blue backs onto it, injogged (fig. 6). The third blue backer, a double card, is placed onto the
others. Pull out the protruding red-backed card and flip it face up revealing the King of Clubs. Table it where
the Ace of Clubs was.

Do a Double Buckle, taking the top double card with your right thumb and fingers and then reverse
counting the next two cards onto it. Square that packet and place it on the table angled slightly to the right,
just to the right of the deck. (fig. 7).
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The Ace of Hearts Transformation
Your right hand lifts the packet above the Ace of Hearts in Biddle Grip. Flip the Ace face down and place
it beneath the packet, squaring afterward. Flip the packet face up into dealing position in your left hand.
Move your right hand beside your left hand in Second Deal position. Tilt your hands up toward you so the
backs of the cards (and your hands) are toward the audience. At the same time move your hands together,
your left thumb pushing the Ace a bit to the right so your right thumb can contact the face of the King behind
it (fig. 8). Start pulling the King to the right, at the same time turning your hands palm down (fig. 9). It
appears as if you've simply taken the Ace with your right hand. Your left first finger flicks the red card.
Turn both hands palm up keeping both the blue packet and the red card face down. You do that by
holding the cards stationary and working your fingers around them so the hand turns over. Reverse count
the first two blue cards onto the red card, injogging them (you've already done this, and will for the next two
Aces as well). The last double card goes on top as one. Pull out the red card and flip it face up revealing the
King of Hearts — place it where the Ace of Hearts was on the table. Do a Double Buckle as before and reverse
count the two single cards onto the first-taken double card. Square the packet.
Your left hand does a Pinky Pulldown — the Larry Jennings move in which the crease where your pinky
meets your hand pulls down the inner right corner of the lower card of the packet. Your right hand picks up
the three blue cards left over from the Ace of Clubs and inserts them into the break above the bottom card.
Square the packet and place it back on the table, angled slightly to the right, just to the right of the deck as
before.

The Ace of Spades Transformation
Your right hand lifts the injogged cards above the Ace of Spades in Biddle Grip. Flip the Ace face down
and place it beneath the packet, placing the cards in left-hand dealing position (face down).
Thumb off the top card and take it with your right hand between thumb (above) and fingers (beneath).
Thumb off the next blue back and take that onto the first, spread slightly to the left (fig. 10). Your left hand
does the Pinky Pulldown so you can take the upper double card above the break onto (and spread to the left
of) the two cards already in your right hand (fig. 11).
Flash the face of the Ace and turn it face down, placing it outjogged onto the upper double card of the fan
(fig. 12). Grasp the double card with the red back outjogged on it and take them into left-hand dealing
position. Reverse count the two blue backs from your right hand onto the cards in your left hand. Push the
outjogged red card flush.
Do an Elmsley Count, outjogging the third counted card (a red back) when you come to it. Place the last
card onto it, though flush with the other blue cards below. Strip out the red back and flip it over to reveal the
King of Spades — table it where the Ace of Spades was.
Thumb over the top blue back, do a Buckle and spread a double card to the right. That leaves one card on
the bottom, which you openly transfer to the top as you square the cards. Your left hand does the Pinky
Pulldown again as your right hand picks up the discard packet that's to the right of the deck. Place the
right-hand cards into the break, above the bottom red card. As you square the packet obtain a break above the
three red cards on the bottom. Step their inner ends slightly to the right with your left pinky. Your right hand,
still holding the packet in Biddle Grip, replaces it on the table so the step is on the right long side, angled
toward you and not visible to the audience (fig. 13).
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The Ace of Diamonds Transformation
Your right hand lifts the injogged cards above the Ace of Diamonds and places them into face-down
dealing position in your left hand. Slide the Ace of Diamonds toward you a bit.
Reverse count the blue packet into your right hand, placing the last two cards on top as one. Flip the
packet face up and transfer the indifferent card from the rear to the face.
Lift the Ace and drop it face up onto the packet. Do any Color Change where you secretly transfer the
rear card to the face (Derek uses the Leipzig Side Steal), visibly changing the Ace of Diamonds into the King of
Diamonds.

Turn the packet face down and hold it in Biddle Grip. Reverse count the top three blue backs into dealing
position in your left hand, leaving a double card in your right hand. Begin to place that double card on top of
the packet but don't let go of it — go immediately into The DD Double Lift to show the King again. Do KM
(described in Post It!), your left hand turning palm down and stealing the lowermost card of the double
beneath the left-hand cards. Your right hand immediately turns over so your left first finger can flick the back
of the King.
Table the King where the Ace of Diamonds was. Your right hand picks up the discard packet in Biddle
Grip, and you can do that without disturbing the stepped cards on bottom. Move your right hand over your
left hand, which turns palm up beneath it.
Your left pinky immediately obtains a break above the stepped cards and pushes them flush with all the
cards beneath them. Your pinky quickly kicks the inner ends of all the cards beneath the break to the right in
preparation for The Vernon Transfer Move (taught in Slow Motion MacDonald's Aces).

Your right hand holds the whole business while your left hand takes the deck and does a wide
rig/rt-to-left ribbon spread to expose four red-backed cards in the middle. Your left hand breaks the spread
just above the red backs and pushes all the cards above that a little to the left, sort of squaring them
(haphazardly). Do the same to the red-backed cards and the half of the blue deck beneath them (fig. 14).
Your left hand returns to your right hand and grasps the left long side of all the cards above those that are
kicked to the right. Both hands move simultaneously: your left hand to the left pile of blue cards, depositing
those it holds on top; your right hand to the right pile, which it lifts in Biddle Grip, secretly adding the cards it
holds to the top.
Place the halfdeck held by your right hand into left-hand dealing position. Stud deal the top four red
backs to the table, one at a time, to reveal the Aces. Drop the blue cards remaining in your left hand onto those
on the table. The four extra red-backed cards are a few cards down from the top and can be easily copped.
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Slow Motion MacDonald's Aces
When MacDonald's Aces appeared in The New Stars of Magic series everyone acted as though it was new
—actually the idea of using a different vanish for each Ace packet is Ken Krenzel's and it appeared in MUM in
1963. Everyone, including Derek, worked out alternate handlings. This originally appeared in Derek's
second set of lecture notes, and here has been slightly reworked and improved.
You need two double-faced cards: Ace of Hearts/indifferent card, Ace of Diamonds/indifferent card. Set
up the deck in this order from face to rear: Ace of Diamonds, Ace of Hearts, Ace of Spades, Ace of Clubs, Ace
of Hearts double facer (indifferent side up), Ace of Diamonds double facer (indifferent side up), four
indifferent cards, Three of Clubs, rest of deck. Make sure that the cards which match the indifferent sides of
the two double facers are not among the bottom dozen cards of the deck.
Hold the deck in face-up dealing position in your left hand. Thumb off each Ace, one at a time, taking it
with your right hand and tabling it face down. The Aces go in a small pile as you say, "I'm going to do a trick with
four Aces and twelve other cards." Begin to deal cards face up onto the face-down Aces, slightly injogging the
third card, and counting aloud to twelve. Don't make the injog too obvious, and spread the remaining cards
(four through twelve) out and around as you deal them to help conceal it. Afterward place the deck aside.
Pick up the pile on the table and flip it over into dealing position in your left hand without disturbing the
injogged card. Obtain a break beneath the injogged card as you push it flush. Thumb off the Ace of Diamonds
and take it between your right thumb (above) and fingers (beneath). Thumb the Ace of Hearts onto that and
then left-thumb-spread the Ace of Spades partially to the right (fig. 1). Your left fingers pull down on the right
long sides of all the cards beneath the break — insert the red Aces into the break and square the cards.
Immediately deal the Ace of Spades onto the table in leader position (the bottom of the usual "T"
formation). Deal the next three Aces in a row from left to right in front of the Ace of Spades (fig. 2). The Ace of
Hearts and Ace of Diamonds now on the table are the double facers. The real Aces are face up beneath the top
face-down card of the packet.

Flip the packet face up into your left hand and do a Pinky Pulldown, obtaining a break above the bottom
card. Your right hand grasps the packet in Biddle Grip. Your left hand simultaneously peels both the top and
bottom cards off the packet into dealing position (your left pinky simply pulls the bottom card along when
you draw off the top one). Continue to peel cards onto the left-hand packet one at a time until the Three of
Clubs is on the face of the right hand's cards. As you do this say, "I'm going to place three cards on each Ace."
Flip all the left-hand cards face down and place them beneath the cards in your right hand. Thumb off the
top four face-up cards in a small fan and, as you flip them over to face down on top of the packet, your right
thumb injogs the Three of Clubs.
Square the packet, your right hand holding it in Biddle Grip and pulling upward on the injogged card as
you push it flush so your left pinky can obtain a break beneath it. Your right hand takes the top card and
flashes its face to the audience, takes the next card beneath it and flashes again, then takes the double card
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beneath that and flashes again. To take the double your right first and second fingers enter the break and
press it upward against the two cards already held by your right hand. After you've flashed the faces of the
three cards toward the audience square them and drop them, face down, onto the Ace of Clubs.
Deal off the next three cards and grasp them, squared, with your right hand in Biddle Grip. As you turn
your right hand palm up to flash the indifferent card on the face your left fingers angle the Ace of Spades
slightly to the left (fig. 3). Your right hand turns palm down and places its cards onto the Ace of Spades.
Spread off the next three cards and take them in a small fan with your right hand, thumb above and
fingers beneath. Move the lowermost card of the fan back over the packet and insert your left pinky above it
(fig. 4). Square the cards on top of the packet and immediately grip and then lift both cards above the break
with your right hand in Biddle Grip. (It appears as though you've shown three cards, squared them, and are
placing them onto the Ace of Diamonds.) Drop the two cards onto the Diamond.

3

Immediately after you steal back the lowermost card as described in the preceding paragraph and your
right hand moves away with the double card in Biddle Grip your left thumb spreads the three remaining
cards to show three. Once your right hand has deposited the cards it holds it comes back, squares the last
three cards, and drops them onto the Ace of Hearts.

Pick up the right-end Ace of Diamonds packet and hold its right long side between the thumb and
fingers of your right hand (Elmsley Count Position). Pinch/push all the cards above the bottom card to the left
as one with your thumb and use the Ace to flip them face up in your left hand. Immediately place the Ace
onto them. Turn the packet face down and place it back onto the table in its previous position.
Repeat with the center Ace of Hearts packet.
Your right hand lifts the left-end Ace of Clubs packet in Biddle Grip. Turn your left hand palm up and
move your fingers beneath the packet onto the back of the Ace. Slide the Ace out to the left and use the packet
to flip it face down. As you replace it beneath the cards your fingers push its inner end to the right, angling it
beneath the packet in preparation for The Vemon Transfer Move (fig. 5 in which the right hand is
transparent). The Ace is gripped by your right thumb at its inner left corner and your pinky at its outer right.
Your hands should be comfortably in front of you, just above or a bit inward of the Ace of Spades packet
(having moved there when you flipped the Ace of Clubs face down). Your left hand grasps the left long side
of all the cards above the bottom kicked-over card between thumb and fingers (fig. 6). Begin to move your
hands forward. When your right hand is directly over the Ace of Spades packet it moves downward with the
Ace of Clubs onto it, while your left hand continues moving forward (fig. 7).
Your right hand lifts the Spade packet in Biddle Grip while your left hand replaces the Club packet at the
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left end of the row. Your left fingers move beneath the Spade packet and pull out the Ace. Flip it face down
with the packet and place it back beneath. Place the packet back on the table.
Pick up the left-end Club packet and place it into dealing position in your left hand. Your right hand
grasps the outer end of the packet, your fingers covering the outer half of the face of the bottom card. Pull the
packet forward a bit and flash its face to the audience (fig. 8). The center pip of the Three of Clubs will show
giving the impression that it's the Ace (an Ellis Stanyon idea).

9

Lower your hands to normal position. Do an Elmsley Count as you say, "I'vegot three indifferent cards,"
apparently bringing the Ace to the top. Your right hand holds the last counted card (does not place it onto the
others) as you say, ". . . and an Ace of Clubs." Turn your left hand over and thumb off the cards onto the table
to show three indifferents. Flick the card in your right hand once or twice and turn it face up to show the
vanish of the Ace, dropping it onto the other face-up indifferent cards afterward.
Pick up the Spade packet and turn it face up into left-hand dealing position. Grasp the right long side of
the packet between your right thumb (above) and fingers (beneath). Your thumb pinches off and pushes all
the cards above the bottom card a bit to the left, then reverses direction and pulls the Ace of Spades back to
the right (fig. 9). Your left hand comes over and withdraws the center block of cards with an indifferent card
on the face. Reverse count first the Spade, then the Club, onto the left-hand cards and square the packet.
(This is a Karl Fulves move.) Replace the face-up packet on the table.

Pick up the center Ace of Hearts packet, turn it face up, and do The DD Double Lift, turning a double card
(with the Ace on the face) face down. It's now held beside the packet between your right thumb and fingers.
Move the left long side of the double card beneath the packet (fig. 10). As you say, "In addition to this Ace I have
three indifferent cards," your right first and second fingers push the lower card of the double to the left,
jamming its left long side into your left thumb crotch as your left hand simultaneously spreads the three cards
it now holds (fig. 11). Drop the three face-up cards onto the pile of discarded indifferent cards. Snap the
remaining single card and turn it face up to show that it's changed, tossing it face up with the other discards
afterward.
Pick up the face-up Spade packet and hold it in dealing position in your left hand. Reverse count the
cards into your right hand (to between your right thumb and fingers) — first the Club, then the Spade onto
that, then the indifferent card (let's assume it's the Four of Clubs). That leaves a double card with the Heart on
the face in your left hand; place it beneath the right-hand cards and square the packet.
Flip the packet face down and grasp it with your right hand in Biddle Grip. Your left hand slides the
Diamond packet toward you as you say, "Watch this last packet." Turn your right hand palm up to flash the
Four of Clubs on the face and say, "The Four is going to change places with the last Ace, the Diamond." As you

name the Four your left first finger taps it. Your right hand turns palm down and your left finger angles the
Four's inner end to the right — ready for The Vernon Transfer Move.
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Begin the move so that as you say, ". ... the Diamond - which is in this packet," your right hand is carrying
the stolen Four downward onto the Diamond packet while your left hand tables the Spade packet to its left
(fig. 12). Your right hand continues its action, picking up the Diamond packet and turning it face up (held in
Biddle Grip) to display the Ace on the face.
"To make it easier for you to follow this Ace of Diamonds I'm going to place it face up between the other three

face-down cards." Flip the packet face up and grasp it in Biddle Grip, your left hand cradling the cards from
beneath. Your left pinky obtains a break above the bottom card. Your left thumb and fingers simultaneously
pull the top and bottom cards to the left as one. Once they've cleared, your right hand flips the two cards
remaining face down and spreads them slightly so your left hand can insert the double card between them.
Square the cards.
Do an Elmsley Count — the Ace of Diamonds will show as third from the face. As you count the last two
face-down cards onto the Ace leave them spread to the right. Square the packet and do another Elmsley
Count as you ask, "What was the card I asked you to remember?" The Four of Clubs will show. Flip the Four face
down and take it beneath the last counted card which your right hand still holds. Turn both hands palm
down and drop the lower card of each pair to the table (fig. 13). Flash the backs of the remaining cards and
turn them face up, dropping them with the others. Push the face-up cards onto the discard pile. (That bit of
ostensibly showing the backs and faces of all four cards is Mario's Olram Subtlety.)
Turn over the Spade packet to reveal the four Aces.

13

Optical Ace Assembly
Lin Searles' original plot involves using odd-backed Aces in a conventional Ace assembly. He used
gaffed cards to accomplish that, but many of the versions that have been evolved since then have used
regular cards. Derek developed most of this handling around 1967 — it was way ahead of its time. The red
deck must be set up in the following order, from face to rear; face-up indifferent card, four face-down
blue-backed Aces, three face-up blue-backed indifferent cards, rest of red deck. Run through the deck and
place the red-backed Aces on top in the same order as the reversed blue Aces (which is Spades, Hearts,
Clubs, Diamonds). Put the deck into its case and you're ready.
If you want to get into this practically impromptu you can. The only preparation is to have the four
face-down blue Aces with the three face-up blue indifferent cards beneath them in a place where you can
conveniently cop them in your right hand. Take the shuffled red deck from a spectator and ask him to remove
the Aces. While he's busy cop the prepared packet of blue cards in your right hand (the Aces must be face
down on top). When the deck is returned to you hold it face up in your left hand. Move your right hand over it
and add the palmed packet to the face. Your left thumb immediately flips the deck face down. Double Cut the
top card to the bottom. Arrange the red-backed Aces in Spades, Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds order and drop
them on top of the deck face down. The deck is now set up.
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Either way, stud deal the top four cards to the table in a pile, turning them face up and naming them as
you do. Say, "I'm going to lose the Aces into four different parts of the deck," As you talk casually spread the top

four cards of the deck, obtaining a left pinky break beneath them as you square them afterward. You're going
to switch out the Aces using a move of Bro. Hamman's. Flip the tabled Aces face down and grasp them with
your right hand in Biddle Grip — though actually the outer end of the packet is held only by your second
finger at the outer right corner.
Your right hand moves over the deck and your left thumb moves onto the right-hand packet as if to peel
the top card onto the deck. What actually happens is this. Your left thumb moves onto the outer left corner of
the right-hand packet while, at the same time, your right third finger moves onto the outer right corner of the
four cards above the break (on top of the deck) (fig. 1). Your right third finger pulls those four broken cards to
the right and, as soon as they move out a bit, your left thumb presses the outer left corner of the right hand's
cards firmly on the deck (fig. 2). Move your right hand to the right until the packets clear each other. Done
smoothly it appears as if your left thumb has simply peeled the top card onto the deck.

Legitimately left thumb peel the next two cards off the right-hand packet onto the deck one at a time.
Drop the last two cards as one onto the deck and square everything. Insert the top four cards, one at a time,
into various places in the deck leaving them protruding at the outer end. Push them flush very cleanly (if he's
working for magicians Derek will usually go through some strange contortions with the cards as they move
into the deck — as if about to do some bizarre Multiple Shift). Say, "With one little riffle lean bring the Aces back
to the top of the deck." Grasp the deck from above with your right hand and riffle up the inner end with your
thumb. Early in the riffle spot the Ace of Spades, fifth from the bottom of the deck, and obtain a lefty pinky
break above it.
Stud deal the four Aces off the top of the deck to the table — the Ace of Spades will be on the face of the
packet afterward. Your right hand takes the deck in Biddle Grip, transferring the break above the blue Ace of
Spades to your right thumbtip. Lower your right hand over the tabled Ace packet and pick it up, leftjogged,
beneath the deck (fig. 3). Your left hand moves beneath the deck, cradling it. Push the leftjogged Aces to the
right, beneath the deck. Without pausing your left hand takes all the cards beneath the break and cuts them
to the top of the deck. It appears as if the Ace of Spades goes out of sight for only a split second. Since the Ace
of Spades is still on the packet's face after the switch everything is copecetic. Call this The PushDrop
Switch — you'll use it again later.
Deal the four Aces in a face-up horizontal row from left to right about a foot from your edge of the table.
Obtain a left pinky break above the bottom four cards of the deck. Your right hand cuts off the upper half of
the deck and tables it far to your right — it won't be used again. Say, "I'm going to do that again, this time using
twelve other cards from the deck." Your right hand grasps the deck in Biddle Grip taking over the pinky break
with your thumbtip. Your left thumb moves onto the deck and peels the first card off onto your left palm. Peel
the second and third cards, one at a time, the same way, onto your left palm. You'll find that the card(s)
already held by your left hand will naturally swing beneath the deck each time your left thumb peels the next
card off the top. So, when your left thumb moves to peel the fourth card you allow the four cards beneath the
break to drop onto the cards already in your left hand.
Peel off the fourth card without pausing. Peel off the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth cards one at a time.
When you peel off the ninth card obtain a left pinky break beneath it before it can fall flush onto the cards
already in your left hand. Peel the tenth and eleventh cards. As your left hand swings beneath the deck so
your left thumb can move onto the deck to peel the twelfth card steal the three cards above the break back
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onto the bottom of the deck. Immediately peel off the twelfth card. Your right hand places the rest of the deck
onto the half previously cut to your right.
Flip the packet face-up into dealing position. Spread the two face cards into your right hand, holding
them spread. Spread off the next four cards (without reversing their order) and place those onto the two cards
already in your right hand. Spread the remaining cards with your left thumb and place them beneath the cards
in your right hand. This is just a casual way of showing the faces of all the cards and transferring the three
blue backs to just beneath the face card. (You've actually got thirteen cards at the moment so don't sit there
long enough for the spectators to count them.) Square the packet and flip it face down.
Obtain a pinky break above the bottom four cards. Take the packet in Biddle Grip with your right hand,
transferring the break to your right thumbtip. Say, "I'm going to place three of these indifferent cards on each Ace
and have all the Aces assemble in a singlepile. To make it easier for you to follow I've changed the backs of the Aces to blue."

Your left hand turns over the Aces to reveal their blue backs. Ask the spectator to name his or her favorite
Ace. Whatever it is, turn that Ace face up. Gather the three face-down Aces into a pile directly in front of you.
Lower your right hand over the three Aces and take them, leftjogged, onto the bottom of the packet.
Repeat The PushDrop Switch, your left hand pushing the jogged packet flush and immediately cutting all the
cards beneath the break to the top. Without pausing deal the top three blue-backed cards in a horizontal row
from right to left (fig. 4).
Turn the packet face up and grasp it in Biddle Grip. Slide out the bottom card with your left fingers and
use it to tape each of the face-down Aces, finally using it to flip their selected Ace face down as you say, "Each
of these Aces will join your chosen Ace." Place the face-up card on the face of the packet. This is just a subtle way of
transferring that card off the bottom.
Obtain a right thumbtip break above the bottom three cards in preparation for a Biddle Count/Switch
similar to the one you've already done. Your left thumb peels off the first face card. As it peels off the second
card your left palm naturally swings beneath the packet — release the three cards beneath the break onto the
single card in your left hand. Get a left pinky break beneath the second peeled card before it can fall flush.
Peel a third card onto the left-hand cards. Without pausing, and in the rhythm of the count, swing your left
hand back beneath the packet and leave the two cards above the break under the right hand's cards. Your left
thumb immediately moves beneath its packet and flips the cards face down — a red back will show (three
blue Aces are beneath this card). Carefully place that packet onto the leader Ace.

5
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Cleanly peel three cards into your left hand and place them onto one of the three inner Aces. Repeat with
the two remaining Aces. Turn the leader Ace packet face up.

Each packet is handled exactly the same way for the vanish. Start with the packet farthest to the left. Take
its top red card and scoop up the packet (placing the blue card third). Say your magic word, click the packet,
and do an Elmsley Count to show four red backs. Don't square the last two counted cards, though — leave
them spread (fig. 5). The lowermost two cards, of course, must be held as one. Grasp the top two cards with
your right hand and pull them to the right. Both hands turn palm down and allow the uppermost card of each
pair to slide onto the table face up. Turn your hands over to flash the backs of the two remaining cards, then
turn these face up and drop them just inward of the other face-up cards so that a square is formed (fig. 6). The
blue indifferent card is at the outer left corner of this square formation.
Repeat exactly with the other two Ace packets — all three blue indifferent cards should be at the outer
left corner of the square. This is Mario's Olram Subtlety.
Pick up the leader Ace packet and reverse count the cards one at a time from your left hand into your
right hand, doing the Steranko Move with the last double card so you can cleanly place it onto the face of the
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packet (this is described in Elevator One): four Aces will show. Flip the packet face down and spread the top
two cards to the right, do a Buckle of the bottom card, spread the third card (a double), so that four blue backs
are seen. Place the bottom card on top and square the packet, placing it into dealing position in your left
hand.
Your right hand picks up the inner right packet of the square formation, turns it face down, and places it
beneath the cards in your right hand. Repeat with the outer right and inner left packets. When you lift the
outer left packet of blue indifferent cards don't turn it face down, simply tilt its face toward the audience.
Raise your left hand so the back of the packet is facing you and place the right-hand cards onto the face. Once
the packet is squared you can lower your left hand to normal position and deal the top four blue Aces onto the
table to end.
You're left with three blue cards on the bottom of the packet — if you drop it on top of a blue deck (which
should be lying casually off to the side) you can unload them. The four red-backed Aces are reversed in the
middle of their deck — try to utilize them for another effect!

6

Many cardmen have variations of the Hamman Switch described at the beginning of this routine
(Mario and J.K. Hartman among them), and all are based on a move taught in LeTemps Four Aces from
Expert Card Technique.

Slot Machine
Sawa's brilliant routine Slot Machine appeared several years ago in Genii, and Derek learned the
routine from Sawa when he toured the states around that time. One of the reasons Slot Machine is both
so difficult and startling is due to the clever concealment of the final load of twenty-five or so half dollars

in your hands throughout the routine. It looks terrific but is almost impossible to do for the average magician. Derek has eliminated the difficult sleight of hand from the routine by cleverly stealing the final load
during the course of the trick.
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You must prepare a bit in advance. Take a stack of English pennies about two inches high (about
thirty) and tie them tightly together, leaving a small loop on top (fig. 1). You can use black thread, but
Derek prefers the slightly stiffer nylon invisible thread that's available through most dealers. Stuff a
hanky into the left breast pocket of your sports jacket and set the tied stack on top of that with the loop
easily accessible either near the top of the pocket or actually sticking out a bit (fig. 2).

You also need a pencil, which sits in your jacket pocket beside the tied stack, and three coins. Derek
uses an English penny, a French two-franc piece, and a nickle — these are on the table.
To perform, say, "I went to Las Vegas to try my hand at gambling on the slot machines." Pick up the nickle

and, with your right thumb, pull it over the innermost phalange of your second finger (fig. 3). You're
about to do a retention vanish that's four-hundred years old and first appeared in Reginald Scot's book
The Discovery of Witchcraft in 1584. Close your left hand into a fist and turn it so the thumb hole is up-
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ward. Lift your right third finger slightly so you can press it against the inner edge of the nickle. Two
things happen at the same time. Your right hand turns palm down as if dumping the nickle into the left
thumb hole. Actually your third finger presses down on the nickle's inner edge so the coin ends clipped
between it and your second finger (fig. 4). The retention is achieved because the coin will flop over when
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it moves to the clipped position as if it had started to fait. You can narrate, saying, "I put my money in the
slot machine . . . . "

Immediately insert your right hand inside your jacket as if searching for the pencil — let the coin fall
into either the breast pocket of your shirt or the inner left breast pocket of your jacket. Either way say,
"Oops, I'm sorry it's over here," as your right hand comes out of your jacket and takes the pencil from your
left jacket pocket. Stick it into the top of your fist and pull it once like the handle on a slot machine (fig.
5).
Pull the pencil out and open your left hand to show it empty, saying, "I lost my money in Vegas." Insert the pencil back in your left breast pocket to the left of the tied stack.
As you close your left hand back into a fist and pick up the two-franc piece with your right hand say,
"I went to Paris to try again." Repeat the retention vanish, apparently dumping the two-franc piece into
your left fist, retaining it clipped between your second and third fingers in your right hand. (That coin
will remain clipped there for the duration of the routine.)
Raise your right hand to your left breast pocket to get the pencil, cupping it and lowering your
thumb behind your hand. Insert your thumbtip through the loop and then grasp the pencil between
thumb and first finger. Lift the pencil out of your pocket (fig. 6). Note how the stack hangs inside your
hand, the loop draped over your thumb at the base of the nail. In order to keep the stack close to the
hand your thumb really presses the pencil against the middle of the center phalange of your first finger
as shown.
Insert the lower end of the pencil into your left fist and pull it back and forth once. Pull it out and
open your left hand, showing it empty, as you say, "/ lost my money in Paris." Drop the pencil on the
table.

Say, "The last place I tried was England.' Pick up the English penny with your left hand between
thumb and first finger and transfer it to between your right thumb and first finger (fig. 7). (You can't pick
it up with your right hand because of the stack.) Show your left hand empty again, holding it a few inches away from your right hand (fig. 8). Turn your left palm toward you and immediately move your right
hand behind it (fig. 9). Simultaneously turn your right hand palm down and raise it a bit so the stack remains concealed, suspended behind your left hand (fig. 10). Close your left fingers around the stack,
raise your right hand a bit more, and drop the penny into the left thumb hole (fig. 11).
Your right hand picks up the pencil from the table and inserts it into the thumb hole, pulling it back
and forth once. During that your left ringers wriggle the thread loose. Once one coin falls out the bottom
of your fist (which opens slightly to allow this) all the others will follow — a spectacular production (fig.
12). The thread is retained in your left hand and can be disposed of at a convenient moment. You can
ditch the two-franc piece when you stick the pencil back in your pocket.
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Side Steal Placement
Though this has already appeared in Part Two of the Derek Dingle issue of Epilogue you'll find that many
important technical details differ in this description. First I'll teach the sleight, and then several of Derek's
applications of it.

Control to a Named Number
Spread the face-down deck between your hands, counting the cards (it's easier if you do it in groups of
three) as you thumb them over. Spread only about a dozen cards and ask the spectator to name a number
from one to ten. When he names the number, let's say 7, your right fingers, which are beneath the spread,
locate the right long side of the sixth card from the top (one card less than his selected number) and injog it an
eighth of an inch (fig. 1). Quickly close the spread and square the deck without disturbing the injogged card.

The whole thing with the counting and injogging should be done quickly and casually while you
talk — obviously your counting must not show.
Raise the deck to peek position and have the spectator peek at a card. Hold a left pinky break beneath his
chosen card and lower your left hand back to normal position.

Your palm-down right hand moves over the deck in Biddle Grip, your right thumb moving onto the
inner left corner of the injogged sixth card (fig. 2). Slide your left thumb to the outer left corner of the deck and
press downward very lightly. Note that your right first finger is curled lightly on top of the deck, and that your
right hand is a bit lower over the deck than usual. Your thumb pulls the injogged card to the right so that its
inner right corner peeks out the right long side of the deck (fig. 3 in which the right hand is transparent).
Curl your left second, third, and pinky fingers, pulling the right long sides of all the cards beneath the
break to the left and buckling the lower half of the deck (fig. 4). Don't exaggerate this movement — all you
have to do is pull the lower cards far enough to enable your left second, third, and pinky fingers to contact the
right long side of the face of the selection. Immediately straighten your fingers, pushing the selection to the
right as the lower half of the deck flattens (fig. 5).
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The selection's outer right corner sticks into your right hand in the little crease where your pinky meets
the hand. The inner left corner sticks into the pad of your right thumbtip. All that is visible in the preceding
illustration.
Begin sliding your right hand to the right, pulling the selection out of the deck. When the selection has
cleared completely your second and third fingers should still be along the deck's outer end to cover (fig, 6).
Raise your right hand a tiny bit until you feel the selection's inner left corner butt up against the angled card
near the top of the deck(fig. 7 is an exposed view). Without pausing slide your right hand to the left, inserting
the selection beneath the angled sixth card as you square the deck. The entire steal and reinsertion of the
selection should take only a few seconds, and is done as you ostensibly square the deck after the peek.
Ask the spectator to name the number he gave you at the beginning and then very cleanly count down to
the seventh card and turn it over to reveal his selection.

6

Color-Changing Any Card Speller
Derek sets up for this while toying with the deck between effects. Assume you've been using a blue
deck. You must switch its lower half for a red deck's. In other words you must use a deck that has twenty-six
blue cards on top of about twenty-six red cards- The numbers don't really matter — you could have as few as
twelve red cards, though that limits the spectator's choice.
Before you do the effect spread the deck between your hands and injog the eleventh card from the top as
already described- Square the deck. Let a spectator peek at any card in the lower half of the deck — it'll be one
of the red-backed cards. Do the Side Steal Placement, moving the selection to the twelfth position in the deck.
You can now spell to the selection once the spectator has named it and you know what it is. I won't describe
how to spell to every card when it's in that position because it's all over the literature — in for example,
Lorayne's Deck-Sterity (p. 16). As you spell to the card a red back will appear on the last letter. Turn over that
card to reveal the selectionYou can, of course, do this without the red cards, simply using the whole blue deck and just spelling to
his card without the extra color change.

Sandwich Stuff
1) Show the two black Kings and leave them face up on top of the deck. Have a card peeked and do the
Side Steal Placement to beneath the uppermost King by pushing it slightly to the right with your left thumb
during the squaring action. Spread the Kings afterward and reveal the card,
2) Place the two black Kings into the deck together, face up, about a third of the way down. Spread the
cards between your hands to display the Kings and, as you square the deck, injog the uppermost King as
taught. Do the peek and Side Steal Placement to between the Kings and then spread the deck to reveal the
sandwich. Turn over the selection to end.
3) Remove all four Kings from the deck and have a card selected and removed. Place the two red Kings,
face up and together, into the deck about a third of the way up from the bottom. Place the black Kings, also
face up and together, about a third of the way down from the top. Spread the deck between your hands so
both pairs are visible and ask the spectator to insert his selection between the lower red Kings. As you spread
upward through the deck injog the upper black King. Do the Placement and immediately spread to show that
the face-down selection has traveled. This is a perfect lead-in to Jennings' Visitor routine.
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The Peek Twist
Diagonal Palm Shift
A slightly more covered handling of Erdnase's classic move. Hold the face-down deck in left-hand
dealing position. Tilt the face card up toward the audience and have a spectator peek at a card, catching a
break with your left pinky in front of the selection.
Lower your left hand to normal position so the top of the deck is toward them and lower your right
hand over the deck in Biddle Grip. Note that your left thumb lies across the top of the deck. Your left fingers buckle the entire bottom portion of the deck, all the cards below the break, as described in Side Steal
Placement. Your left fingertips push the peeked card to the right as they allow the deck to flatten again.
This time let the outer right corner of the peeked card hit your right pinky tip so its inner end swings to
the right (fig. 1). You may have to crook your right thumb a bit to let it pass. Your left fingers quickly pull
inward on the card and, because its inner left corner is pressing against your thumb, it'll move to the
position shown in Figure 2, in which the right hand is transparent.

Slide your left thumb inward a bit and press it firmly downward to hold the deck in place so your
right hand can grasp the outer end of the deck between thumb (above) and fingers (beneath) (fig. 3). Tilt
the inner end of the deck upward and to the left so the protruding card is aligned with your left palm
(fig. 4).
Without pausing your left hand grasps the card in a diagonal palm grip between thumb base and
pinky. Your right hand can now lift the deck and move to the right (fig. 5).
With some practice all the tiny movements will blend into a smooth quick action.
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Too Many Cards
Derek's handling of this has not appeared in print before, and it's based on handlings (unpublished)
that he saw both Vernon and Cervon do when he was in California. Jennings has also published an excellent handling of this routine called Ambitious Classic in his one-man issue of Epilogue.
Say, "You know why you can't follow these card tricks? Because there's too many cards in the deck. There's fifty-two cards and you've only got two eyes, and I talk a lot so it gets confusing. I'm going to cut the number down to

five cards for you." As you talk spread the face-up deck between your hands and outjog the Ace through
Five of Spades. When you pass one of the red Fives do a Hofzinser Spread Cull (described in the impromptu handling of The Universal Card), pulling the red Five beneath the spread, where it rests as you
go through the rest of the deck. When you square the cards the red Five should be on top.
Your right hand strips out the five Spade cards so your left thumb can flip the deck face down into
dealing position. As you display the Spade cards and sort them into Ace, Two, Three, Four, Five order
form face to rear your left pinky obtains a break beneath the red Five on top of the deck. Drop the Spade
cards on top of the deck and regrip all the cards above the break in right-hand Biddle Grip. Place the deck
aside.
Say, "Remember, the Ace, Two, Three, Four, and Five." At the same time reverse count the cards into
your left hand, your left thumb pulling them onto the palm and reversing their order. That will leave a
double card in your right hand — the Five of Spades with the face-down red Five beneath it. Drop that
double card onto the Four of Spades and square the packet. Turn the packet face down.
Say, "They go from Ace at the top . . . ," as you thumb off the top card and turn it face up to flash the
Ace, ". . . to Five at the bottom," as you turn your left hand over to flash the Five on the face. Turn your
left hand palm up again and drop the Ace, face down, back on top of the packet.
Say, "Watch where I place the Ace." Your right hand takes the Ace and inserts it second from the top,
leaving it injogged a tiny bit. As you square the packet obtain a break beneath the top two cards via the
injogged Ace. "Did you see where that went. . . did you see it come to the top?" Do The DD Double Lift to

show that the Ace has returned to the top. Flip the double card face down on top of the packet and immediately thumb off the top card.
Your left pinky pulls down the inner right corner of the bottom card so your right hand can insert
the face-down card it holds (thought to be the Ace) second from bottom as you say, "Watch, did you see
where it went this time? Did you see it come to the top?" Turn the top card face up to show the Ace. Say, "You
know why you didn't see it? Because there are too many cards. I'll make it easier for you."

Your right hand places the face-up Ace on top of the deck (which should be somewhere in front of
you). Say, "What comes after the Ace?" Pause for a second and, if they don't answer, say, "Are these ques-

tions too tough for you?" Do a Block Pushoff, turning over all the cards above the bottom card as one to
show the Two of Spades and say, "The Two."
Take the Two off the packet with your right hand and flick it with your left thumb once or twice.
Turn it face down and slip it second from bottom via a Pinky Pulldown as before. Square the packet. Say,
"Did you see where that went? Did you see it come to the top." Quickly do a Block Pushoff and turn the block
face up to show the Two. Immediately thumb off the face-up Two and take it with your right hand as you
flick its corner. Say, "There's too many cards." Place the Two on top of the Ace already on the deck.
Say, "The next one is the Three," as you turn the top card face up. Take the Three with your right hand
and use it to flip the cards remaining in your left hand face up. Say, "I'm going to make it easy for you and
place the Three face down between the Four and the Five." Turn the Three face down and place it, outjogged
and angled to the left, onto the Five (fig. 1). Do a Buckle. Your right hand grasps the right long side of
the double card above the buckle (Five of Spades and face-down red Five hidden beneath) and pulls it to
the right (fig. 2). Use the double card to flip the Three face up (done quickly and suspiciously) and immediately drop the double card on top of the packet as you square the cards. As you flip the Three over
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say, "Remember, it goes face down between the Four and Five."

The spectators should challenge you, saying that they saw you turn the Three face up. Say, "Well, let
me do it again for you." Spread the Five to the right revealing a back beneath. Buckle the bottom card and
reach into the break with your right fingers, pressing the double card above the Four of Spades upward
against the Five. Move your right hand forward (fig. 3). Move your left thumb onto the outjogged double
card and hold it in place as you move the Five inward (fig. 4).

Your left thumb moves onto the Five, enabling your right hand to pull out the double card. Use the
double card to flip the Four and Five face down into your left hand. Place the double card between the
Four and Five and square the packet. As you do that say, "I'll place it face up between the Four and the Five."
The spectators will say that it's face down. Say, "There's too many cards," as your right hand grasps the
cards in Biddle Grip. Move your left fingers beneath the packet and slide the two bottom cards partially
to the left so a small fan of three cards is seen with the face-up Three in the middle (fig. 5).
Outjog the Three with your left thumb, and then move your thumb onto the uppermost double card.
That frees your right hand and it pulls out the Three and places it onto the deck with the Two and Ace.
Square the cards and say, "Let me do it with just the Four and the Five." Your left thumb pushes the top
card to the left, exposing the outer right corner of the double card beneath it (fig. 6). Lower your right
third finger onto the double's corner and do The DD Double Lift with the two lowermost cards, pulling
them out from beneath the top card and turning them face up to show the Five. Your left hand flips its
card face up to show the Four and then places it beneath the right-hand double card. Square the packet
and turn it face down.
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Say, "Now watch the Four." Flip the top card face up and then down again to briefly flash the Four.
Do a Block Pushoff and take the pushed-over double card with your right hand and place it beneath the
left-hand card. "Did you see it come back to the top? There's still too many cards." Do The DD Double Lift with
the top two cards of the packet, turning them face up as one to show the Four — which you immediately
place onto the Three (on top of the deck).
Say, "Now what on earth can 1 do with just the Five," as you turn the card remaining in your left hand
face up to reveal the red Five.
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Through and Through Two
The original handling of this routine appeared in Dingle's Deceptions - but Derek has since found it
more practical to use the following simpler handling (which appeared in his second set of lecture notes).
You need a postcard.
Take a shuffled deck and hold it in face-up left-hand dealing position. Spread through the cards with
the faces toward you and the backs toward the audience and cull the following cards to the face in this
order (from face to rear): Ace, Two, Three, Five, and Four of Spades, followed by the rest of the deck.
Hold a left pinky break beneath these five cards. Lower your left hand to normal position.
Your right hand grasps all the cards above the break in Biddle Grip and your left hand tables the
deck to the left. Place the face-up packet in left-hand dealing position. Spread the Ace and Two to the
right with your left thumb, then do a single Buckle and pull the Four to the left — the Three is a double
card. Take the fan of four cards with your right hand; thumb above, fingers beneath.
Your left hands takes the face-up Four and tables it at the outer left. Square the packet and flip it face
down into your left hand. Thumb off the top face-down card and take it with your right hand, miscalling
it the Three as you place it face down at the outer right. Flip the packet face up and thumb off the Ace,
taking it with your right hand and tabling it at the inner right. That leaves a double card (Two/Three) face
up in your left hand (fig. 1).

Turn your right hand palm down and grasp the double card at the center of its right long side;
thumb beneath, first and second fingers above. Lift the double and turn your right hand palm up, rotating the double to a face-down position. Your left hand lifts the postcard, holding it by its left long side
between thumb (above) and fingers (beneath). Say, "The Two is going to travel through this cardboard - from
top to bottom - and join the Ace." When you say "top" your right hand taps the postcard with the outer left
corner of the double card. When you say "bottom" simply move the left long side of the double card beneath the postcard. Without pausing your right fingers push the lower card of the double to the left beneath your left fingers (fig. 2 in which the cardboard is transparent). Immediately pull the visible card to
the right and use it to tap the Ace.
Your left hand drops the postcard onto the Ace, adding the Two hidden beneath it. Pick up the deck
and, holding it in left-hand face-down dealing position, insert the face-down card your right hand holds
into the center. As you push it flush obtain a pinky break beneath it and Classic Pass it to the bottom.
Your right hand lifts the postcard and places it, rightjogged, onto the deck — your left thumb holds
it in place. A face-down card will be seen overlapping the Ace. As your right hand turns the face-down
card over to reveal the Two your left hand Bottom Deal Loads the bottom card of the deck beneath the
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postcard by pushing it to the right for half its width with your left second finger (fig. 3 in which the cardboard is transparent).
Your right hand grasps the postcard and Three hidden beneath it, pulls them to the right, and drops
them onto the Ace and Two. Lift the face-down card at the outer right and insert it into the center of the
deck, miscalling it as the Three again. Push it flush obtaining a pinky break above it and Classic Passing it
to the top. Show that it's not on top by doing The DD Double Lift to turn the top two cards face up as
one, then show it's not on bottom by moving your left thumb beneath the deck and flipping it face up
onto the still-face-up double card. Transfer the deck back to dealing position, though now face up.

5
Your right hand lifts the postcard to reveal a face-down card overlapping the Two and Ace. Place the
postcard onto the deck, rightjogged and held in place by your left thumb, and repeat the Bottom Deal
Load. Your left second finger pushes the Five off the bottom of the deck to beneath the postcard while
your right hand turns over the Three.
Your right hand takes the postcard and Five hidden beneath it and your left hand turns palm down
and tables the deck. Your left hand picks up the Four and places it, face up, on the postcard. Both hands
now assume identical positions as in figure 4, thumbs on either long side of the Four, fingers beneath. As
you say, "The Four will go through this postcard to join the other three cards," both hands simultaneously turn

palm down — your right hand moves to the right taking the Five (which was beneath the postcard) (fig.
5). Your right hand uses the face-down Five to tap the postcard as you finish the sentence.

Your left hand moves over the Ace, Two, and Three and drops the postcard onto them secretly
adding the face-down Four. Your left hand picks up the deck in face-down dealing position. Insert the
face-down card held by your right hand into the center of the deck, leaving it protruding an inch at the
outer end. While covering the Five's index with your right fingers tilt the face of the deck up toward the
audience and say, "Til bury the Four in the deck." A brief flash looks like the Four (fig. 6 is the audience
view). Lower your hands and push the card flush. Table the deck, snap your fingers, and cleanly lift the
postcard to reveal a face-down card overlapping the Three, Two, and Ace. Turn it over to reveal the
Four.

no

Inflation
The routine Two Coppers which appeared in one of the DD Epilogue issues used a micro coin and
wax and never seemed to catch on even though parts of it were terrific. It was never practical for Derek to
do it that way — here's the way he performs it now. You need a regular penny, a penny the size of a silver dollar, and a huge penny about three inches in diameter. (If you can't obtain the proper coins you can
use a nickle, a silver dollar, and any large silver coin — though it looks better with the pennies).
You must be wearing a sport jacket, standing and performing for people who are also standing (it's a
perfect "walkaround" trick). The three-inch penny is in the inside right breast pocket of your jacket until
you decide to do this particular routine. Then reach inside your jacket with your left hand and casually
remove the huge penny from your pocket and drop it down your right sleeve. Let it slide until it rests
just beneath your elbow. This will all go unnoticed if done nonchalantly. The big penny is classic palmed
in your right hand and the regular penny is held in view.

Say, "This is a penny, and you knoiv what it's worth now." Your right hand, holding the penny between
thumb and first finger, turns palm down and places the penny onto your left first and second fingers (fig.
1). Your left thumb moves onto the coin to complete the grip. Simultaneously your left hand turns palm
down and your right hand turns partially palm up — the big penny in classic palm won't be seen because of the Kaps Subtlety (fig. 2). The penny is placed back between your right thumb and fingers. This
is repeated a few times to cleanly display both sides. The final time your right hand turns palm down
place the penny into Spellbound position at your left fingertips (fig. 3).

As you're finishing the previous sentence, saying, ". . . what it's worth now," draw attention to the
penny by raising your left hand slightly. At the same time drop your right hand a bit and allow the classic palmed big penny to drop to finger palm.

Ill

As you say, "Of course years ago it was worth this much," raise your right hand to your left hand and do
Vernon's standard Spellbound change. That is, your right thumb moves behind the penny as your fingers move in front of it to cover. The coin is thumb palmed and, as your right hand moves back to the
right afterward, it leaves the finger-palmed big penny in Spellbound position at your left fingertips.

As you say, "Today, though, it's worth no more than this," do the following sucker change. Your right hand
moves in front of your left hand, which allows the big penny to drop into left-hand finger palm as soon as it's
covered. Your left first and second fingers slide in front of the lower portion of the thumb-palmed penny and,
with your thumb, grasp it (fig. 4). Without pausing your left hand turns palm down, rotating in place, and your
right hand (in a cramped position) moves away (fig. 5). When your right hand is a few inches away slowly
open it, turning it palm up, to show it empty. Place the penny into Spellbound position in your right hand.

9

The next patter line covers two changes, though it's very short. "Of course we can all dream of money
being worth as much as it used to be . . . ." Move your left thumb onto the finger-palmed big penny to hold
it in place so your fingers can straighten completely. Move your left hand in front of your right hand and
allow the regular penny to drop into right-hand finger palm. Your right thumb and fingers grasp the big
penny in Spellbound position and your left hand immediately moves away to reveal the change.
Without pausing your right thumb and fingers squeeze the big penny, snapping it to a vertical position, held at its lower end. Simultaneously turn your left hand palm up and your right hand palm down,
at the same time thumb palming the big penny by curling your first and second fingers inward and
allowing the regular penny to drop onto your left hand (fig. 6).
Drop your right hand a bit and allow the big penny to somersault into finger palm. Immediately raise
your right hand, palm toward audience, first finger extended, saying, "I'm going to do that just one more
time for you" (fig. 7). The big penny is concealed, of course, by your slightly curled second, third, and
pinky fingers. Open your left hand to show the penny.
Say, "Watch. That's what money is worth today/' Your right hand turns palm down and places the regular penny into left-hand Spellbound position. "That's what money was worth ten years ago . . . . " As you
say that repeat the basic Spellbound move, your right hand thumb palming the regular penny and leaving the big penny between your left thumb and fingers. Immediately drop your right hand to your side
as your left hand turns over to display both sides of the big penny.
The huge three-inch penny will slide out of your sleeve and its lower edge will rest in your cupped
right fingers (fig. 8). The thumb-palmed regular penny will not interfere with this. As you say, "Do you
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know what it was worth twenty years ago?" your left hand turns palm up with the big penny resting in finger
palm position. Your right hand simply moves over your left hand, drops the huge penny, and moves
away in a magical gesture (fig. 9). The reason the coins don't clink together is because the huge penny is
supported above the big penny by your slightly raised left first and pinky fingers (fig. 10 is an exposed
view from the front).
To clean up, your left thumb moves onto the huge penny and pushes it to your fingertips as your
hand turns over to place the huge coin onto a spectator's hand. Both hands now go into jacket pockets to
get rid of the coins as you come out with a deck of cards for your next miracle.

The Collectors:
Royal and Otherwise
Derek has published three versions of the Collectors. The first appeared in Hierophant 5-6, though we
both thought it was unimpressive so it isn't in the book. The second appeared in Part One of the DD
issue of Epilogue called Royal Collectors — it used three picture cards instead of selections so you could
do the effect for one spectator. The third handling appeared in Derek's third set of lecture notes, and it
was a reworked version of Royal Collectors using three free selections. The routine you're about to read
has two beginnings — one is for Royal Collectors, the other for the same effect with selections. They
coalesce into one routine at a certain point so you may choose either beginning.

Handling with Selections
Spread through a face-up shuffled deck and toss out the four Aces. Leave them in a pile on the table,
face up. Turn the deck face down and spread it between your hands, asking three spectators to each
touch a card. The cards are not removed or looked at yet, but simply outjogged. Square the deck without
disturbing the jogged cards. Turn your right hand palm down and move it over the outjogged cards in
order to strip them out by pivoting them around your left second finger. At the same time, while your
right hand briefly covers the deck, your left thumb pushes the top card off a bit so your left pinky can
wriggle beneath it to obtain a break. Your right hand places the three face-down cards on top of the deck.

Your left thumb pushes off the top card and your right hand takes it in Biddle Grip. Raise your right
hand, tilting the face of the card toward the audience — show it to the spectator on the left as his selection. Lower your right hand onto the deck and take all the cards above the break as one leftjogged beneath the single card you already hold (fig. 1). Raise your right hand and show the face of this card to the
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spectator directly in front of you- Naturally there should be no suspicion that you've got more than two
cards.
Your left thumb pushes off the next single card, which is taken beneath the cards already held by
your right hand, stepped even farther to the left (fig. 2). Raise your right hand and show this card to the
spectator on your right.
Drop all the cards onto the deck and square. Deal the top three cards onto the table in a pile one at a
time reversing their order. (The handling for this same first phase with picture cards follows, so skip to the point
where the handlings coalesce to continue.)

Royal Collectors
Let's start from the beginning. Run through a face-up shuffled deck and toss the Aces onto the table.
As you do that casually slip either the King or Queen of Hearts (or both) to the top of the deck. Run
through the deck again, this time outjogging the Jack, Queen, and King of Diamonds. (If you still need to
slip either the King or Queen of Hearts to the top do it during this second spread-through. The King
should be the top card.)
Turn the deck face down and, as your right hand briefly covers the deck to grasp the outjogged cards
prior to stripping them out, your left thumb pushes off the top two cards so your left pinky can obtain a
break beneath them. Strip out the three picture cards and flip them face up onto the top of the deck.
Arrange them in Jack, Queen, King order from face to rear and then square them. Your right hand lifts all
five cards above the break in Biddle Grip.
Your left thumb moves onto the face of the Jack and peels it off the packet. Use the packet's left long
side to flip the Jack face down and then slide it beneath the packet. Repeat with the Queen and King (one
at a time) holding a right thumbtip break above them, separating the two lower cards from the three
above. As soon as the King has been slid beneath the packet move the cards over the deck and allow the
two cards below the break to fall onto it. Immediately flip the remaining three cards face up and spread
them inward just enough for their indices to show (fig. 3). Table that small fan as is.

The Handlings Coalesce
The rest of the handling is the same, no matter which beginning sequence you've used. As your
right hand reaches to the table to pick up the face-up Aces your left thumb pushes off the top card of the
deck so your pinky can obtain a break beneath it (your right forearm provides shade). Place the Aces onto
the deck, rightjogged, and momentarily hold them in place with your left thumb so your right hand can
regrip them in Biddle position. As you say, "Vm going to use these Aces to help find your cards," your right
hand moves the Aces flush over the deck and picks up the face-down card above the break beneath them
(no break is held). Your right hand immediately moves forward to indicate the tabled selections while, at
the same time, your left thumb pushes off the top card of the deck so you can obtain a pinky break beneath it (again, your right forearm provides the shade).
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Here is another of Derek's strange variations of ATFUS. Your right hand holds the Ace packet over
the deck so your left thumb can peel the first Ace off the face. It's replaced beneath the packet Ieftjogged
the width of its index (fig. 4). Immediately after that your right hand descends over the deck so the top
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Inflation
The routine Two Coppers which appeared in one of the DD Epilogue issues used a micro coin and
wax and never seemed to catch on even though parts of it were terrific. It was never practical for Derek to
do it that way — here's the way he performs it now. You need a regular penny, a penny the size of a silver dollar, and a huge penny about three inches in diameter. (If you can't obtain the proper coins you can
use a nickle, a silver dollar, and any large silver coin — though it looks better with the pennies).
You must be wearing a sport jacket, standing and performing for people who are also standing (it's a
perfect "walkaround" trick). The three-inch penny is in the inside right breast pocket of your jacket until
you decide to do this particular routine. Then reach inside your jacket with your left hand and casually
remove the huge penny from your pocket and drop it down your right sleeve. Let it slide until it rests
just beneath your elbow. This will all go unnoticed if done nonchalantly. The big penny is classic palmed
in your right hand and the regular penny is held in view.

Say, "This is a penny, and you knoiv what it's worth now." Your right hand, holding the penny between
thumb and first finger, turns palm down and places the penny onto your left first and second fingers (fig.
1). Your left thumb moves onto the coin to complete the grip. Simultaneously your left hand turns palm
down and your right hand turns partially palm up — the big penny in classic palm won't be seen because of the Kaps Subtlety (fig. 2). The penny is placed back between your right thumb and fingers. This
is repeated a few times to cleanly display both sides. The final time your right hand turns palm down
place the penny into Spellbound position at your left fingertips (fig. 3).

As you're finishing the previous sentence, saying, ". . . what it's worth now," draw attention to the
penny by raising your left hand slightly. At the same time drop your right hand a bit and allow the classic palmed big penny to drop to finger palm.

Ill

As you say, "Of course years ago it was worth this much," raise your right hand to your left hand and do
Vernon's standard Spellbound change. That is, your right thumb moves behind the penny as your fingers move in front of it to cover. The coin is thumb palmed and, as your right hand moves back to the
right afterward, it leaves the finger-palmed big penny in Spellbound position at your left fingertips.

As you say, "Today, though, it's worth no more than this," do the following sucker change. Your right hand
moves in front of your left hand, which allows the big penny to drop into left-hand finger palm as soon as it's
covered. Your left first and second fingers slide in front of the lower portion of the thumb-palmed penny and,
with your thumb, grasp it (fig. 4). Without pausing your left hand turns palm down, rotating in place, and your
right hand (in a cramped position) moves away (fig. 5). When your right hand is a few inches away slowly
open it, turning it palm up, to show it empty. Place the penny into Spellbound position in your right hand.
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The next patter line covers two changes, though it's very short. "Of course we can all dream of money
being worth as much as it used to be . . . ." Move your left thumb onto the finger-palmed big penny to hold
it in place so your fingers can straighten completely. Move your left hand in front of your right hand and
allow the regular penny to drop into right-hand finger palm. Your right thumb and fingers grasp the big
penny in Spellbound position and your left hand immediately moves away to reveal the change.
Without pausing your right thumb and fingers squeeze the big penny, snapping it to a vertical position, held at its lower end. Simultaneously turn your left hand palm up and your right hand palm down,
at the same time thumb palming the big penny by curling your first and second fingers inward and
allowing the regular penny to drop onto your left hand (fig. 6).
Drop your right hand a bit and allow the big penny to somersault into finger palm. Immediately raise
your right hand, palm toward audience, first finger extended, saying, "I'm going to do that just one more
time for you" (fig. 7). The big penny is concealed, of course, by your slightly curled second, third, and
pinky fingers. Open your left hand to show the penny.
Say, "Watch. That's what money is worth today/' Your right hand turns palm down and places the regular penny into left-hand Spellbound position. "That's what money was worth ten years ago . . . . " As you
say that repeat the basic Spellbound move, your right hand thumb palming the regular penny and leaving the big penny between your left thumb and fingers. Immediately drop your right hand to your side
as your left hand turns over to display both sides of the big penny.
The huge three-inch penny will slide out of your sleeve and its lower edge will rest in your cupped
right fingers (fig. 8). The thumb-palmed regular penny will not interfere with this. As you say, "Do you
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know what it was worth twenty years ago?" your left hand turns palm up with the big penny resting in finger
palm position. Your right hand simply moves over your left hand, drops the huge penny, and moves
away in a magical gesture (fig. 9). The reason the coins don't clink together is because the huge penny is
supported above the big penny by your slightly raised left first and pinky fingers (fig. 10 is an exposed
view from the front).
To clean up, your left thumb moves onto the huge penny and pushes it to your fingertips as your
hand turns over to place the huge coin onto a spectator's hand. Both hands now go into jacket pockets to
get rid of the coins as you come out with a deck of cards for your next miracle.

The Collectors:
Royal and Otherwise
Derek has published three versions of the Collectors. The first appeared in Hierophant 5-6, though we
both thought it was unimpressive so it isn't in the book. The second appeared in Part One of the DD
issue of Epilogue called Royal Collectors — it used three picture cards instead of selections so you could
do the effect for one spectator. The third handling appeared in Derek's third set of lecture notes, and it
was a reworked version of Royal Collectors using three free selections. The routine you're about to read
has two beginnings — one is for Royal Collectors, the other for the same effect with selections. They
coalesce into one routine at a certain point so you may choose either beginning.

Handling with Selections
Spread through a face-up shuffled deck and toss out the four Aces. Leave them in a pile on the table,
face up. Turn the deck face down and spread it between your hands, asking three spectators to each
touch a card. The cards are not removed or looked at yet, but simply outjogged. Square the deck without
disturbing the jogged cards. Turn your right hand palm down and move it over the outjogged cards in
order to strip them out by pivoting them around your left second finger. At the same time, while your
right hand briefly covers the deck, your left thumb pushes the top card off a bit so your left pinky can
wriggle beneath it to obtain a break. Your right hand places the three face-down cards on top of the deck.

Your left thumb pushes off the top card and your right hand takes it in Biddle Grip. Raise your right
hand, tilting the face of the card toward the audience — show it to the spectator on the left as his selection. Lower your right hand onto the deck and take all the cards above the break as one leftjogged beneath the single card you already hold (fig. 1). Raise your right hand and show the face of this card to the
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spectator directly in front of you- Naturally there should be no suspicion that you've got more than two
cards.
Your left thumb pushes off the next single card, which is taken beneath the cards already held by
your right hand, stepped even farther to the left (fig. 2). Raise your right hand and show this card to the
spectator on your right.
Drop all the cards onto the deck and square. Deal the top three cards onto the table in a pile one at a
time reversing their order. (The handling for this same first phase with picture cards follows, so skip to the point
where the handlings coalesce to continue.)

Royal Collectors
Let's start from the beginning. Run through a face-up shuffled deck and toss the Aces onto the table.
As you do that casually slip either the King or Queen of Hearts (or both) to the top of the deck. Run
through the deck again, this time outjogging the Jack, Queen, and King of Diamonds. (If you still need to
slip either the King or Queen of Hearts to the top do it during this second spread-through. The King
should be the top card.)
Turn the deck face down and, as your right hand briefly covers the deck to grasp the outjogged cards
prior to stripping them out, your left thumb pushes off the top two cards so your left pinky can obtain a
break beneath them. Strip out the three picture cards and flip them face up onto the top of the deck.
Arrange them in Jack, Queen, King order from face to rear and then square them. Your right hand lifts all
five cards above the break in Biddle Grip.
Your left thumb moves onto the face of the Jack and peels it off the packet. Use the packet's left long
side to flip the Jack face down and then slide it beneath the packet. Repeat with the Queen and King (one
at a time) holding a right thumbtip break above them, separating the two lower cards from the three
above. As soon as the King has been slid beneath the packet move the cards over the deck and allow the
two cards below the break to fall onto it. Immediately flip the remaining three cards face up and spread
them inward just enough for their indices to show (fig. 3). Table that small fan as is.

The Handlings Coalesce
The rest of the handling is the same, no matter which beginning sequence you've used. As your
right hand reaches to the table to pick up the face-up Aces your left thumb pushes off the top card of the
deck so your pinky can obtain a break beneath it (your right forearm provides shade). Place the Aces onto
the deck, rightjogged, and momentarily hold them in place with your left thumb so your right hand can
regrip them in Biddle position. As you say, "Vm going to use these Aces to help find your cards," your right
hand moves the Aces flush over the deck and picks up the face-down card above the break beneath them
(no break is held). Your right hand immediately moves forward to indicate the tabled selections while, at
the same time, your left thumb pushes off the top card of the deck so you can obtain a pinky break beneath it (again, your right forearm provides the shade).

5

Here is another of Derek's strange variations of ATFUS. Your right hand holds the Ace packet over
the deck so your left thumb can peel the first Ace off the face. It's replaced beneath the packet Ieftjogged
the width of its index (fig. 4). Immediately after that your right hand descends over the deck so the top
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card is in line with the majority of the Ace packet (not with the single leftjogged Ace). Pick the broken
face-down card off the top of the deck and hold it beneath the packet with a right thumbtip break above
it (fig. 5). Move your right hand slightly to the right so your left thumb can move onto the next Ace and
peel it off the face. Place it beneath the packet stepped farther to the left. Repeat with the third Ace so
you're in the same position as figure 6. Your right thumbtip holds a break above three cards — a facedown card above two Aces.
Moving from right to left just above the deck, square the Ace packet against your left thumb and let
the three cards beneath the break fall flush onto the deck. Without pausing your right first finger reaches
to the left long side of the cards remaining in your right hand and pulls it to the right, rotating the packet
face down (fig. 7). Your left thumb clamps onto the packet to hold it in place as your right hand quickly
regrips. Turn your right hand palm down and grasp the right long side of the packet between thumb (beneath) and fingers (above). Lift the packet and turn your hand palm up. An Ace will show on the face so
everything looks copecetic. Table the Ace packet.
Lift the tabled selection packet. (If you used the Royal Collectors handling you must first square the
packet and turn it face down.) Hold the selections by their outer ends, thumb above and fingers beneath
(curled around the outer ends). Tilt your left hand upward so the top of the deck is toward you. Your left
thumb riffles down the upper left corner to between the face-up Aces (two cards from the top). Your
right hand inserts the lower end of the selection packet into the break. Lower your hands to normal position. Squeeze/pinch off the upper two cards of the selection packet, leaving the lowermost card outjogged
two cards down from the top (thaf s one of the selections going between the Aces). The two cards remaining in your right hand are inserted in any spots in the deck. Raise the deck to your left fingertips in
Charlier Cut position and move your left first finger onto the outer ends of the outjogged selections.
Your right hand picks up the Ace packet in Biddle Grip, briefly flashes its back, then places the faceup packet on top of the deck a second after your left first finger pushes the selections flush. Snap your
fingers and immediately fan off the top seven cards to disclose a face-down card between each face-up
Ace. Take that fan with your right hand and place the deck aside.
If you used the Royal Collectors handling simply remove the face-down cards and show them to be
the picture cards. If you used the handling with selections then turn to the spectator on the left, ask him
to name his card, and turn over the lowermost face-down card (between the third and fourth Aces). Ask
the spectator in the center to name his card and turn over the uppermost face-down card. When the spectator on the right names his card turn over the remaining face-down card (originally in the center).
The plot used here is Mario's expansion of Roy Walton's basic idea.

Elevator Two
The germ of this routine appeared in The Pallbearer's Review. In going over that Derek both changed
and extended the routine to three times its original length. What follows is a new routine thaf s a solid
deceptive piece of card magic, within the reach of the average cardman. It's impromptu.
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Take the shuffled face-up deck and quickly spread through to take a look at the three rear cards —
make sure no Aces or Queens are among them. Square the deck and flip it face down. Say, "I'm going to
do a trick with Aces." You must turn the deck face up again and reverse the three lowermost cards. You
have three choices: 1) Obtain a left pinky break beneath the top three cards and do Krenzel's Mechanical
Reverse (already taught in CutOff) as you turn the deck face up, 2) Turn the deck face up and Half Pass
the three lowermost cards, or 3) Obtain a left pinky break beneath the three cards on top and do The
Braue Reverse (i.e., your left hand cuts off half the deck from bottom, flips it face up, and places it on
top. Your left hand then takes all the cards beneath the right thumb break, flips those cards face up, and
places them on top). Either way, the deck is now face up in left-hand dealing position with the three
lowermost cards face down.

1

Spread through the deck and outjog the four Aces as you come to them. Square the deck into your
left hand afterward without disturbing the outjogged cards. Strip out the Aces with your right hand and
arrange them in Diamonds, Spades, Hearts, Clubs order from face to rear. Turn them face down and
place them beneath the deck. Flip the deck face up.
Your right hand picks up all the face-up cards as a group in Biddle Grip. The seven cards are separated by a natural break and can easily be lifted without obtaining a break first. You're going to reverse
peel the Aces onto the top of the deck one at a time. Your left thumb peels the Diamond onto the deck,
then the Spade onto that, then the Heart onto that. Your right hand immediately places the last four
cards (as one — the Club) onto the deck, your left pinky maintaining a break beneath them. Without
pausing your left thumb moves beneath the deck and flips it over — the four cards beneath the break will
step to the right (fig. 1). Note that your right hand has not moved away, but has stayed close to the
deck — your fingers actually beneath it.
In a continuing motion grasp the inner right corner of the stepped packet between right thumb
(above), first and second fingers beneath (fig. 2). Pull that packet out from beneath the deck and flash its
face briefly to the audience so they see the Ace of Clubs on the face. Tilt the packet downward again and
spread it. Insert the lowermost face-down card into the outer end of the deck just above the three reversed cards on bottom. The next three cards are inserted in various places above that. All four cards are
left protruding initially and then pushed in a bit so they're outjogged only about half an inch.
Say, "We also need the Queens." Spread through the deck and outjog the Queens as you come to
them. They must be outjogged at least an inch (fig. 3). When you've located all four square the deck
without disturbing the protruding cards. Strip out the Queens only with your right hand. You should be
able to do this rather easily since they're sticking out at least a half inch farther than the face-down cards.
Once the Queens are out of the deck your left first finger moves to the outer end of the face-down outjogged cards and pulls them flush with the deck.
Arrange the Queens in Clubs, Diamonds, Spades, Hearts order from face to rear, turn them face
down, and place them beneath the deck. Flip the deck over. Your right hand picks off the entire face-up
block of eight cards on top and flips it face down (again, this is easy because of the natural break). Deal
the top four cards onto the table in a pile one at a time reversing their order, miscalling them the Queens.
Say, "I'm going to use these Queens, one at a time, to draw their corresponding Aces to the top of the deck."

You'll do exactly the same thing four times in a row. Like this. As your right hand reaches forward to
pick up the top face-down card of the tabled pile your left pinky obtains a break beneath the top card of
the deck (your left thumb can push it off a bit or you can pinky count). Place the face-down card onto the
deck and immediately do a Double Turnover — the Queen of Hearts will show. Snap your fingers and
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then left-thumb-spread the Queen to the right to reveal the Ace of Hearts face up beneath it. Deal both
on the table starting two piles, one for Aces, the other for Queens.
Repeat exactly the same thing for each of the remaining three face-down supposed Queens in the
tabled packet. They'll come up in Spades, Diamonds, and Clubs order. As you go through the sequence
deal the Aces into one pile and the Queens into the other. Flip the Queen pile face down.
Say, "I'm going to do that again." Your right hand picks up the face-up Aces and spreads them. Insert
the Aces into four different parts of the face-down deck being careful not to flash the face-up indifferent
cards which are also in the deck. Leave the Aces protruding about a quarter inch. What follows is Derek's
handling of The Frank Thompson Multiple Shift. It begins the same way as the Technical Refinement of
LJ's Angle Palm Steal. In other words, your right hand moves over the deck; your thumb moves onto the
inner left corner and your pinky onto the outer right corner of the protruding Aces, your other fingers
rest lightly on the outer end of the Aces. Your left thumbtip rests on the outer left corner of the Aces (fig.
4).

Your left thumb pulls the Aces into the deck, automatically angling their inner ends to the right.
Your right thumb is just beside their inner left corners once they've moved through the deck (fig. 5 in
which the right hand is transparent). Your left pinky moves onto the inner right corners of the Aces and
pulls them inward, pivoting them around your right thumb to the position in figure 6, in which the right
hand is transparent. Without pausing your left hand grasps the Aces in Straddle Grip; first finger at the
outer end and pinky at the inner end — both at the right corners (fig. 7 in which the right hand is transparent).

While your right hand holds the deck in place your left hand, in a Jiggle Pass type action, bends inward sliding the Aces out the inner end of the deck. As your left hand bends inward at the wrist your left
first and pinky fingers squeeze toward each other, buckling the Ace packet (fig. 8). Once the Aces have
cleared the deck your left hand reverses direction and begins to move forward again, the left long sides of
the Aces moving above the right long side of the deck (fig. 9 in which the right hand is transparent). At
the same time your left thumb moves beneath the deck and flips it face up. The Aces will automatically
coalesce with the deck as it turns and end face down on the bottom of the face-up deck.
Immediately spread through the deck and show, casually, up to three face-down cards in the face-up
spread. Square the deck. Take the deck with your right hand in Biddle Grip and obtain a right thumbtip
break above the four bottom reversed Aces. Lower the deck over the tabled Queen packet and pick that
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up beneath it, leftjogged about half its width. Your palm-up left hand moves beneath the deck, cradling it
in dealing position. Your left fingers are on the right long side of the four broken Aces on the bottom of
the deck (fig. 10). Two things happen at the same time. Your left fingers pull the broken Aces to the left
while your left thumb simultaneously moves beneath the small packet and flips it over. It appears as if
your left hand has merely turned the Queen packet face up. You have, of course, secretly added the Aces
beneath it.

Immediately place the deck beneath the left-hand packet, and then take the packet with your right
hand (all you're doing is placing the deck in your left hand and taking the packet with your right hand,
switching their places). Flip the packet face down onto the deck and immediately thumb off the first three
cards so four backs show. Your right hand grasps this fan, thumb above and fingers beneath, so your
right third fingertip can lift the right long side of the fourth card that's still flush with the deck. As your
right hand lifts the fan of four cards your left thumb moves beneath the deck and flips it face down so
you don't expose the reversed Queens on bottom.
Miscall the packet as the Queens, square it, and run it sideways through the deck once. Turn it face
up to reveal the Aces and drop them on the table.
Your right hand grasps the deck in Biddle Grip and obtains a thumbtip break above the fifth card
from the bottom (one face-down card above the four face-up Queens). Double Cut to the break and flip
the deck face up. Spread through the deck and outjog the first three face-down cards as you come to
them. When you come to the fourth back (way down near the bottom of the deck) do the Charlie Miller
Technique already taught in Impromptu Wild Card. That is, outjog the face-down card and all those behind it as a block, do a single Buckle, and pull the single face-up card at the rear of the block back in line
with the rest of the face-up deck. Square the deck into your left hand without disturbing the outjogged
cards.
Your palm-down right hand strips out all the cards and immediately flips them face up onto the face
of the deck. They'll naturally come together as they turn over. Thumb off the four face cards to reveal the
Queens to end.

Super Card Rise
This caused quite a stir when it appeared in Derek's issue of Genii in 1975. Those who had seen it
spread tales of witnessing the cleanest card rise they'd ever seen, and those who read it claimed it was
impossible to do. Needless to say it's very possible to do, and uniquely magical when well done. The concept of using a small rubber ball as the motor mechanism for elevating a card is David Foote's (his professional name is David Black). What follows is Derek's application and handling of that idea.
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You need a small rubber ball about an inch in diameter. They used to be marketed under the name of
Super Ball, but are now available in novelty and party stores by the bag. They're made out of a plasticized
rubber compound that makes them tacky when placed against a slightly moist surface — like skin. Place
any deck into its case and classic palm the ball in your right hand and you're ready to begin.
Your palm-down right hand grasps the bottom of the case as in figure 1. Your left hand opens the

Your right hand grasps the face-down deck from above in Biddle Grip, taking it from your left hand.
Your right first finger points to your left palm as you say, "I'm going to dribble the cards onto my hand."
Your right hand moves to the left as if to place the cards in dealing position in your left hand, but moves
a bit farther than normal so your right palm is directly over your left fingers.
Allow the classic palmed bail to drop to left-hand finger palm (fig. 2). Without pausing your right
hand lowers the deck into proper dealing position, leaves the lower quarter of the deck there, and lifts

Square the deck. Spread the cards between your hands and have one selected and removed. After
it's been looked at and returned control it to the bottom using the Hofzinser Spread Cull (taught in the
impromptu handling of The Universal Card). You'll find that the selection will slide easily above the ball
to the bottom of the deck. If it hangs up your left fingers can simply curl over the ball and drop downward a bit to provide more room.
(There are other ways to control the selection to the bottom. Another handling Derek sometime uses
is the Kelly Bottom Placement. It's also possible to do a Pass while the ball is beneath the deck; it may
move around a bit, but that doesn't matter.)
Turn your right hand palm up and, with your left first finger, sweep across and touch all your fingers as you say, "Notice that my right hand has four fingers and a thumb." Turn your right hand palm down
and grasp the deck in a deep Biddle Grip — your second finger curled around and under the deck's outer
end.
Slide the deck toward you until the ball hits the tip of your second finger, which can then hold it beneath the deck (fig. 4). Note that your second finger doesn't have to be around the ball to hold it in place
against the bottom of the deck. The tacky nature of the ball allows your second fingertip simply to press
lightly against the front of it — it will stay in place.
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Extend your right first finger and sweep it across your left fingers as you say, "My left hand also has
four fingers and a thumb." (fig. 5). Turn slightly to the left and raise your left hand by your side, turning it
palm toward audience (fig. 6 is an audience view).

Keeping the back of your right hand and the top of the deck toward the audience, raise your right
hand to your left hand, turning the deck to a vertical position (ends pointing up and down) (fig. 7). The
placement of the deck in your left hand is vital to the success of the rise. The first thing to contact your
left hand should be the ball — it presses lightly against the little crease where your first finger joins the
base (fig. 8). Note several fine points about the grip: 1) a fraction more than half the ball should rest
above your first finger (this will provide sufficient leverage to start the ball rolling upward in a moment);
2) the deck rests on your left pinky at the lower end; 3) your left second, third, and pinky fingers grasp
the deck near the bottom. Also, the entire tip of each finger (up to the first joint) extends past the deck; 4)
the tip of your thumb holds the other side of the deck in place, your thumb also pointing slightly upward.
Review the last illustration again and make sure your hand is in exactly the same position.

It will take some practice and a lot of concentrated control to make the card rise, so don't expect it to
work the first time you try it. Your thumb and fingers must relax, gripping the deck loosely (that sounds
simple, but will become difficult to maintain in a moment). Begin to lightly press the knuckles of your left
hand toward the deck, putting pressure on the ball. Just pressing the ball won't do anything, though,
you must angle your left hand downward a bit so pressure changes from forward to upward (fig. 9). The
ball rotates counter clockwise, rolling the rear card upward.
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The card can only move upward so far, and will stop when the ball comes to rest on the upper side
of your first finger (fig. 10). In order to make the card rise the rest of the way your thumb and fingers
must slowly lower the deck while the rest of your hand remains stationary (fig. 11). Now you're using
the side of your first finger to push the ball upward, also pushing the card upward. Now you can see
why your thumb was initially pointing upward: during this last movement it pulls the deck downward
and ends perpendicular to it as shown.
Your right hand moves to your left hand and grasps both the ball and card between thumb (on the
inner side) and first and second fingers (on the outer side) (fig. 12). Move your right hand in front of you
and ask the spectator to name his card. When he does, your first finger moves around to the inner side of
the card (fig. 13). Curl your first finger around the ball and pull it into a very low thumb palm (fig. 14).
Move your thumb beneath the card (fig. 15). Flip the inner end of the card upward so the face turns toward the audience (fig. 16).
Your left hand turns palm down and does a wide ribbon spread on the table while your right hand
drops the selected card next to the spread. Go south with the ball at a convenient moment.

Super Floating Card
There is no one in magic these days like Jerry Andrus. He's brilliantly original, and his most recent
brainstorm is an offbeat floating card effect which appeared in the last of the four missing issues of Kabbala Volume Two (the hardcover edition). What follows is Derek's very clever handling which allows the
floating card to be a free selection.

You need two things to do the routine: a little rubber ball — the same kind already described for Super Card Rise, and a card with a large hole in it, the diameter of which is slightly larger than the ball. Figure 1 shows the size of the ball in relation to the hole (both shown actual size). Lef s assume the card
you've cut the hole in is the Four of Clubs,
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Put the Four face down on top of a matching deck and finger palm the ball in your left hand. Reverse
the bottom card of the deck and then place the cards, face down, into Straddle Grip in your left hand.
Even though your left first and pinky fingers are at the inner and outer ends of the deck you should have
no trouble holding the ball with your second and third fingers (fig. 2 is an exposed view).
5

Move your right hand beside the deck in about-to-spread-the-cards-between-your-hands position.
Because the top card has a hole in it your left thumb must push over the first few cards in a block. Your
right thumb moves over the hole so it can hold the cards firmly in place (fig. 3). Now begin the usual
spreading action and ask the first spectator to point to any card. When he does, your left thumb pushes
over one more card (the one directly beneath the selection) and your left pinky obtains a break beneath it
(fig. 4). Your left thumb pulls both cards flush with the deck. Your right hand moves over the inner end
of the deck, your first and second fingers moving into the break beneath the double card and pressing it
upward, firmly against the right-hand spread (fig. 5). Move your right hand forward, outjogging the double card (fig. 6).

Immediately continue spreading through the cards and have a second spectator point to a card. Outjog the second selection and then square the deck without disturbing and protruding cards. Move your
right hand over the deck and obtain a left pinky break beneath the top two cards via the Thumb Count.
Move your right hand over the outer ends of the outjogged cards (fig. 7). Your left first finger immediately pushes the bottom card of the deck, the face-up card, forward until it contacts your right fingers (fig. 8 is an exposed view). Without pausing your right hand swivels the packet around that finger
(fig. 9). Immediately move it onto the deck and do a Block Pushoff, turning over all the cards above the
break and letting them fall flush. That entire sequence of stripping out, pivoting, and turning the cards
face up must blend into one continuous motion. Done smoothly it looks perfectly fair.
Spread the top two face-up cards off the deck and take them with your right hand. You must be careful because the lower card is the Four of Clubs with the hole, so you can't spread the card above it very
far to the right. Your right hand tables those two cards.
Obtain a break beneath the top four cards of the deck (easy because of the natural break beneath the
lowermost reversed card). Your left thumb moves beneath the deck and flips it face up so that all the
cards now beneath the break step to the right. Your right hand tables the deck with its left long side
angled toward the audience so the step isn't visible.
Pick up the two face-up cards and place them into your left hand, which turns palm up to receive
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them. Here you do the Andrus handling of the float. Briefly: (Actually the mechanics of the float are the
same, though Andrus used three cards, and didn't use magician's choice.) Ask the spectator to name a
card. If he names the card above the Four of Clubs, fine. If he names the Four say, "Okay, then I'll take the
(naming the card above the Four)." Your left fingers are curled enough so that the cards lay flat, the ball cradled beneath (fig. 10). To make the top card float simply begin to straighten your fingers, pushing the
ball upward through the hold in the Four. It pushes the top card upward, and it appears to float (fig. 11).
Done with some practice it looks very spooky because, as Jon Racherbaumer stated in his original description, the floating card appears to be buoyant because it moves around, rocking lightly on the ball.
After a moment or two curl your fingers again so the top card descends. Your right hand lifts both
cards in Biddle Grip and tables them. Pick up the deck and flip it face down into your left hand, obtaining a pinky break beneath the step. Pick up the two face-up cards and drop them onto the deck. Immediately turn over all the cards above the break and thumb off the top two. Your right hand takes these
cards, spreads them, and inserts them into different parts of the deck at the outer end, pushing them
flush.
Thaf s it. The gaffed card is now third from the top with a reversed card above it. The easiest thing to
do is cop the top three cards and table the deck, then thrust both hands into your pockets as you look for
a pen or coin for the next effect.

10

Quantum Coins Through Table
The first version of this appeared in Vol. 8 No. 3 of The Pallbearer's Review, the second in CoinMagic
(Molecular Coins Through Table), and here is the third (and best) handling. It has sequences neither of
the others have and is a bit more straightforward. You need four half dollars and must be seated at a
table opposite the audience.

Stack the coins on the table directly in front of you about two inches from the edge. Lower your
palm-down left hand and grasp the upper three coins of the stack between thumb and first finger. The
lower (pinky) side of your left hand must be firmly pressed against the table so the audience cannot see
beneath it. Lift the top three coins and move them forward a few inches, diagonally outward and to the
right (fig. 1). Pause when your left thumb base is directly over the coin thaf s been left behind. Lower the
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three coins onto the table and straighten your fingers over them, pressing lightly downward. Say, "I'm
just going to rub these coins — listen." Slide your left hand toward you until the coin beneath your
thumb base falls into your lap (fig. 2).
Spread your left fingers a bit so the audience can see some silver flash between them, then close
them and continue with some rubbing motion. Your right hand goes beneath the table picking up the
lapped coin on the way. Snap it upward beneath the table creating a noise and then lift your left hand to
show only three coins on the table.

Your left hand stacks the three coins and then steps the upper two back slightly — about an eighth
of an inch (fig. 3). Turn your left hand palm down and lower your fingers over the coins — your third
finger on the outer edge of the lowermost stepped-forward coin, your second and first fingers on the
edges of the two stepped-inward coins, and your thumb on the inner edge of the upper two coins (fig. 4).
Press lightly downward with your fingers so your thumb can begin to slide beneath the two upper coins
(fig. 5).

7

Now a couple of things happen. As your right hand comes up from beneath the table and tosses its
single coin in front of your left hand, your left thumb, first, and second fingers lever the two upper coins
to a vertical position and your third finger flicks the lowermost coin inward so it flies off the table and
into your lap (fig. 6).
Your left hand immediately moves upward forming a fist around its two coins. Your right hand picks
up the tabled coin and goes under the table, picking up the just-lapped coin on the way. Slap your left
hand down on the table and rub once or twice, then lift it to show only two coins. Your right hand comes
up from beneath the table with two coins and drops them on the table beside the others.
Arrange the four coins in a small rectangle with the outer two about an inch forward of the inner
two. Your right hand will work with the two coins on the right, your left hand with the two coins on the
left. Your first fingers press downward on the outer edges of the inner coins so your thumbs can move
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beneath them (fig. 7). Lift those coins and move your hands forward, lowering them over the two outer
coins (fig. 8). Note that your left fingers are in position to do the Flick Move with the lowermost of the
two left-hand coins.
Your right thumb moves beneath the two right-hand coins and levers them upward, your hand beginning to move diagonally outward and to the left (fig. 9). As soon as your right hand gives your left
hand a bit of shade, your left third finger flicks the lower coin into your lap and moves upward (both
hands now moving upward) (fig. 10). Both hands form fists — your right hand shakes its coins and
flashes them before going beneath the table. Your right hand does not pick up the just-lapped coin. Leave
it where it is.
Slap the coin in your left hand on the table and lift it to reveal a single coin. Pick that coin up, let it
drop onto your left palm, and form a loose fist around it. Turn your fist so the thumb hole is up — the
coin will drop down to near your pinky. Don't hold it tightly, but don't let it fall out yet, either! Your fist
should be about an inch above the table. (The patter is, just before you close your left hand, "This last coin
will join these three.")

Your right hand, holding its two coins spread between thumb and first finger, comes out from beneath the table (fig. 11). You can't pause here — immediately toss those two coins forward, beneath your
left hand, simultaneously letting the coin drop out of your left hand and join them (fig. 12). You should
be finishing the sentence, saying, ". . . these three," as you toss the coins forward.
Your right hand cleanly picks up the three coins and goes beneath the table, picking up the coin
thafs been in your lap on the way. Turn your left hand palm down and rub it on the table. Lift it to reveal the penetration and bring your right hand out slowly to end, dropping the four coins on the table.
(The last sequence is similar to an idea of Larry Jennings.)

11

International Coins
Through Table
This originally appeared in Dingle's Deceptions. You need five coins — these are the ones Derek uses:
a silver dollar, half dollar, brass coin, and two English pennies. You must be seated at a table opposite
the audience, working on a mat. One of the English pennies is on the chair between your legs. The other
coins rest in a small glass on the table.
Pick up the glass with your left hand and dump out the coins. Replace the glass off to your left.
Allow the coins to be examined. Lay them, one at a time, on your palm-up left hand as in figure 1 with
the silver dollar on the base of your first finger and the others spread diagonally inward on top of it in
penny, half dollar, brass coin order. As you close your left fingers into a fist your second fingertip presses

1
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the half dollar firmly against your palm. Only your pinky holds the brass coin in place.
As your right hand reaches across in front of you to grasp the glass your left fist turns thumb hole up
and moves back to the table edge, lapping the brass coin (fig. 2). As your right hand moves to the right

Your right hand, holding the glass, moves beneath the table. As you patter about making the coins
pass through the table one at a time you regrip the glass, clipping it between your second and third fingers, freeing your thumb and first finger. Your thumb and first finger pick up the brass coin and hold it
above the glass (fig. 3). Slap your left hand onto the table, opening your fingers, and rub the coins on the
table. Let the brass coin fall into the glass with a clink and quickly grasp the glass normally again. Raise
your right hand above the table and dump the brass coin out of the glass. Arrange the three coins remaining in an overlapping spread, inward, in silver dollar, penny, half dollar order — they should be
about three inches from the table edge. Turn your left hand palm down and cover them (fig. 4 in which
the left hand is transparent). The third phalange of your second finger presses lightly downward on the
penny to hold it and the dollar in place.

Your right hand drops the brass coin back in the glass and goes beneath the table with it. Once
there, rotate your forearm toward you at the elbow and bend your hand inward at the wrist so the glass
is directly beneath the table edge, directly behind the coins (fig. 5).
Begin this variation of Mario's Rub Back move by slowly making clockwise circles with your left
hand, causing the loose half dollar to be carried a bit backward on every one of the toward-you swings
(fig. 6). If U eventually fall off the table edge and into the glass with a clink. As you lift your left hand a
tiny bit and slide it to the left (a choreographed action that sets up the next steal/sequence) to display
only the penny and dollar your right forearm straightens beneath the table. Slowly bring your right hand
above the table and dump the half dollar and brass coin out of the glass.
Drop those coins back in the glass and move your right hand, holding it, beneath the table. Clip the
glass between your second and third fingers as already described so your thumb and first finger can pick
up the duplicate penny that's on the chair between your legs. Turn your left hand palm down and cover
the two coins on the table. Lift your left hand to show that they're still there and then cover them again.
As you cover them the second time contact the silver dollar with your left fingers and push it forward
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(though still concealed beneath the hand) until the penny is beneath your left thumb base (fig. 7 in which
the hand is transparent).
Make a small rubbing motion with your left hand for effect and allow the duplicate penny to fall into
the glass. Raise your left fingers a little above the table — but don't raise the heel of your hand — your
thumb base must remain in contact with the penny (fig. 8 is an exposed view). Slide your left hand to the
left revealing the dollar, the penny sliding beneath your thumb base. A second later your right hand
moves above the table and dumps the three coins out of the glass (fig. 9). Under cover of that your left
hand moves back to the table edge until the penny falls into your lap — and then it turns palm up (fig.
10).

Your left hand picks up the dollar while your right hand drops the other three coins back in the
glass, which is then carried beneath the table as usual. Close your left hand into a loose fit and rotate it so
the thumb hole is up. The dollar will naturally fall to the pinky end. You're going to do the same move
already described for the Quantum Coins Through Table (or at least the left-hand half of it). Give the
glass a sharp shake so you get a clinking sound and then raise it above the table. Without pausing spill
the coins onto the table in the direction of your left hand. Your left hand (an inch or two above the table)
releases the dollar so it coalesces with the three coins from the glass and moves to the left (fig. 11). Open
your left hand to end — everything is examinable.

Poor Charlie
Bruce Cervon worked out a routine called Dirty Deal based on Elmsley's Dazzle — Derek developed
this from the Cervon routine. About a hundred and fifty sets of the special cards necessary were made
and sold in 1975, so if s been a pretty restricted item and will be new to most of you. It's my favorite
routine in the book.
You'll need nine special cards and I'll describe each one. Look at figure 1 first — it shows both back
and front views of the same nine cards. In part A of the figure the cards are layed out exactly as they are
at the end of the routine, and they're numbered in the sequence in which you pick them up to reset the
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routine. That'll be the easiest way for me to explain how to set up everything. There are three split-faced
cards, four double-backed cards, and two regular cards. Card No. 1 has a normal blue back on one side
and a "birds blue" back on the other side — the bird side is up in A; Card No. 2 has a normal blue back
on one side and a split King of Hearts/Nine of Clubs face — the normal blue back is up in A, the King
side is to the left; Card No. 3 has a Camel cigarette back on one side and a normal Ten of Hearts on the
other side — the Camel back is up in A; Card No. 4 has a gold back on one side and a normal Ace of

1

7

8

9

Hearts on the other — the gold back is up in A; Card No. 5 has a shiny light blue back on one side and a
split Jack of Hearts/Four of Clubs on the other — the shiny light blue back is up in A, the Jack side is to
the left; Card No. 6 has a normal red back on one side and a split Queen of Hearts/Seven of Clubs on the
other — the normal red back is up in A, the Queen side is to the left; Card No. 7 has a normal red back
on one side and strawberries on the other — the strawberry side is up in A; Card No. 8 has a shiny light
blue back on one side and an Amish design on the other — the Amish design is up in A; Card No. 9 has
a gold back on one side and a "birds gold" back on the other — the "birds gold" side is up in A.
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Okay, those are all nine cards. You'll obviously have to have them made specially for you — but it is
worth it, believe me.
Once you've obtained the cards lay them out as described and shown in part A of figure 1. To set up
the packet lift Card No. 1 ("birds blue") and turn it face down, dropping it on Card No. 2 (normal blue).
Pick those up and flip Card No. 3 (Camel back) face up — then drop them onto it. (So, the Ten of Hearts
is now face up beneath two blue backs.) Drop those three cards onto Card No. 5 (shiny light blue), then
drop those five cards onto Card No. 6 (normal red). Place that six-card packet into a small wallet. You can
simply place it into a coat pocket (not your left breast pocket, though) if you can keep track of the Heart
side of the split-faced cards — it must remain to the left. When you place the packet in the wallet make
sure that the Heart side is to the left, and will remain so when you remove the packet and place it into
your left hand in dealing position when you begin.
You're left with three cards on the table. Flip Card No. 7 face down. Flip Card No. 8 face down and
drop it onto No. 7. Flip Card No. 9 face down and drop it onto No. 8. Pick this three-card packet up and
turn it so the strawberry side is facing you. Slide it into your left breast pocket (either shirt or sport jacket). Now you're ready.

To perform, take the six-card packet out of the wallet and place it into dealing position in your left
hand; the normal blue back should be on top, and the Heart sides of the split cards should be to the left
(you can lift the inner end of the packet and peek at the bottom card just to check). Say, "You know people
often ask me if I can use my skill as a magician in order to gamble, so I'd like to tell you about a friend of mine Charlie. (Pause). (Look to heaven and say,) Poor Cliarlie. See Charlie used to be a magician but he decided one day to
gamble. He was playing five-card draw poker, and these are the cards he had - Tens were wild."

4

As you say the last line do The Basic Count as follows. Your right hand grasps the right long side of
the packet between thumb (above) and first and second fingers (beneath) at center. Your left thumb
moves onto the back of the top card and peels it onto your left palm. As your left thumb moves onto the
back of the next card you'll find that the card already on your left palm will swing naturally beneath the
packet. Peel the second normal blue card onto the first one. Move your left thumb onto the face-up Ten
as if about to peel it off, at the same time your left palm swings beneath the packet and returns the two
normal blue backs to the bottom. Do a Jordon type maneuver, your right thumb pinching/pushing all the
cards above the bottom normal blue back to the left. Your left hand takes all those cards while your right
hand retains only the bottom normal blue back. (It appears as if your left thumb has simply peeled the
Ten onto the cards already in your left hand.) Separate your hands a bit as you say, "Tens were wild."
Move your hands together and lower your left thumb onto the single card held by your right hand and
take it onto the face of the packet (that is, onto the Ten). At the same time your right thumb and fingers
repeat the Jordon maneuver, pinching/pushing all the cards above the bottom normal blue back to the left
so that single card is retained in your right hand. As your hands separate your left thumb injogs the top
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card of the packet slightly (fig. 2). To conclude, place the single blue back held by your right hand onto
the injogged card, aligned with it. It appears as if you've counted five cards — four normal blue backs
with a face-up Ten of Hearts in the middle.
Turn your right hand palm down and move your thumb onto the inner end of the injogged cards,
your second finger onto the exposed Ten, and your first finger onto the outer end of the injogged cards.
Do the Christ/Annemann Alignment move, moving your right hand forward so your second finger outjogs the Ten while your thumb and first finger align the injogged cards with the rest of the packet.
Your right hand strips out the Ten and places it on top of the packet, rightjogged half its width. Your
right thumb and fingers grasp the entire packet as is and drag it to the right until its left long side is at the
base of your left fingers (fig. 3), Flip the packet face up beneath the Ten, immediately lowering the Ten
onto the face (fig. 4). Be very cozy about this so you don't flash the split-faced card beneath the Ten.

8

Say, "Charlie looked at his hand and this is what he had." Spread the top three cards to the right, Buckle
the bottom card and pull it to the left. Be careful not to spread the cards too far or you'll expose the split
faces (fig. 5). "He had a Ten of Hearts, Seven of Clubs, Four of Clubs, Ace of Hearts, and Nine of Clubs, which
wasn't a very good hand. Tlmt didn't worry Charlie, you see he used to be a magician." Split the spread, your
right hand taking the upper three cards while your left hand holds the lower two (fig. 6). Move the cards
together again, your right hand grasping the entire fan. Say, "So what he did was secretly slip one of the cards

into his pocket." Grasp the outer left corner of the Nine of Clubs between left thumb and fingers (fig. 7).
Turn your hand palm down, turning the card face down by swinging its inner end away from you (fig.
8). Table it to your left.
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Move your left hand back beneath the spread and square all the cards except the Ten. Flip all the
cards beneath the Ten face down as already taught by dragging them a bit to the right and levering them
over onto your palm again. Drop the Ten on top.
"He reached into his pocket and came out with another card." Your right hand reaches into your left breast
pocket and takes out, by its upper end, the innermost card — the normal red back. Lay it, rightjogged,
on the packet as you say, "Unfortunately Charlie was not a good gambler - the card was from yesterday's poker

game." Grasp the rightjogged red card between your right thumb (above) and first finger (below) so you
can use your other fingers to slide out the bottom card of the packet (fig. 9). It will be another normal red
back. Pull the bottom card clear of the packet so you can drop both on top as you say, "That didn't worry
Charlie - you remember he used to be a magician? All he did was snap the cards and change them so that they all

looked exactly the same." Do The Basic Count as already taught to show four red backs with a face-up Ten
in the middle.
Repeat the Christ/Annemann Alignment Move to outjog the Ten and strip it out as before. Flip the
packet face up sideways beneath the Ten as described. Square the packet and grip it in right-hand Biddle
Grip. Say, "The next card Charlie got rid of was the Seven of Clubs." Move your left fingers beneath the packet and slide the bottom card a half inch to the left to show the Seven. Grasp its outer left corner as you
did for the Nine of Clubs and turn your hand palm down, turning the card face down by swinging its inner end away from you. Place it onto the face-down normal blue back that's on the table to your left,
overlapping and spread to the right (fig. 10).

Grasp the right long side of the packet at center between right thumb and fingers. Thumb pull the
Ten a bit to the right and flip all the cards beneath it face down sideways as already described.
Continue, "Charlie took the Seven, slipped it into his pocket, reached into his pocket, and pulled out another

card." Your right hand reaches into your left breast pocket and pulls out the innermost card by its upper
end — the shiny light blue back. Lay it on the packet, rightjogged. Grip it between thumb and first finger
and repeat the slide out of the bottom card — another shiny light blue back — and drop both on top.
Say, "Unfortunately this card was from last week's poker game. That didn't worry Charlie, though. He used to be a
magician, remember? He simply snapped the cards so they all looked exactly alike." Repeat The Basic Count to

show four shiny light blue backs with a face-up Ten in the middle.
Repeat the Christ/Anneman Alignment Move to outjog the Ten — but don't strip it out yet! Say,
"The third and last card that Charlie got rid of was the Four of Clubs. Poor Charlie." Thumb the top card slightly

to the right and outjog it with your right hand so it's next to, though in line with, the Ten (fig. 11). Grasp
the outer ends of both cards between your right thumb and fingers and pull them forward until they
clear the packet. Place them on top so the Ten is flush with the packet and the top shiny light blue back is
rightjogged (fig. 12). Move your left thumb onto the cards to hold them in place and turn your hand over
to flash the Four (fig. 13). Turn your hand palm up again. Your right grasps the outer end of the Four
and, as you extend your hand forward to place it onto and overlapping the other two cards already on
the table to your left, swings the inner end outward (fig. 14). "He slipped it into his pocket."
"The next card he brought out wasn't from yesterday's game, or last week's game, but last month's poker game!

It didn't matter - he changed all the cards just the same." Your right hand reaches into your pocket and brings
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out the last card — the gold back. Place it rightjogged onto the packet and repeat the pull out of the bottom card, dropping both gold-backed cards onto the packet. Do The Basic Count to show four gold backs
with a face-up Ten in the middle.
Repeat the Christ/Annemann Alignment Move to outjog the Ten. Outjog the top card beside the Ten
as you did for the card just before this, pulling both cards out of the packet and then replacing the Ten on
top, flush with the packet, while the gold back is rightjogged.
"But you see Charlie knew nothing about gambling. If he'd have thought a little better instead of changing the

backs of the cards he would've changed the faces." Take the rightjogged gold back with your right hand, flip it
face up to show the Ace of Hearts and tap the three cards spread on the table to your left. Turn the Ace
face down and use it to scoop up those cards. Take that four-card packet and flip it face up sideways onto
the cards in your left hand.
Say, "Then he would've finished up with a hand like this, which would win in any poker game." Spread the

top four cards off the packet into a small fan so a Heart Flush shows (fig. 15). Take the top four cards
with your right hand and place them beneath the packet and square the cards. Flip the packet face down,
turning it end over end.
"You see, when the police examined the body afterward, this is the hand they found, and although you can use
cards like these when you're doing card tricks, there's no way you can play poker with a hand that looks like this.

Poor Charlie." As you talk deal out the cards as follows. The top shiny light blue back is dealt at the outer
left; then deal in a row to the right — the normal red, normal blue, and gold cards. Deal the "birds blue"
card at the inner left, then dealing to the right, the strawberries, the Amish design, and "birds gold."
Place the single remaining card, Camel design, in front of the whole layout to end. (This is exactly what
you saw in part A of figure 1, so take another peek at it. To set up again follow the instructions at the beginning.)

Grabbed Again
A simple quick effect based on Mario's Grab It which has not been published before. The deck is face
down in your left hand. Have a spectator peek at a card and hold a left pinky break beneath it. Using the
Buckle Side Steal described in Side Steal Placement rightjog the selection above the break for about half
its width.

1
Immediately do a wide face-down ribbon spread on the table from left to right — the jogged card
won't show, though figure 1 is a transparent view of the spread showing its position. Move your left fingers beneath the left end of the spread and flip it over. As it turns look at the inner end — you'll see a
very large space where the jogged selection is (fig. 2). Quickly insert the thumb of your palm-down right
hand into that space (fig, 3). Press your thumb against the face of the selection and start to raise your
right hand. Bring your left hand over also and pull a bunch of cards upward out of the middle of the
spread making a shower of falling cards (fig. 4). Make sure your right thumb remains firmly pressed

against the face of the selection as your hands move upward and all the cards fall. Eventually all the
cards will fall away but the selection, making for a very spectacular revelation.

Fifty-Three Cent Assembly
Using Milt Kort's Sympathetic Coin routine from Modern Coin Magic as the starting point, Derek
worked out this substantially different handling which first appeared in Part One of the DD issue of Epilogue. You need two English pennies, a half dollar, an expanded English penny shell, and a copper/silver
coin, and one playing card. Place the shell over the copper/silver coin so the coin appears to be copper on
both sides. Stack the four coins in this order (from the top down): shelled copper/silver coin — shell side
up, two coppers, silver. You may perform standing at a table.
Lef s assume, to start, that the stack sits on the table in the described order. Turn your right hand
palm down and pick it up between thumb and fingers. Curl your fingertips beneath the stack and press it
upward against your palm as you turn your hand palm up. That simply positions the now lowermost
shelled coin in palm-up classic palm position. Spread the top three coins outward for display.
Turn your hand palm down and curl your fingers. Retain the shell in classic palm and let the stack
flip to an almost finger palm position. Let it turn over again as it falls onto your curled fingers, now with
the silver coin on top (fig. 1). Lay the coins out in a square formation, dropping them off the bottom of
the stack as you work clockwise, dropping the copper/silver coin (copper side up) at the inner right, the
first copper at the inner left, the second copper at the outer left, and the silver at the outer right (fig. 2).
As your left hand picks up the playing card your right hand, curled in a relaxed fist, allows the shell
to drop to fingertip rest (on your second and third fingertips). Your left hand approaches your right
hand, which turns palm up once it's beside the card loading the coin beneath (fig. 3). Indicate the coins at
inner and outer right and inner left as you say, "The coins will travel and join this one." At the end of the
sentence your right hand turns palm down, your fingers pulling the shell (which is beneath them) back a
bit so the face of the card is exposed, and taps the outer left copper (fig. 4).
Turn your right hand palm up again, straightening your fingers and moving the shell beneath the
card. Table the card over the outer left copper coin, being careful not to let the shell and coin touch as the
shell is lowered onto the table.
Pick up the inner-left copper coin and do Derek's handling of the Bertram Sucker Vanish (this is described in The Four-Way Backfire Assembly near the end of the book). When you do the move you'll

have really taken the coin into right-hand classic palm, but made the audience believe that you've secretly
stolen it back into your left hand. After the move your left hand turns palm down in a cramped suspicious position with the first finger extended.
Spread your right fingers over the card and snap them as if the coin has disappeared. Your right
hand lifts the card by its right long side and places it onto your left hand, which turns palm up to receive
it. Do this suspiciously so the audience believes that there's a copper coin hidden in your left hand beneath the card.

Your right hand moves over the two coppers at outer left, picking up the shell and placing it onto
and overlapping the regular copper. As you pick them up let the real coin nest inside the shell and allow
the classic palmed coin to fall beside the shelled coin inside your curled fingers (fig. 5). Slide the shelled
coin over the coin that's just dropped from palm. Cleanly display both sides of the two coins. Turn your
right hand palm up and flip the coins over onto your palm — the shelled coin (shell side down) should be
in classic-palm position. As you turn your hand palm down retain the shell in palm and allow the two
coins to fall inside your curled fingers. Grasp them between thumb and first finger, spread, for display as
you replace them onto the table at the outer left (the coin in classic palm hidden via the Kaps Subtlety).
Your left hand (still thought to conceal a coin beneath the card) begins to move toward the outer left,
but stops. Look at the spectator and say, "Not yet," as you relax your left hand and turn it over to show it
empty (also showing both sides of the card). Turn the card face down and, at the same time, let the shell
fall to right-hand fingertip rest. Transfer the card to your right hand, which turns palm up to receive it
(covering the coin). Use the card to gesture to the copper/silver coin at the inner right as you say, "The
next coin will travel from there to there." As you finish the sentence cover the two coins at the outer left with
the card, laying the shell on the table beside them — concealed, of course, beneath the card as well.

Your right hand picks up the copper/silver coin at inner right and turns palm up, bouncing the coin,
copper side up, into palm-up classic palm position. Do a standard vanish, apparently dumping the coin
into your left hand (this has got to look good, too — it's not a put on). Turn your left fist palm down.
Relax your right palm so the classic-palmed coin flips over to finger palm, now silver side out (away
from your fingers). Extend your thumb and first finger and pretend to pull an invisible coin out of the
thumb hole of your left hand as you say, "Look, I'll make it invisible and slip it under with the others when you

cannot see it." Bend your right hand back at the wrist so your palm is toward the audience. The fingerpalmed coin will be concealed by your curled second, third, and pinky fingers. Pretend to slip the coin
beneath the card, then show your left hand empty. Your right hand lifts the card by its right long side to
show three coppers beneath it. Display both sides of the card and, as you replace it over the coppers, slip
the copper/silver coin — now silver side up — beneath it.
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Pick up the silver coin at the outer right and repeat the classic palm vanish that you used for the
third coin. Afterward transfer the coin to finger palm as described and flash your empty right palm as
you say, "I'll do that one more time." Snap your right fingers, show your left hand empty, and draw the
card back with your right first finger to display all four coins beneath the card.
To clean up, pick up the two real pennies, stacking them, and place those on top of the shell. Place
that on top of the silver coin and slip the finger-palmed silver coin beneath the stack. The copper/silver
coin will nest in the shell and you can now display, very cleanly, both sides of all the coins to end.

Side-Cut Faro Stack
This is strange. It involves a new handling of the Faro Shuffle that, done casually, looks like a simple
cut in the hands. There are many applications, but the following is the simplest.
Let the spectator shuffle a deck and hand it to you. Hold it in your left hand in dealing position face
up. Begin to spread through the cards, doing the Hofzinser Spread Cull to secretly slip the four Aces to
the rear of the deck. (This is described in the impromptu handling of The Universal Card.) Flip the deck
face down.

1

Tell the spectator that you're going to deal out four poker hands — and he can pick the winning
hand. First, let me teach the move, and then how to adapt it to whatever hand he names. Your right
hand takes a small block of cards off the top of the deck and holds them in Biddle Grip. This group can
be as small as four or five — or a bit larger (though the move is easier if you use fewer cards). All you're
going to do is move that packet beside the deck and Faro its inner left corner into the inner right corner of
the deck starting from the bottom of the packet (fig. 1). There's not much I can tell you about this — just
use whatever Faro technique you know to get the cards to mesh evenly. Keep the small packet (which,
incidentally, can go anywhere into the deck) angled slightly to the right (fig. 2).
You've got to practice that until you can do it instantly: it must look like a simple cut. Derek's right
hand really jams the small packet into the deck so the corners interweave in a second (that's why it's
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easier with fewer cards). You must also push the small packet about halfway into the deck (fig. 3).
Now, you'll do one of two things — either a straight cut or a Slip Cut. To do the straight cut, your
left fingers reach to the right long side of the small packet and pull downward (fig. 4). Your right hand
can now lift all the cards above the top card of the small packet. Your left fingers push the meshed cards
square as your right hand cuts its cards to the bottom. The Aces are now in the first, third, fifth, and
seventh positions on top of the deck. To do a Slip Cut let's assume you haven't done the straight cut just
described, and the small packet is still sticking out of the right side of the deck. Your left thumb moves
across the back of the deck's top card. When your left fingers pull downward on the small packet's right
side and begin pushing it into the deck, and your right hand cuts the top half (all the cards above the top
card of the small packet) away, your left thumb retains the top card of the deck in place so that it falls
onto the top card of the small packet. When your right hand places its cards beneath the deck and you
square the Aces will be in the second, fourth, sixth, and eighth positions on top of the deck.
Here's how to use those in the effect. If the spectator says the first hand do the Side Faro Cut twice in
its straight cut form. Note: the second time you do the shuffle your right hand must pick up at least eight
cards from the top of the deck because the stack is now twice as large.
If he names the second hand do the Side Faro as a straight cut the first time and as a Slip Cut the
second time.
If he names the third hand do the Side Faro as a Slip Cut the first time and as a straight cut the
second time.
If he names the fourth hand do the Side Faro as a Slip Cut both times.
Now simply deal out four hands, turning the cards in the selected hand face up as you deal them to
reveal the Aces.

Bill in Cigarette
Derek's inspiration was a Ross Bertram routine which used the same basic idea of producing the bill from
a thumbtip, though the handlings are completely different. You need a thumbtip, which is in your right front
pants pocket, and a 'Twe" dollar bill. That phoney bill looks particularly good because the portrait of
Andrew Jackson in the center looks exactly like a twenty-dollar bill (which is what you'll borrow to do the
routine). Fold the phoney bill so that the upper right quadrant of the portrait is visible upside down (fig. 1).
Finger palm that in your right hand in the same position shown.

1

To perform, say, "Can I please borrow a twenty-dollar bill . , . thank you. I'm going to do a little trick with this
bill - the whole thing is an illusion. Nothing is actually going to happen." Borrow the bill and hold it between the

thumbs and fingers of each hand (fig. 2). The portrait should be upside down and facing you. Fold the right
end of the bill away from you and behind the left half (fig. 3). Crease the fold. As you fold the left end of the
doubled bill behind the center portion your right thumb slides the finger-palmed phoney bill over the
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matching portion of the real bill (fig. 4). Complete the folding by bending the upper portion of the bill away
from you and behind the lower half (fig. 5).
Turn the bills over so the phoney bill is toward the audience, and then turn them over again so they're in
the same position as at the start. Since the bills match so closely it looks very clean and your hands are also
seen empty. Say, "What I'm going to do is pretend to tear this twenty-dollar bill, but it won't actually tear. It's just an

illusion/' Raise your hands a bit so your thumbs and fingers are holding the bills at the center of the upper side
(fig. 6). Lower your left second, third, and little fingers in front of the outer bill for a second and push it to the
left with your right first and second fingers into left-hand finger palm (fig. 7). Immediately curl your left
fingers and tear the phoney bill in half (fig. 8).

Place one torn half in front of the other and tear them in half again so you have four pieces as you say,
"You see all of these pieces are actually joined together. None of them are . . . . " As you begin the last sentence

fragment allow one or two of the pieces to flutter to the floor. Immediately pick them up and continue,
". . . uh, I do great card tricks - does anyone have a deck of cards/' Bring your hands together as soon as you've
picked up the pieces and fold the real bill in half behind them and take the whole business between your right
thumb and fingers (fig. 9).
Your right hand goes into your front pants pocket, drops the pieces, and shoves the bill into the
thumbtip with your thumb (so the tip ends in place on your thumb). Bring your hand out of your pocket
without pausing and say, "I think I'd rather have a cigarette to help me get over the shock."

Borrow a cigarette and hold it between your right thumb and first finger at center, with the end of the tip
facing directly toward the audience (fig. 10). Note that the audience sees both hands completely empty.
Your left hand grasps the left end of the cigarette between thumb and fingers so you can break the
cigarette in half at center. Don't pull the halves completely apart, though, letting a tiny bit of the paper remain
untorn connecting them. Turn your left hand palm up, its half of the cigarette in line with your left first finger,
and place the right hand's half beside it, your right hand turning palm down (fig. 11). Your right thumb
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pushes the thumbtip down behind the pieces and your left thumb pulls the bill upward, folding it in half
again so it's thinner, your right first and second fingers "mess up" the broken ends of the cigarette (fig. 12).
To produce the bill simply pull it up from behind the pieces of the cigarette with your right hand. Open
the bill with your right hand only and clip it at center between your second and third fingers (fig. 13). Insert
your right thumb into the thumbtip and, as you move your hands apart, each hand takes a piece of the
cigarette tearing it completely in half (fig. 14). Drop the pieces into an ashtray and then move your thumb
beneath the bill as you return it to the spectator to end.
Note: you can, of course, have the serial number written down at the beginning so it can be read aloud at
the end.

Three Shuffle Zarrow Sequence
As most cardmen know it's difficult to do three Zarrow Shuffles and retain full deck order without
any cutting. In order to fool other magicians Derek would use this sequence during his routines. Since
the shuffle itself is used in all of the Triumph routines that follow I'll briefly describe it.
1

The deck rests on the table directly in front of you, ends to the right and left — riffle shuffle position.
Grasp the deck by its ends with both hands, thumbs at the inner corners, second fingers at the outer corners, first fingers curled lightly on top (fig. 1). Cut the lower half of the deck to the right and angle the
packets slightly so a thin V is formed between them. Begin shuffling their inner corners together by letting a block of about eight cards fall first from the left-hand portion to form a "bed" (fig. 2). At the end of
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the shuffle your left thumb holds back the top five cards (something you'll learn to do by feel, though for
now you can peek) and lets them fall last — onto some cards from the right-hand portion (fig. 3).
As you finish the shuffle your first fingers push the top few cards of each half slightly toward each
other (fig. 4). Your hands relax for a moment, loosening the grip of your fingers. Tighten your grip
again — this time really "digging in"; you'll find that the very tips of your fingers will wedge themselves
beneath the halves, raising them very slightly off the table (fig. 5). Remember that the tips of your fingers
remain on the table — only the cards are elevated.

Two things happen simultaneously. Your right hand rocks downward so your wrist moves closer to
the table; since the cards are elevated that causes their left ends (of the right-hand portion only) to rise
slightly (fig. 6). Don't lift either your hand or the packet — just rock your right wrist downward and lift
slightly with your second finger (lifting the packet's outer side a tiny bit).
At the same time both hands rotate the packets inward as in figure 7, inverting the V between them
so that its open end is toward you. That automatically unmeshes the riffled inner corners and inserts the
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outer corner of the entire right-hand portion just beneath the top five cards of the left-hand portion (fig. 8
is a schematic view).
Let's backtrack for a second. When you turn the packets you do not pause afterward, your hands immediately moving together a bit and apparently starting to square the cards (fig. 9). During this your left
finger relaxes so if s putting no pressure on top of the left-hand portion.
To simulate the binding that occurs in a real shuffle simultaneously jiggle your hands in small rightleft motions while you push the halves almost completely together. When about a third of an inch is still
unsquared your right thumb (at the inner right corner) lifts upward (fig. 10). That will provide an automatic right thumbtip break between the halves when you push them completely flush.
Immediately cut the lower half of the deck to the right. Zarrow Shuffle under the top two cards of the
left-hand portion and, as you square, obtain a thumbtip break between the halves.
Cut the upper half of the deck to the right. Begin to shuffle, letting the left-hand cards fall a bit faster
so three cards are held back by your left thumb while a small batch of cards is still falling from the righthand portion. Hold back two cards with your right thumb (fig. 11). Lower the three cards held by your
left thumb onto the deck and push them slightly to the right (fig. 12). Lower the two cards held by your
right thumb.
Separate the shuffled corners by rotating the packets as already described and begin to push the
halves together. Because you've pushed the last three cards of the left-hand portion to the right all the
cards in the right-hand portion will ride beneath them (fig. 13). This may seem confusing at first, but all
you're really doing is inserting those three cards back into their original positions in the upper half of the
deck. Square the cards and the deck is back in its original order.

QuadraConvincing Triumph
That title is a killer. While playing with various cutting sequences during a simple handling of Vernon's classic Triumph Derek worked out this four-packet display inspired by Mario's Triumph Triumph
Triumph Triumph. This is what led to Derek's development of the six-packet cutting sequence which had
also been worked out on the West Coast by Daryl Martinez several years earlier. Daryl, of course, gets
the credit — but Derek thought you might be interested in this simpler handling. In Deluxe Anytime Color Triumphant Derek applies the six-packet cutting sequence to a color-changing deck routine, doubly increasing its mileage (i.e., not only does it convince the audience that the deck is mixed hopelessly face up
and face down, but also that the deck is blue backed!).
Have a card freely selected, remembered, and returned to the deck. Control it to the top. Table the
deck face down in riffle shuffle position. Cut the lower half of the deck to the right and flip it face up.
Each hand ribbon spreads its half to show half the cards face up and half face down. Square the spreads
and Zarrow Shuffle the face-up right-hand portion beneath the top card of the left-hand portion (in other
words, beneath the selection). You have a choice as you square the halves — either hold a right thumbtip
break between them, or depend on the natural break where the halves are backed at center.
Either way, if you're not already holding the break between the halves pick it up again. Your right
thumbtip lets one face-up card riffle downward from the upper portion onto the lower portion. Cut the
upper half of the deck (all the cards above the just-riffled face-up card) to the right. Zarrow Shuffle the
right-hand portion beneath the top card of the left-hand portion and square the deck.
Your right hand grasps the deck and thumb riffles up about two-thirds of the face-down lower half
(fig. 1). Move all the cards above that diagonally outward and to the right (fig. 2). Riffle upward again until you're in the center of the face-up portion — then step all the cards above that forward (fig. 3). Lift the
single face-up card on top and slide that diagonally outward to complete the display (fig. 4).
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Square the deck simply by pushing the packets back in place. Grasp the ends of the deck as if you're
going to shuffle again — actually the same position for a Tabled Slip Cut. Your right thumb and fingers
grasp the right ends of all the cards beneath the natural break while your left thumb and fingers grasp
the left ends of all the cards above it. Your right first fingertip presses downward on the top card (fig. 5).
Move your right hand diagonally forward and to the right taking both the lower half and the top card
(fig. 6). Your right hand takes the portion held by your left hand and places it on top of the just-cut cards.
1

Move the deck back in front of you and cut at the natural break, pulling the lower half to the left.
Flip the left-hand cards face up. Start a regular riffle shuffle, letting the right-hand cards fall much faster
so the face-down card on top of them goes into the center of the left-hand portion. Legitimately square
the cards, snap your fingers, and give the deck a face-up ribbon spread. All the cards will be face up with
the exception of one in the center. Once the selection has been named by the spectator let him withdraw
the card from the spread and turn it face up.

Little Miracle
Again, a single card Triumph — though here the card's back changes color at the end. There are two
handlings; one appeared in the DD issue of Genii in 1975, the other in Lecture Notes No. 3.

Handling One
This version uses one setup deck and a Mario Hung Card Gimmick. Set up a red-backed deck in
value order so that it runs, from face to rear, Aces, Two, Threes, etc., all the way through the Kings at
the top. Have this deck in your lap, face up.
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Make the Hung Card Gimmick by wrapping some masking tape sticky-side out around one end of a
paper clip and press that onto the table edge with the open end of the clip toward the left (fig. 1). A bluebacked deck lies on the table.

2

To perform, allow the spectators to shuffle the blue deck. Your right hand takes the deck and does a
wide face-up ribbon spread near the table edge. Ask the spectator to think of any card and name it. Relax
and lean back, letting your left hand drop into your lap. Once he's named a card run your right hand
from right to left, looking for the named card. At the same time your left thumb pushes off cards until
you can find and pull out the red-backed duplicate of the named card (assume it's the Two of Clubs).
With as little motion as possible your left hand bends upward at the wrist and inserts the card into the
clip (fig. 2).

At the same time your right hand should be locating the spectator's selection in the deck and outjogging it a bit. Push the card back in the deck and turn the cards face down, gathering them. Let the spectator shuffle the deck once and then have it returned to you. Place it directly in front of you, face down, in
riffle shuffle position so the inner long side is even with the table edge. The deck should, of course, be
directly above the hung card.
Cut the upper half of the deck to the right, turn it face up, and Zarrow Shuffle under the top card of
the left-hand portion, keeping a thumbtip break between the halves as you square afterward. Cut the upper half of the deck to the right and flip it over. Begin a normal shuffle, allowing the bottom reversed
card of the right-hand half to fall first and then shuffling normally. Don't square the deck at the end of
the shuffle, though — lower your left thumb onto the hung card (fig. 3). Note that the left-hand portion
of the deck is a bit to the left of the hung card. As your right thumb tilts the inner side of the deck upward (so it levers to a vertical position resting on its outer end with the top toward the audience) your left
thumb pulls the hung card to the left, out of the gimmick, and upward, onto the bottom of the left-hand
portion (fig. 4).
Push the halves together and let the deck fall back to the table in shuffle position. Cut the upper half
of the deck to the right. Begin a regular shuffle, allowing the two bottom cards of the left-hand portion to
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fall first, then a small block from the right-hand portion, then shuffle normally. Now, do Vernon's Riffle
Shuffle Reverse — like this. Curl your left third finger beneath the left end of the left-hand portion and
tilt the still telescoped deck onto its outer end with your right thumb (fig. 5). The inner sides of the two
bottom cards of the left-hand portion, which remain resting on your left third finger, will be slightly elevated. Move your left thumb onto their inner sides and push downward causing their outer sides to pop
upward (fig. 6). Your left thumb pushes them forward so they move flush beneath the deck as you
square it. Let the deck fall back onto the table in shuffle position.
Cut the deck and do a wide face-down ribbon spread to reveal that all the cards are face-down except the
selection. Say that the Two of Clubs was easy to find because it was the only card with a red back —
and let the spectator remove the face-up Two and turn it over to end.

Handling Two
This version uses two setup decks, but no Hung Card Gimmick (though it can be done with one —
see In Addition). The red deck is set the same way as in the first handling in your lap. The blue deck is set the
same way and rests on the table, squared and face down.
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To perform ribbon spread the face-down blue deck near the table edge with your right hand. Say,
"You know that I can find any card in this deck merely by looking at the backs - because they're marked!" Ask a

spectator to name any card that comes to mind. While he's thinking and you're pattering allow your left
hand to drop into your lap. Start running your right hand back and forth over the face-down spread as if
looking for the "marks" on the back to find his card. At the same time your left thumb pushes off cards
in the red deck until you locate the duplicate of the named card. Hold onto that card and drop the rest of
the deck in the center of your lap. Your left hand sets the lower narrow end of that card on your left
knee, which is raised high enough so that the upper end rests against the table edge (fig. 7).
Square the cards on the table and turn the deck to riffle shuffle position. Your left thumb riffles up the
inner side until you spot the named card, whose approximate location should be obvious because qf the
setup. Cut the deck so that the selection is on top. Cut the upper half of the deck to the left and flip the
right-hand portion face up. Zarrow Shuffle under the top card of the left-hand portion keeping a thumbtip
break between the halves as you square. Cut the upper half of the deck to the right and flip the left-hand
portion face up. Shuffle normally making sure that the face-down card on top of the right-hand portion is
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buried in the left-hand portion. Square the cards and cut the deck to centralize the selection.
Table the face-down deck to your right, about a foot from the table edge. Your left hand reaches
across in front of you and lightly grasps the upper half of the deck, all the cards above the face-up selection, in Biddle Grip and lifts them revealing their card (this is easy because of the natural break). Take the
card with your right hand so your left hand can replace the upper half of the deck.
Your right hand holds the selection face-toward audience by what would normally be its inner right
corner. Say, "I told you it would be easy to find your card - it was the only face up card in the deck." At the same time

your left hand reaches back across the deck. As your left hand crosses in front of your body your right hand
drops to the table edge (fig. 8). Without pausing your right fingers open — the card they hold will fall into
your lap so you can grasp the card on your knee (fig. 9). As your left hand actually ribbon spreads the deck to
the left your right hand moves upward with the switched-in card (fig. 10). Say, "The markings are particularly
large on this card - in fact it's the only one with a red back."

In Addition: The last switch must be done smoothly — if you hang up and fumble you'll get caught.
It's similar to The Slydini Card Switch, though Derek's is a one-handed method that has much more cover because of the left-arm "shade" than Tony's handling.
You can, if you like, use the Hung Card Gimmick here, too, but you must insert the center of the
right long side of the vertical card into the clip instead of the end. That way it'll be in proper position for
the switch.
Mario published some techniques related to the one-hand switch in Tops, Vol.14, Aug.-Sep. 1974.

Mental Triumph
Based on an old mathematical principle, this (which originally appeared in Part One of the DD issue
of Epilogue) could stand as a classic example of how to commercialize something deadly boring into something supremely entertaining, and also absolutely baffling — to magicians as well as laymen.
To perform, spread a shuffled deck face up between your hands and casually note the twenty-sixth
card from the face (say it's the Ten of Clubs). Just do that while the spectators are buzzing about your last
trick. Square the deck afterward, turn it face down, and do a false shuffle that will retain the order of the
entire deck (Three Shuffle Zarrow Sequence, for example).
Turn the deck face up and spread it between your hands. Separate the cards above the Ten of Clubs
and hand each half to a different spectator. The whole point behind all this handling is so that no one
will suspect that you've given a specific number of cards to each person. (This subtle handling was

Ask one spectator to move his packet beneath the table and remove any number of cards up to ten — and
remember the number of cards removed. Have the remainder of his packet returned to you — hold it in
left-hand dealing position. Ask him to remember the card that's the same number down from the top as the
amount of cards he's removed. Deal eleven cards into your right hand, one at a time, without reversing their
order^so each card goes beneath the preceding one). You must raise your right hand as you take each card so the
spectator can see the face. You also count aloud. As you display the face of the eleventh card your left thumb
pushes the twelfth card a bit to the right. When your right hand moves over the left-hand cards to replace the
packet your right third finger hits the inner right corner of the pushed-over card, crimping it downward (fig.
1). Drop the small packet on top of it. Square everything and place it on the table in front of you.
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Repeat exactly the same thing with the second spectator and his portion of the deck. Afterward place
the packet you hold onto the first spectator's packet, already on the table, in jogging the bottom cards of
the upper packet slightly. Have the spectators bring out their small packets of counted cards and combine
them, leaving the pile they form on the table.
Your right hand lifts the deck, your thumb lifting the injogged cards and obtaining a thumbtip break
beneath them. Transfer that break to your left pinky as you place the deck into dealing position. Your right
hand cuts off a packet from the deck — all the cards up to and including the first crimped card — and drops it
onto the packets the spectators have just combined. Next, cut all the cards up to the pinky break and drop
those onto the tabled cards. Cut another packet up to and including the second crimped card and drop that
onto the tabled deck. Finally drop the remaining cards in your left hand on top of all.
Pick up the deck, cut at the uppermost crimp (including that card), and do either an In or Out
Faro — it doesn't matter which. After you square the cards the two selections will be twenty-seventh and
twenty-eighth from the top of the deck!
Cut the deck at twenty-six twenty-six and do a Faro Check to make sure you're correct. Table what
was the upper portion of the deck on the right (turn it face up) and the lower portion on the left in shuffle position. Zarrow Shuffle under the top two cards of the left-hand portion and hold a thumbtip break
as you square between the halves. Cut the upper half of the deck to the right and flip over the left-hand
portion of the deck. Do a normal shuffle, losing the two face-down cards on top of the right-hand portion
into the left-hand portion (you can separate or leave them together as you wish). Cut the deck and flip it
face down. Do a face-up ribbon spread to end showing the two selections face up in the face-down deck.

Four Poker Triumph
The mathematical mechanics of Daley's Blindfold Poker Deal are here utilized in a Triumph context.
Take a shuffled deck and deal out four face-up five-card hands. Ask each of four spectators to select a
card in each hand and tell you what it is. Let's assume the layout looks similar to figure 1, and the selections are in the fourth position from the face in the first hand (farthest to the left), third from the face of
the second hand, fourth from the face of the third hand, and second from the face of the fourth hand.
You must secretly count and remember the number of cards between the selections and, in the first packet, the amount of cards above the first selection. The numbers in this case are one, five, three, and six.
The Daley shuffle sequence upon which this is based has never appeared in print, though Mario had
a similar sequence called Combination Cull and Stack in Riffle Shuffle Systems (1959).
Collect the hands from right to left, dropping them one on top of the other without disturbing the
order of the cards. Take the combined packet and drop it face down on top of the remainder of the deck.
Cut the upper half of the deck to the left, flip the right-hand portion face-up, and Zarrow Shuffle beneath the top card of the left-hand portion (your first number was one), holding a thumbtip break between the halves as you square. Your thumb lifts one card from the top of the lower half so that it joins
the bottom of the upper half.
Cut the top half of the deck to the right and Zarrow Shuffle beneath the top five cards of the lefthand portion (five was your second number). Again, keep a break as you square and transfer a card from
the top of the lower half to the bottom of the upper half.
Cut the top half of the deck to the right and Zarrow Shuffle beneath the top three cards of the lefthand portion since your third number was three. Maintain a break between the halves as you square and
transfer one card upward as before, to the bottom of the upper half (these are the selections, by the way).
Cut the top half of the deck to the right and Zarrow Shuffle beneath the top six cards of the left-hand
portion, maintaining a break as you square afterward. This time, drop three cards from the bottom of the
upper half to the top of the lower half — all four selections are now on top of the lower half of the deck.
Do a straight cut to the break so the selections are now face down on top of the deck, followed by
half the declc face down and half face up.

Split the deck at the natural break, cutting the upper half to the left (the right-hand portion will be
the face-up cards). Zarrow Shuffle beneath the top four cards of the left-hand portion and maintain a
break between the halves as you square. Again, cut the upper half of the deck to the left. Turn the righthand portion face up and do a normal shuffle to lose the face-down selections into the face-up deck.
Shuffle once more if you like and cut the deck. Flip it face down and do a wide ribbon spread to reveal
the four face-up selections.

Progressive Triumph
Plot by Fulves, routine by Dingle; this originally appeared in Epilogue. A version where the backs of
the selections change color, called Royal Triumph, follows. The only preparation is to secretly cull the
four Kings to the top of the deck in any order. Place the face-down deck in front of you on the table in riffle shuffle position.
Undercut the lower half of the deck to the right and begin a normal shuffle, your left thumb holding
back the Kings so they fall last (they must fall onto the top of the right-hand portion). As you square the
deck utilize the step beneath the Kings to obtain a left thumb break beneath them. Your right hand cuts
half the cards below the break to the top of the deck. Uppercut the upper half of the deck (that's all the
cards above the break) to the right and shuffle, letting the four bottom cards of the right-hand half fall
first. Square the deck.

1

Do a wide face-down ribbon spread and have four cards selected. Once they've been removed square
the deck and place it into riffle shuffle position in front of you. Have the selections replaced on top of the
deck and control the Kings to above them utilizing a Vernon technique. Cut the upper half of the deck to
the right. Begin a normal shuffle, your left thumb letting the four Kings fall first, then some cards from
the right-hand portion, then shuffling normally. The four selections on top of the right-hand portion
must fall last. Square the deck until three-quarters of an inch of each half remain telescoped. Then, as if
squaring the deck, bevel the ends of the upper cards toward the center (fig. 1). While the deck is in this
condition your right hand undercuts the bottom half to the top. You'll find it very easy, by sliding your
right thumb to the extreme inner right corner of the bottom of the portion you've just cut to the top, to
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allow the four Kings to fall onto the selections. Cut all the cards above the Kings to the right. Shuffle the
cards together legitimately, allowing the top eight cards of the left-hand half to fall last. The Kings are
now on top with the four selections directly beneath.
Read the next Zarrow Shuffle sequence carefully because it's used several times in both this and the
following routine. Cut the lower half of the deck to the right and flip it face up. Zarrow under the top
face-down card of the left-hand portion and hold a break between the halves as you square. Cut the upper half of the deck (all cards above the break) to the right and flip the left-hand portion face up. Let at
least seven cards fall from the bottom of the left-hand portion before you begin a regular shuffle, and
make sure the face-down card on top of the right-hand portion is buried beneath at least six face-up cards
from the left-hand portion. Square the deck and turn it face down.
Do a wide ribbon spread to reveal a King and say, "Anybody pick a King? Oh, no one's picked a King - I'll try
again." Square the deck and repeat the exact same Zarrow Shuffle sequence again to reverse a second King.
Turn the deck face down and do a wide ribbon spread again to reveal two Kings now face up in the deck as
you say, "You're sure nobody's picked a King?" Square the deck.

You're going to have to Zarrow under seven cards in a moment, and Derek counts the cards in two
steps to save time. The deck is face-down, squared, in riffle shuffle position. Lower your left hand onto it
as if you were going to cut to begin a shuffle, but pick up a small batch of cards with your thumbtip. By
keeping your fingers flatly on top of the deck the lifted batch will spread and you'll be able to sight count
them — usually you'll pick up three or four cards (fig. 2). Lef s say there are four. Hold a break beneath
those four cards with your left thumbtip while your right hand cuts the lower half of the deck to the right
and flips it face up. Now, as you begin the shuffle (a Zarrow), your left thumb simply holds back three
cards beneath the four already separated, so you can Zarrow under seven cards. If your left thumb picked up three cards initially then you would hold back four more during the shuffle — or whatever amount
totals seven.
Okay, so as you Zarrow under the top seven cards of the left-hand portion hold a break between the
halves. Cut the lower portion of the deck to the right and flip it face up. Zarrow in under the top two
face-down cards of the left-hand portion and hold a break between the halves. Your right thumb picks up
five face-down cards from the top of the portion just beneath the break, adding them to the bottom of the
upper half.
Cut the upper half of the deck to the right. Begin a normal shuffle, letting one card fall first from the
left-hand portion, then at least five cards from the right-hand portion, then shuffling normally. Make
sure the two face-down cards on top of the right-hand portion get buried somewhere in the face-up lefthand portion. Square the deck and flip it face down.
Do a wide ribbon spread to show four face-up Kings being careful not to spread the top seven cards of
the deck. Square the deck as you look at the audience, slightly puzzled and disappointed, saying, "Are
you sure not one person chose a King?" Pick up the deck and hold it in face-down left-hand dealing position.
Obtain a break beneath the top six cards and then injog them slightly as a unit. (If you can't locate the
natural break you can thumb count.) Begin to spread the deck between your hands, pushing the top portion over as a block so it isn't disturbed, and outjog the Kings as you come to them.
Square the deck without disturbing either the outjogged Kings or the injogged six-card block on top.
Obtain a left pinky break beneath the top six cards by pushing the injogged block flush with your right
thumb, pulling lightly upward in the process. Your palm-down right hand reaches around the outjogged
Kings and strips them out of the deck by pivoting them around your left second finger. Immediately do
the Mike Skinner Block Pushoff Technique already taught in Delightfully Deceptive, turning over an
eleven-card block. Thumb off the top four cards without pausing, taking them in a small fan with your
right hand. Ask the spectators to name their selections, and then turn over the cards in your right hand
to reveal them.
In Addition: You're left with an indifferent card reversed second from the top — you can clean up
with KM. This description contains a number of new handling details so go over it carefully.
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Royal Triumph
As I've already said, this routine is basically the same as the preceding one, though with a colorchange climax. Most of the handling is similar so I'll describe it briefly. This routine was the second in the
Innovations series, though this handling was described briefly on the back. The simpler handling, which
comprised most of the original pamphlet, is not the way Derek actually uses the routine — so it won't be
taught.
There is a fourteen-card setup that you'll have to prepare in advance. Let's assume you're using a
blue deck. If s set, from the top down, in this order: four face-down blue Kings, face-down blue indifferent card, face-wp blue indifferent card, face-up red-backed Jack of Clubs, face-up red-backed Eight of
Spades, face-up red-backed Three of Hearts, face-up red-backed Seven of Clubs, face-up blue Jack, Eight,
Three, and Seven of the same suits, rest of deck face down.
Begin with the Christ Force by holding the face-down deck in Biddle Grip in your right hand and
dribbling the cards into your left hand until you're asked to stop. At that point say, "I'll turn these cards
face up to mark where you stopped me." Simply flip all the cards remaining in your right hand face up onto
the cards already dribbled into your left hand.
Begin to spread through the face-up cards until you come to a back. Your right hand removes all the
face-up cards and squares them against the table. Flip those cards face down and place them to your
right, angled slightly to the left.
Thumb off the top face-down card and show it to Spectator No. 1 — farthest to the left. Turn it face
down and table it in front of him. Thumb off the next card and show it to Spectator No. 2 — turn it face
down and table it just to the right of Spectator No. l's card. Repeat with Spectator No. 3 and his card. Before you thumb off Spectator No. 4's card you must tilt the top of the halfdeck toward you so you don't
expose the red-backed card beneath it. Show the fourth spectator his card and table it to the right of the
others. The tabled cards are, from left to right; Seven, Three, Eight, Jack.
Turn your left hand palm down and grasp the halfdeck that's been lying on the table beneath the
cards you already hold, reassembling the deck. Turn your left hand palm up. Cut to the lowermost natural break (that's beneath the four face-up blue Kings) and flip all the cards above that break face down.
Insert the four selections into four different parts of the deck, being careful not to insert any into the
setup near top. Push them flush very cleanly and table the deck in face-down riffle shuffle position in
front of you.
Do the Zarrow Shuffle sequence taught in Progressive Triumph twice, each time causing a King to
turn face up, asking, "Did anyone take a King?" You cause the third and fourth Kings to turn face up
together by repeating the exact same Zarrow Sequence again, but Zarrowing under two cards instead of
one on the initial shuffle. Make sure you separate those two face-down cards which are on top of the
right-hand portion as you shuffle them into the face-up left-hand portion.
Ribbon spread the deck to reveal all four Kings face up. Continue as in Progressive Triumph, squaring the deck, injogging the top six-card block, and outjogging the Kings. Do the strip out, pivoting the
cards around your second ringer and go immediately into Skinner's Block Pushoff Technique. Red backs
will show when the supposed Kings turn face down. As you do that say, "The reason the Kings keep popping up is because I was fiddling with two decks the other day and must've gotten everything mixed up. As you can
see, though, the Kings are really easy to find because of their red backs."

Deal the four red-backed cards in a face-down row from left to right — each in front of the four spectators. Continue, "Oh, I did promise to find your cards. Take a look at the Kings." Allow the spectators to turn
over their cards to find their selections — in proper order.
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Rollover Aces
A lot of material still circulates only within the inner circle of card and coin men — you'll never see
or hear about it because no one who is familiar with these items will even mention that they exist. The
Rollover Aces was such an item. There were rumors about, lots of gossip, and eventually Derek showed
it to some people who showed it to others and soon what had been whispered about became common
knowledge. Eventually Fulves published it in the back of a riffle shuffle manuscript and soon after Derek
performed it on Tom Snyder's Tomorrow Show. It seems to have the magicians' only reputation, but anyone who's performed it for laymen will realize how powerful it is. It's the type of visual picture which
locks into a layman's memory — and they'll ask you to repeat it at a later date. The handling is Derek's,
though the Rollout Shuffle is a Ron Ferris idea.
Set up your deck like this (from the top of the face-down deck down, all cards face down): A third of
the deck, a card crimped upward at its inner left corner, Ten through Ace of Spades, Ten through Ace of
Clubs, Ten through Ace of Hearts, Ten through Ace of Diamonds, remaining third of the deck. Each of
the flushes should be set in Ten, Jack, Queen, King, Ace order from the top down.
To perform spring the face-up deck from hand to hand once. Hold the deck with the faces toward
you and the backs toward the audience and spread through it. Toss the Aces onto the table as you come
to them and square the deck afterward. Snap the face-up deck into a pressure fan with the faces toward
you. Insert each Ace in front of the King that matches its suit — the lower left portion of each Ace will
cover all the other cards in each flush from view and the Aces are left protruding. After all four have been
inserted you can lower your left hand (fig. 1). The flushes are hidden and it's obvious that the Aces are
really in different places. Square the deck, push the Aces flush, and turn it face down.

Table the face-down deck in front of you so that the crimp is at the inner right corner. Your right
hand cuts all the cards above and including the crimped card to the right and flips them face up. Spread
and square each half to show that one is face up and the other is face down. Begin a Zarrow Shuffle,
watching the indices of the left hand's cards — snuffle under the Ace of Clubs and hold a break between
the halves.
Cut the upper half of the deck to the right. Turn the left-hand portion face up. Do a legitimate shuffle, letting at least ten cards fall from the bottom of the left-hand portion first and ten cards from the top
of the right-hand portion last.
Lower your left hand onto the deck in shuffle grip and, with the pad of your left thumbtip, lift the
inner sides of the top five cards — you should see the Ace of Spades. With a bit of practice you'll be able
to just lift five without thinking. Your right hand slips the center half of the deck to the right — the Ace
of Spades and the flush above it must remain on top of the left-hand portion (fig. 2 shows the slip cut just
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before the halves have separated completely). Once the halves have cleared each other each hand flips its
half over.
Zarrow Shuffle under the Ace of Hearts (the fifth card from the top of the left-hand portion) and
hold a break between the halves as you square.
Cut the upper half of the deck to the right in preparation for the Rollover Shuffle. To begin the shuffle, your left thumb lets the bottom five reversed cards (Spade Flush) drop to the table — easy due to the
natural break. Your right thumb immediately lets the Club Flush fall onto that (fig. 3). Begin a normal
shuffle by letting the left-hand portion start first. Your left thumb holds back about eight cards on top
while your right thumb holds back five cards. Let the three extra (or however many more than five) cards
your left thumb has held back beneath the Diamond Flush drop onto the shuffled deck, then let the
Heart Flush (held by your right thumb) drop, and finally let the Diamond Flush fall onto that (fig. 4).
Begin to push the halves together, stopping when about an inch still remains telescoped. Slide the deck
about a foot away from you and hold it lightly by the ends with both hands. Your right hand lightly lifts at its
end and turns the deck over toward you (fig. 5). The Spade Flush, which was loose on the bottom of the
left-hand portion, is left on the table. Your right hand rolls the deck over toward you again — this time the
Diamond Flush will drop off.
Slide the deck about an inch to the left so the next two flushes will be in line with the two that have already
dropped off. Now, your left hand rolls the deck over toward you, leaving the Club Flush on the table. Your
left hand rolls the deck over again, leaving the Heart Flush directly in front of you. Pick up the remainder of
the deck, square it, and flip it face down. Do a wide ribbon spread to show that you've "righted" all the cards
and end by saying. "You know what beats four Aces in a poker game? A Royal Flush - and I've got four of them!"

Cleanly spread each packet to show a complete flush in order.
In Addition: One of the favorite pastimes of cardmen seems to be inventing ways of doing this routine
with less than four shuffles. Since Derek originated the routine you can be sure he thought of doing it
with fewer shuffles long before anyone else even heard of the thing at all. But he decided that doing it
with one, two, or even three shuffles is just not as convincing. A three-shuffle method involves doing a
simultaneous top and bottom block transfer — a very tricky and difficult maneuver. One and two-shuffle
methods require either starting with reversed cards or reversing them in some incongruous way. Besides,
it takes Derek less than a minute to actually do all four shuffles — so what's the problem? One of the
most astonishing things about the routine is that you have retained control over the entire deck with so
many apparently fair shuffles — that's part of the mystery!
i
^

Slip Force Handling
The Slip Force is an ancient move, and it has been deservedly improved by various subtle handlings
through the years. Mario published an Art Altman handling, Vernon has a similar handling, and Harry
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Lorayne has also published a similar handling. All of these feature a much improved right-hand take of
the upper packet, though all of them also require the top slipped card to snap onto the lower packet. Derek has slightly altered those handlings, retaining the nice aspects of the right-hand's take, yet eliminating the snap of the force card by going back to the original idea behind the move (which is a slip action).
The card you want to force, say the Four of Clubs, is on top of a face-down deck, which is in lefthand dealing position. Your left thumb riffles down the outer left corner of the cards until the spectator
says, "Stop."

Your left thumb slides into the break and flips all the cards above it face up (fig. 1). Your left thumb
holds the face-up upper half of the deck in place as your right hand gestures as you patter,

"You could

have stopped me anywhere . . . . "
Turn your right hand palm up and grasp the inner right corner of the face-up half, thumb above, fingers beneath (fig. 2). Turn your left hand palm down, your left fingertips maintaining a light upward
pressure against the back of the face-up packet's left long side (fig. 3). Move your left hand diagonally
outward and to the left, your left fingers secretly slipping the rear card of the face-up cards beneath their
packet (fig. 4). Turn your left hand palm up once the hands have separated completely and tap the outer
left corner of the face-up cards on the back of the left-hand cards, saying, " . . . but you stopped me at the
card next to the (name the indifferent card on the face of the right hand's packet)" (fig. 5). The face-down card on
top is, of course, the Four of Clubs.
In Addition: In going back to the slipping action of the original Slip Force Derek developed what is
essentially a variant form of KM (which is probably where KM originated!)

The Sympathetic Cards
Less than a hundred sets of the cards necessary for this routine, based on an effect of Nate Leipzig's,
were made and sold by Derek in the mid seventies. It is designed for anything from a parlor to stage
performance — thus you won't have to switch in either of the setup decks.
You need twelve double-faced cards (all are of the same suit on both sides). They are an Ace/Six,
Two/Five, Three/Eight, Four/Nine, Five/Jack, Six/Queen, Eight/Ace, Nine/Four, Ten/Two, Jack/Ten,
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Queen/Joker, and a Joker/Three. It doesn't matter what their suit is, as long as they're all the same.
You also need two regular decks — one red, one blue. Spread through the red deck and remove the
entire thirteen-card suit which matches the gimmicked cards. Place all but the King and Seven aside. Insert all the double facers, and the regular King and Seven, back into the red deck in a mixed order. Make
sure that the double-faced cards go into the deck so the numerically consecutive side is facing the same
way as the rest of the faces (i.e., even though you're placing them into the deck out of that numerical
order, the sides of the cards that fit into order as described above must face the same way as the other
cards). Place the red deck into its case.
To set up the blue deck spread through it and remove all thirteen cards of the same suit as the gimmicked set. Set them in this order on top of the blue deck, from the top down: Ten, Two, Four, Ace,
Seven, Queen, Jack, Nine, Eight, Five, Six, Three, King, and rest of deck. Place the blue deck into its
case.

You also need two glasses — each just large enough to hold a packet of about thirteen cards in an
upright position. When you're going to perform place those on the table with one of the decks in front of
each (fig. 1). To perform, ask a spectator to name either the red or blue deck. You will work with
whichever one he names first, and then go through the necessary bit with the other deck. I'll describe
what to do with the blue deck first because it's the simpler of the two. If he should choose the red deck
first simply follow those instructions and then work with the blue deck. The handling for each deck is the
same no matter what order it's done in.

The Blue Deck
Remove the deck from the case and give it two in-the-hands, in-the-air, riffle shuffles (fair ones!).
Make sure that you cut off a slightly larger top half each time. All you're doing is distributing the setup
suit throughout the deck without actually changing the order that it's in. Afterward have the spectator
step up and hand the deck to him. Tell him to turn it face up and spread through the cards, removing every card in the setup suit as he comes to it and placing them onto your palm-up left hand. Once he's
done that the packet of thirteen cards on your left palm should run, from face to rear: Ten, Two, Four,
Ace, Seven, Queen, Jack, Nine, Eight, Five, Six, Three, and King.
Grasp the face-up packet between your right thumb (above) and fingers (beneath) and spread it into
a sloppy fan. Ask the spectator to name any number from one to ten. You must eventually get to the
Seven and turn it face down in the fan. Obviously you must work differently according to whatever number he names: "One" - turn the card just to the left of the Ace, the Seven, face down and insert it back
into the same position in the fan; "Two" - count two cards to the left of the Two and reverse the next card (the
Seven); "Three" - spell t-h-r-e-e- from the face of the packet, stopping on the Seven, which you reverse;
"Four" - either count or spell from the face of the fan and reverse the next card; "Five" - count five from the
face of the fan and turn over the Seven; "Six" - count six cards to the right of the Six and turn over the Seven;
"Seven" - turn it over; "Eight" - spell e-i-g-h-t from the face and turn over the seven; "Nine" - spell n-i-n-e
from the Nine to the right, stopping on the Seven and turning it over; "Ten" - square the fan and begin
counting cards off the packet's bottom into your left hand. Double count one card (see The Derek Dingle
Fabulous Jumping Card Trick) — you'll stop on the Seven. Flip it face down and drop the rest of the packet
onto it.
Place the blue-backed packet into one of the glasses with the face of the Ten toward the audience.
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The Red Deck
Remove the deck from its case and spread through it, tossing out all the cards of the gimmicked suit
onto the table, plus the Joker. Place the rest of the deck aside. Arrange the thirteen cards of the suit into
numerical order running from Ace at the face to King at the rear. Drop the Joker onto the Ace. As you do
that say, ''The cards in the glass from the blue deck are in a mixed random order - I'll arrange these in numerical

order/'
Grasp the squared packet in face-up left-hand dealing position and face left so the right side of your
body is toward the audience. Hold your left hand comfortably away from you so the packet's face is toward the audience. Move your left thumb onto the packet's inner side and your left pinky beneath it to
hold it up (fig. 2). Say, "Remember, this packet runs from the Ace at the face . . . ," as your right hand reaches
up and lightly grasps the upper end of the Joker between thumb and first finger (fig. 3). Raise your left
hand and simultaneously lower your right hand — each moves about six inches (fig. 4 is the audience
view).
As you finish the sentence, ". . . to King at the back/' both hands move together so you can replace
the Joker on the packet's face. Don't really stop moving — instead, pick off all the cards behind the Joker
except the King with your right thumb and first finger. Move both hands apart as before, raising your left
and lowering your right. All attention will be on the King as you name it, providing perfect misdirection.
Your right thumb curls around the back of the packet and presses it against your curling fingers, flipping
it around so what was the back is now facing directly toward you (fig. 5). Without pausing raise your
right hand and lower your left hand, at the same time completing the turn of the packet so the side on
which your right thumb rests faces outward — toward the spectators. Done smoothly it's impossible to
see.

Insert that packet into the empty glass with the Joker toward the audience. Snap your fingers and remove the Joker, placing it aside — a Ten will show on the faces of both packets. Each hand now draws
the cards off the packets' faces slowly and in unison to show that the orders of both match. Lay each card
behind its respective glass. Both Sevens, of course, will be reversed — so turn them around before continuing. When you end by showing the Kings make sure to flash both sides.
In Addition: Two more points. When the spectator goes through the blue deck and deals the suit
cards onto your palm make sure, if he comes to two of them together, that he doesn't just hand them to
you because he won't be reversing their order. If he does that simply reverse their order yourself as you
patter and gesture.
Also, handle both packets that are removed from the decks in (superfically, at least) the same way.
So, when you're displaying the apparent random order of the blue packet, turn to the left and simulate
the same actions which you will use (or have already used) for the red packet.
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One-Hand Fan Force
Technique and Outs
First, let me explain that the way Derek does this it is not a Force! It's a free selection which you locate while setting up some outs, though Derek hits this ninety-percent of the time. This is one of the
things he performed for Barbara Walters on TV.
Follow the obvious directions in the patter. "Would you please take the cards and shuffle them. Give them a
very good shuffle - that's fantastic. Would you think I could know the order of those cards at the moment? You realize that that's impossible because I haven't looked at the cards and I have no idea what the order is." Take the deck

and make a wide face-down pressure fan in your left hand, which you hold directly in front of you, between you and the spectator.

Continue, "I could ask you to take a card, but if I ask you to take a card you could say I have markings on the
backs of the cards. So instead of that, and remember I've not looked at the cards, I don't know the order, I'm going to
ask you to take a look at that fan of cards and think of one card you can see in the deck." Raise your left hand so

the face of the fan is directly toward the spectator and watch his eyes - you can spot the general area he
looks at. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show how obvious it is to you where he's looking. Assume for teaching's
sake that he looks at the same area as figure 3, just right of center.
Okay — the fan stays up for just a second. As soon as you see his eyes stop moving and focus on a spot
lower the fan — you don't want to give him time to change his mind. Continue, "Are you thinking of one? Now
how could I possibly read your mind of a card you're just thinking of. Actually, though, I did cheat - see I use marked
cards. Only they're not marked on this side . . . . " As you say the beginning of that last sentence lower your right

hand near the fan as in figure 4, trying to place your pinky as close to the spot you think they looked as
possible (in this case, just right of center).
Continue the sentence, " . . . they're marked on this side . . . ," as you turn your left hand over to show
the faces to the audience (fig. 5). You have only a second to glance downward at the fan, looking at the
cards directly in front of your right pinky — where you think he originally looked. This is the hard part
to explain: don't stare at the cards, or try to pick out the values of all the cards in that area. Just quickly
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glance at them (exactly like the spectator did) and then turn the fan face down, closing it. The cards
swing into dealing position in your left hand. If you glance quickly at the cards, just looking at them for a
second, one or two (or maybe three) will hit you — they will stand out. Since you're looking at the fan in
roughly the same way as the spectator (and hopefully in the same area) the same cards that were obvious
to him at a glance will be obvious to you!
As the fan closes continue, ". . . that's so I can tell one from the other. That's the King of Diamonds, that's
the Six of Spades - that makes things a lot easier." Complete the gag by simply spreading the face cards and

naming them (I've just used the King and Six as examples — obviously you should name the cards you
actually see).

"Anyway, you are thinking of a card. I shuffled the deck, didn't look at it. Concentrate on that one card. If I
could read your mind this would definitely be a miracle." As you patter raise your left hand so the faces of the

cards are toward you, backs toward audience. Spread through the cards until you come to the group you
spotted in the fan. You should remember the two cards which stood out most. Place the one you think he
really saw, the one that stood out more than any other, on the table face down (say it's the Two of
Hearts).
"Did you think of the . . , no, you obviously didn't. Did you think of the Four of Clubs?" Here you name the

second card you saw — in other words the card that was just a tiny bit less conspicuous than the Two of
Hearts.
Now you must work according to what he says. If he says yes when you ask about the Four of Clubs
simply pick up the face-down card that's on the table, stick it back in the deck, and smile. He'll assume
that the card on the table was the Four.
If he says no when you ask about the Four of Clubs say, "What were you thinking of?" If he says Two
of Hearts, say, "I just missed it - it's impossible." Sit back and say, "Turn over the Four of Clubs." (In other

words repeat the name of the card you didn't put down.) He'll turn over the Two of Hearts, his card, and
credit you with miraculously switching his card with the Four of Clubs.
Here's the last possibility — the card he names after you ask him if he thought of the Four of Clubs
is neither the Four nor the Two of Hearts. It doesn't matter, you're still set to finish the effect. Let's backtrack for a moment. During all of this you've got the deck spread between your hands with the faces toward you and the backs toward the audience. You should have about ten to fifteen cards spread so you
can see all the cards in the area in which you think he looked. As soon as he names some other card, say
the Jack of Clubs, you know it's neither of the ones you saw, so look for it in the spread. It should be
among the ten to fifteen cards you can see (if it isn't then go back and practice spotting the area where he
looks some more). Move your left second and third fingers onto the back of the Jack of Clubs and, as you
lower the spread so the faces of the cards are visible to the audience, do the Hofzinser Spread Cull (taught in
The Universal Card), slipping it beneath the spread. Say, "Remember when I spread all the cards in a fan in front of
you and asked you to think of a card you could see in the deck?" Square the deck, the selection now at the rear, and
flip the cards face down. Top Palm the top card in your right hand. Reach forward with that same hand and
turn over the tabled Two of Hearts as you say, "/ thought you were going to name the Two of Hearts."
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Your left hand turns over and ribbon spreads the deck from outward to inward while your right
hand rests at the table edge (fig. 6). Say, "That's okay, though, because before I came out here I took one card out
of the deck and put it in this little box over here." What follows is Matt Schulien's method.

Your right hand picks up the closed cardcase, which has been lying on the table to the right (flap
side up) by the long sides. Lower the case into your palm-up left hand (fig. 7). Your right hand flattens
onto the case. Your left thumb and fingers can grasp the long sides of the palmed card even though it's
still palmed. Simultaneously turn your left hand palm down and your right hand palm up, keeping your
right fingers pressed against the case (fig. 8). Open the case with your right thumb and insert it inside as
if to remove a card. Simply move your right hand sharply to the right, your fingers pulling the card out
from beneath the case. This does not have to be a quick suspicious movement! Just do it smoothly and it
looks exactly like you pulled the Jack of Clubs out of the case.
In Addition: First, the most obvious way to end, if you're set up, is by producing the selection from
your wallet instead of the case.
If you're familiar with standard handlings of this you already know that Derek's method differs because ifs not a Force. In most handlings you spread the fan when the spectator looks at it so one card
stands out more — and it really does because there's so much space around it. Derek found that when he
performed it that way (as he used to) the spectator would say, "Well it was the only damn card I could
see!" Obviously that detracts from the effect. With practice you can get his card ninety-percent of the
time, which might prompt him to say something like this — which is what Barbara Walters said, "I can
understand the card tricks - but when you read my mind . . . ."

7

Slow Motion Coin Vanish
This sequence was created by Derek, Steve Freeman, and John Cornelius and appeared in The Pallbearers
Review. It's impromptu — all you need is a half dollar. The patter used during the vanish is something like,
"I'm going to take this coin and break it into pieces so tiny that you can't see them."

1
Your hands, held palm toward you, grasp a coin between them between thumbs, first, and second
fingers (fig. 1). Do the old bit where you bend your hands back and forth at the wrists a few times so the coin
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looks like rubber. After a moment of that relax your right thumb's grip so the coin's right side pops out from
beneath it, snapping off the thumb nail with an audible click (fig. 2).
Move your hands together, your right hand moving in front of your left hand so your left thumb and
fingers can place the coin's lower edge into a right-hand back thumb clip (fig. 3). Immediately turn your palms
up toward the audience and separate your hands, wiggling your fingers and keeping your thumbs against
your first fingers (fig. 4).
Bring your hands together again, at the same time turning them palm toward you — your left hand must
move a bit faster so the coin isn't exposed to the audience. Your left thumb nips the upper edge of the coin
against your first finger's first joint (fig. 5). Note that this is not a thumb palm!
Once your left hand has gripped the coin separate your hands, rotating them so your fingers point
upward (fig. 6). Bring your hands together again, depositing the lower edge of the coin between the upper
sides of your right thumb and first fingertip (fig. 7). Turn your right palm up toward the audience, at the same
time spreading and curling your second, third, and pinky fingers. Your left first finger moves, as soon as it
can, to cover the fronts of your thumb and first finger (fig. 8).
Move your left hand to the left and turn it palm toward audience in a position matching your right hand's
(fig. 9). Rub the thumbs and first fingers of both hands together. Bring your hands together again, returning
to the position shown in figure 8, where your left thumbtip rests on the inner edge of the coin and your first
finger covers your right thumb and first finger from the front.
A few things happen here at the same time. As your hands turn over (to palm toward you) your left
thumb pivots the coin around to the left and inside your right thumb and first finger (fig. 10). Immediately
separate your hands in similar positions and continue rubbing your thumbs and first fingers together.
To reproduce the coin (". . . by squeezing the pieces together again") bring your hands together and push it
to the left with your right thumb so your left thumb and fingers can grasp it as at the beginning. Immediately
spread all your fingers so the coin is held by only your thumbs and second fingers (fig. 11).

Everywhere and
Nowhere in the Air
From this routine, which Derek uses all the time for laymen, he later developed Regal Royal Flush.
This handling has never been published and I think I like it better than the Flush routine that grew out of
it. If s impromptu.
Take a shuffled deck and glimpse the top card. Use any of the standard methods (such as those described
in the Buckley books). Classic Pass that card to the center of the deck and hold a left pinky break above it.
Classic Force it on a spectator as you say, "Pick any card - but don't take the Two of Clubs," (in other words name
the force card). After he's taken the card and looked at it, take it back and do a Top Change as you say, 'Tasked
you not to pick this card, so I'll leave it over here." Drop the face-down card held by your right hand onto the table
near you.

_

Do Derek's handling of the Slip Force as you say, "Please don't pick the Two of Clubs." Of course they
take the Two again. Take it back and say, "Look, I told you not to pick the Two of Clubs - so I'll put it over
here." Take the Two from them and, as you say that, do a Top Change. Drop the face-down card now in
your right hand onto the face-down card already on the table. Be careful here — Derek says that spectators will sometimes grab for those two cards. Be on your guard and, if you see a hand darting in that
direction, grab the person's wrist and say, "Please, don't touch the Two of Clubs."
As you force the Two on the spectator a third time, again using Derek's Slip Force Handling, say,
"Please - I asked you not to take the Two of Clubs'." While he's looking at the Two Top Palm the top card of
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the deck with your right hand and place the deck aside.
Take the Two from him with your left hand, show it, and drop it onto the two face-down cards
already on the table. Press your palm-down right hand flatly onto those cards as you scoop them off the
table into your left hand, adding the palmed card to the top of the packet. Transfer the bottom card to the
top, positioning the Two of Clubs third from the top.

Say, "First of all I asked you not to pick the Two of Clubs, and then 1 asked you not to take it again, etc," Begin the Jennings Lift Sequence (which has already been taught in the second half of DD on LJ's Impromptu Wild Card). You do a Block Pushoff to show the Two, then turn the block down. Take the top card off
and do another Block Pushoff (this time a double card) to show the Two again. Turn that down so it falls
flush with the other card in your left hand. Do the Bottom Deal Take (which is taught in Regal Royal
Flush, immediately following this routine) to take the bottom of the left-hand cards beneath the single
card held in your right hand. That leaves a double card in your left hand.
Turn your left hand palm down to flash the Two of Clubs on the double's face. As you turn your left
hand palm up to place the double card beneath the two cards held by your right hand do the Leipzig Bottom Steal, copping the Two into a right-hand palm. Drop the three cards to the table, pick up the cardcase, and produce the Two of Clubs from it using the Schulien technique taught in One-Hand Fan Force
Technique and Outs to end.

Regal Royal Flush
This, too, is a classic impromptu routine. It's also interesting because you can see how Derek's mind
works — how this is a logical progression from Everywhere and Nowhere in The Air. Because specific
cards must be switched in each time you'll see a more subtle use of various sleights. Again, as usual,
please note the little technical details on how Derek handles everything: they make a big difference.
The setup is virtually impromptu and can be done in front of the spectators like this. Take a shuffled
deck and begin to spread it face up between your hands. Do the Hofzinser Spread Cull (taught in the impromptu handling of The Universal Card) to secretly control the Ace, Ten, Jack, Queen, and King of
Spades to the rear. Square the cards and turn them face down so the Spade Flush is on top. Classic Pass
and hold a break above the flush in the center of the deck.

Spread most of the cards above the break to the right as a sloppy block, then widely spread the five
cards directly beneath the break, then slightly bevel the rest of the deck (fig. 1). All you're doing is Classic Forcing any one of the five Spade cards, and spreading the deck for a selection as described will literally force the spectator to pick one of them. (If he doesn't choose a Spade card simply do a different trick!)
When the spectator selects one of the five cards have it shown around. Have it replaced beneath the
three upper Spade cards (so it's fourth) by breaking the spread at that point and letting the spectator insert it.
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As you bring your hands together to square the deck let one card fall onto the selection from the bottom of the upper half of the deck and obtain a break above that card. Immediately Classic Pass to the
break bringing the selection second from top.
Say, "I've got one on top that looks like the card you selected." Do The DD Double Lift to show his selection on top. Regrip, turn the card face down, and do The D'Amico Change to unload the lowermost card
of the double. Toss the single card in your right hand onto the table.

Say, "I've also got one that looks like yours in the middle/' Do The Classic Pass False Cut, but don't complete the cut so your right hand still holds the original lower half of the deck. Use the right-hand halfdeck
to flip over the card on top of the left-hand cards revealing his selection. Move your right hand over the
selection to flip it face down again — however, as your right hand's cards turn the selection over it lands
on your left thumb (fig. 2). Snap your left thumb upward, kicking the selection beneath the upper half of
the deck (fig. 3). (This is Mario's Reverse Drop Sleight.) Immediately separate your hands, your left
thumb dealing the top card of its halfdeck onto the table, onto the face-down card already there.
Continue, "And I've got another one on the bottom." Drop the cards in your left hand onto those in your
right hand and immediately turn the deck face up end over end. The selection will show on the face. Do
a Triple Turnover, apparently flipping the selection face down. Grasp the face-down top card in Biddle
Grip and lift it a tiny bit. Your left thumb moves beneath the deck and flips it face down (be careful not to
expose the reversed cards on bottom as you do that). Drop the card in your right hand onto the table.
Do a Pass as you say, "I think there's even another one face up in the center/' Your right hand lifts all the
cards above the natural break at center above the face-up double card and places them beneath the lefthand cards, squaring the deck. Turn your right hand palm down and insert your thumb beneath the faceup double card at its right long side. Grasp the double card between thumb (beneath) and first and
second fingers (above). Lift the double card and turn your hand palm up (the double card now face
down).
Place the deck aside. Use the double card to scoop up the three face down cards on the table, lifting
them into your left hand and squaring them.
Do a Jordon Count as you say, "Four cards that all look like yours." (Briefly: Your right hand grasps the
right long side of the face-down packet between thumb (above) and first and second fingers (beneath).
Your left thumb peels the top card onto your left palm. Peel the next card onto the first one. As^^uiLJeft
hand moves back to take the third card it jams the first two "taken" cards beneath the packet.
thumb immediately pushes all the cards above the bottom card to the left as a block. These an
your left hand on the count of "three." Simply place the last single card held by your right hand
"four/')
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Do the Jennings Multiple Turnover sequence already taught for the second half of DD on LJ's Impromptu Wild Card. In other words, do a Block Pushoff (four cards) and turn it face up showing the
selection saying, "Remember there was one on top . . . ," Flip the block face down and thumb over the top
card. Your right hand takes it between thumb and fingers. Do another Block Pushoff (now three cards),
your right first and second fingers (beneath the single card) flipping the triple card face up by nipping its
right long side and flipping it over, saying, ". . . and one in the middle . . . ," Flip the triple face down the
same way and thumb off the second card. Take it beneath the card already held between your right
thumb and fingers, spread to the left.
Do another Block Pushoff, flipping a double card face up, continuing, ". . . and another on the bottom."
Flip the double face down and move your right first and second fingertips beneath the left-hand cards
(fig. 4 in which the cards are transparent). Shoot your left hand forward, your right fingertips holding the
bottom card in place (fig. 5). Your left hand holds a double card, and it turns over to flash the face (fig. 6),
as you say, "And don't forget the one that was face up in the middle." If you do that whole thing rapidly you
can't see the card which remains in your right hand beneath the others coming from beneath those in
your left hand.
Turn your left hand palm up again and place the face-down double card beneath those in your right
hand. As you square the packet do a Bottom (Side) Steal so the selection is palmed in your right hand.
Drop the packet onto the table and say, "Oh, yes, I think I even have one more here in my wallet." Load the
palmed card into your wallet and immediately bring it out. Open it and pull out the selection, tossing it
onto the table. Say, off-handedly, "If I got caught with these cards in a game of poker I'd be a dead man. That
could never happen, though, because I'd just win the game." Turn over the four face-down cards revealing the

Royal Flush in Spades.

New Theory on Vernon's
New Theory Second Deal
Dai Vernon introduced a revolutionary type of Second Deal in Further Inner Secrets of Card Magic - one
that was both difficult and illusive. While practicing it (and a similar move by Russell Barnhart) Derek
accidentally discovered this modification in handling. Not everyone will be able to use this, and if you have
very dry skin unfortunately you are one of those people. Regardless of what you may think, when you know
its secret it can be done under almost any conditions — invisibly.

The One-Hand Deal
Your left hand's action remains basically the same in all of the various deals to be taught, so it seems
logical to teach this first. The effect in which Derek utilizes this will follow immediately afterward.
Your left hand holds a face-down deck in natural dealing position; thumb along left long side, first
finger at outer end, other fingers along right long side. Crook your thumb and lower it onto the outer left
comer of the deck — on the back of the top card (fig. 1). Thumb the top card about a half inch to the
right (fig. 2). Press your thumb firmly downward on the top card: if even the slightest amount of moisture is present on your skin you'll find that after a moment of pressure you can lift your thumb — and
the card will rise also, stuck to it! (fig. 3). Now, that's not how you do the move, I just wanted to give you
an idea of why and how it works. Because you can virtually lift the card off the deck (actually only its
outer end can move upward that far) you can eliminate all friction between the top and second-from-thetop cards.
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Here's how you use that principle in the deal. Left thumb push over the top card about a half inch as
already taught. Press downward for a moment. (Actually, once you're familiar with the move, you'll
press downward as you push the top card over that half inch.) The lower side of the ball of your thumb
should now be able to push over the exposed second card as you push the top card farther to the right
(fig. 4). Bend your left hand sharply inward at the wrist, simultaneously lifting your left thumb a tiny bit
(fig. 5). Since the top card adheres to your thumb, and the second card has been separated from the rest
of the deck, it'll fly out and onto the table as shown. Left thumb pull the top card flush with the deck
again as your hand swings outward.

I broke it down to teach, and the timing is really a little different when you actually perform it. Left
thumb push over the top card, simultaneously pressing downward in preparation for the move. Now, as
you bend your left hand inward at the wrist in a dealing action, your left thumb pushes both the top and

second cards over and your thumb immediately relaxes (which causes it to rise just enough to allow the
second card to fly out). A number of things occur at the same time, and you'll learn to coordinate them
with some practice.
Both Derek and I have found that we can do this under almost any conditions as long as the deck
isn't too sticky. The weather doesn't seem to affect the moisture on our thumbs unless it's very cold. But,
if you have dry skin you probably won't be able to do this.
Also, you don't have to lift your thumb a lot — that would look a bit strange to say the least. Simply
relaxing the downward pressure (as I've suggested) should cause it to rise sufficiently. Once the top card
lifts off the deck there is absolutely nothing holding the second card in place. Your left hand's inward
swing imparts movement to the second card, which in turn carries it out onto the table.

The One-Armed Gambler
"I was doing some tricks for a few people in a bar one night when a guy came up to me and said, 'It's very simple for you to do that,' and he showed me that he had four fingers cut off. He was doing some wood working and lost
all his fingers and he wanted to know how he could do a trick. Well, I went home and thought that night - came back
the next day and this is the trick I showed him."

"Look, I'll keep my right hand in my pocket." Do that. Your left hand should be holding a deck in dealing position. "Would you please shuffle the cards. After you finish shuffling please remove one card and keep it."

Make sure the spectator shows his card all around. Take the deck back into face-down left-hand dealing
position.
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Ask the spectator to insert his card into the deck, guiding him so that he shoves it into the outer end.
Press downward on the deck very tightly with your left thumb as he's doing that and give the deck a
slight turn to the right. That accomplishes two things: he won't be able to push his card in all the way,
and if 11 be angled so its inner right comer protrudes from the right long side of the deck (fig. 6). After
he's removed his hand your left first finger reaches to the selection's outer end and pulls it flush. At the
same time your left pinky crimps the selection's inner right corner downward (fig. 7). Square the cards
and hand them to the spectator for shuffling.
When he's done take the deck back with your left hand and look at the inner end. Spot the crimp as
casually as possible and cut three or four cards above it, doing a Charlier Cut. The selection should now
be either three or four cards from the top.
Say, "to addition to having you shuffle the cards Yd tike you to think of any number from one to fifteen. Are
you thinking of one? Was it number one? Was it number two? Was it number three?" Derek has been doing this

effect for many years and he's never been stopped before number four. So, for the first three numbers you
do an honest deal, watching the inner end of the deck to see when the crimped card is going to come up.
Let's assume the crimped card is fourth. If, for some reason, the spectator stops you on "three" simply do
a Second Deal so the crimped selection is dealt beside the discard pile. If he stops you on "four" do an
honest deal of the crimped selection. You must do a Second Deal for every number after three so the
crimped card remains on top until you get to the chosen number. If the crimped selection was initially
fifth from the top when you began (i.e., with four indifferent cards on top of it) you would do a Second
Deal if stopped on "four" or would Second Deal every card from "five" on until stopped.
Finally, if the spectator stops you on "two" you can do the D'Amico One-Hand Multiple Lift (see
Buckley's Card Control), here as a one-hand Triple Lift to show the selection.

The Two-Hand Deal
One of the wonderful things about this is that it can be used under almost any circumstance. Here
the left hand performs the same action as in the one-hand deal. Your right hand, which is palm up and
about six inches to the right of it, will catch the second card as it flies to the right (fig. 8). This simulates a
normal dealing action, with your right hand tabling each card face down just after it receives it.

8
With practice you'll see that you don't have to tilt the deck toward you when doing this —
"necktying" isn't necessary. The illusion of the top card being taken by your right hand is perfect and
can be viewed from directly above without any problem.
You don't need to exaggerate your left hand's swing to the right, either. It must not look as if you're
tossing the cards into your right hand, but as if your right hand is taking them smoothly and silently.
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Two-Hand Stud Deal
Here your right hand is palm down when it catches the moving card (fig. 9). The card, caught between thumb (beneath) and fingers (above), is then turned face up and placed on the table.

Top Change Take
This is a little more unusual. Let's assume that a selected card is second from the top of the deck.
Show the top card to be indifferent — turn it face down and leave it rightjogged on top of the deck. During the above action you must choreograph things so that your upper torso is turned to the right (fig. 10).
If you're talking to a spectator on that side, or simply turning to show the indifferent card just before you
put it back on the deck, you'll find it a casual turn.
Hold your palm-up right hand half a foot to the right of your left hand — ready to receive a card.
Here, however, your left hand's action is a bit different than before. The top card is already in a pushedover position, so all your left thumb must do is press against it so it'll adhere, then push over the second
card a bit. There is no inward swing of the hand — that's replaced by a to-the-left body turn so you end
facing front. If you do the left thumb's actions as you turn the second-from-the-top card will, once it's
been loosened, fly into your right hand (fig. 11).
Actually what happens is that the second card remains stationary and your left hand continues moving because your body is turning. Your right hand automatically catches the card, which will hover in the
air for a split second.
The physics involved in causing the second card to move are exactly the opposite of those used in
the first three handlings of the deal. Instead of propelling the card out from beneath the top card (which
is how the other handlings worked) here you're moving your hand out of the way, though the hand's
movement is indirect because it's actually your body that's turning. And that turn must be fairly rapid,
quick enough so that the second card will fly out. If you turn too slowly nothing will happen!

10

SlapDown Change
The selected card is, again, second from the top (a Cover Pass might be a good way to control it
there). Show the top card. When the spectator says that it's not his, turn it face down and place it back
on top of the deck, rightjogged. Your left hand should be a few inches above the table. Turn your right
hand palm down and move it over the rightjogged card (fig. 12).

13
As you lower your hands your left thumb does the Second Deal action, pressing down on the top
card and loosening the second card. Once thaf s done (and it has to be pretty quick) jerk your left hand to
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the left and out of the way. The second card will remain in place — now beneath your descending right
hand, which slaps it onto the table (fig. 13).

Post It!
Derek has been doing trade shows for The 3M Company and a routine he uses utilizes one of their
products: the Post-It Note Pad. The Post-it Pads come in various sizes — the one you need for this effect
is No. 653 (it measures IVz x 2 inches). What makes Post-it Pads special is the way they're made. Each
piece of paper on the pad has a thin strip of adhesive running down one side of the back. Once you've
peeled off such a sheet you can "post it" anywhere and it'll stick. What is truly remarkable is that you
can easily peel off the sheet from wherever you've stuck it, and then stick it someplace else. The glue
leaves no residue and remains tacky for quite some time. Utilizing this principle Derek has created the
following two-card transposition.
Take a shuffled deck and spread it face down between your hands. Have a card freely selected —
let's assume it's the Eight of Diamonds. Leave it face up on top of the squared deck. Say, "How can you
never forget this card? One way to remember is to put something on its back so that you couldn't possibly forget it."

Turn the Eight face down and leave it outjogged so the spectators can see that it's really a single card.
Peel off a sheet from the Post-it Pad and press it onto the back of the Eight as in figure 1, with the sticky
side on the left.

Give the card to the spectator and have him sign his name across the post-it. Take it back and place it
face down on top of the deck with the sticky side of the post-it to the left. Insert your right first finger beneath the right long side of the post-it and curl it upward, flicking it a few times (fig. 2). Say, as you do
that, "Look, it's really stuck to the back of the card." What you're really doing, of course, is bridging the postit so the right side no longer lies flatly against the card.

Turn the deck face up end over end so the open side of the post-it remains on the right. Spread the
face-up cards between your hands and say, "Now there's no way you could forget that card because it's got a
sticker on the back." As you spread through the cards do the Hofzinser Spread Cull with any card, secretly
pulling it beneath the spread (taught in the impromptu handling of The Universal Card). As you square

"5
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left fingers onto the right long side of the post-it (fig. 10). Now do the same move you did before at the
end of the Hofzinser Spread Cull where your right hand pushes the card between the post-it and the
other card to the left while your left fingers hold the post-it in place so it's transferred onto the back of
the moving card. Immediately turn the deck over end over end and deal off the top card. Turn it face up
to show the Four again, and the spectator can turn over the tabled card to show the Eight. Each card has
the post-it with the other card's name on the back.
In Addition: It should be obvious that you can do this with a duplicate card, thereby eliminating the
last switch, though Derek always does it exactly as described.
Finally, don't forget to "right" the reversed bottom half of the deck before you go on to your next
effect.

The Bounce Change
Not many people tried this after it appeared in Epilogue, and I don't know if it was because it seemed
impossible to do without first trying it. After it was published Derek found a similar sleeving move in
Hugard's Magic Monthly. You must be standing, wearing a sport jacket. You need any two coins "of size" that
are contrasting colors; let's assume you're using an English penny and a half dollar.
Classic palm the half dollar in your right hand and hold the penny on your fingertips (fig. 1). You're
using the Kaps Subtlety and the half dollar won't be seen.

Your hands should be held comfortably close to your body about six inches apart. You're going to toss
the penny from hand to hand like a small ball. So, turn your left hand palm up and your right hand palm
down, dropping the penny onto your left fingers (fig. 2). Reverse the action, turning your right hand partially
palm up and your left hand palm down, dropping the penny back onto your right fingers.
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Repeat this a few times until the penny is resting on your right fingers and you're about to toss it onto
your left hand. Curl your fingers to hold the penny in place as your right hand turns over, simultaneously
letting the palmed half dollar drop onto your left fingers (fig. 3). Now the hard part: turn both hands over at
the same time as you've been doing all along. You've got one second to snap your right hand inward at the
wrist, propelling the penny up your left sleeve, before it must be back in place to catch the half dollar falling
from your left hand (fig. 4). Immediately continue to toss the half dollar from hand to hand as before.
This is not an easy move so don't give up quickly — it's well worth the time you expend learning it. It
must be done without any hesitation — that's the key. You'll be scared that you won't catch the falling half
dollar because you must sleeve the penny at virtually the same moment. Try it a few times because it's not as
difficult, as impossible, as it seems. Done properly, it appears as if the coin changes color while you toss it
from hand to hand without any incongruous movements. (Naturally you can also use this as a vanish.)

Oil and Vinegar
Everyone asks Derek about this routine because he did it on TV — and he always says, "Look, it's not
mine. There's nothing new about it; all 1 did was put this old Stewart James thing together with Roy Walton's Oil

and Queens from The Devil's Playthings." That's the truth, too. It's still a good routine so we decided to include it, even though it is very derivative.
Spread the face-up deck between your hands (faces toward you and backs toward the audience) and
set the cards in the following order from face to rear: three black cards, three red cards, two black cards,
four Jacks, rest of deck. The black cards should all be Sevens, Eights, and Nines — mixed Spades and
Clubs.
Take the seven cards on the face of the deck with your right hand and table the rest of the deck, face
down, to your left. Transfer the cards to face-up left-hand dealing position. Deal the three black cards to
the table, one at a time, using the third one to scoop up the other two. Flip them face down on the table.
Deal the first two red cards to the table one at a time. Use the last red card (a double card with a black
card hidden behind) to scoop up the two red cards just dealt. Flip them face down in your left hand.
Your right hand picks up the face-down black packet and holds it in right-hand dealing position.
Say that you're going to mix up the oil (the black cards) and the vinegar (the red cards) like in the
Wesson Oil TV commercial. Thumb a right-hand card onto the table and say "oil" Thumb off a left-hand
card and say "vinegar." The cards are dealt one on top of another in a sloppy pile. Repeat, saying, "oil,
vinegar, oil, vinegar." The third card in your left hand, a double, is tossed on top of the pile as one card.
Since the pile is sloppy any slight spreading won't be seen. Say, "That's what happens with Brand X oil," as
you square the pile and flip it face up into left-hand dealing position. Deal the first two black cards to the
table in a pile one at a time. Use the third black card to scoop them up and flip them over, leaving the
now face-down three-card packet on the table. Turn the cards remaining in your left hand face down.
Stud deal the first two red cards to the table, one at a time, turning them face up. The third red card is a
double, and if s used to scoop up the two red cards already on the table. Place that packet back into your
left hand, face down. Pick up the face-down black packet and grasp it in right-hand dealing position.
Repeat that exact same sequence again, saying, "Even with Brand Z oil you can try to mix the oil and
vinegar but they quickly separate." This time, when you thumb off the cards from each packet during the
mixing action, flash the face of the right-hand cards before you deal each one. You can also do that with
the left-hand cards on all but the very first one. The last double card from your left hand is flashed then
dropped on top of the packet. Square it and turn it face up, placing it into left-hand dealing position.
Spread over the three face cards, all blacks, and table them in a fan. Do a Double Buckle to spread
out the three cards in a small fan — the uppermost card is a double. Your right hand picks up the black
fan and places it, still spread, onto the red cards in your left hand. All six cards are now visible, reds be-
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neath blacks. Say, "Your salad would taste lousy if you used any of those oils because they won't mix with vinegar

— but Wesson Oil will." Square the packet and flip it face down. Give it an obvious shake (like shaking up
a bottle of salad dressing). Stud deal now, turning each card face up as you table them overlapping in a
spread from left to right. The first card is a top (red), the second card is a Bottom (black), the rest are all
tops in red, black, red, black order. The last black card is a double card, which your right hand tables on
the spread like the others. Don't let the Bottom Deal on the second card scare you — it's being done off a
small packet and is easy to get away with.
Square the cards and place them, face up, into your left hand in dealing position. Say, "I'm going to
do that one more time." Raise your left hand so the packet faces only you and openly sort the cards back to
their original order (that is, from face to rear: three blacks, three reds, a black). Continue, "I'll use some extra cards." Your right hand takes the packet.
Your left hand turns palm down and grasps the face-down deck. When it turns palm up the deck
will be face up in dealing position. You must obtain a left pinky break beneath the fifth card from the
face (the lowermost Jack) as you patter.
Your right hand lowers the packet over the deck and picks up the cards above the break beneath it.
At the same time your left thumb moves onto the black card on the packet's face. Reverse peel the three
black cards onto the deck one at a time from the face of the packet. Afterward your left hand turns palm
down and places the deck aside.
Place the face-up packet into your left hand and spread off the three red cards on the face into a
small fan — take that with your right hand. Your left thumb spreads over the first black card and inserts
it between the first and second red cards. Tilt your hands toward you so the backs of the cards are toward the audience. Thumb over the next black and insert it between the two lowermost reds. Your left
hand adds its cards to the back of the packet. Pull off the rear Jack with your left hand and insert it
among the other Jacks just to make it appear as if you're really alternating the cards.
Square the cards and grasp the packet in face-up Biddle Grip with your right hand. Say, "Look, I've got
red, black, red, black, red, black, red, black," as you do The Hamman Count. Your left thumb peels the first
four cards onto its palm, one at a time. You switch those for the right-hand packet on the fifth (red) card,
and then peel the next two cards onto that leaving a double card (black on the face) still held in your right
hand. Drop that on top and square the cards.
Flip the packet face down and deal the top four cards onto the table, face down, saying, "red, black,
red, black." Leave the cards slightly spread on the table. Flip the rest of the packet face up and take it in
right-hand Biddle Grip. Your left fingers move beneath the packet and pull the three lowermost cards to
the left so they're all spread and visible as you say, "red, black, red, black." Square the cards and flip them
face down.
Do an Elmsley Count as you repeat, "red, black, red, black" again. Tap the left-hand cards against the
cards on the table and flip the packet face up, doing an Elmsley Count, as you say, "/ now have red, red,
red, red." Ask the spectator what that leaves on the table. They'll usually say, "the blacks." Say, "You mean
black, black, black and black. Well actually it's Jack, jack, Jack and Jack." Your right hand flips over the tabled

cards one at a time to reveal the four Jacks. Drop the left-hand cards on top of the deck to clean up.

Faro Shuffle Technique
This may, at first glance, seem trivial. It is if you already do the shuffle with no trouble. For those of
you that have had trouble learning the Faro this will definitely help, and you must do four in the next
effect. Miracle Mental Spell.
Grasp the face-down deck in Faro-Shuffle position, your left hand palm up beneath the cards and
your right hand palm down over them. Split the deck, your right hand taking the upper half (try for an

even 26/26 cut). Here's Derek's little bit of technique that makes the shuffle so much easier to do: Move
your left pinky around and onto the right end of the left-hand portion (fig. 1).
Begin to butt the inner comers of the halves together as you commence the shuffle action. The left
end of the right-hand cards rests against your pinky, and you can control the pressure of the shuffling
comers simply by pivoting the right-hand cards slightly to the right or left — around your pinky (fig. 2).
Thaf s all. What gives most people trouble is the application of just the right pressure when you force
the halves toward each other to cause them to shuffle. Usually, without your pinky in the just-taught
position, you have to control the weight of your entire right arm and hand and coordinate that with the
shuffling. By pressing the right-hand portion against your left pinky as described you take all the strain
off your right arm — only your hand must work, rotating the packet a tiny bit around the pinky. In other
words your arm no longer has to support the packet as well as control the very delicate interweave pressure. Your pinky supports it so all you have to do is concentrate on the proper pressure.
Derek has also always found it easier to shuffle from bottom to top. You can still do controlled In and
Out Faro Shuffles this way, but you must think a bit differently. If you cut off the top half with your right
hand then, in order to do a perfect Out Faro, the bottom card of the left-hand portion must fall first
(assuming you're shuffling from bottom, of course). To do a perfect In Faro let the bottom card of the
right-hand portion first.

Miracle Mental Spell
Derek developed this after seeing Mike Skinner do a spelling routine of the same type, though Skinner's
routine limited the spectator's choice. Derek's handling allows two spectators to mentally select any card (you
only limit the first spectator to black and the second to red). Another count/spell routine using a similar
principle appeared in Hugard's Magic Monthly many years ago.
The entire deck is preset in the following order, from the top down, all cards face down: Ace through
King of Clubs, Ace through King of Hearts, Ace through King of Spades, and Ace through King of Diamonds. The Jokers have been removed. Cut the Seven through King of Diamonds from the bottom to
the top — that leaves the Six on bottom. Give the deck four Out Faro Shuffles and you're ready to begin.
To perform, do a wide face-up ribbon spread. The cards will appear to be thoroughly mixed. Ask a
spectator to think of any black card in the deck. Square the deck, turn it face down, and give it two Out
Faros. To do the first Faro cut at the Jack of Spades — that should be the bottom card of the upper half,
insuring you've cut 26/26. To do the second Faro cut at the Two of Diamonds.
Turn the deck face up and do another wide ribbon spread as you ask a second spectator to think of
any red card. Square the deck, turn it face down, and give it two more Out Faros. The first card you cut to
(for the first Faro) is the Four of Diamonds, the second card for the second Faro is the Five of Diamonds.
The deck is now in the exact same order that it was before you did the four Out Faros before you began the routine with the Six of Diamonds on the bottom and the Seven of Diamonds on the top.
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Say, "Concentrate on your cards." Riffle up the inner end of the deck and obtain (by looking) a left
pinky break beneath the Five of Hearts. You're now in position to count/spell to any Club or Spade he
names. Ask the spectator who has thought of a black card to name it. If he names a Club then withdraw
your pinky from the break and allow it to close. If he names a Spade do a Classic Pass to the break.
Lef s assume he says the Seven of Clubs. Count aloud as you thumb off cards into your right hand,
placing them one beneath the other so the order remains the same, until you reach seven. Pause, look up
at the spectator, and say, "What was the suit again? Clubs, that's right. O-F C-L-U-B-S." As you say "of

clubs" you spell down one card per letter and turn over the card on "s" — it'll be the Seven of Clubs.
Flip it face down again.
You must now obtain a pinky break above the Six of Clubs as you square the deck in order to get set
for the next spell. Simply count to the Six from the selection while the cards are face-down in your hands
(and spread) and insert your pinky above it as you square up. Classic Pass or cut to the break, bringing
the Five to the bottom and the Six of Clubs to the top.
As you ask the second spectator to concentrate on his red card you riffle up the inner end of the deck
and get a break (again, simply by looking) beneath the Three of Spades. You're now set to count/spell to
any red card he names using the same procedure as described. If he names a Heart simply let the break
close and work from the top of the deck. If he names a Diamond do a Classic Pass and then proceed.
Count/spell to the second card to end. Give the deck a few shuffles to mess the cards before you go on
with your next effect.
Let's backtrack a moment and go over what happens if the spectator has named a Spade during the
first count/spell procedure. You do the Pass and count/spell to his card. Turn the selection face down and
obtain a left pinky break above the Two of Spades. Either Pass or cut to the break bringing the Three of
Spades to the bottom. Riffle up the inner end and obtain a left pinky break beneath the Five of Clubs.
Now you're set — if he names a Diamond you work from the top of the deck; if he names a Heart you
Pass to the break and continue as described.
In Addition: Hen Fetsch marketed a related item many years ago, though it involved a gimmicked
deck with edge markings.
,

Card In Balloon
This appeared in Apocalypse Vol. 1 No. 2 a few years after I'd seen Derek do it. You can do this for
either small or large audiences — it doesn't really matter. It's based on a mechanical version by Norman
Jenson. You must be wearing a sport jacket over a shirt that has a left breast pocket. Make a small loop

1

out of masking tape with the sticky side out and attach it to the outside of the pocket vertically (fig. 1).
Note that another small piece of masking tape is used to secure the bottom of the loop to the shirt. The
only other preparation is to bend a straight pin into an "L" shape and press the pointy end up through a
cardcase and tape it in place (fig. 2). Place a deck into the case, and place the case on a table or stool just

to your left. You need three round balloons — two of one color and a third of another color (let's assume
you have two white and one black). These balloons are placed into the left breast pocket of your shirt
with their necks protruding an inch or two above the pocket topTo perform, remove the deck from the case and have a card selected and signed on the face with a
large black marker. When it's returned to the deck Classic Pass it to the top. Your right hand grasps the
deck from above in One-Hand Top Palm position and drops a bit to your side. As you talk about using
three balloons to help find the selection do the Top Palm. Transfer the deck to your left hand, freeing
your right hand so it can pick up the empty case — flap end to the left. Slide the deck into the case, close
it, and place it onto the stool so the pin projects upward.
Raise your left hand and grasp the left lapel of your jacket. Pull it slightly outward, just enough to
allow your right hand (held palm toward you) to enter. Press the palmed card flatly against the loop of
masking tape — it'll adhere to it. While your right hand is in that position simply clamp your right
thumb over the balloons' necks, pressing them against the upper side of your first finger (fig. 3 in which
the jacket and right hand are transparent). Without pausing withdraw your right hand from inside your
jacket and display the three balloons; the palmed card is left stuck to the tape. It must appear as if you
simply reach in and remove the balloons without fumbling.
Drop a white and a black balloon into your left hand and blow up the white one remaining in your
right hand. Knot it securely and wedge it beneath your left arm, where it's held conveniently against the
body.

Blow up the black balloon, but do not knot it — instead, twist it shut. While the black balloon is outside
your right hand pull the neck between the fork of your third and pinky fingers, wrap it around the front of
your pinky, and then bend your pinky over to hold it securely in place (fig- 4). Reach beneath your left arm
and grasp the neck of the already-inflated white balloon between your right thumb and first finger (fig. 5).

Raise your left hand, holding the remaining white balloon, to your mouth and inflate it. Pretend to
knot it but really just twist the neck a few times. Insert the neck of that white balloon between your right
second and third fingers, your second finger holding it securely in place so the air doesn't escape prematurely.
Do a quarter turn to the right and extend your right arm comfortably to display the three balloons
(fig. 6). Gesture with your empty left hand as you say, "Yd like you to choose one balloon, and make it an absolutely free choice. Don't let me influence you in any way/' Look at the audience as you speak and ignore your
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right hand entirely. Two things happen. First, your left hand reaches up and grasps your lapel directly
over the palmed card. A second later, while you're still talking about how free the spectator's choice is,
relax your pinky and allow the black balloon to fly away (fig. 7). That should get a laugh.
Lower your left hand and gesture as you speak, "Remember that I don't want to influence you so please *
take your time and decide - would you like white or white?" As you speak raise your left hand and again grasp
your lapel — this time, however, your left fingers curl around the right end of the card stuck to the tape.
As you speak relax your right second and third fingers just enough to let the air escape SLOWLY from
the white balloon they hold (fig. 8 in which the left hand is transparent so you can see how the card is
gripped).
While the balloon shrinks move your left hand, holding the lapel, away from you until you feel the card
pull off the tape. Let the empty balloon fall to the floor and face forward as you say, "I'm glad you chose this
balloon!" As you turn lower your left hand and move it to the right, toward the balloon (fig. 9). Your right
hand presses the balloon against the concealed card, holding it in place, so your left fingers can open and
grasp that end of the balloon (fig. 10).
Gesture with your empty right hand and then move it back onto the right end of the balloon. Step
forward so the balloon is about two feet over the pin sticking upward out of the card case. Begin to rapidly drop your hands curling your left fingers inward, around the outer end of the concealed card. When
the balloon strikes the pin it'll burst. At that exact moment your left thumb moves behind the card and
pushes it forward so it's broadside toward the audience while your hands move together so it appears as
if caught between them (fig. 11 shows three progressive views).
^(5S§^$v

Technical Refinement of
LJ's Angle Palm Steal
In his one-man issue of Genii Larry Jennings published a steal of a card into angle palm as it was
pushed into the deck. Derek has modified the handling very slightly to eliminate a pause at a crucial moment. This steal is used in two routines. The Card Under Glass and Close-Up Card in Balloon.
The deck is held in face-down dealing position in your left hand. Have a card selected and removed.
Insert it into the outer end of the deck and push it in until a little less than half an inch still protrudes
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(actually the distance the card is left protruding depends upon the length of your left thumb — as you'll
see in a moment).
Your left thumb should be resting along the left long side of the deck, your thumbtip directly beside
the protruding selection's outer left comer (fig. 1). Your thumb should be there as your right hand inserts
the card so it doesn't obviously move there after the card is in position.

Your palm-down right hand moves over the deck, your thumb moving onto the inner left comer and
your pinky resting very lightly against the protruding selection's outer right corner (fig. 2 in which the
right hand is transparent)* The grip on the deck is tricky here —its outer end rests on your left first finger
(which is curled beneath it) and its inner end is supported by your right thumb.
What usually happens in this type of move now is a two-step action: your right fingers would push
the card into the deck angling it, and then your left thumb would pull it back. In order to eliminate the
pause that occurs between the steps Derek's left thumb does both. In other words, your left thumb curls
so the outer left comer of the card is sticking into the pad of the thumbtip (fig. 3). Curl your thumb, pulling the card into the deck and angling it to the left (fig. 4). Without pausing your left hand moves inward, your left thumb (at the outer left corner) and fingers (along the right long side) pulling the card inward (fig. 5 in which the right hand is transparent). During that inward slide your right thumb holds the
deck in place (with left first finger support from beneath). Also, as soon as the outer end of the card has
moved completely into the deck your right fingers will naturally move onto the deck's outer end.
Once the card has been pulled back as far as it can go itil be directly beneath your right hand in
Angle Palm position. There's no pause here, either — as soon as the card is in that position your left
hand reverses direction and begins moving outward. As it moves it takes the deck and continues forward
(fig. 6). The card is retained in Angle Palm by your right thumb, which contracts and holds the outer left
comer in place.

In Addition: The two most important points are the left thumb's action of pulling the card into the
deck initially, and your left hand's immediate reversal of direction once the card is in position. Your left
hand immediately moves outward with the deck to hand to the spectator for shuffling.
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Close-Up Card In Balloon
If you like Derek's Card In Balloon routine but you'd like to be able to do it close up, you should like
this. You need three balloons (two white and one black), any deck, and a modified Mario Hung Card
Gimmick (based on James Nuzzo's idea). The gimmick is simple to make. Just take a small paper clip and
wrap one end with masking tape, sticky side outward. Lay a straight pin onto the tape at right angles to
the clip and tape it in place (fig. 1). Have that in your lap, the balloons in your pocket, and the deck on
the table. You can begin at any time.
1

5

Reach into your pocket to get the balloons and toss them onto the table for examination. While one
hand does that your other hand (beneath the table edge) picks up the Hung Card Gimmick and sticks it
to the table edge so about a quarter inch of the pinpoint protrudes upward above the tabletop (fig. 2).
Let a spectator shuffle the deck and select a card. Have the card returned, but left outjogged, and do
the Technical Refinement of LJ's Angle Palm Steal, lapping the selection as you hand the deck out for
further shuffling.
Now, go into the routine as already taught in the standup version. Blow up and either twist or tie off
the balloons as necessary. The first black balloon flies away; the second, white, balloon deflates. As the
white balloon shrinks allow your left hand to drop into your lap and load the selection, back toward you,
into the left end of the Hung Card Gimmick (fig. 3). Toss the withered balloon out of the way.
Cleanly show your empty hands and the remaining white balloon. Hold the balloon by its ends with
both hands about a foot over the pin. Bring the balloon sharply down — it'll hit the pin and burst. But,
don't think about the balloon, concentrate on moving your left thumb onto the card in the gimmick — it
should contact it just before the balloon hits the pin (fig. 4). Don't worry about whether or not the balloon will break — it will; just push the selection upward with your left thumb and move your hands
together as rapidly as you can (fig. 5). With a bit of practice (and it is difficult to get the selection into
position quickly, so be patient) it looks uniquely magical — as if the card really was inside the balloon.
Naturally, all the patter and presentation from the standup handling should be used here as well.
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Card Under Glass
Derek's inspiration for this handling was a routine of Heba Haba Al's of Chicago.
Here's another effect utilizing Derek's Technical Refinement of LJ's Angle Palm Steal. He uses this all
the time for laymen — in bars or at close-up tables where people are drinking. Whether you're sitting at a
table or standing at a bar, the only preparation is to have a glass about a foot in front of the table or bar
edge, directly in line with your right shoulder.
Use any deck. Have a card selected and remembered. When it's replaced leave it outjogged a bit and
say, "J wanted you to leave the card sticking out a hit because I want you to estimate how far down it is from the top

of the deck." As you say that push the card almost flush, in position for the Angle Palm Steal. /
After they give you an estimate say, "Well I want to be perfectly sure. Do me a favor and count down exactly how many cards it is from the top of the deck and let me know." A lot happens as you say those two sent-

ences, so follow closely. As you say the first sentence do the Angle Palm Steal. Your right hand does not
move, though, — your left hand simply moves forward and to the left with the deck after the steal (fig. 1).
As your left hand moves away from you it's natural for your body to lean into the movement, also leaning forward. When you lean forward you'll find that your right hand is directly behind the glass (fig. 2).
As you say the second sentence, asking them to count down, your left hand turns palm down, tables
the deck, and does a vertical (toward-you) face-up ribbon spread. Since your hand is moving toward you
if s natural for you to lean back slightly. As you do that your right hand, which has grasped the glass, relaxes so the palmed card drops to the table and moves the glass onto the card (fig. 3).
That's it. Let the spectator count through the deck until dawn when he realizes his card's not there.
When he looks around and finds it beneath his drink he'll scream. Sometimes, if the spectator looks
through the deck for a long time, Derek will get up and walk around behind the person. He'll put his
hand on his shoulder and say, "Maybe you should have a drink." Either way the person will find the selection sooner or later.

The most important thing is to ignore your right hand completely and make its actions as economical
as possible. The larger motion of your body leaning forward conceals your right hand's movement to behind the glass (and the pickup), and the motion of leaning back and doing the large ribbon spread covers
the loading of the card beneath the glass. The timing, which I've tried to teach, is something you'll perfect only through actual performance.
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Crystalized Coins Up Sleeve
From Derek's third set of lecture notes, this routine also appeared on his video cassette. It's based on
one move which is repeated three times — and it becomes more convincing each time. You need five half
or silver dollars and a glass.Drop all the coins into the glass and leave it on the table until you're ready to
begin.
Your right hand picks up the glass and dumps the coins into your left hand. If you curl your left fingers the coins will almost automatically stack in left-hand finger palm. Your right hand tables the glass
and moves over your left hand to pick up the coins. Lift only the upper four coins between your right
thumb, first, and second fingers — the bottom coin is left in finger palm. As your right hand moves upward your left hand turns over to avoid exposing the coin.
Your right hand does the Rolldown Flourish (described in both Modern Coin Magic and Principles and
Deceptions) to cleanly display the four coins. Your left thumb and first finger collect the coins, stacking
them, and place them between your right thumb and first finger in a small fan (fig. 1). The right-hand
grip is very important to the basic move. Figure 1A shows the other side of the grip — note that your
first finger holds the upper three coins in place while only your second finger holds the lowermost coin in
place.

The Swing-Down Substitution
The basic move. Your right hand is held palm up about five inches above and to the right of your
palm-down left hand. A bunch of things happen quickly. Your right hand begins to descend, your
second finger relaxing and letting the lowermost coin fall into right-hand finger palm. At the same time
your left hand moves upward and turns palm up as if catching the coin (fig. 2). Done smoothly it looks as
if you've simply dropped the coin from hand to hand. Don't pause — immediately drop the rest of the
right-hand coins, one at a time, onto the coin in your left hand, counting aloud from one to four.

As your right hand turns palm down and reaches for the glass it transfers the finger-palmed coin to
classic palm. Pick up the glass with your palm-down hand (fig. 3). Close your left hand into a fist and
give it a little shake as you say, "The coin will travel up my left sleeve, across my chest, and down my right sleeve

into the glass." Pause for a moment, then relax your right palm so the coin falls from classic palm into the
glass with a loud clink.
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Spill the coin onto the table and place the glass beside it. Drop your curled left fingers slightly so you
can move your left thumb on top of the stack in preparation for AI Baker's steal. Move your empty right
hand beside your left hand. Jerk your left hand to the right, tossing three of the coins into your right
hand, your left thumb retaining the fourth (fig. 4). Push the coin that's been held back into left-hand finger palm.

Arrange the three coins in your right hand in a small fan in position for the Swing-Down Substitution. This time, because there are only three coins, your first finger holds the upper two in place while
your second finger presses against the third coin. Do the move, apparently dropping the three coins, one
at a time, into your left hand. Afterward you'll have three coins displayed on your left palm and one hidden in right-hand finger palm.
As your right hand reaches for the coin on the table transfer the concealed coin to classic palm. Lift
the visible tabled coin and drop it into the glass, then pick up the glass. Repeat the patter line and allow
the classic-palmed coin to drop into the glass. Spill both coins onto the table and set the glass beside
them.
Repeat the Baker steal, tossing two of the three coins from your left hand to your right and finger
palm the retained coin in your left hand. Do the Swing-Down Substitution with the two coins held by
your right hand, dropping the lowermost coin into right-hand finger palm as you apparently drop it onto
your left hand, and then really dropping the second coin.
Classic palm the held-back coin in your right hand as you reach for the two coins on the table. Drop
them into the glass one at a time and then lift the glass. As your left hand closes into a fist and turns
palm down you must transfer one of its two coins to classic palm. Repeat the patter and let the classic
palmed coin fall into the glass.
Spill the three coins onto the table and place the glass beside them. Turn your left hand partially
palm up and thumb flick the loose coin into the air as if doing a heads/tails toss. Catch it with your right
hand and, as you apparently place it back into your left hand, thumb palm it and turn your left hand
(with a coin in classic palm) palm up — this is a form of Shuttle Pass. Say, "This last coin will travel up my
sleeve, across my chest, and down my other sleeve into the glass." As you talk trace the imaginary path of the

coin with your left hand and, as your hand passes over your jacket's left breast pocket, drop the thumbpalmed coin inside (fig. 5). Your right hand continues moving (no pauses) across your chest.
Toss the coin from your left hand to your right hand, maneuvering it into palm-up classic palm.
Apparently place the coin back into your left hand, retaining it in classic palm (the standard vanish).
Your right hand immediately drops the three tabled coins back into the glass one at a time and lifts the
glass. Repeat the patter line, show your left hand empty, and let the palmed coin fall into the glass.
Dump the coins onto the table and have everything examined.
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The Complete
Torn and Restored Card
A few methods for doing a standard torn and restored card routine where, at the end, you also restore the torn corner, have appeared in print. Some are very bulky and require huge amounts of preparation, others are not bad because they can be done conveniently. This handling, which Derek has kept to
himself for many years, is by far the best.
You will destroy three identical cards during each performance of this routine so buy a forcing deck,
giving yourself an almost twenty-performance supply. You also need a duplicate cardcase. Since the
routine is done while standing (and can be used under three-quarters surrounded conditions) you must
be wearing a sport jacket — you'll work out of your pockets. Setup as follows (assuming the three duplicates are all Two of Clubs): fold a Two of Clubs into quarters (face outward) and place it into the duplicate cardcase. Place that, with the flap left open, into your left jacket pocket so the flap end is forward.
Take the second duplicate Two of Clubs and partially tear off, when the card is in a face-down position,
the outer right comer (fig. 1), Leave only a bit of the white border at the center of the right long side
attached as shown. Drop the face-down deck on top of that — the torn corner must remain at the outer
right —and then drop the third duplicate Two of Clubs, face down, on top of the deck. Insert the deck
into its case, the bottom partially-torn card near the open end, and you're ready.
To perform remove the deck from the case (the partially-torn comer on the bottom card must always
remain at the outer right corner). Drop the case on the table, leaving the flap open. Do a wide face-down
ribbon spread from left to right — everything will appear copecetic and the torn corner on bottom won't
be seen.

Show your hands empty, pick up the cardcase, and place it into your left jacket pocket (do not close
it!). It must go between the duplicate case and your body. Do it casually — nobody will be paying attention anyway.
Square the deck and place it into face-down dealing position in your left hand (torn corner on the
bottom still at the outer right). Do Derek's handling of the Slip Force, forcing the duplicate Two of Clubs
that's on top of the deck on a spectator. (Be careful when your left hand turns briefly over during the
force to cover as much of the bottom of the deck as possible.) After the force your right hand will be holding about half the deck, face up, between thumb and fingers. Simply slip those cards beneath the forced
card, which your left thumb has pushed outward to the right (fig, 2).
Your left second finger curls onto the outer partially torn corner of the bottom card and pushes it
(Bottom Deals it) beneath the outjogged card, completely tearing it off (fig. 3). Your right hand takes the
outjogged Two to hand to the spectator between thumb (above) and fingers (beneath), taking the torn
comer beneath it.
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As your right hand moves toward the spectator turn it palm down, your fingers (covering the torn
corner) pulling back so as much of the Two's face is exposed as possible (fig. 4). Once the card is taken
your thumb pushes the torn corner into finger palm.
Ask the spectator to fold the card in half, then tear it in half, then fold those pieces in half and tear it
into quarters. While you're giving instructions and the spectator is occupied your left third and pinky fingers pull downward on the inner right corner of the bottom three-quarter card. Fold that corner beneath
the inner left corner of the deck (fig. 5).

Once he's torn the card ask the spectator to place the pieces, face down, on the table. Lower your
right hand over them so your thumb can press lightly on top enabling your fingers to slip beneath their
outer ends (fig. 6). The ringer-palmed piece is added to the bottom of the pile. Lift your right hand and
turn it palm up, at the same time curling your fingers so the stack of pieces flips face up onto your palm
(fig. 7). Thumb off the piece on top and hand it to the spectator.
Flip the remaining pieces face down and place them on the center of the deck's face card, held in
place by your left thumb. Say, "There are four ways I can restore this card. One is to use the deck . . . ."As you

begin to speak your right hand grasps the deck in Biddle Grip, your first fingertip pressing downward on
the pieces to hold them in place. The next folding move is based on an old Glimpse. The upper side of
your left first finger presses upward against the outer end of the deck's bottom card (the three-quarter
partially-folded card) to hold it in place. Your right hand slides the deck forward, your right thumb holding the inner end of the bottom card in place. That'll force the center of the card to buckle downward (fig.
8). Your right hand continues to move forward until your right thumb can press the now three-quarter
folded card firmly against your left fingers (fig. 9). Your right hand immediately reverses direction, moving the deck back over the pieces, which now rest beneath it on your left fingers.

Without pausing your right hand regrips, grasping the deck between thumb and fingers, and pulls it to
the left so both hands can grasp it in identical positions (fig. 10). Simultaneously turn both hands palm down.
Your right fingers pull the folded card out from beneath the deck (fig. 11). The illusion appears, of course, as if
you've taken the torn pieces from the top. Place the folded card onto the deck and grasp the whole business
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with your right hand for a moment. Turn your left hand palm up and lower the deck into dealing position. As
soon as your right hand moves away the torn pieces will fall into left-hand finger palm; your left thumb holds
the folded card in place on top.
Your right hand grasps the deck in Biddle Grip, your first finger holding the folded card in place.
Continue your patter, ". . . Two is to use the cardcase . . . . " Your left hand drops away from the deck, curling
inward to avoid exposing the finger-palmed pieces, and moves into your left jacket pocket. Drop the pieces
and grasp the outer cardcase (the one containing the folded duplicate Two). Bring out the case and drop it
onto the table with the open flap end toward the audience. They won't be able to see inside so don't worry —
this is psychologically disarming.
Say, ". . . Three would be to use Scotch Tape; or, Four, I could use magic. I'll show you the magic way first." Table

the deck and pick off the folded card with your right fingers. Rub the edges and slowly unfold it to reveal the
first restoration. Hand it to the spectator so he can fit his corner in place. Afterward take the two pieces from
him. Refold the three-quarter piece around the corner so it's securely inside.

Say, "That was the magic way, but I also mentioned that you could do it with the case." Your right hand

holds the pieces while your left hand picks up the cardcase. Raise your left hand to directly in front of
you, holding the case vertically, thumb on the inner side and fingers on the outer side, flap end
upward — open side toward you. Your right hand, holding the pieces between thumb, first, and second
fingers, moves over the case. Use the side of your right third finger to push the flap upward (this looks as
if you're pushing it out of the way to insert the pieces, but you're really using it as a screen). Pretend to
insert the pieces into the case, though actually only your second finger enters it — your thumb and first
finger slip the pieces behind it (fig. 12). Your left thumb holds the pieces in place.
Close the flap and grasp the upper end of the case with your right hand. As you lift the case and
shake it your left thumb peels the pieces off the inner side and into finger palm (fig. 13).
Drop the box on the table and pick up the deck. Place it into dealing position in your left hand over
the pieces as you say, "I went through the Scotch Tape, I went through the cards (said as you now spread the

deck between your hands), now I'm using the case." Take the deck with the pieces concealed beneath with
your right hand and insert it into your right jacket pocket. Pick up the case and shake it again. Open it,
remove the folded card, and slowly unfold it to reveal the full restoration.
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A Case of Kings
A new routine where the four Kings, after being lost in the deck which is then placed in its case, are
magically produced. The climax, where the deck vanishes, is based on Derek's sleight described in CardMagic. You must be seated at a table opposite the audience. Remove and discard the two little side flaps on
the case of the deck you're going to use. You also need a postcard or jumbo card (or pocket book or TV Guide,
etc.) and an opaque handkerchief. The last two items are on the table just to your left.

To perform, openly spread through the deck and remove the four Kings. Flip the deck face down and do
The Bluff Shift, ostensibly placing the Kings into four different parts of the deck. When you spread the cards
between your hands to show the outjogged cards in four different positions spot the card below the
lowermost outjogged card — obtain a left pinky break beneath it as you square the deck. Classic Pass to the
break transferring two Kings to the top and two to the bottom of the deck. (Remember that if you do a Classic
Pass while sitting opposite the audience you must use a jiggle action where your right hand actually tilts the
top of the packet it holds toward the audience to give cover to the moving packet.)

Immediately lap the bottom card of the deck. Derek uses a standard technique. Briefly: Your right.hand
still holds the deck in Biddle Grip after the Pass. Your left first finger Buckles the outer end of the bottom card
to separate it from the rest of the deck. (Your hands should be held about four inches above the table and
about four inches in front of its edge.) Slide your left hand, and the bottom card, toward you, at the same time
tilting your palm toward you (fig. 1). The card will fly into your lap. Your left hand immediately moves back
beneath the deck to finish the squaring action. When your left hand moves back to lap the card make sure that
the lower side of your left pinky rests on the table — that way the audience will not be able to see beneath
your hand.
Without pausing do a wide face-down ribbon spread. Square the deck and take it with your right hand in
Biddle Grip. Just before your left hand moves away your fingers rightjog the bottom card about a half inch.
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Your left hand moves away and picks up the cardcase in dealing position so the open end is outward and the
flap's back is upward. Your right hand moves over the case so the rightjogged bottom card is in line with
it — your left fingertips curl around the case's right long side and onto the rightjogged card (fig. 2). Your left
hand quickly turns palm down retaining the card against the underside of the case (fig. 3). Insert the deck into
the case. Done smoothly your left hand's hesitation beneath the deck takes a second and will go unnoticed.

Before you close the case squeeze its sides together with your left thumb and fingers, buckling the top
cards. That enables your right hand to insert the flap beneath the top two cards (fig. 4 is a stop-action view
before the flap has been pushed completely in). Rotate the case so the flap end is toward you and ask the
spectator to stick out the thumb and first finger of his right hand. The following technique for something
you've always been hesitant to use because you felt it wasn't sure fire always works. Always. Lower the outer
left corner of the case onto his first fingerfr'p, and then press his thumbfip over it (fig. 5). You position his
fingers so he barely holds the case — that way, when you hit it, it will always fall. Say, "Squeeze your thumb
and finger together as tightly as you can and raise your hand a bit." Grasp his wrist and raise his hand to a foot over
the table. Raise your right hand and bring it sharply downward on the case, smacking it to the table. He will
retain the face-up King that was hidden beneath the case between his thumb and first finger, much to his
surprise. Ask him to drop the card on the table.
^~>.
,

Say, "I've just made it penetrate the box - now I'm going to wrap it in a handkerchief." Place the cardcase into

left-hand dealing position with the flap end outward and the half moon cut out upward. It should be a very
deep grip, though, so your left thumb can move onto the exposed portion of the card in the half moon cut out
and push it upward a bit (fig. 6). Your left hand is resting on the table during this, palm tilted toward you, so
your first finger will cover anything from the front. That's done as your right hand picks up the hanky. Your
right hand, holding the hanky by one of its corners, moves over your left hand. Raise your left hand at the
same time and, once it's behind the hanky, let go of the case so it falls to the table (fig. 7). Your thumb holds
the upper end of the partially pushed-out King against your first finger so that it remains in your left hand.
Say, "Oops."

Simultaneously turn your left hand palm up and drape the hanky over it (it should be about centered).
That frees your right hand to pick up the case and place it into dealing position in your left hand on top of the
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hanky; the half moon cut out is upward and at the inner end. Your right hand grasps the inner corner of the
hanky and folds it outward over the case. Fold the right corner beneath the case, then grasp the whole
business between your right thumb and fingers so your left hand can fold the left corner beneath the case.
Move your palm-up right hand beneath the case and, as you move it outward, gather all the loose material
into a neck (fig. 8). Move your left hand away and turn slightly to the right raising your right hand so the
covered side of the case faces directly toward the audience. If you lightly shake the wrapped case the card will
slowly work itself out through the folds at the bottom and eventually drop to the table. Turn it over to reveal
the second King.
Turn your left hand palm up and grasp the lower end of the wrapped case. Turn your left hand palm
down, your right hand remaining beneath the hanky for the ride, so the hanky drapes downward. Your right
first finger moves onto the outer side of the case at the upper end — you'll be able to feel the exposed portion
of the third King in the half moon cut out. Push that King upward and grip it between your right thumb and
first finger (all beneath the hanky, of course), holding the case with your other fingers. Your left hand moves
beneath the hanky and comes out with the case, which you drop on the table. The pulled-out King is retained
in your right hand.
Say, "So far you've seen the Kings go through the case, the hanky, and now one will go through this book (name

whatever your third prop is)." As you talk lower your covered right hand to a few inches above the table
while your left hand picks up the book. Move the book over the hanky, keeping it low, your right hand
simultaneously dropping its card to the table. Lower the book onto the table at the same time pulling the
hanky to the right with your right hand. The third King is now loaded beneath the book. Place the hanky
aside.
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Drop the cardcase onto the book and snap your fingers- Your left hand lifts the case and places it to your
left, flap end outward, half moon cut out side upward (that's important! ). Your left hand crosses in front of
you to lift the book, revealing the third King. At the same time your right hand drops into your lap and palms
the King you lapped at the very beginning. As your left hand drops the book aside and then pushes the
just-revealed King forward with the others your right hand comes up from beneath the table and moves flatly
onto the cardcase. Without moving from that position simply contract your fingers and palm so you can lift
the case and move it over your palm-up left hand (fig. 9). Your left thumb and fingers immediately grasp it by
the sides. Both hands turn over — your left hand palm down and your right hand palm up. The palmed King
is left beneath the case (fig. 10).
Direct the flap end of the case toward the audience and open it with your right hand saying, "Only one to
go." Close the flap as follows to set up for the vanishing deck move. Turn your left hand palm toward you,
raising it slightly. Your right hand pretends to close the flap, but actually inserts it behind the entire deck (fig.
11). Without pausing your right fingers force the flap downward over the upper end of the deck (fig. 12); note
that your right first finger keeps it pressed firmly downward (or else it'll pop open). You'll find that your right
hand is in position to grasp the upper end of the case (and card hidden behind). Lift it and turn your hand
palm down so you can lay the case into left-hand Straddle Grip (fig. 13). Your left pinky now holds the flap
closed.
Move your hands to near the table edge, about six inches apart. This is the simplest Bottom Deal you'll
ever do. Your right hand moves to the case and grasps the outer right comer, thumb above and fingers
beneath. Quickly move your right hand diagonally outward and to the right, your fingers pulling the card
1
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that was concealed beneath the case into view. As your right hand moves forward your left hand calmly tips
back a bit, moving its pinky out of the way. The deck will slide out of the case and into your lap (fig. 14).
Once you've placed the fourth King with the others say, "The reason it was so easy to find the Kings is because
they're the only cards here." Open the case and drop it onto the table to end.
The method (idea) of lapping a deck in this fashion is similar to Ed Mario's Cased-In Disappearance from
Hierophant 7. When you do the move don't try to lap the deck while your right hand is taking the King from
beneath it — just wait until your right hand has moved out of the way with the card. Also, do not jerk your
left hand toward you — simply tip it back. Since it's already at the table edge there's no need for extra
movement. Because you've removed the little side flaps there's almost no friction holding the deck and it will
drop right into your lap!
In Addition: The first two revelations are simply the way Derek does very standard handlings. They're
simply rethought a bit and cleverly applied in a longer routine.
Two credit bits. The simple load beneath the cardcase is credited to Paul Rosini in Vernon's Further
Inner Secrets of Card Magic (p.33). In addition, the vanishing deck concept is actually Ron Wilson's. He
used a gaffed cardcase from which the bottom had been cut out. Mario's impromptu handling of Wilson's
idea (upon which Dingle's handling is based) appeared without credit to Wilson in Heirophant 7.

Combustible Cash
A slightly different handling of this using an Okito Box appeared in the Chronicles several years back.
It's the best way to introduce, in a magical fashion, four half dollars that I know of — and you can go
into another routine right afterward. There's some one-time preparation. Take a small pay envelope and
place a divider (which is simply the back of another pay envelope which you've cut out) into it. Place four
pre-burned paper matches into the flap side of the divided envelope (fig. 1). Place four half dollars into
the other side of the envelope. Drop a book of matches in your right jacket or pants pocket and you're set
to begin.

Display the envelope, open the flap (your right thumb making sure the divider is pushed toward the
flap side so the coins will show), and dump the coins into your left hand letting the empty interior of the
envelope be seen (fig. 2). Have the coins examined. Cradle the lower end of the envelope between your
curled right thumb and fingers.
Take the coins between your left thumb, first, and second fingers and ostensibly insert them in the
envelope. Actually only your second finger enters the envelope — the coins fall behind it onto your fingers (fig. 3 and 3A). Flip the flap closed with your left first finger and gently table the thing.
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You're going to transfer the stack of coins to classic palm as your right hand moves into your pocket
to get the matchbook. Derek does it silently (no small feat!) like this. After you apparently dump the
coins into the envelope they should settle into a stack on the second (or center) phalange of your second
finger. Curl your first and third fingertips a bit, so they straddle the stack; your second fingertip moves
beneath (fig. 4). Curl your fingers toward your palm in unison, carrying the stack into classic palm, your
second finger pushing it in place (fig. 5). Grasp the matchbook and bring it into view.
4

Your left hand takes the matchbook and flips it open with the first finger while, at the same time,
your right hand turns palm down in a relaxed fist. Let one of the classic-palmed coins fall onto your fingers. If you cannot let just one coin fall while retaining the others, as Derek does, your third finger can
curl upward and slide the bottom coin forward until it drops out of palm.

Turn your right palm toward you and move your hands toward each other, your right thumb holding the loose coin in place inside your fingers. Your left hand inserts the matchbook between the backside of the coin and your fingers (fig. 6). Your left first finger immediately tilts one of the matches to the
left (fig. 7). Rotate your left hand so it's palm up, your left thumb moving onto the coin, the tip of your
thumb onto the match (fig. 8).
If you jerk your left hand sharply to the left you'll pull both the match and coin away from the
book — the match at your fingertips and the coin hidden behind them. Turn both hands palm down and
strike the match (moving away from you), lighting it. Turn your left hand palm up and hold it directly in
front of you (fig. 9). Rapidly lower your left hand, your thumb pushing the coin outward and over the
match. The match will go out and smoke will billow outward around the coin (fig. 10). Sometimes the
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match won't be extinguished simply by the downward hand motion, and you move your left hand in lit
tie back and forth movements to make sure it's out once the coin has been produced.
Wait a moment or two until the matchhead has cooled a bit, then turn your left hand palm down ex

While your left hand is busy your right palm allows another coin to drop to your fingertips. It falls
onto your second, third, and pinky tips while your thumb and first finger hold the book (fig. 11). Bring
your hands together. Your left thumb and fingers, holding the match, go between all the matches and
the back of the book, pushing downward on everything. Insert the match behind the unburned ones (fig.
12). As your left first finger tilts another, new, match to the left your right thumb pushes the next coin
onto the book (fig. 13).

Turn your left hand palm up, your thumb moving onto the coin and match as before. Tear the match
off stealing the coin inside your fingers. Repeat the transformation.
Turn your left hand palm down after the match has cooled and toss the second coin onto the table
retaining the match. Turn your left hand palm toward you and move it back to the matchbook inserting
the burned match behind the others as already described. Tilt to the left and tear off a third match (no
coin has been stolen this time).
As your left hand displays that match your right palm allows one of the two remaining coins to drop
inside your fingers. Lower your left hand a bit, turning it partially palm up, the match held between
thumb and first finger. Your right hand moves toward the left to throw the matchbook onto the table
and, as it passes over your left hand, the third coin is allowed to slide off your right fingers and into your
left (fig. 14). Leave the matchbook somewhere to your left. As your right hand returns from that position
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it transfers its classic-palmed coin to finger palm (the coin in your left hand should already be in that
position).
Both hands now grasp the lower end of the match as you tilt your empty palms up toward the
audience — your curled fingers hide the finger-palmed coins (fig. 15). Split the lower end of the match
and peel it apart to just beneath the head (fig. 16). Your left hand lets go of its end so it can pick up the
matchbook. Your right hand strikes the split match, lighting it.
Your left hand drops the matchbook and regrips its end of the split match — both hands palm toward audience as before, the coins concealed by your curled fingers. Wait a moment and then pull the
match completely apart — each hand now holds a lit half match. Sharply lower both hands, extinguishing the matches and tossing them to the floor (fig. 17). Immediately move your thumbs onto the finger-palmed coins and, as you raise your hands, push them to your fingertips (fig. 18).
Drop the coins onto the table and pick up the envelope. Open it, pushing over the divider so you
can dump the pre-burned matches onto the table to end.
One note — don't burn yourself!
J

Restoration Assembly
Others have used a card torn into quarters for a matrix type routine. Some have even restored that
card at the end of the assembly. No one has ever caused that card to restore itself as it assembles — and
thaf s what this routine is all about. There is a bit of one-time preparation involved, as well as some lapping. Doug Henning did this on his recent (Feb. 1982) TV show.
You must be seated at a table opposite the spectators, working on a close-up mat. A regular deck lies
on the table with the, say, Four of Clubs on top. You need three duplicate Four of Clubs: one is left
whole; one is a three-quarter card; one is a half card (fig. 1). (Don't worry — you will not use up these
cards during every performance. In other words you use the same set every time so you only need to
make them once.) You also need to make a version of Mario's Card Shelf. Actually it's a small pocket of
cardboard like the one shown in figure 2, and it's a bit longer and wider than a card. Only the bottom is
sealed shut with a small strip of glue or tape. A small loop of masking tape (sticky side out) is across the
upper edge of the back (you can use double-sided adhesive tape).
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Turn the three duplicate Fours face down and insert the whole Four into the pocket, face down; insert the three-quarter card next, onto and spread slightly to the right of the whole card (fig. 3). Insert the
half card next as in figure 4, in which the front of the pocket is transparent. Place that loaded pocket into
your lap or close-up case.
You need two napkins. With some practice you'll be able to use cocktail size, but for now — to
learn — use any two paper ones that you can find. When you come to the table to perform sit down and
remove the loaded pocket from your case. As you toss some stuff onto the table with one hand your
other hand can simply press the upper edge of the pocket onto the table edge — it'll stick because of the
tape. Press it in place with the heel of your right hand in the position shown in figure 5. It should be
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directly beneath your right hand when it lies in a relaxed fist on the table. Toss the two napkins on the
table when you want to begin this particular routine and you're set.
To perform, force the Four of Clubs that's on top of the deck on a spectator. Instruct the spectator to
fold the card once and then tear it in half, then to tear those halves into quarters. Arrange the pieces in a
square as in figure 6, with the two index corners on the left. Note that the two pieces on the right are
directly in front of and in line with the pocket.
5

(This routine is, by the way, ideal as a follow-up to Card Warp. In that routine you end with a
card — which you should make sure is the Four of Clubs — torn in half. Discard the other card and have
the spectator finish tearing the Four into quarters. Lay them out as described.)
Turn both hands palm down and grasp the napkins, one in each hand, thumbs beneath and fingers
above (fig. 7). Cover the two inner pieces, your right thumb moving onto the back of the half card in the
pocket (fig. 8). Say, "I could cover these two . . . . " Lift your hands straight up — you'll find it's easy for
your right thumb to pull the half card out of the pocket so it ends hidden behind the napkin as your hand
moves upward (fig. 9).

8
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Immediately move both hands forward and cover the outer two pieces as you say, . . o r I could cover these two . . ." As you finish by saying, ". . . / could even cover these twol", your right hand drags its
napkin inward to apparently cover the inner right piece. As your hand moves it tilts the inner half of
napkin upward to act as a screen so that, when you reach the piece, your right thumb can kick it toward
you — off the table and into your lap (fig. 10). Your right thumb's movement is minute and also well covered. Immediately lower the napkin flatly onto the table and raise both hands.
Snap your fingers. Turn your hands palm down and regrip the napkins as before. Your left fingers
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press on the piece beneath their napkin enabling your thumb to slide beneath it (fig. 11 is an exposed
view). Drag your left hand inward sliding the outer left piece beneath the napkin. When your left thumb
is just in front of the inner left piece thumb-kick it off the table (fig. 12). While your left hand is doing all
of that your right hand simply turns palm up as shown in the illustration to reveal the half card. Turn
your left hand palm up — a corner will show there (apparently the same one) so everything looks okay.
Your left hand turns palm down and covers the inner left piece again. Your empty left hand moves
to the half card and lifts it as your right hand turns palm down, covering the spot where the half card
was with its napkin. Let your right thumb naturally fall behind the table edge as the hand turns down so
it can move onto the back of the three-quarter card in the pocket. Your right hand lifts the napkin straight
up loading the three-quarter card behind it. Your left hand tables the half card and your right hand lowers the napkin over it — but doesn't let go, keeping the inner half raised to form a screen. As your left
hand moves back to the other napkin and lifts it to show the inner left piece your right thumb kicks the
half card off the table into your lap.
Lower the left napkin and, once it's on the table keep the inner half elevated to form a screen so you
can left-thumb-kick the inner left piece into your lap.
Raise your hands and snap your fingers. Regrip the napkins and simultaneously turn both hands
palm up (fig. 13).

11

(You can do that sequence a bit differently. Instead of lapping the inner left piece when you cover it,
leave it there. Snap your fingers. Regrip the napkins and, as you turn your hands palm up, sweep the
napkins inward over the table edge. The piece will fall into your lap just before your hands turn over.)
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Either way, leave the left napkin where it is and pick up the three-quarter card with your left hand.
Your right hand turns palm down, lowering the napkin over the spot where the three-quarter card was.
Your right thumb naturally falls behind the table edge and moves onto the back of the whole card in the
pocket. Lift the napkin straight up loading the card behind it. Your left hand tables the three-quarter card
and your right hand lowers the napkin over it, keeping the inner half raised to screen.
Your left hand moves to the left and picks up its napkin. It covers the outer right piece and, simultaneously, your right thumb kicks the three-quarter piece off the table and into your lap. Let both napkins drop flatly onto the table and raise your hands, snapping your fingers.
Lower your hands onto their napkins again. Your left fingers move onto the outer right piece to hold
it in place so your thumb can move beneath it. Your right hand turns its napkin over bookwise to reveal
the fully restored card while your left hand sweeps inward to lap the last piece (fig. 14). Your left hand
then turns palm up as both hands toss their napkins onto the table to end. Insert the restored Four back
into the deck and you're set to go into your next routine.
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The PickUp Move
Both Derek and Al Schneider developed this independently, though Derek's handling appeared in
print first in Dingle's Deceptions in 1971. It's a utility move that's used in both coin assemblies which follow.

A half dollar (or any coin, for that matter) lies on a close-up mat. Cover the coin with a face-down playing
card as in figure 1, in which the card is transparent. Lower your right hand over the card; your thumb moves
onto the inner long side, your second finger onto the outer long side, your first finger is curled lightly on top
(fig. 2).
Slide the card forward until you feel the coin hit your thumbtip. By pressing lightly downward with
your first finger you'll find that your thumb can lift both the inner edges of the card and coin (fig. 3).
Lift your hand straight up, letting the outer side of the card snap off your second finger (fig. 4). The
coin ends gripped between your thumb and first finger on the inner side of the vertical card.
Done without pausing it appears as if you've just picked up the card.

The Four-Way
Backfire Coin Assembly
Derek developed this for other magicians, and it has lots of sucker moves and throw-offs to confuse
them. It originally appeared in The DD issue of Genii in 1975. You need an English penny, a half dollar, a
copper/silver coin that matches those, a silver dollar, and a quarter. The four regular coins lie on the table
at center — two cards rest, face down, on either side. The copper/silver coin is copper side up beneath
the right-hand card, in position for The PickUp Move.
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Each hand lifts its card, your right hand doing The PickUp Move so the copper/silver coin remains
hidden behind the card. Curl your right second finger inward and onto the face of the card to hold the coin in
place (fig. 1). Now, when you lift your thumb, the card will rotate to a horizontal position, clipped between
your first and second fingertips (fig. 2). Lower your thumb onto the card and then move your first finger
beneath it, beside your second finger. Place the left-hand card, leftjogged, onto the right-hand card, your
right thumb holding both in place.

Your left hand arranges the four coins into a square formation, each coin about ten inches from the
others: dollar at outer right, half dollar at inner right, quarter at outer left, copper at inner left.
Your left hand reaches to your right hand and grasps the uppermost card, your left fingers moving
beneath and stealing the copper/silver coin beneath it. Your left hand moves away leaving only one card
in your right hand. Both hands move forward now, your right hand to the center of the square, your left
hand about six inches above the quarter. Turn your left hand palm down to display the face of the card,
at the same time pulling the hidden coin back with your left fingers (fig. 3).

5
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Now, a few things happen simultaneously for this, Derek's version of The Bertram Steal. As your left
hand turns palm up again to cover the quarter your right hand moves forward. The right-hand card is held
between thumb (above) and first finger (beneath) so your other three fingers can drop just enough to move
beneath the left-hand card (fig. 4). Note that your right thumb and first finger hold their card above the
left-hand card during this. The backs of your right second, third, and pinky fingers rest on the quarter.
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Without pausing your right hand moves back to the center of the square as your left hand lowers its
card, with the coin hidden beneath, to the table (fig. 5). Once your left hand is empty it reaches to your
right hand and lifts the other card, turning it face up so both hands are seen empty (fig. 6). The quarter is
concealed beneath your right fingers. Your left hand replaces the card, face down, on your right fingers,
and your right hand slides to the dollar at the outer right and covers it, leaving the quarter beneath the
card as well. Show your hands empty.

Say, "I'm going to cause the penny to magically join the silver dollar/' Your right hand turns palm down
and does the Pick-Up Move, secretly lifting the quarter beneath the card so only the dollar shows on the
table. Transfer the card to a face-down position with the quarter hidden beneath it (as described after the
PickUp Move at the very beginning of the routine). Your left hand picks up the penny and, at the same
time, let the quarter fall into right-hand finger palm.
Place the penny in your right hand and the right-hand card in your left hand (the penny passing over
the card as they're openly switched). Your right hand grasps the penny between thumb and first finger
and turns palm down, using it to tap the silver dollar. Your right hand places the penny back at the inner
left position and then turns palm toward you, your thumb moving onto the finger-palmed quarter. Your
left hand turns the face of the card it holds toward you and inserts the lower right comer behind the
quarter (fig. 7). Your right thumb pushes the quarter behind the card as it takes the card, turns palm
down, and covers the dollar with it. (This secret addition will be used again later on.)
Pick up the penny between your left thumb and first finger and press it onto the center of your right
palm (fig. 8). Both hands turn palm down at the same time, your left thumb continuing to press the coin
upward against your right palm. During that your left hand sort of swivels around your right hand (fig.
9). (This is Derek's handling of Bertram's Sucker Vanish.) Your right hand moves forward, your fingers
pressing the coin into classic palm. Extend your left thumb and first finger in an awkward and suspicious
position.
Blow on your right hand, snap your fingers over the card at outer right, and show your hand empty.
Pick up the card at outer right to reveal the silver dollar and quarter — to your apparent surprise. Show
your left hand empty and then use it to snap up the card at outer left to show the penny there.
Use the left-hand card to scoop up the penny, and then turn both over replacing them on the table
(subtly reversing the coin so it's now silver side up) as you say, "J wanted the penny to go." At the same time
your right hand allows the real penny to drop to fingertip rest beneath the face-up card it holds.
Lower your right hand to just above the table, directly between the half dollar at inner right and the
silver dollar and quarter at outer right. Let the penny slide off your right fingertips onto the table, and
then move your straightened fingers over it. Say, "Now I'll get the half dollar to join these two/' Your left
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hand picks up the half dollar and switches it for the card held by your right hand (i.e., your left hand
holds the face-up card and your right hand holds the half). Slide your right hand forward so you can tap
the half on the dollar and quarter — the copper coin slides beneath your right fingers (fig. 10). Slide your
right hand toward you, to the inner right position, and leave the half dollar there. Your left hand flips the
card face down and places it back in your right hand. Slide your right hand forward to cover the dollar
and quarter, simultaneously adding the penny under the card as well.
Pick up the half dollar and say that you'll cause it to magically join the dollar and quarter. Repeat
Derek's handling of Bertram's Sucker Vanish, classic palming the half dollar in your right hand. Snap
your right fingers and snap up the card at outer right to reveal the penny now with the dollar and quarter.
Show your left hand empty and snap up the outer-left card to show the half dollar beneath it. As your
left hand is lifting its card your right palm relaxes and allows the half dollar to drop onto your curled
fingertips and then beneath the face-up card.
Your left hand uses its face-up card to scoop up the half dollar at the outer left. Place that card with
the coin resting on it onto the card already in your right hand, your right thumb holding the visible coin
in place above and your right fingers holding the real half in place beneath. Now you're going to switch
the halves using a card move you've learned in Through and Through Two and The Complete Torn and
Restored Card. Both hands are in identical positions on either side of the packet; palm up, thumbtips
resting on the visible half dollar, fingers beneath. Both hands simultaneously turn palm down, your right
hand moving to the right with the lowermost coin (which was above your fingers ) (fig. 11). It appears as
if you've simply pulled the coin that was in view to the right. Use that coin to tap the three at outer right
saying that if 11 join them.
Toss the half dollar to the outer left position. Your right hand turns palm up, and slightly toward
you, and moves beneath the two cards held by your left hand. Let the copper/silver coin beneath the
cards fall into right-hand finger palm while the cards momentarily rest in your right hand.
Your left hand, still holding both cards, moves over the half dollar at outer left and leaves the lowermost card on top of it in position for The PickUp Move. Your left hand takes its remaining card and
places it back in your right hand doing the secret addition already described, your right thumb sliding the
copper/silver coin (copper side toward you) onto the face of the card. Your right hand turns palm down
and covers the three coins at outer right with its card, adding the copper/silver coin (silver side up).

Snap your fingers, show both hands empty, and snap up the outer right card with your right
hand — all four coins will be seen. A moment later your left hand does The PickUp Move with the card
at outer left. Without pausing from the momentum of The PickUp Move your right hand has turned palm
up and moved in front of you. Your left hand does the same thing, allowing the coin held by your left
thumbtip to fly to the right into your waiting right fingers beneath the right-hand card (fig. 12). Both
hands immediately flick the long sides of their cards against each other. I know that's a difficult move,
but it really seems more involved than it is. Your left hand simply does The PickUp Move and turns palm
up in the same motion — the coin will naturally fly to the right, and it'll take a bit of practice to catch it
with your right fingers. It is, with some practice, an invisible transfer (and it's used again in Four Coins
and Counting),
Pause for a moment and then take both cards with your left hand, which turns palm down and tosses them onto the table. At the same time your right hand gathers the tabled coins in a stack with the half
dollar on top. Your right ringers, with the finger-palmed real half, slide beneath the stack (which your
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right thumb holds in place from above). Do the Al Baker Steal already taught in Crystalized Coins Up
Sleeve, your right thumb retaining the top coin of the stack and dropping all the other coins to the table
as it swings away from you. Finger palm the gimmicked coin afterward. Everything is now examinable.

Technical Variation of
Bertram's Coin Assembly
When Derek does a Coin Assembly these days it's always Ross Bertram's from The Stars of Magic. As
usual, though, Derek has added a touch or two, and an extra climax. It uses only four quarters, two cards, a
mat, and a silver dollar. Two of the moves just taught in The Four-Way Backfire Assembly are used again.
The only preparation is to classic palm the silver dollar in your right hand.
The quarters sit in a pile on the table to start, and you hold a card in each hand. Flip the cards over once or
twice so they end face down. Place both into your right hand, held between thumb (above) and fingers
(below), so your left hand can arrange the quarters into a square formation — each about ten inches apart
from the others. At the same time your right palm relaxes so the silver dollar falls to your fingertips, and then
moves beneath the two cards.

3
Once the quarters are in position your left hand turns palm up and moves back to your right hand to take
the uppermost card, your left fingers pulling the silver dollar beneath it as your left hand moves away. Now,
do Derek's version of The Bertram Steal taught in the Four-Way Backfire routine. In other words your hands
move forward to the outer left coin. Your left hand turns palm down to show the face of its card (your fingers
pulling back and concealing the dollar). As your left hand turns palm up and covers the quarter it's stolen
beneath your right second, third, and pinky fingers (your right thumb and first finger hold the card). The
dollar is left beneath the card at outer left. Move your right hand diagonally inward until it's in the center of
the square. Your left hand (having already tabled its card) lifts the card off your right hand and flashes its
face — also flashing your empty right hand. Replace the card over your right fingers and slide your right
hand to the outer right, covering the quarter there and adding the stolen quarter to it. You have already
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loaded the big coin for the climax beneath the outer-left card — it'll sit there for the entire routine. You never
go near that card again!
Pick up the inner-left quarter and do Derek's handling of Bertram's Sucker Vanish (again, taught in the
Four-Way Backfire routine), classic palming it in your right hand. Snap up the outer-right card with your
right hand, turning it face up, to reveal two quarters. Immediately let the classic-palmed quarter drop onto
your fingers and then move it beneath the face-up card. Nip the card and coin between your right first finger
(above) and second and third fingers (beneath — under the coin) and straighten your fingers (fig. 1). Turn
your hand palm down and tap the inner-right quarter with the cards as you say, "This one will join those two
next" (fig. 2). The quarter is concealed beneath your second and third fingertips.

9
The Bertram Card SnapOver: Your right thumb reaches to the left long side of the face-up card (your
hand has turned palm up again), your fingers curling a bit to facilitate this (fig. 3). Your thumb pulls the card's
left side upward, curling it (fig. 4). To complete the face-down snap simply straighten your first finger, the
card flipping completely over onto the coin. Cover the two quarters at outer right adding the third one.
The next vanish is also a sucker move. Both palm-down hands move toward the quarter at inner right.
Your left fingers cover it first, then your right fingers cover your left fingers. Slide your left hand to the left as
if pulling the coin along beneath your fingers. Actually, though, leave the coin where it is. Your right hand
presses firmly downward for a moment, the base of your first finger pressing against the quarter. Do the
Dime Pick Up, lifting your right hand, fingers spread, saying, "It's not here." The quarter will (unless you've
got irretrievably dry skin) adhere to your first finger base. Don't press your luck by waiting in that position for
too long — extend your first finger and curl the others, pointing toward the table. Your second finger presses
the quarter into classic palm as your left hand slowly turns over to show that it, too, is empty, saying, "It's not
here, either."

Your right hand snaps up the outer-right card to reveal three quarters as you say, "It's here." Allow the
palmed coin to fall first to your fingertips, and then to the table beneath the card. Move the backs of your
ringers over the coin. Slide your right hand forward and cover the three quarters with the face-up card,
retaining the fourth quarter beneath your right fingers (fig. 5). Slide your right hand toward you to the
inner-right position and turn it palm down, at the same time curling your fingers so the coin remains hidden
beneath them (fig. 6). Note that your left hand has assumed an identical position at the inner left.
Say, "The last coin will now travel from here . . . . " As you talk your left hand turns palm up and slides
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Place the deck onto the table in front of you, face down, in shuffle position. Your right thumb riffles up
the inner side of the cards until you spot the lowermost blue back about a quarter of the way up in the red
deck. Hold a break above it with your left thumb and continue riffling upward. Pause when you reach the
second blue back and take another break with your left thumb — which now holds two breaks (fig. 2).

Your right thumb lets another six or so cards fall — these are face up. Your right hand cuts all the
remaining cards to the right. Your left thumbtip holds two breaks in its halfdeck; one break beneath five or six
face-up cards (above a blue back), and another above the second blue back half way down in the packet.
Your right thumb lets a third of its halfdeck riffle off so it remains on the table when you lift your hand.
Your left hand simply leaves the packet beneath the lowermost thumb break on the table and moves upward
(fig. 3). Both hands simultaneously move forward about six inches and descend to the table. Your right
thumb lets half of its remaining cards riffle off and your left hand simply leaves all the cards below the break.
Both hands lift the remaining cards and move toward you, tabling them between the other packets (fig. 4).
The two face-down packets on the left consist of one blue card on top and a packet of face-down red backs
beneath. The face-down packet on the right has a face-down blue Nine of Clubs on top and a packet of f ace-ap
red backs beneath. All the face-up packets are red cards.

Both hands simultaneously collect the packets in the reverse order, i.e., the middle packets go onto the
outer packets and those go onto the inner packets. Then place the right-hand halfdeck onto the left-hand
halfdeck and square up. As you do that let the packets fall naturally in a sloppy fashion so that mixed backs
and faces are seen until the very last moment when you square the entire deck.
Your right hand lifts all the cards above the natural break and cuts that halfdeck to the right. Your left
hand turns its half face up and spreads it a bit to show faces. Square that half.
Begin to shuffle, letting one card fall from the left-hand cards first (that's one of the blue backs). As you
shuffle watch the backs of the left-hand cards for the second blue back and, when you see it, stop shuffling.
The blue backer thaf s on top of the right-hand cards must go beneath that card (fig. 5). Square the deck.
Lift the deck and hold it in face-up dealing position in your left hand. Snap your fingers and begin to
spread the deck between your hands to show that all the cards have turned face up. When you come to the
face-down blue back do a Hofzinser Spread Cull with the face-up indifferent card directly above it (one of the
blue backs), secretly pulling it beneath the spread. Outjog the blue back and continue spreading through the
rest of the deck and, as you do, cull another card — any indifferent red back this time — to beneath the blue
back hidden under the spread. Square the deck, (The technique for the Multiple Hofzinser Spread Cull is
briefly taught in the impromptu handling of The Universal Card).
Ask for the name of the selection and remove the outjogged blue back turning it face up. Turn the deck
face down and do a wide ribbon spread to show all red backs, being careful not to spread the top three cards.
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Two Fisted Deck Switch
This is an original deck switch that Derek has used for years. It's used in two routines and, unlike many
others of its kind if s not chancey and is well covered for practical use. Even if you've never tried a purely
sleight-of-hand deck switch before try this one: it's not difficult and can be done slowly.

You must be seated at a table opposite the audience. The deck to be switched in rests, face down, on your
right thigh. The deck to be switched out lies face up on the table about a foot from the edge, ends toward the
right and left (as if in riffle shuffle position). Let's assume you've just placed the deck in that position.
Lean back and relax, letting your right hand drop into your lap while your left hand rests in a relaxed fist
at the table edge. Your right hand grasps the deck in your lap as in figure 1, with your fingers curled
comfortably around the outer end — your hand in a fist.
Reach forward with your left hand, turning it palm down. Grasp the face-up deck in what would
normally, if your hand was palm up, be dealing position (fig. 2). Lift the deck and begin moving your left
hand toward you, simultaneously turning it palm up — also first-finger pushing the deck into a deeper grip
so its outer end is in line with your second finger (fig. 3).
-

As your left hand moves toward you begin raising your right hand. You must coordinate the movements
of both hands so that your right hand moves over your left hand precisely when your left hand reaches the
table edge (fig. 4). The heel of your left hand must hug the table so that the second your hand stops moving
toward you it relaxes, releasing the lower deck so it falls into your lap (fig. 5). Since your right hand should
already be over your left hand this will be covered from the audience.
Your left hand immediately grasps the deck in your right hand, while your right hand moves over the
deck in a squaring action (fig. 6).
Some fine points. When your hands come together initially your right fingers will fit snugly into the
space created in your left hand due to the pushed-back condition of the lower deck (fig. 7 is an exposed view).
In this way the outer end of the upper deck is already in position, beyond the outer end of the lower deck. The
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audience has no possible chance of seeing the lower deck "go" or the upper deck "drop" because you've
already substituted them before the actual switch is completed.
Also, don't rush this. Do it smoothly and casually. There's nothing to see so don't feel you have to move
quickly in order to hide something.

Color Triumphant II
This is another way of handling the routine as it appeared in Dingle's Deceptions. Have a regular blue deck
on the table. In your lap, face-down on your right thigh, is a setup deck. It goes, from the top down: a
face-down blue-backed card, a third of the red-backed deck (face-down), a face-down blue-backed card,
another third of the red-backed deck (face down), a face-down blue-backed card (let's assume it's the Seven
of Hearts), and the last third of the red-backed deck (face up).
Let the spectator shuffle the deck and have it returned to you afterward. Spread through the face-up
cards quickly doing a Hofzinser Spread Cull with the Seven of Hearts and controlling it to the rear. Square the
deck, flip it face down, and Force the Seven on the spectator. Have him place the card back in the deck and
shuffle it.
As he's shuffling let your right hand drop into your lap. Grasp the setup deck in position for the
Two-Fisted Deck Switch. Take the deck back from the spectator with your left hand and drop it, face up in
position for the switch, on the table in front of you.
Pause for a moment and patter about how you couldn't possibly find the card because they've shuffled
the deck. Your palm-down left hand picks up the deck as you begin the deck switch. When the move is
completed you'll have lapped the blue deck and substituted the setup deck.
Your right thumb can lightly lift at the inner end of the deck — there should be a natural break above the
lower face-up third. Let one card riffle downward onto the face-up cards (it'll be a blue back) and hold a pinky
break above those cards. Continue riffling upward with your thumb until you come to the second blue back,
about two-thirds of the way up from bottom, and hold a third finger break above it.
Your right hand lifts the upper two packets holding a thumbtip break between them while your left hand
holds all the cards beneath the pinky break. Your left hand tables its packet to the left. Your right hand drops
all the cards beneath the break just to the right of the packet just tabled by your left hand. Finally, your right
hand tables the upper third of the deck farthest to the right.
Flip the center packet face up and turn it, and the left-end packet, to riffle shuffle position with the long
sides toward you. Let the bottom card of the right-hand portion fall first, then riffle shuffle normally, letting
the top card of the left-hand portion fall last. Square the packets.
Flip the packet thaf s sitting on the right face up and shuffle it into the larger left-hand portion. Let the
card on the bottom of the right-hand portion fall first, then the card on the bottom of the left-hand portion,
then shuffle normally, letting the top card of the left-hand portion fall last.
Here's the situation at this point. The blue face-down duplicate of the selection (the Seven of Hearts) is
on top. The entire red deck is face up beneath it. On the bottom are two face-up blue cards.
Do a Tabled Slip Cut (already described in QuadraConvincing Triumph), your right hand cutting the top
card and the bottom half of the deck forward. Your right hand returns to your left hand and takes the
remaining half deck and places it onto the cut-forward half, maintaining a right thumbtip break between the
halves (above the blue selection). Slide the deck toward you and grasp the left end in shuffle grip with your
left hand, your left thumb taking over the break. Your right thumb obtains a break beneath the top face-up
card of the deck. Your right thumb maintains that break between the top card and the upper half of the deck
while your left hand cuts all the cards beneath the lower break to the top. Immediately cut to the break again,
completing the cut. All you've done is a Tabled Double Cut to transfer a red-backed card from top to bottom.
(You Double Cut to a specific place, though, and the reason for that is so you can flash a back during the
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the precise instant the card is flush your left thumb peels the top card to the left, onto your left palm (fig. 2).
Peel the next card onto it. Peel the third and fourth cards onto that, one at a time, holding a left pinky break
beneath them. Move the left-hand cards beneath the deck, taking the two cards above the break onto the
bottom, and immediately Half Pass the two cards on bottom. As you finish the Half Pass your right hand
grasps the outer end of the deck, thumb above and fingers beneath, and turns it over, end over end, as you
say, ". . . and I say something's wrong with the cards because I looked at the backs and the backs looked the same as the
fronts."

Turn the deck over end over end again. "Everywhere I looked through the cards the backs looked the same as the
fronts." Spread the top nine cards showing blue backs and obtain a left pinky break beneath them as you
square. Do a Bottom Slip Cut, Kick Cutting the nine cards above the break into your left hand, which retains
the bottom Ace with the base of its first ringer. Without pausing place the larger, right-hand, portion of the
deck leftjogged onto the cards in your left hand (fig. 3). As your right hand moves to the right it takes the
lower portion and leaves the upper portion in your left hand.
Do the Vernon Flip-Over Move as in the original All Backs, your right hand turning palm up to flash the
underside of its smaller packet while your left thumb moves beneath the larger packet and flips it over (fig. 4).
Say, "In fact wherever I cut the deck the cards on the fronts were the same as the ones on the backs." Turn your right
hand palm down and drop its cards onto the rest of the deck.

"I looked through the top half of the cards and they all looked the same, I turned the deck over and they looked the same
on the other side, too!" As you say that spread the top eight cards of the deck to show blue backs — don't spread
farther! Turn the deck over and again spread up to eight cards to show blue backs. Square the deck and flip it
over again, spreading up to eight cards to show blue backs. Square the deck and grasp it in Biddle Grip.

"The magician accused me of using special cards and I said to him, 'Well, they were okay when 1 had them, you
obviously did something to them when you got them.' " Obtain a left pinky break at the natural break beneath the
uppermost face-up Ace which is tenth from the top. (If this gives you trouble you could have held this break
all along, from the completion of the Vernon Flip-Over Move, maintaining it as you flipped the deck over
twice.)
"Again 1 showed him that everywhere I cut the fronts and the backs were all the same." Your right hand grasps all
the cards above the break in Biddle Grip (you may already be holding them that way) and turns palm up to
flash the underside. Your left thumb moves beneath the larger portion and flips it over. As your right hand
turns palm down and places its cards onto the lower portion of the deck do the Kelly Bottom Placement,
slipping the lowermost of the right-hand cards, an Ace, to the bottom of the deck.
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"I said to the magician, 'I'm going to take this deck and cut to the Aces, which is going to be a problem with this
particular deck since you won't be able to tell if the Aces are Aces or not Aces.' " Obtain a break somewhere near the

bottom of the upper twenty-card red/blue double backer portion and do The Classic Pass False Cut, squaring
afterward. Turn the deck over and do a Quadruple Lift using the DD Double Lift technique, going directly
into a D'Amico Change to unload the three lower cards as you say, "I cut to the first Ace and I think it's the Club."
Deal the single card now in your right hand to the table.
Flip the deck over and repeat The Classic Pass False Cut. Square up and turn the deck over again. Do a
DD Triple Lift and then a D'Amico Move to unload the two lower cards and, as you table the right-hand card,
say, "I cut to the second Ace, this time it was the Heart."

Flip the deck over and do The Classic Pass False Cut again. Turn the deck over and do The DD Double
Lift and go immediately into KM Move as already taught in Post It!, your left fingers stealing the lower card of
the double back beneath the deck as your left hand rums over. Your right hand uses its face-down single card
to tap the exposed back as you say, 'I cut to the third Ace, the Diamond, and it hadbacks on both sides just like the rest

of the deck" (fig. 5). Turn your left hand palm up and use the right-hand card to tap the back now showing.
Table the single card with the others.
Turn the deck over and say, "The last Ace is right in the center of the deck, and I'll cut to it." Your right hand
grasps the deck in Biddle Grip and obtains a thumb break at the natural break beneath the twenty (actually
nineteen at this point) double backers on top. Your left hand grasps all the cards below the break and moves a
tiny bit downward. Your left thumb moves beneath the lower half and flips it over (fig. 6). Place the
right-hand cards beneath the left-hand cards and square the deck.
"The last Ace was the Spade, though as I said you'll have to take my word for it." Simply thumb off the top card,

take it with your right hand and flick it, then table it with the others.
"I said to the magician, 'There's nothing wrong with this deck,'and I gave them a little click and changed them back

into a regular deck of cards." Obtain a pinky break beneath the top face-down blue card and Classic Pass it to the
bottom. The deck will appear to return to faces as you spread up to 28 cards between your hands to show
faces.
"I also put Aces on the faces of the ones on the table." Turn over the four tabled cards to reveal the Aces. "The
only trouble was that this magician really fooled me - I never saw him switch the deck." Turn the deck face down and

do a wide ribbon spread to show all red backs.
*

Triple Color-Changing
All Backs Aces
I know you'll like this even though it's not the type of thing you'll perform for laymen very often. It
should be that special routine you save to crush the souls of other magicians. What it is, basically, is an All
Backs routine where you cut to the Aces during the back-showing sequence. As you cut to each Ace you
simply turn it face up — so the faces are visible and each is seen to have a blue back. The backs of the Aces
change to red, then faces return to the whole deck, the back of the entire deck changes to a third color — like
yellow. No gaffed cards are used.
Please follow the instructions for the setup carefully because it's rather involved. You need a red deck, a
blue deck, and a yellow (or any odd back design) deck. Remove the four Aces from the red deck and discard
the rest of the cards — you won't need them. Deal sixteen yellow cards onto the table in a face-down pile
directly in front of you. On top of that place a face-down blue-backed card; on that a face-down red Ace; on
that a face-up blue card; on that a face-down blue card; on that a face-down red Ace; on that a face-up blue
card; on that a face-down blue card; on that a face-down red Ace; on that a face-up blue card; on that a
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face-down blue card; on that a face-down red Ace; on that a face-up blue card; on that a face-down blue card.
On top of all that place thirty blue face-down cards. On top of that, finally, place the four blue-backed Aces.
Place that deck into your pocket. Take the rest of the yellow deck (minus sixteen cards) and place a
face-down blue card on top of it. Place that on your right thigh in position for the Two-Fisted Deck Switch.
Now you're set.

Remove the setup deck from your pocket and hold it in face-down dealing position in your left hand.
Say, "I was doing this four Ace trick for a gambler . . . ." Begin to spread through the cards, silently counting off
until the top fourteen cards have been spread (Derek simply pushes off seven pairs of two cards at a time
while he patters). Your right hand takes this spread of fourteen cards and simply places it beneath the deck as
you flip all the cards face up.
Spread through the faces saying that you need the Aces. You'll reach the Aces soon in a group — they're
the first four cards past the ten face cards. Outjog them and place them on the table. When your right hand
places the ten cards which were above the Aces back onto the face of the deck it injogs them slightly—just the
width of the white border (which you cannot see, so just estimate).
Flip the deck face down sideways into your left hand so the injogged cards remain at the inner end. As
your right hand squares the deck from above your right thumb pushes down on the injogged cards as you
push them flush, obtaining a thumbtip break above the bottom ten cards. Transfer that break to your left
pinky. Your thumb riffles up the inner end of the deck until you see the top card of the yellow block fall — let
one blue card riffle downward onto it and hold a break above that with your third finger.

Your right hand grasps the cards above the lowermost break in Biddle Grip, taking the third finger break
with your right thumb. Your left hand takes all the cards beneath the lower, pinky break and tables them to
the left (fig. 1). Move your right hand forward and drop all the cards beneath the thumbtip break onto the
table just to the right of the first packet. Move your right hand to the right and place the rest of the deck on the
table, picking about ten cards off the top with your right hand (fig. 2). Place those ten cards onto the table,
forming a fourth face-down packet, just to the right of the third packet. There are now four face-down
packets in a horizontal row on the table.
Flash the backs of the Aces and turn them face down. Drop one Ace on top of each packet, but insert the
last Ace into the center of the packet farthest to the right. Say, "/'// place the Aces into different parts of the deck."
Assemble the packets, starting with the one farthest to the right and working toward the left, simply
dropping them one on top of the other. When you drop the three-quarter deck onto the packet farthest to the
left your right thumb hits the top card of the smaller packet and injogs it (fig. 3).
Now, as your right hand lifts the entire deck off the table in Biddle Grip, your right thumb pushes
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downward on the injogged card so you have an automatic thumbtip break above the bottom packet once the
cards are off the table. Place the deck into left-hand dealing position and outjog all the cards above the break
the width of the white border (fig. 4).
Say, "I told the gambler I was going to cut to the four Aces. He said, 'You're using special cards/1 said that I wasn't
using special cards - I got them from a regular store." As you deny that the cards are special you flip the top card

face up to begin the setup for Vernon's routine. Let the face-up card fall flush with the deck. Pick up a double
card and, using it as a flipper, turn over the next card on top of the deck. Pick up another double card keeping
it spread a bit to the left beneath the first double (fig. 5). Use those to flip over the next card on top of the deck.
Place that face-up single card beneath the pair of spread doubles in your right hand and flip the whole
business face down onto the deck, letting the cards square automatically as they turn over.
"Thegambler insisted that I was using special cards." Your left hand cuts all the injogged cards to the top of
the deck, maintaining a pinky break beneath them. Then cut them back to the bottom again, injogging them
as before. "Thegambler took the deckand turned over the top card." Do a Double Lift to show backs on both sides
and place that double card beneath the deck without disturbing the injogged block (the double goes beneath
those cards). Do another Double Lift to show that the second card also has backs on both sides. Insert this
double card above the injogged block, your left pinky tip pulling downward on the inner right comer of the
injogged cards to facilitate this. Don't push the double card flush, though.
Your right hand changes grips, moving over the deck in Biddle position. Your right thumb pulls upward
on the injogged double card as you push it flush and immediately lifts all the cards above the break, turning
palm up to flash a back on the underside of the upper packet. (That's the start of the Vernon Flip Flop
Turnover Sequence already taught in the other All Backs routines.) Your left thumb moves beneath its packet
and flips it over, then turns palm down (fig, 6). Turn your left hand palm up again and turn your right hand
palm down, placing the right-hand cards onto the left-hand cards and holding a pinky break between them.
Say, "The gambler fanned through the cards/' Spread about ten cards between your hands to show blue
bau*s. Square them, flip the deck over maintaining the break via the automatic step (taught in the next
routine) and spread up to ten cards on this side to show blue backs again. Flip the deck over again,
maintaining the break. Repeat the Vernon Flip Flop Turnover Sequence, afterward simply dropping the
right-hand cards on top (there is no need to do the usual Kelly Bottom Placement, or even hold a break).
Say, "I took the deck back from the gambler and said that there was nothing wrong with the cards." If you lift lightly

on the inner end of the deck with your right thumb you'll find there's an automatic break above the
uppermost red Ace (that's beneath, in other words, the uppermost reversed card). Your right thumb lets two
cards riffle onto the red Ace. Cut all the cards above the break to the bottom as you say, "Watch, I'll cut to the
Aces."

Do a Triple Turnover to show a face-up Ace, and go right into a D'Amico Change to unload the two cards
beneath the Ace back on top of the deck. Flick the outer end of the Ace with your left thumb and then table it
toward the left about a foot from the table's inner edge. Obtain a pinky break beneath the top two cards and
Double Cut them to the bottom of the deck being careful to cut into the lower blue only portion of the deck so
no odd/colored or reversed cards show.
Repeat the actions described in the preceding paragraph three more times until all four Aces have been
dealt to the table in a row from left to right. When you do the last Double Cut it must be to a particular spot.
Let's assume you've just tabled the fourth face-up Ace. Lift lightly on the inner end of the deck with your
right thumb at about center — there should be a natural break. Let two cards drop and obtain a break above
them. You should now have a break just beneath the entire yellow block. Your right thumb lifts the inner end
of the double face-to-face card on top of the deck and holds a break while your left hand cuts all the cards
beneath the lower break to the top. Hold a break between the packets — do not complete the cut!
Your right hand lifts all the cards above the break in Biddle Grip and turns palm up to show their
underside. Your left hand tables its cards just to the left of the Aces, angled slightly as shown in figure 7. Your
left hand takes the rest of the deck from your $till-palm-up right hand and tables it just inward of the packet
already there (fig. 8).
Say, "The gambler said, 'These cards still have backs on both sides - blue backs. But the Aces have red backs." As

you talk your left hand reaches across to your right in front of you to gather the Aces and turn them over to
show their red backs. At the same time your right hand drops into your lap and picks up the cards on your
right thigh in position for Two-Fisted Deck Switch.
Say, "And all these cards have blue backs." Turn your left hand palm down and pick up the inner half of the
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deck. Do the Two-Fisted Deck Switch, lapping the cards in your left hand and switching in the cooler. Leave
that halfdeck in your left hand. Your right hand lifts the halfdeck that's still on the table and drops it into the
cards in your left hand, obtaining a pinky break between the halves.
Flip the deck face up maintaining the break and say, "No, the cards don't have backs on both sides." Spread
the face-up deck between your hands and do the Hofzinser Spread Cull with the card directly above the
pinky break (a blue back). As you continue to spread do the cull again to run one yellow-backed card beneath
the blue back. Square the spread so both cards go to the rear or bottom of the deck.
Continue, "And apart from that, it's not a blue deck, it's a yellow deck!" Flip the deck face down and do a wide
ribbon spread to show all yellow cards, being careful not to spread the top four cards.

All Backs with Selection
This is one of the routines which Derek uses all the time for laymen — and it's basically Vernon's
handling from Expert Card Technique with the addition of a selected card and some handling bits of Mario's, plus patter and presentation.
Spread the face-down deck between your hands and have a card selected, but don't square the spread!
Spot and isolate the three lowermost cards of the right-hand's spread cards (above the point at which the
card was taken) and hold them in place beneath the spread with the tips of your right and first and
second fingers. Once the selection has been shown around have it replaced in the same spot from which
it was taken. As you square the deck afterward your right fingertips allow the three isolated cards to fall
onto the selection, and you immediately obtain a left pinky break above them and do a Classic Pass. That
positions the selection fourth from the top.
Say, "A gambler was watching me when I did this once and he said that all magicians use special cards. I said that
these weren't special - / bought them in the drugstore. ' As you patter do Vernon's setup. Flip the top card face up
r

and let it align with the deck, then pick up a double card and use it to flip the next card face up, letting it align
with the deck. Pick up another double card, leaving it slightly ieftjogged beneath the first double already held
by your right hand. Use the right-hand cards to flip the next card face up and take it (as a single card) beneath
the cards in your right hand, spread slightly to the left. The audience has seen the faces of three normal cards.
Flip the whole business over onto the deck, allowing the cards to square as they turn over. The selection,
which is not one of the three cards seen by the audience, is now face up beneath the top card.
Say, "The gambler said, 'What do you mean these aren't special cards? I know about card handling and I can cut my

card to the top!' " Do The Classic Pass False Cut. Do a Double Lift, turning the top two cards over as one to
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show backs on both sides. Turn the double card over again and place it on the bottom of the deck (this

positions the selection, now face up, on the bottom). Do another Double Lift to show backs on both sides as
you say, "I said to the gambler, 'Well never mind, if you can't find it the first time try a second time.' " Your left pinky

pulls down about half the deck at the inner right corner opening a break in the center—into which you insert
the double card. Begin to push it flush, but leave about a half inch injogged at the inner end of the deck.

Your right hand regrips to Biddle Grip and, as your thumb pushes the injogged double card flush, it
pulls upward so your right hand holds all the cards above the break between thumb at inner end and fingers at outer end. Go immediately into Vernon's Flip Flop Turnover Sequence. Briefly: your right hand,
holding the upper half of the deck, turns palm up to flash a back on the underside. Simultaneously your
left thumb moves beneath the lower half of the deck and flips it over so it ends held between your left
thumb (on top) and fingertips (beneath). Briefly flash the underside of the left hand's packet before turning the hand palm up again. Place the right-hand cards onto the left-hand cards maintaining a pinky
break between them. Spread the upper half of the deck to show backs, then flip the deck over with your
left thumb — the cards will automatically step on the break (fig. 1). Your right hand grasps the deck from
above while your left hand regrips back to dealing position, picking up the step and taking a left pinky
break there. Spread up to half the deck to show all backs again.
Flip the deck over maintaining the break as already described and spread again to show all backs.
Repeat the Vernon Flip Flop Turnover Sequence and end by doing a Kelly Bottom Placement with your
right hand's packet so the reversed card on its bottom goes to the bottom of the deck.
Now do Mario's Kick-Cut handling of Vernon's Hindu Shuffle Sequence. In other words your right
hand grasps the deck in Biddle Grip and your right first finger Kick Cuts a small batch of cards into your
left hand. Your right hand then turns palm up to flash the underside of its packet, turning palm down
again a second later. This is repeated five or so times as you say, "Well maybe you picked the Nine of Hearts,
or the Three of Spades." During the sequence, just after one of the Kick Cuts when your right hand is palm
down, your left thumb peels one card from the top of the right-hand cards onto the top of the left hand
cards. The next time your right hand turns palm up your left hand peels one card off the bottom of the
packet onto the left hand cards. When your right hand turns palm down your left thumb peels a third
card onto the left-hand cards. This creates the impression of more backs.
When your right hand holds only a small packet of cards place those on top of the left-hand cards
maintaining a left pinky break. Now you'll do a Mario bit. Your right hand grasps all the cards above the
break in Biddle Grip, lifts them, and turns palm up to flash their undersides as you say, "The gambler
looked at the cards near the top, then cut a little deeper, then cut a little deeper, etc." Turn your right hand palm

down and replace the cards on the deck holding a pinky break. Grasp the deck in Biddle Grip with your
right hand taking the break with your thumbtip. Your left hand undercuts a small packet of cards from
the bottom of the deck to the top, then takes the deck in dealing position. Your right hand takes all the
cards above the break and turns palm up briefly to flash the bottom. Repeat this sequence four or five
times — it gives the impression you cut to backs at four or five different places in the deck. End by placing the right-hand cards beneath the left hand cards.
Flip the deck over. At this point the entire deck is face up except for one face-down card, the selection, on top. Say, "I took the deck back from the gambler because I was tired of him saying that I was using a special

deck. So I just snapped the cards." Do a Classic Pass. The deck will magically appear to regain faces. Immediately spread the cards between your hands to show all faces except for one card reversed in the center. Have it removed and shown to be the selection.
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Master Poker Demonstration
This was the first of the Innovations series which Derek put out with Charlie Reynolds. As I've
already said in Illusion Aces, the series was designed without sleights so the average cardman could perform the routines. Since thaf s not my purpose here you'll find the following description a bit different
than the original, with some more complex sleights used.
Remove the four Aces and the King, Queen, Jack, and Ten of Spades from a red-backed deck. Place
those cards aside because they won't be used. Take the identical eight cards from a blue-backed deck and
arrange them in this order, from the top down (all cards face down): Ace of Hearts, Ace of Clubs, Ace of
Diamonds, Ace of Spades, King of Spades, Queen, Jack, and Ten of Spades. Drop that onto the facedown incomplete red deck and place the entire thing into a blue cardcase.
To perform, remove the deck from the case and drop the case on the table directly in front of you.
Say, "Lots of people ask me if lean use my skill as a magician when I'm gambling. Well, there's a lot of difference between a gambler and a magician. For instance . . . ." As you say all that (and whatever else you can think of

to stretch) do the following. The deck is in face-down dealing position in your left hand, your left thumb
lying across the top. Your right hand comes over and grasps the upper half of the deck in Biddle Grip as
you simultaneously tilt the top of the deck toward you so the spectators cannot see it. Your left thumb
holds the top card in place as your right hand slips the upper half of the deck to the right, out from beneath it. Repeat that again, your left thumb slipping another blue Ace into the center of the deck. Afterward place the half held by your right hand onto the cards in your left hand, maintaining a left pinky
break between them and lower your hands to normal position.
Open your left fingers a bit so all the cards above the break step slightly to the right (this purposely
exposes a blue corner in the center of the deck). Your right hand takes the deck as is in Biddle Grip. Your
left hand picks up the cardcase and your right hand tables the stepped deck in its place. Both hands close
the case and place it aside. Your right hand lifts the stepped deck and returns it to dealing position in
your left hand where you square the step and transfer it to a left pinky break.

Continue, ". . . for instance, a magician might be able to cut to the Aces like this, using funny little cuts."

Here you do Nate Leipzig's Swivel Cut to produce the four Aces one at a time. Like this. Your right hand
grasps the deck in Biddle Grip, taking the break with the thumbtip. Turn your left hand palm toward audience and move your left first finger onto the inner end of the upper half. Swing your left hand around
in a clockwise serni-circle, pivoting the upper cards around your right second finger (fig. 1). They'll eventually fall onto your left hand. Place the left-hand cards beneath the right-hand cards, maintaining a
break between the halves. Thumb off the top blue card, take it with your right hand, and turn it face up
as you drop it on the table revealing an Ace. Repeat the Swivel Cut to the break, hold a break as the
packets are reassembled, and turn over the top card to reveal a second Ace. Table it beside the first Ace.
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Repeat the Swivel Cut to the break again, but turn your left hand palm down before you thumb the Ace off

into your right hand so you don't expose a red back. Curl your left first finger onto the face of the deck
and then straighten your left fingers. The deck will step at the break (fig. 2). Your right hand grasps the
deck in Biddle Grip maintaining the step, which you transfer to a thumbtip break. Do a Throw Cut, your
right hand tossing all the cards above the break into your left hand. Drop the right hand's cards onto that
and flip the deck face down. Thumb off the fourth Ace, flipping it face up on the table with the others.
Say, "A gambler can't do that, he has to use something more subtle. For instance he could use a Second Deal."

Hold the face-down deck in left-hand dealing position and place the Ace of Spades, face up, on top of it.
Do two Second Deals. If you can do them well, fine. If not, do them as well as you can — it's supposed
to be an obvious demonstration. After the two Seconds deal the Ace of Spades back with the other faceup Aces.
Flip all the Aces face down leaving them spread and place them beneath the deck without squaring
them. Then pick up the two blue cards from the table and place them on top of the deck — still without
squaring (fig. 3). The point is that the spectators will see a bunch of blue cards. Now square everything.
"Or he might even use a Bottom Deal, dealing cards around until he gets to his, and then taking it off the bot-

tom." Do a slow smooth Bottom Deal, turning the Ace face up as you table it. Do two face-down tops to
the table, then three more Bottoms, turning each Ace face up as you table it with the others.
"Or the gambler might stack the Aces while he's shuffling." Place the two face-down blue backs back on
top of the deck, followed by the four face-down Aces (make sure the Ace of Spades is the top card of the
deck). Flip the deck face up and grasp it in Overhand Shuffle position in your right hand. Begin a Milk
Build Shuffle, your left thumb and fingers simultaneously pulling off the face and rear (top) cards of the
deck. Run three cards onto that off the face. Run five cards onto that off the face. Milk again, pulling off
the top and bottom cards and then running three more off the face. Repeat the Milk followed by a threecard run off the face twice more. Drop all the cards remaining in your right hand on top maintaining a
left pinky break between the halves.
Say, "Of course after the shuffle the gambler has a confederate who cuts the deck in the proper place." Your left

thumb moves beneath the deck and flips it face down while you maintain the break, first by letting the deck
step, and then by picking up the break at the step. Do an open straight cut and then flip the deck face up. "7/7
deal out the cards now you can see that the gambler gets the four Aces." Deal out the first four cards in a horizontal
row and deal the fifth card, an Ace, directly in front of you, inward of the other cards. Repeat that twice more
— you'll have three Aces in your hand. On the fourth deal an indifferent card will fall to your hand, say, "I
forgot, there are five cards in a poker hand." Deal one more round so the fourth Ace falls to your hand.

4
Flip the remaining portion of the deck face down and table it to the left. Use the uppermost Ace, the
Spade, to scoop up the rest of the cards in your hand. Square them and replace them on the table in front
of you. Pick up the face-down halfdeck to your left and flip it face up. Spread through the cards until you
come to the Ten of Spades — hold a pinky break above it as you square the cards.
Your right hand lifts half the cards above the break and drops them onto your face-up poker (Ace)
hand. Take the rest of the cards above the break and drop them onto the first-cut packet. Lift all those
cards from the table and drop them onto the small packet (with the Ten on the face) remaining in your
left hand. Flip that halfdeck face down.
Say, "A magician can play funny games and do strange things, like stacking the hands while he's looking at

them. I'll demonstrate." Your right hand reaches forward to pick up the hand at the left end of the row. At
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the same time your left hand tilts the top of the deck to the right, and the deck is given "shade" by your
right forearm (fig. 4). At that moment your left thumb pushes off the top card slightly so your left pinky
can obtain a break beneath it. Don't forget to do this each time your right hand picks up one of the
hands. Place the face-up cards on top of the deck and spread over the top four, taking them with your right
hand. Your right thumb reverse spreads them and slides the left long side of the uppermost card into the
break (fig. 5). While you do this talk about the cards in the hand, picking out the goods ones, etc.
Your right hand lifts all the face-up cards (with the face-down card loaded beneath the face card) and
tables them as is, in a sloppy pile. Repeat the entire sequence with the next face-up poker hand, this time
sliding the double card above the break second from the face of the reverse spread packet held by your
right hand. Drop the whole business as is onto the first hand. Repeat with the third hand, loading the
double card third from the face and then dropping the packet onto the others. Repeat with the fourth
hand, loading the double card fourth from the face (above the bottom face-up card) and then dropping the
packet onto the others.
Square the face-up pile. Your right hand takes the face-up pile while your left hand takes the facedown pile, each hand turning its cards to riffle shuffle position. Say, "Some magicians play face-up face-down
poker where you mix the cards up." Zarrow Shuffle beneath the top card of the left-hand packet, being careful not to spread the left hand's cards too much as you riffle or you'll expose the red backs. Square the
deck maintaining a thumb break between the halves. Cut the upper half of the deck to the right, flip all
the left-hand cards face up, and Zarrow Shuffle beneath the top four face-up cards of the left hand's packet. Square the deck.
Place the deck in face-up dealing position and deal out five poker hands — four in a horizontal row
from left to right (they'll all be face up) and one hand directly in front of you (all its cards will be face
down). Say, "Of course the magician has the advantage here because he can see everyone else's hand - but they

can't see his." After the deal is completed, and each hand contains five cards, your left hand turns palm
down and deposits the remainder of the deck face down to your left on the table.
Both hands move over your face-down packet and square it. Your left hand picks up the halfdeck on
the left, flips it face up, and holds it while both hands scoop up all the other face-up cards in the other
four hands. Purposely leave one face-up card on the table, notice it after all the others have been picked
up, and simply drop the deck on top of it.
Say, "It didn't matter what those hands were because a magician wouldn't take any chances—he would deal himself
one of the best possible hands — a Royal Flush in Spades. Turn over your hand to show the Spade Flush. Say,
"People sometimes ask how I can keep track of the Aces and the flush. It's easy if they have blue backs and the rest of the

cards have red backs." Flip the deck face down and do a wide ribbon spread to show red backs, being careful not
to spread the top few cards.

Double Color-Changing Deck
I passed by this when it appeared in Derek's Genii issue in the mid seventies. The idea of having
fourteen extra cards in the deck seemed absurd. It's the old story, though — Derek did it for me and I
was astounded. Not only are the extra cards covered, but the effect is miraculous.
You must be seated at a table opposite the audience. You can start with the deck already setup,
though here's a way of getting ready under the spectators' noses. A blue deck lies on the table. There are
fourteen red-backed cards in a small pile on your left thigh; they're crimped sharply at the inner end (so
the inner corners are downward and the center of the inner end bellies upward).
After some effects lean back and let your left hand drop into your lap. Pick up the face-down red
backs making sure the crimp is at the inner end and raise your hand to just beneath the table edge. Your
right hand lifts the tabled blue deck in Biddle Grip and moves toward you. As it passes the table edge
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your left hand ascends, adding the red cards beneath the deck in a squaring action.
Obtain a left pinky break above the bottom seven red cards via the Thumb Count. Your right thumb
continues riffling upward until it reaches the center of the blue deck. Your right hand cuts the upper half
of the deck into the pinky break — above the bottom seven red cards. That centers half of the red cards
(fig. 1). Now you're ready to begin. You can, as I've already mentioned, set the deck up this way beforehand,
Either way, pick up the deck and hold it in dealing position in your left hand. Begin to spread
through the deck showing blue backs. When you come to the center your left thumb pushes off a large
block (containing the seven red backs) and continues spreading a bit farther — be careful not to spread
the bottom ten cards or so, either. Square the deck, leaving it somewhat sloppy looking to help conceal
the extra thickness (fig. 2).
Spread the top half of the deck and have a card selected and removed. Square the deck afterward.
Take the card from the spectator once it's been remembered and hold it between your right thumb and
fingers, face down. Insert it into the deck at the inner end — into the center of the small red packet in the
middle (fig. 3). This is easy to do if you tip the inner end of the deck up a bit so you can see what you're
doing. Square the cards.
Flip the deck face up, your right hand hovering over it to help conceal the thickness. Say, as you
spread the deck between your hands, "It's very easy to find the card if you spread the deck face up." As you begin the spread thumb off the first six cards and move your right first finger onto the back of the sixth
card. That enables you to first, continue spreading, and then to obtain a left pinky break beneath those
six face cards as you square the deck. Double Cut them to the rear.
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Say, "Instead of looking at the faces of the cards, I've found a way of marking the backs." Your left thumb

moves beneath the deck and, as you raise your left hand, your left thumb flips the deck over so the faces
remain toward the audience and the red cards on top aren't exposed. As you do the following selective
spread say, "I'm going to look at the backs of all these cards and find yours." You're going to spread the cards
into a fan held by your right hand with your left fingers. Begin to do that, spreading the top six red
cards, then pushing over all the blue backs until you come to the center red packet. Spread that — the
blue selection will be in the middle. Finally, pull the bottom red card a bit to the left (fig. 4). Note that the
big blocks of blue cards are not really square, but spread very slightly so only the borders show and it
doesn't look too contrived.
Take your time and arrange the fan neatly so no blue backs (except the selection) are showing — you
have plenty of time since you're supposed to be reading little marks anyway. (It should be obvious that
the faces of the cards are toward the audience when you're doing this so they can't see the backs.)
Say, "/ think I've found it," and, once all the cards are arranged, outjog the blue selection and lower
your right hand so the backs of the cards are visible to the audience. Remove the bottom red card with
your left hand and hold it beside the blue selection saying, "See how the marks stand out." Pull the selection
out and leave it on the table. Insert the red card held by your left hand among the top six red cards and

Flip the selection face up and slide it to your right, about a foot from the table edge. Flip the deck face up
and obtain a left pinky break above the bottom seven red cards (you can just pick it up because of the natural
break). Your right thumb lifts at the next natural break, just beneath the small block of red cards in the center.
Insert all the cards above the upper break into the pinky break (this is the same cut you did if you used the
open setup) (fig. 5). All fourteen red cards are now on the bottom of the deck — obtain a left pinky break
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above them and spread the face-up deck between your hands for a moment. Square the deck and take it with
your right hand in Biddle Grip, transferring the break to your right thumbtip.

Say, "The trouble with this red deck is that it has one odd blue card." As you say "odd blue card" two things

happen simultaneously. Your left hand reaches in front of you to the face-up selection and turns it face
down. At the same time your right hand moves back to the table edge (just past it) and lets all the cards
beneath the break drop into your lap (fig. 6). Your left forearm provides plenty of cover. As soon as the
red cards are gone your right hand moves forward again and your left hand moves back to the left.
Your right hand immediately does a wide face-up ribbon spread as you say, "I guess I'll just have to
change the deck back to blue." Domino-flip the ribbon spread over to reveal the blue deck — and you end
clean.

Four Coins and Counting
You'll find this handling a bit more streamlined than the original, which appeared in Dingle's Deceptions.
A number of sleights already described in the other coin assemblies in the book will be used again here. You
need two cards, five quarters, a large coin (say, a silver dollar), and a close-up mat. You should be standing at
a table opposite the audience. Layout everything on the table as in figure 1: four quarters in a horizontal row
at the outer side, two face-down cards angled inward in the center (the right-hand card has the extra quarter
beneath it), silver dollar beneath the inner left corner of the mat. If you've read this far through the book then
getting into that position will pose no problem.

Say, "A little miracle of a semi-religious nature with two cards and four coins." Your palm-down hands pick up

their respective face-down cards, your right hand doing The PickUp Move so the extra quarter is lifted
beneath the card. Curl your second fingers onto the faces of the cards and remove your thumbs, allowing the
cards to lever to aliorizontal position clipped between first and second fingers. Lower your thumbs onto the
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cards beside your first fingers, then move your first fingers beneath the cards next to your second fingers.
(Each card should now be held, face down, at the center of its outer long side between thumb, first, and
second fingers — call this stabilizing after the PickUp Move.)
Place the right-hand card, coin hidden beneath, beneath the left-hand card, your left second finger
moving upward against the coin to hold it in place. Your left hand now holds both cards so your right hand
can arrange the four coins into a square formation, each about ten inches apart from the others. Your right
hand takes the upper card and both hands simultaneously cover the two outer coins, your left hand secretly
adding the coin beneath its card to the quarter already at the outer left.

4

Your left hand turns palm down and lifts the quarter at inner left in French Drop position between thumb
and fingers. When your left hand has turned palm up say, "This coin will travel. . . . "Your right hand comes
over as if to take the coin and pauses (fig. 2). Continue, saying ". . . from here . . . " as your right fingers
straighten in front of the coin. Let it fall to left-hand finger palm and immediately raise your right hand,
turning it palm up, fingers together and straight with the thumb behind (fig. 3). Watch your right hand as it
moves, simultaneously relaxing your left hand and letting it curl into a relaxed fist.
Pretend to let the coin drop into your fist and curl your fingers over it. As you finish the sentence, saying,
". . . to here," slowly open your right hand over the card at outer left to show the vanish.

Your palm-down left hand moves to the card at outer left and grasps it between thumb (above) and first
finger (beneath) (fig. 4). Lift the card and move it slightly toward you to reveal the two quarters beneath.
Lower your left second, third, and pinky fingers onto the inner end of the card and simultaneously push
downward while lifting your thumb. The card will pivot to a vertical position, clipped at center between your
first and second fingers (fig. 5). Move your thumb onto the face and push the card flatly onto your fingers
now face up — covering the coin. Do the Bertram Card SnapOver already taught in The Bertram Assembly
where the card is snapped face down from side to side while the coin beneath remains concealed. Your left
hand covers the two quarters at outer left adding the third one.
Your palm-down right hand covers the quarter at inner right. Pause a second and then say, "Did you see it
go? " Lift your right hand — the coin will still be there, saying, "That's because you were watching the wrong one!"
Your right hand reaches for the card at outer right, your left hand for the card at outer left. Your right hand
does The PickUp Move to show no quarter there, and a second later your left hand snaps up its card in an
identical action to show three there. Do the same move (but in the opposite direction) that you did at the end
of The Four-Way Backfire Assembly where, after The PickUp Move, the hand that has the coin swings
toward the other hand, tossing the concealed coin (in this case) into your waiting left fingers beneath the left
hand card (fig. 6). Without pausing both hands simultaneously flip their cards face down end over end (i.e..

your thumbs and first fingers hold the cards while your other fingers curl above their inner ends and then
straighten, flipping the cards face down). Your left hand tables its card over the three at outer left adding its
hidden coin to them, while your right hand covers the coin still at inner right.
Move your palm-down left hand over the card at inner right and lever its inner side upward with your
thumb — insert your right fingers beneath it (fig. 7). Begin to remove your right hand, at the same time
accidentally (ahem) pulling the mat askew. Say, "Oops, I'm sorry. Let me fix that." Drop what you're doing and
move your right hand to the outer right corner of the mat and your left hand to the inner left comer. Your left
hand, palm up, slides its fingers beneath the mat — and beneath the silver dollar as well. Slide the mat back
to its proper position. As you withdraw your left fingers from beneath the mat curl your hand into a relaxed
fist, the silver dollar concealed inside, resting on your fingers (fig. 8).
Your right hand picks up the card at inner right and places it into your left hand, which turns palm up to
receive it (the dollar, of course, is secretly loaded beneath). Gesture toward the visible quarter with your right
hand and say, "Only one more to go." Take the card with the dollar hidden beneath and cover the quarter so the
quarter is just inward of the dollar (fig. 9 in which the card is transparent).
Grasp the card with your left hand as if to do The PickUp Move, but simply nip the dollar with your left
thumb and lever the card upward, lifting it slightly so the audience can see the quarter on the table beneath
the card (fig. 10). Lower the card's bottom side to the table and move your right hand behind the card. Pick up
the coin, holding it concealed behind your right fingers, doing it suspiciously so the spectators aren't sure
whether you've really taken the coin or left it behind the card. Lower the card back to the table.
Pretend to place the coin into your left hand, classic palming it in your right hand. Snap your fingers and,
with your right hand, pick up the outer-left card to reveal four quarters; the card is snapped face up as it's
lifted as if doing The PickUp Move. Say, "It's easy, I use an extra coin," as your left hand lifts the other card to
reveal the silver dollar. At the same time your right palm relaxes so the extra quarter drops to your right
fingers, which move it beneath the face-up card.
Your left hand places its card, face up, beneath the one already held by your right hand, trapping the
extra quarter between them. Use those two cards to scoop up the four quarters and, as you pour them into
your left hand, let the extra quarter slide out from between the cards to secretly join them. Toss them in your
pocket to end.
—

Elastic Illusion
Honestly, it doesn't seem possible to teach this in print. The routine is a fluid series of motions that
cannot be conveyed on the printed page. Nobody does it now, or did it when it appeared in Chronicles,
because it doesn't seem like it can possibly be deceptive. Wrong again — Derek does it beautifully, and I
think it's probably the best magical effect ever devised with rubber bands. I'll do my best to teach it only
because it is so good — so unique.
You must be standing, wearing a sport jacket with your shirt sleeves rolled up underneath. You also
need two rubber bands of identical size and color, each about an inch and a half long. Finger palm one in your
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right hand.
To perform, have the loose rubber band examined. Take it back and maneuver it into the position shown
in figure 1, suspended between your extended first fingers. Figure 2 is the audience view — your fingers are
curled so the extra band in your right hand is hidden. Simultaneously lever your hands downward so your
first fingers point directly toward the audience. Move your left thumbtip in front of the lower portion of the
band and pull it inward (fig. 3).

Your right thumbtip reaches across to the portion of band stretched between your left thumb and first
finger and hooks around it (fig. 4). Pull your right thumb to the right until if s directly beneath your right first
finger (fig. 5). Press your thumbs and first fingers together so it appears as if you have two rubber bands, then
separate your right thumb and first finger (fig. 6). Move them together and separate your left thumb and first
finger. Repeat that back and forth a few times, saying, "See, I can make one look just like two."

Simultaneously turn both hands palm up, at the same time pulling your thumbs out of the band so it
ends simply strung between your first fingers. Slip your right thumbtip into the end of the finger-palmed
band (fig. 7). Lower both hands bringing them knuckle to knuckle and simultaneously curling your first
fingers (fig. 8). Your left thumbtip reaches across and moves into the finger-palmed band (fig. 9). Now move
your hands a few inches apart and straighten your first fingers and thumbs — and it'll look like you have
twisted the single band into two again as in figure 10. Separate your right first finger and thumb, then
squeeze them together and separate your left first finger and thumb — it'll look exactly like it did before.

•

As that "it's-cute-but-I've-already-seen-it" look appears on the spectator's face separate both sides at
once, saying, "It can really look like two rubber bands" (fig. 11). Begin the see-saw squeezing bit again, moving
from one side to the other, this time also moving your hands back and forth slightly. Begin the final sequence,
moving your right hand all the way in front of your left hand for a moment (fig. 12). Reverse the positions,
moving your left hand in front of your right hand, at the same time turning your right hand palm down and
lowering your thumb (fig. 13). Note that the band stretched between your thumbs is directly in line with, and
pointing up, your right sleeve. Let the tip of the band slip off your left thumb as soon as your hands hit that
position (you've got to be mentally prepared for this in advance) so the band flies up your right sleeve (fig.
14). Without pausing reverse the positions of your hands, then slowly separate them to show only one
band — which you hand out for examination.

The Derek Dingle
Fabulous Jumping Card Trick
This, Derek's handling of Edward Victor's Eleven Card Trick, is one of his favorites. It's never been
published before and he uses it every chance he gets for both laymen and magicians. Though Victor's original plot has been retained all of the handling has been changed completely. Derek's method for false
counting is so illusive that even other magicians are deceived during the routine. The patter is very important and I urge you to learn all of it (naturally substituting your own name, of course!).
Before teaching the routine I want to describe the false count. It's done a bit differently each time but
the basic mechanics are the same. There are two fingering actions used: a third-finger snap in the first
part of the count (from the first four to six counted cards), and an alternating first/second finger snap
(used after the fifth or seventh cards). I've labelled them that way because it'll save rime later on.
Take a packet of eight face-down cards and hold them in left-hand dealing position. Your left thumb
pushes off the first card and it's taken between your right thumb (above) and third finger (beneath) (fig.
1). Raise your right hand a few inches and count "One."

Start to lower your right hand, your left thumb simultaneously pushing off the next card. Your right
hand lowers the first card directly over the just-pushed over card so that your right third finger is trapped
between them (fig. 2 in which the first card is transparent). Your right first and second fingers move upward onto the face of the second card (fig. 3). Now, as you raise your right hand a few inches and count
"Two," straighten your third finger, audibly snapping it out from between the cards (fig. 4).

That action is the third-finger snap part of the count. Do it again to take the third card, counting
"Three." You're going to false count on "Tour," so begin the third-finger snap the same way. In other
words as your left thumb pushes over the fourth card your right hand begins to drop after counting the
third card. Trap your third finger between the third and fourth cards and raise your first and second fingertips beneath the fourth card as if about to do the third-finger snap. Then two things happen at the
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same time: your third finger snaps out from between the cards and your left thumb immediately pulls the
fourth card to the left so it's flush with the packet again (fig. 5). The second your third finger has snapped out from between the cards your right hand moves upward simulating your previous counting actions. It appears exactly the same as the take for the first three cards — the audience even hears the snap
as the caret is taken! That false count is always done on "Four," and sometimes on "Six" as well.
Okay, do the regular third-finger snap as you really take the fifth card, this time tilting the face of the
right-hand cards up toward the audience as you count "Five."
False count on "Six," simulating the third-finger snap but actually pulling that card flush with the
top of the left-hand packet again. (Naturally you don't flash the packet's face toward the audience as you
did during the fifth count.)
Repeat the third-finger snap as you count and take "Seven," again raising the face of the right-hand
packet toward the audience.

5
Now the fingering changes to the alternating first/second finger snap for the last three cards. All
three are honestly counted like this. After the "Seven" count your right hand is raised slightly with the
face of its packet toward the audience. To count "Eight" raise your left hand. At the same time straighten
your right first finger so the cards in that hand are held solely between your thumb and second finger
(fig- 6).

Left-thumb-off the top card of the three remaining and take it onto the face of the right-hand packet.
Your first finger moves onto its face, trapping your second finger beneath it (fig. 7). Snap your second
finger out from between the cards as you count "Eight." That leaves the packet gripped between your
right thumb and first finger. Before counting the next card you must reverse the positions of your first
and second fingers, i.e., curl your second finger onto the face of the packet and straighten your first finger.
Repeat that alternating first/second finger snap twice more to fairly count the last cards as "Nine,"
and "Ten." That is the sequence for the first false count you'll do in the routine — eight as ten. Study the
descriptions of the fingering and how they're labeled carefully now because I'm only going to refer to
them — not redescribe them — later. Naturally you must practice the counts a lot until you get a flowing
rhythm going both physically and verbally. If you hesitate at the fourth or sixth counts it will be obvious
both by your physical hesitation and a change or flutter in your voice — and that better not happen.
Here's the routine.
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"Please take the deck and give the cards a shuffle." (Pause until he's started.) "Don't mix them. You ruined it
already, but it doesn't make any difference. Please give me eleven cards, counting out loud, one at a time onto my left

hand." The spectator is standing to your right, though you're both really facing toward the audience. Follow
the obvious instructions as in the patter. When he deals the cards onto your palm-up left hand your left
thumb righrjogs the ninth card (fig. 8). He's too busy counting to notice and nobody else can see that tiny
movement.
Once he's dealt the tenth and eleventh cards your right hand moves over the packet to square it.
Immediately Top Palm the top three cards, and you can do this easily because of the rightjogged ninth card
(third from the top). Without pausing raise your right hand, keeping it palm down, and place it on the
spectator's shoulder as you continue, "I'm going to show you a little trick with these eleven cards. Do me a favor —
would you please take these eleven cards . . . ." Hand the packet to him and take the deck from him into left-hand

dealing position. Your right hand (cards still palmed) grasps the deck in Biddle Grip and lifts it, using it to
indicate your left palm as you continue ". . . and deal six onto my left hand and five onto my right hand because I'm
going to show you The Derek Dingle, that's me, Fabulous Jumping Card Trick and I need exactly eleven cards." As you

mention your left hand your right hand uses the deck to indicate it. As you begin to ask them to deal five onto
your right hand your right palm flattens onto the deck so the palmed cards are added to the top (fig. 9).
Without pausing your left hand, now holding the deck in dealing position, turns palm down while your right
hand turns palm up (fig. 10). Both hands are seen empty and you've unloaded the extra cards. Place the deck
onto a nearby table.
After he's dealt only one or two cards onto your left palm stop him, saying, "Excuse me, may I just check
that there are eleven cards — the reason is that this trick only works if I have exactly eleven cards." Take the rest of the

packet from him and drop it onto the cards he's just dealt into your left hand and square the whole thing.
False count eight cards as ten exactly as already taught, counting out loud from one to ten. Say, "May I have
one more please. Thank you. This trick only works if you have exactly eleven cards — The Derek Dingle Fabulous Jumping

Card Trick with eleven cards." Have the spectator drop the card, which he's taken off the top of the deck, onto
the packet. False count the nine cards as ten by doing the count as taught, false counting only on "Four;" tilt
the face of the right-hand packet toward the audience as you take "Five;" cards "Six" through "Ten" are
counted legitimately using the alternating first/second finger snap with the faces toward the audience.

Say, "May I have one more card, please." Let the spectator drop another card onto the packet. Count
the entire packet, legitimately, using the first/second finger snap with the faces of the cards toward the
audience at all times.
Turn to a second spectator and say, "Sir, would you please count these cards one at a time and out loud into
my left hand." He does so, counting to ten. "See the help you get these days?"

Turn back to the first spectator and say, "Would you please give me three more." He does — they go onto the
packet. "Ten plus three is how many?" He'll reply, "thirteen." "If I give you two back how many do I have left?" He'll
say, "eleven." Say, "Just what I need for this Derek Dingle Fabulous Jumping Card Trick done with eleven cards."

False count the eleven cards as thirteen using the false count exactly as taught in the beginning, false
counting on "Four" and "Six"—then doing the alternating first/second finger snap for cards "Seven" through
"Thirteen." Remember to count each card out loud, afterward saying, "You see I don't need thirteen — the trick
only works if I have eleven. That's one, two. . . . " Just before you begin to count again openly remove two cards
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and drop them onto the deck (or give them to the spectator). False count the nine cards as ten as already
described (the second count you did at the beginning).

"May I have one more please. If I don't have eleven now I'm going to give up the whole Derek Dingle Fabulous
Jumping Card Trick/' The spectator adds one card to the top of the packet. False count the ten cards as
eleven by false counting only on "Four," tilting the face of the right-hand packet up toward the audience
on "Five/' and using the alternating first/second finger snap for cards "Six" through "Eleven."
Say, "Fantastic — eleven cards. Please take those eleven cards and deal six onto my left hand and five onto my right,
and I'll show you The Derek Dingle Fabulous Jumping Card Trick." Let the spectator follow your instructions,
counting six cards out loud, one at a time, onto your left hand. When he counts the cards onto your right
hand he'll stop at "Four." Say, "Well, it was a lousy trick anyway." Gather the cards and begin your next
routine.
Derek has incorporated some ideas of Francis Carlyle's into this routine — they originally appeared
in Hugard's More Card Manipulations No. 3L

It is to raise your attention 2 hong kong magicians , Alex Ng and Man Kim, are pervert.
They feel up girls during the play of magic tricks. Please aware of them !

